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Izvleček
Visokoentropijske zlitine (angl. high-entropy alloy, HEA) so nova strategija za razvoj
zlitin, pri kateri za stabilizacijo skoraj ekvimolarnih večkomponentnih trdnih raztopin na
enostavnih kristalnih rešetkah (npr. bcc in fcc) poskrbi visoka entropija mešanja. Zelo
malo je znanega o fiziki HEA-jev, zato sem jih izbral za temo doktorata ter jih preučeval skozi meritve upornosti, specifične toplote in magnetizma. V prvem delu poročam o
eksperimentih na prvem odkritem superprevodnem HEA-ju, Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 , ki je
superprevodnik II. tipa s temperaturo prehoda TC = 7.27 K, zgornjim kritičnim poljem
µ0 Hc2 ≈ 8.2 T in spodnjim kritičnim poljem µ0 Hc1 ≈ 35 mT. Po obnašanju je blizu BCS
superprevodnosti v limiti šibke elektronsko-fononske sklopitve, zaradi substitucijskega nereda pa ga moramo uvrstiti med ”umazane” superprevodnike. Mrežne prostostne stopnje
lahko opišemo kot povprečje sestavnih delov po Vegardovem pravilu, kar nakazuje naključno mešanje, elektronskih prostostnih stopenj pa ne moremo. V drugem delu smo
dodali še tri vzorce iz sistema Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti, tako da smo imeli skupaj štiri vzorce, ki
so zastopali različne sestave (ekvi- in neekvimolarne), različno število komponent (4 in 5)
in različne postopke termične obdelave (termično popuščanje ali brez). Superprevodnost
se pojavi po celotnem volumnu vseh štirih vzorcev, neodvisno od nanostrukture vzorca
(popolnoma neurejena ali delno urejena), tako da je prisotnost superprevodnosti v Ta-NbHf-Zr-Ti HEA-jih robusten pojav. Da bi razumeli podrobnosti meritev, npr. oblike krivulj
specifične toplote, je bilo potrebno opraviti analizo nastanka in stabilnosti HEA zlitin.
Tekmovanje med entropijo mešanja, ki povroča nered, in entalpijo mešanja, ki povzroča
urejanje, določi, kakšna nanostruktura nastane ob termični obdelavi materiala in preko
te tudi elektronske lastnosti materiala, npr. superprevodnosti. Parametri, kot so število
komponent, koncentracije, atomski radiji, čas toplotne obdelave in temperatura toplotne
obdelave, tako lahko posredno vplivajo na izmerjenje fizikalne lastnosti preko nanostrukture. V zadnjem delu poročam o poskusih z namenom spoznavanja magnetizma kvazikristalnega aproksimanta Gd3 Au13 Sn4 . Magnetna podmreža Gd3 Au13 Sn4 je sestavljena
iz dobro lokaliziranih magnetnih momentov gadolinijevih f elektronov, ki so razporejeni
zgolj na ogliščih neprekrivajočih ikozaedrov, in ki so sklopljeni z antiferomagnetno sklopitvijo, kar uvrsti ta spinski sistem med čisto geometrijsko frustrirane sisteme. Zaradi tega
so raziskave Gd3 Au13 Sn4 relevantne ne samo kot raziskave prototipa frustriranega sistema
na ikozaderih, temveč tudi kot raziskave netipične kvaziskristalne spinske mreže, pri kateri za kvazikristale in aproksimante običajna uvrstitev med spinska stekla zaradi nereda
ne drži. Pod temperaturo zamrzovanja Tf ≈ 2.8 K sistem preide v neergodično fazo.
Kadar sistem ohladimo v majhnem polju, je dobljena magnetna struktura najverjetneje
superpozicija dveh komponent: a) neurejenih metastabilnih stanj s postopno dinamiko
zamrzovanja, b) urejenega stanja tipa AFM z ostrim faznim prehodom. Čeprav sem na
začetku v temo svoje doktorske disertacije kompleksne medkovinske zlitine (Gd3 Au13 Sn4 )
dodal, da bi imel material za primerjavo z visokoentropijskimi zlitinami, moram na koncu
zaključiti z ugotovitvijo, da prav veliko primerjav ta hip ni možno storiti.

Ključne besede: visokoentropijske kovinske zlitine, superprevodnost, kompleksne kovinske spojine, kvazikristalni aproksimanti, geometrijsko frustrirani magnetizem
PACS: 74.70.Dd, 61.43.-j, 61.44.Br, 75.50.Kj

Abstract
High-entropy alloys (HEAs) are a novel alloy design strategy, based on the entropic stabilization of near-equimolar multicomponent solid solution phases on simple lattices (e.g. bcc
or fcc) by a high entropy of mixing. Very little is known about the physics of HEAs, so
they have been chosen as the topic of this PhD and were studied through resistivity,
specific heat and magnetism measurements. Firstly, I report on experiments on the first
superconducting HEA,Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 , which is a type II superconductor with a
transition temperature TC = 7.27 K, an upper critical field µ0 Hc2 ≈ 8.2 T and a lower
critical field µ0 Hc1 ≈ 35 mT. Its behaviour is close to BCS superconductivity in the
weak electron-phonon coupling limit, and due to chemical disorder the HEA must be
classified as a dirty superconductor. The lattice degrees of freedom can be described
as a compositional average (Vegard’s rule) indicating random mixing, the electronic degrees cannot. Secondly, the experiments have been extended with additional samples
from the Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti system so that there were four samples altogether, representing
different compositions (equi- and off-equimolar), number of components (4 and 5) and
different thermal treatments (annealed or not). It is observed that superconductivity occurs in the entirety of all the samples’ volumes regardless of the sample nanostructure
(completely disordered or partially ordered), so its presence in Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEAs is a
robust phenomenon. To understand details of the measurements, e.g. specific heat curve
shapes, an analysis of the the formation and stability of the HEA mixture is performed.
The interplay of the mixing entropy (which favours disorder) and the mixing enthalpy
(which favours order) defines the nanostructure obtained during thermal treatment and
through it the electronic properties, e.g. superconductivity. Parameters like the number
of components, concentrations, atomic radii, annealing time and annealing temperature
may thus have an indirect effect on the measured physical properties through nanostructure. Finally, I report on experiments characterizing the magnetism of the Gd3 Au13 Sn4
quasicrystalline approximant. Its magnetic sublattice is composed of well-localized Gd
f -electron spins placed only on the vertices of non-overlapping icoshaedra and coupled
antiferromagnetically, which classifies the system as a pure geometrically frustrated system. This makes the study of Gd3 Au13 Sn4 relevant not only as research of a prototypical
frustrated spin system on icosahedra, but also as an exploration of an atypical quasicrystalline spin lattice, for which the usual QC and approximant classification of spin glass
due to disorder does not apply. A transition to a non-ergodic regime is observed below
the spin freezing temperature, Tf ≈ 2.8 K. If the system is cooled below this temperature
in a small magnetic field, the magnetic structure is most likely a superposition of two
components: a) disordered metastable states with gradual spin-freezing dynamics, b) an
ordered AFM-like state with a sharp phase transition. Although I had initially included
complex intermetallics (Gd3 Au13 Sn4 ) in my Thesis topic to have something to compare
HEAs to, only very limited comparison can be performed at this point.
Keywords: high-entropy alloys, superconductivity, complex metallic alloys, quasicrystalline approximants, geometrically frustrated magnetism
PACS: 74.70.Dd, 61.43.-j, 61.44.Br, 75.50.Kj
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Chapter 1
Introduction
During human history, the development of metallic alloys was based almost exclusively
on the idea that one principal element should be used as the matrix and then additional
elements should be incorporated in small quantities in order to enhance the properties or
processing. About thirty practical alloy systems have been developed to date [1] including steels (Fe), Al, Cu, Ti, Mg and Ni-based alloys, and by the 1970s high-performance
one-principal-element alloys reached their maturity. Since then the development of alloys
with more than one principal element has begun and several classes of intermetallics have
been explored. It has been observed that intermetallics may produce both very simple
structures and very complex ones. Structurally complex intermetallics include, for example, complex metallic alloys [2], periodic structures composed of unit cells with several
tens to many thousands of atoms (the cF(23, 256 − x)-Al55.4 Cu5.4 Ta39.1 phase contains a
staggering 23,000 atoms per unit cell). In quasicrystals [3] complexity manifests itself
in a completely different manner – while they lack translational periodicity, long-range
order is maintained, leading to unique structural and physical properties, for example to
crystallographically forbidden 5-, 8-, 10- and 12-fold rotation axes in diffraction diagrams.
A third development path has concentrated on bulk amorphous alloys, including Pd-, La-,
Zr-, Fe- and Mg-based alloys [4], where a relative atomic radius mismatch greater than
12% results in a periodic lattice being energetically unfavourable and a glass-like structure
occurring.
Within the past couple of years, a completely new alloy design strategy, called highentropy alloys (HEAs), has emerged [5,6], which has managed to create alloys composed
of five to thirteen principal elements in equimolar or near-equimolar ratios – which contrasts starkly the usual situation, where one or several elements are included in drastically
smaller amounts. According to the concept, at high temperature the multiple principal
elements of high-entropy alloys lead to a high mixing entropy and thus an entropic stabilization of disordered solid solutions with simple structures, e.g. body-centered cubic
or face-centered cubic. Due to unfavourable kinetics these simple structures are retained
upon cooling as quenched metastable structures (although some precipitates of intermetallic phases may form at the nanometric scale). A new alloy design strategy means
exploring uncharted territory in the space of all possible metallic systems – this time the
lattices are simple and topologically ordered but the chemical disorder is exceedingly high
– which can also translate into uncharted territory for the physics of metals. Standard
ideas might be challenged, new models needed and interesting properties for applications
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could perhaps be found.

1.1

Scope and intent

Very little information about the physical properties of HEAs was available before the
start of my research and the observed properties were quite standard – low electrical
and thermal conductivity, standard paramagnetism and ferromagnetism. There were also
no appropriate theoretical models known. This meant that the results of any physical
properties measurements done by me could only be compared, contrasted and validated
to a very limited extent if the context was limited to high-entropy alloys only. Comparing
standard single-principal-element alloy systems to HEAs, which are inherently multiprincipal-element, would require too generous extrapolation, so the remaining reasonable
options are the other three multi-principal element systems - simple intermetallics, bulk
metallic glasses and complex intermetallics (quasicrystals and complex metallic alloys).
Extending the thesis topic to include too many of these groups could possibly diminish
the amount of focus on the properties of HEAs, so already from the beginning I chose
just one group – complex intermetallics. The choice was partly based on my previous
experience and in part on the availability of a good-quality sample of Gd3 Au13 Sn4 – a
complex metallic alloy, for which interesting magnetic properties can be easily predicted.
The plan was that the majority of my PhD work would be experimental work dedicated to determining the physical properties of HEAs and some complex intermetallics.
The variation of magnetic properties (magnetic susceptibility, hysteresis curves), heat capacity and electronic transport coefficients (resistivity, Hall coefficient) with temperature
and magnetic field would be determined. Further properties, for example the thermal
conductivity and the Seebeck coefficient, or dependence on the direction might also be
determined if the samples synthesized will be large enough or monocrystalline, respectively. All the collected data would then be analyzed and interpreted to hopefully gain
insight into the physical processes taking place inside the HEAs. Additionally, to complement the experimental work, I would attempt to model the chemically disordered lattice
of one of the HEAs within density functional theory (DFT) by using one of the available
DFT codes to see if useful information could be obtained in this way.
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1.2

High-entropy alloys (HEAs)

1.2.1

The high-entropy alloy concept

Although the first experiment in multicomponent alloys can be dated back to German
metallurgist Franz Karl Achard in the eighteenth century [7] and although the first modern
experiments in multicomponent alloys date back to the 1980s, the work was not published
in peer-reviewed publications up to the early 2000s [7]. At about that time, several
publications appeared analysing the properties of this type of alloy [8] (plus see also
references in Ref. [7]) or trying to popularize them [5,9]. The biggest breakthrough of this
period is the invention of the concept of high entropy alloys by Taiwanese researcher J.W.
Yeh, published in 2004 [5]. A more detailed historical overview can be found in Ref. [7].
Let us now present the HEA concept according to Yeh et al. [5,6]. A system in
thermodynamic equilibrium under isothermal and isobaric conditions will minimize the
Gibbs free energy G = H − T S, where H is the enthalpy, T is the temperature and S
the entropy. Many solid solutions in binary systems exist – e.g. gold and zinc randomly
sharing a fcc lattice in a disordered way at high temperature, or the disordered phase of
Cu50 Zn50 [10] – and it is known that the stabilization in these solid solutions is partially
due to the mixing entropy. The big breaktrough by Yeh et al. [5,6], on which the concept
of high entropy alloys is based, is the observation that similarly the entropy could stabilize
a disordered solid solution composed of multiple, e.g. five elements, even in near-equimolar
ratios, see Fig. 1.1. This idea of the stability of simple solid solutions goes against the
prevailing idea of the time – that alloys with several, e.g. five or more, main elements would
lead to complicated alloys composed of many phases (intermetallics, elemental phases,
terminal solid solutions containing one main element plus small amounts of others).

Figure 1.1: Artistic rendering of a HEA – a disordered solid solution composed from multiple,
in this case five, elements. An ideal case has been assumed so there is no ordering or lattice
distortion.

The above idea of an entropic stabilization of multicomponent solid solutions needs
to be validated. To predict the formation and stability of phases, the relevant quantity is
the Gibbs free energy of mixing,
∆Gmix = ∆Hmix − T ∆Smix ,

(1.1)

which is the difference between the Gibbs free energy of the final mixed phase and the
beginning elemental phases. The proposition by Yeh et al. [5,6] is to check if disordered
solid solutions can be designed so that the entropy term is sufficiently large to offer
stabilization. For the simplest approximation – corresponding to the case of ideal solutions
– two assumptions are made: a) the main contribution to the mixing entropy is the
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configurational entropy, that is the entropy corresponding to the atomic disorder, b) the
mixing is completely random. Under these two assumptions the mixing entropy (per
mole) in the solid solutions takes on the same form as in ideal gases [11], see also Fig. 1.2,
∆Smix = −R

N
X

ci ln ci ,

(1.2)

i=1

where the sum is over the N elements composing the solution, R is the gas constant and
ci = ni /n are the mole fractions of the elements. To maximize ∆Smix in a mixture of a
fixed number of elements N , one observes that the mixing entropy in Eq. (1.2) attains
its maximum value when the mixture contains equimolar ratios, ci = 1/N . This can
be illustrated by plotting ∆Smix versus compositions for all compositions of a binary or
ternary system as in Fig. 1.3a or calculated, see comment slightly later. For an equimolar
concentration Eq. (1.2) simplifies to ∆Smix = R ln N , which shows that another way of
increasing ∆Smix is by increasing the number of elements in the mixture, see Fig. 1.3b.
Already at a five-element equimolar mixture we have a molar mixing entropy of ∆Smix =
R ln 5 = 1.61R = 13.4 J/molK. For a melting temperature of approximately 2000 K
the entropic contribution per mole would thus be T ∆Smix = 27 kJ/mol, which should
be sufficient for the entropic stabilization of a disordered solid solution with a simple,
e.g. body-centered cubic or face-centered cubic, structure in competition with orderedcrystalline intermetallic phases (both simple and complex intermetallics). To fully take
advantage of the above discussion – entropic stabilization in alloys with near-equimolar
ratios – and still give a bit more opportunity for alloy design, no requirement of equimolar
concentrations is postulated in definitions of high-entropy alloys.

Figure 1.2: Schematic rendering of ideal mixing as assumed in the interpretation of the HEA
concept. Before mixing we have five elementary components and after mixing a solid solution
from the five elements. Idea from Ref. [7].

Definition: A high-entropy alloy (HEA) is defined as any alloy containing 5 (see
below!) or more principal elements, whose concentrations are in the range of 5 to 35
atomic %; minor elements (below 5 at.%) may also be present [5,6,7].
The adjective ”high-entropy” in the name HEA reminds us of the stabilization mechanism via a high (configurational) mixing entropy. While the above definition sounds
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great, there are of course variations and unclear points. A typical variation, which this
PhD honours, is to lower the minimum number of principal elements to 4, as is done for
example in the case of TaNbHfZr [12] (the 4ANN1d sample of Chapter 4), TaNbMoW
[13], etc. In some places an upper bound, e.g. a maximum of 13 elements, is suggested
[5,6]. There is no exact prescription for the amount of elements that are not metals – may
metalloids and non-metals be included only as minor alloying elements or may they also
be principal elements, how many principal elements, etc.? Alternative options are also to
define HEAs based on ∆Smix exceeding 1.5R, which corresponds to a number of elements
in-between 4 and 5 [7].

Figure 1.3: a) Entropy of mixing ∆Smix directly calculated for a three component system
according to Eq. (1.2) for all compositions (the whole range of molar fractions xA , xB and xC )
and plotted in a ternary diagram. The ternary diagram clearly illustrates that the maximum
is achieved at equimolar composition. b) The mixing entropy (per mole) for equimolar alloy
systems increases with number of components. Multiplying ∆Smix from this graph with a
characteristic temperature, e.g. the melting temperature, allows one to estimate the size of the
mixing term in the Gibbs free energy G. Idea from Ref. [6].

The HEA concept works – the exceedingly high chemical (substitutional) disorder
stabilizes disordered solid solution phases with simple crystal structures via the high
entropy of mixing – and the most common are solid solutions with either a bcc or fcc
structure [7,14]. A single bcc solid solution forms, for example, in AlCoCrFeNi [15],
WNbMoTaV and WNbMoTa [13], TaNbHfZrTi [16]. A single fcc solid solution occurs in
CoCrCuFeNi [17], CoCrFeMnNi [8]. When longer lists of HEAs along with formed phases
– for example in the Appendix of Ref. [7] or the supplement of Ref. [18] – are consulted,
it becomes apparent that not only single solutions but also combinations of more solid
solutions or solid solutions plus intermetallics may form. This will be discussed further
in Section 1.2.3.
The case of CuCoNiCrAlx Fe from the original Yeh publication [5] is perhaps enlightening – for 0<x<0.5 a single fcc solution, for x above 0.8 a fcc and a bcc solution coexist,
for even higher x two types of bcc solutions (ordered B2 and disordered A2) coexist and
for x above 2.8 there is a single bcc solution – showing that in some HEA systems the
resulting phase depends on more than the names of the constituent elements.
Note that experiments have not been limited to HEAs with five or six components:
the ten-component CuCoNiCrAlFeMoTiVZr [5] exhibits two bcc solid-solution phases
plus an amorphous phase; a twenty-component HEA has also been synthesized by Cantor
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et al. [8] and predominantly consists of a single fcc phase. Furthermore, bcc and fcc
HEAs are just the most common, but other types of phases have also been reported and
studied, e.g. hexagonal close-packed (hcp) HoDyYGdTb [19,20], hcp YGdTbDyLu and
GdTbDyTmLu [21] and an orthorhombic phase in Ti35 Zr27.5 Hf27.5 Nb5 Ta5 [22].

1.2.2

Some comments on the HEA concept

Comment 1: Let us briefly show that Eq. (1.2) truly corresponds to the random mixing
of atoms with a proof adapted from Refs. [23,24]. The statistical definition of entropy
is S = knB ln Ω where Ω is the number of microstates corresponding to the macrostate,
kB the Boltzmann constant and n the number of moles. The atoms before mixing move,
e.g. vibrate around the equilibrium, to which corresponds some number of microstates
Ω0 . Our ideal mixing assumption actually means that after mixing we will have exactly
the same types of microstates as before mixing, only that the atomic species might be
randomly arranged – therefore the number of microstates will increase by the number of
possible atomic permutations. This means that after mixing the entropy will be:
Saf ter =

kB
kB
kB
ln(Nperm Ω0 ) =
ln Nperm +
ln Ω0
n
|n {z
} |n {z }
∆Smix

(1.3)

Sbef ore

With n moles of mixture and NA Avogadro’s number, there are nNA atoms of the mixture,
c1 nNA atoms of component 1, etc. The number of permutations for a set composed of
c1 nNA equal atoms, c2 nNA equal atoms, etc. is known to be
(nNA )!
(1.4)
(c1 nNA )!(c2 nNA )! . . . (cN nNA )!
√
We are only
missing
Stirling’s
approximation
[25],
m!
≈
2πmm+1/2 e−m or equivalently
√
ln m! ≈ ln 2π + (m + 1/2) ln m − m to obtain the final result (note: we need to keep
only the dominant m ln m terms, NA = R/kB ):
Nperm =

kB
kB X
kB
ln Nperm =
ln(nNA )! −
ln(ci nNA ) =
(1.5)
n
n
n i
kB
kB X
=
(nNA ) ln(nNA ) −
(ci nNA ) ln(ci nNA ) + . . . =
(1.6)
n
n i
h
i
kB
kB X
underlined cancels
=
(nNA ) ln(nNA ) −
R (ci nNA ) ln(nNA ) + ln ci + . . .
=
n
n
i
(1.7)

∆Smix =

= −R

X

ci ln ci

(1.8)

i

Comment 2: Above we claimed that for a fixed number of components N , ∆Smix
of Eq. (1.2) is maximized at equimolar concentration. Mathematically, the problem is
P
P
maximizing f = − ci ln ci with the constraint ci = 1 (normalization of mole fractions)
on the area limited by 0 ≤ ci ≤ 1. This is a problem that can be solved by the method of
P
Lagrange multipliers1 . We define g(x1 , . . . , xr , λ) = f + λ ( ci − 1). In the constrained
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maximum of f all partial derivatives of g need to be zero. Since ∂g/∂λ = 0 takes care of
the constraint, we concentrate on the other derivatives:
"

#

X

X
∂g
∂
0=
=
−
ci ln ci + λ
ci − 1 =
∂cj
∂cj
1
= − ln cj − cj · + λ = − ln cj + (λ − 1)
cj

(1.9)
(1.10)

We see that for all molar fractions cj = eλ−1 , meaning that they are equal. Taking into
P
account the normalization, ci = 1, we obtain ci = N1 to maximize the entropy and our
point has been proved.
Comment 3: The number of possible HEA systems is very large [5], if for example 13
mutually miscible metallic elements are chosen, the number of possible equimolar highentropy alloys (also equal to the number of HEA systems) with more than five elements
is over 7000 [5]:
No. of equim. systems =

13
X
N =5

13
X
13
13!
= 7099
=
N
N =5 N ! (13 − N )!

!

(1.11)

There are many more possible equimolar HEAs than
  there are equimolar binary compounds between the same 13 miscible elements, 13
= 78 or equimolar ternary com2

pounds, 13
= 286. Interestingly, it has been suggested [7] that this combinatorial count3
ing approach could be extended to non-equimolar alloys if the composition is allowed to
vary only in discrete steps of 100%/p, e.g. 1% for p = 100. For 40 metallic elements and
discrete steps of 1% about 1078 alloys are possible. Note that this number might be overestimated, in Ref. [25] a formula is given for the number of options to write p as a sum
of k non-negative

 integers, which is a version of our problem rescaled by 100%/p. The
p+k−1
formula is k−1 , which gives for our case with p = 100 and k = 40 metallic elements
of order 1034 possible alloys – most, but not all, should be HEAs – still an astounding
number.
 

1.2.3

A more realistic discussion of HEA thermodynamics

At first glance it may seem that with the introduction of the HEA concept, see Section 1.2.1, all of the hard work is already done and one can just move to designing HEAs
and characterizing their properties. Two difficulties still need to be tackled: a) while a
model for the mixing entropy has been presented, see Eq. (1.2), nothing has been said
about how to obtain an estimate for ∆Hmix , which means that we have no tool to guess
formation of HEAs directly from the composition, b) when the estimate for the entropy
term T ∆Smix was calculated, the melting temperature was used but nothing was said
about lower temperatures. When temperature is decreased – and it must be decreased,
since metals are used and studied at room temperature and not melting temperature –
the importance of the entropy term T ∆Smix in Eq. (1.1) for the phase stabilization is
reduced, so the system may be driven into a different state.
I cannot claim any originality for this, as this is a standard textbook example for the use of Lagrange
multipliers, especially since the form of the mixing entropy is the same as of information entropy. See for
example the statistical mechanics textbook Ref. [26].
1
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The simplest to discuss is the case of high-entropy alloys which are ideal solutions –
we could also call them ideal HEAs – there the interatomic forces are the same between
every pair of atomic kind and the atoms are all of equal size. The equal pair forces cause
the pair-interaction part of the mixing enthalpy to be zero and the equal atomic size
leads to negligible lattice distortion causing the distortion part of the enthalpy to be zero.
Under these conditions the enthalpy of mixing is zero, ∆Hmix = 0 and the mixing is
truly completely random, making formula Eq. (1.2) exactly valid. Since ∆Hmix = 0, the
mixing Gibbs free energy contains the entropy term only, Gmix = −T ∆Smix . Therefore
the mixing Gibbs free energy is negative at any nonzero temperature, a disordered solid
solution is thermodynamically stable down to the lowest temperature and the components
are miscible in all proportions (with their mixing being completely random). Hexagonal
HoDyYGdTb was reported to be a prototype of an ideal HEA [20].
In regular (non-ideal) solutions – which we could call regular HEAs – the interactions
between unlike atomic kinds are different from those between like atoms, which results
in non-random mixing, and the mixing enthalpy is nonzero, ∆Hmix 6= 0. An additional
contribution to the mixing enthalpy comes from the atomic size difference, which distorts
the lattice and adds lattice strain energy. All of these lead to a competition between entropy and enthalpy, which occurs both at high temperature and as the sample is cooled to
room temperature. There is no particularly simple way to simulate the high temperature
thermodynamic equilibrium and the progression through phase changes as the system
cools, so one has to rely on simple models and simple empirical parameters to guess what
will happen.
A simple suggestion on how to deal with the mixing enthalpy is due to Zhang et
al. [27], who were aiming to translate the Hume-Rothery rules for solubility of binaries
(which include a size mismatch criterion and an interaction/electronegativity criterion)
into HEAs. To assess the pair interactions they borrowed the Miedema regular mixture
model which was extensively used in formation studies of amorphous glass [28,29,30,31],
according to which the mixing enthalpy of the mixture is calculated from the pair mixing
ij
enthalpies ∆Hmix
of the components i and j as:
N
X

∆Hmix = 4

ij
ci cj ∆Hmix

(1.12)

i=1,j6=i

For the size mismatch Zhang et al. similarly adopted atomic- size-difference (geometric)
parameter δ as had been used in bulk metallic glasses2 :
δ=

v
uN

uX 
ri 2
t
c 1−
i

i=1

r

(1.13)

where ri is the atomic radius of the element i and r = i ci ri is the composition-averaged
atomic radius. Note that the lattice distortion in HEAs is caused by all the elements and
not just by the smallest and largest one, so it makes sense to have a metric, like δ, that
includes all the elements.
This approach started by Zhang et al. [27] enables one to give simple empirical predictions for HEA solid solution formation. Refer to Ref. [7] for a longer discussion on
P
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empirical HEA prediction, let us extract only that, for example, formation can be predicted in terms of ∆Hmix , ∆Smix and δ [27,32] or ∆Hmix and δ [33,34].
The reason, why for our annealing work we were not particularly fond of the above
criteria in terms of ∆Hmix , ∆Smix and δ, is that since the explicit temperature dependence
has been eliminated out of them, there is no way to include the annealing temperature. A
more appropriate approach is provided by Yang et al. [35], who argue that if one cannot
explicitly go through all the combinations of phases to check if the minimum of Gmix
corresponds to a solid solution phase, one can still analyse the terms of Eq. (1.1) to get a
good idea. Negative Hmix describes attractive forces between the constituent elements, so
the more negative it is the more likely intermetallics are to form. Positive Hmix describes
repulsion between the elements, so the more positive it is, the more tendency there is for
the elements to become immiscible. If one assumes that both types of forces (repulsive
and attractive) are similarly effective at preventing solid solution formation, the absolute
value |Hmix | can be taken as the resistance against solid solution formation. The mixing entropy prefers disorder and by lowering Gmix opposes ordering and segregation –
therefore T ∆Smix is the force driving towards a solid solution. Because phase formation
generally occurs near the melting temperature, for the temperature we need an estimate
of the mixture melting temperature and the composition averaged melting temperature
P
is chosen, T m = i ci Tmi . A convenient parameter for the prediction of the formation and
stability of a HEA phase is thus defined as:
Ω=

T m ∆Smix
|Hmix |

(1.14)

For Hmix one uses the Miedema model, Eq.(1.12). The lattice distortion has not been
taken into account so δ, Eq.(1.13), is also included. By statistically analyzing a large
number of known HEAs, Yang et al. [35] arrive at a criterion for stability of HEAs,
Ω > 1.1 and δ < 6.6%.
Let us now return to a general discussion of regular HEAs. As the temperature is
lowered the entropy term T ∆Smix is losing its importance to the mixing enthalpy. As a
consequence, the disordered solid solution no more represents the state of lowest Gibbs
free energy. Into which direction the system is heading should be determined by the mixing enthalpy: positive ∆Hmix drives towards incomplete miscibility and phase segregation,
whereas negative ∆Hmix drives towards the formation of intermetallic compounds. However, unfavorable kinetics with sluggish atomic diffusion [6] hinders phase transformations,
so that the simple high-temperature structure of a disordered solid solution is retained
down to low temperatures, whereas fine crystallites of intermetallic phases or dendrites
may form within the simple matrices. However, unfavorable kinetics with sluggish atomic
diffusion hinders phase transformations, so that the simple high-temperature structure of
a disordered solid solution is retained down to low temperatures, whereas fine crystallites
of intermetallic phases or dendrites may form within the simple matrices. Furthermore
mixing of the elements under the condition ∆Hmix 6= 0 is in principle non-random, so
The form in Eq. (1.13) is the standard
reported. A good way to see what is actually
hpP form as always
i
2
happening is to rewrite it as, δ =
ci (r − ri ) /r. Thus, δ is just the standard deviation of the
atomic radii expressed in units of r.
2
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that preferential chemical environments are formed in the crystal lattice on the scale of
nearest neighbours, at least in a HEA material that has been thermally annealed at a high
temperature. Regular HEAs at ambient temperature in principle represent a quenched
metastable state, whose properties depend on thermal history.
The currently known transition-metals-based HEAs, comprising the systems AlCoCrCuFeMnNiTiV, MoNbTaVW and TaNbHfZrTi [7,14] all belong to the class of regular
HEAs, forming bcc and fcc structures. Note: Above hexagonal HoDyYGdTb was mentioned as a prototype of an ideal HEA – this classification [20] is due to the almost
ij
complete mutual solubility of rare-earth elements (∆Hmix
= 0 for any pair [36]) and the
very small atomic-size-difference parameter δ ≈ 0.8%.

1.3

Properties of high-entropy alloys

The ”four core effects of HEAs” originally due to Yeh [6] are a common way of presenting
what to expect when dealing with HEAs. Thus this explanation appears very frequently,
see for example Refs. [7,14]. The four core effects are: a) a high-entropy effect, b) (severe)
lattice distortion, c) sluggish diffusion, d) a cocktail effect. The high-entropy effect is the
stabilization mechanism by mixing entropy already presented in Section 1.2.1. By the
Gibbs phase rule the number of phases P in equilibrium is connected to the number of
components C in the system via P = C + 1 − F , where F is the number of degrees of
freedom. Although up to C + 1 phases could form under equilibrium conditions, much
fewer usually form in HEAs due to entropic stabilization [14]. The severe lattice distortion
originates from the very different atomic sizes of the elements. In ordinary alloys, the lattice would deform away from the large impurity atom or towards a vacancy. In HEAs the
situation is different since each pair of atoms has different interactions and therefore the
3D unit cells get deformed differently along all edges and the lattice is severely distorted
[7]. Besides the decrease in electrical and thermal conductivity, the lattice distortion also
results in a decrease of the peaks in the XRD spectra, similarly to the thermal effect
described through Debye-Waller factors [37]. The cocktail effect states that HEAs are an
atomic scale composite, so their properties result not only from the constituent elements
but also from their mutual interactions and the severe lattice distortion [7].
The majority of studies of HEAs has focused on the relationship between the phases,
the (micro-)structural composition and the mechanical properties [5,6,13,16,38,39,40,41].
Their conclusion is that these alloys may exhibit favourable properties [5] such as high
hardness (due to several strengthening mechanisms), excellent resistance to anneal softening, high-temperature strength, excellent ductility, good corrosion resistance and excellent high-temperature oxidation resistance, making them suitable for mechanical, furnace
parts, etc.

1.3.1

Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti high-entropy alloys

The first systematic study of refractory alloys (alloys with extremely high melting points)
in HEA systems was performed by Senkov et al. [13], who synthesized equimolar WNbMoTa
and WNbMoTaV via arc-melting. The alloys were single-phase bcc HEAs and their exceptional microhardness was attributed to a solid-solution-like strengthening mechanism.
With an intent on improving on the high density (13.75 g/cm3 and 12.36 g/cm3 ), low
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ductility at room temperature and insufficient oxidation resistance at high temperature
(presence of V), the same group later started exploring the Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti system [16].
The equimolar TaNbHfZrTi [16] alloy synthesized by arc-melting and then hot isostatically pressed was reported to be predominantly single-phase bcc and have exceptional
room temperature mechanical properties, high compression yield strength, excellent ductility (∆L/L > 50%), and solid solution strengthening. Following these interesting results
a series of related studies have been performed by various authors on equimolar samples:
elevated temperature compression experiments and their effect on microstructure [42],
room-temperature deformation mechanisms [43,44], dynamical deformation behaviour
[45], effect of cold-working and subsequent annealing on microstructure and properties
[46]. Plastic deformation properties have also been determined for the non-equimolar
Ta30.8 Nb30.8 Hf8.0 Zr12.7 Ti17.7 [47].
High resolution transmission electron microscopy studies of non-equimolar bcc Ta30.8 Nb30.8 Hf8.0 Zr12.7 Ti17.7 have found that the intergrain phase (IGP) differs in structure
and composition, it is fcc and Ta20.6 Nb6.9 Hf15.1 Zr52.8 Ti4.6 [48]. When non-equimolar
Ta5 Nb5 Hf27.5 Zr27.5 Ti35 was studied, it was determined to be of orthorhombic martensite
structure [22].
For our work on superconductivity in HEAs, the most important are the details of the
micro- and nanostructure as reported in equimolar TaNbHfZrTi by Couzinie et al. [49]
and the extremely precise work on differently annealed equimolar TaNbHfZr by Maiti et
al. [12]. To avoid repetition see Section 4.2.2.
Interestingly, superconductivity research in Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEAs is a parallel research path that has been present almost since the very beginning – the discovery of
superconductivity in HEAs by our group, see Chapter 3, was only preceded by the two
Senkov et al. publications [16,42]. Further developments along this path are the ab initio
DFT calculations by Jasiewicz et al. [50], see discussion on page 119, and our group’s
publication on thermally annealed high-entropy alloys, see Chapter 4.

1.3.2

Physical properties of high-entropy alloys

Electrical resistivity: Prior to our research, not much data about the electrical resistivity of HEAs was known – there were only four systematic studies [51,52,53,54] and all were
based on HEAs from the Al-Co-Cr-Fe-Ni(-Ti) system. The only temperature-dependent
resistivity data, ρ(T ), was available for Alx CoCrFeNi HEAs for as-cast 0 ≤ x ≤ 2 [51],
as-cast, homogenized and deformed 0 ≤ x ≤ 2 [52] and as-cast x = 2.08 [53]. The
alloys are bcc, bcc+fcc or fcc depending on x and preparation, the low-temperature
(4 K) resistivities are 100–160 µWcm and the RT resistivities are 120-220 µWcm with the
RT resistivity of each metal always being higher than the low-temperature ones. The
temperature-dependent resistivities are characterized by a high residual resistivity (higher
than normal metals, smaller than amorphous ones) and small temperature coefficients of
resistivity, with both effects attributed to the disorderliness/randomness of the lattice
[52,53]. For Al2.08 CoCrFeNi [53] the resistivity is almost constant from 4.2 K to 300 K
with ρ4.2 K = 117.24 µWcm and ρ300 K = 119.90 µWcm (corresponding to an overall temperature coefficient of 72 ppm/K). The low-temperature resistivity, e.g. T < 50 K could
be described by ρ(T ) = ρ0 + A ln(T ) + BT 2 + CT 3 with the terms accounting for residual resistivity, Kondo effect, magnetic effects and low-temperature phonon interactions
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[52,53]. The intermediate temperature range, e.g. 50 K < T < 300 K was described by
ρ(T ) = ρ0 + BT 2 + DT , with the terms corresponding to residual resistivity, magnetic
effects and high-temperature phonon interactions [51,52,53]. The high-temperature range
was described by ρ(T ) = ρ0 +DT with residual resistivity and (high-temperature) phonon
effects being dominant [51,53]. In Ref. [54] the RT resistivity of CoCrFeNiTiAlx alloys for
0 ≤ x ≤ 2 was measured as 60–115 µWcm for as-cast and 130-400 µWcm for annealed samples (2 h at 1000 °C) and the increase was attributed to intermetallic precipitation during
heat treatment. The resistivity of the AlCrCuFeMnTi HEA was measured as 150 µWcm in
as-cast form, decreased to 120–140 µWcm for the sample annealed at 590–955 °C for 4 h and
increased to 280 µWcm for the sample annealed at 1100 °C for 4 h [55]. For completeness
let us mention that some available data deviates from the above – resistivities reported
in conference proceedings [56] for NbTiAlVTa and NbTiAlVTaLa0.1 display a maximum
at 1.6 K or lower and the measured resistivity for CoCrFeNiAl is reported to decrease
with temperature, but while interesting these results are slightly questionable3 . The data
from the systematic studies could be complemented by some extra room-temperature datapoints appearing in oxidation studies of magnetron sputtered thin films: 108 µWcm for
the fcc Fe-Co-Ni-Cr-Cu-Al0.5 and 135 µWcm for the bcc+fcc Fe-Co-Ni-Cr-Cu-Al-Mn films
[57], 320 µWcm for the amorphous thin film AlCoCrCu0.5 NiFe [58] and 170 µWcm for the
amorphous AlCrTaTiZr thin film [59]. Some additional data was also available within
the extended HEA definition, where additional non-metallic elements are allowed. For
FeCoNi(AlSi)x HEAs [60] with 0.1<x<0.8, where the structures are either bcc, bcc+fcc
or fcc, the resistivities were reported between 50 and 260 µWcm (the increase is explained
by the effect of Si and of Al lattice distortion). For the bcc Fe6 NiCoCrAlTiSi coating
[61] the RT resistivity was similarly reported to change from 290 to 180 µWcm with hightemperature annealing.
Further publications about resistivity measurements have been appearing since the
start of our research of superconducting HEAs. Room-temperature resistivities of a
fcc CoCrCuFeNi HEA coating produced by laser cladding were reported to drop from
210 µWcm for as-solidified samples with annealing temperature to about ≈140 µWcm for
a 5 h annealing at 1000 °C [62]. The resistivity of the sputtered solid-solution thin film
CoCrFeNi was reported to be 98 µWcm [63]. A study comparing nickel-based single phase
fcc equimolar alloys [64] yielded a RT resistivity for NiCoFeCr of 91.1 µWcm, which was
about an order greater than the simpler Ni, NiCo and NiFe, indicating that resistivity and number of elements could be related. The trend was even more pronounced
in the low-temperature data and the low-temperature residual resistivity could be correlated to Fermi surface broadening calculated by the Koringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR)
coherent-potential-approximation method. A later, more comprehensive, study by the
same authors [65] including the HEAs NiCoFeCrPd, NiCoFeCrMn, NiCoFeCr (with RT
resistivities 90–135 µWcm and 4 K resistivities 75–125 µWcm) found that while the pentary HEAs have the highest electrical resistivity, addition of particular elements (Cr) has
a more pronounced effect than the number of elements. The fitting used was similar to
The problems with [56] are: the publication is not a peer-reviewed article but a proceedings at a
conference, the noise in the resistivities is quite high, there are some abrupt steps in the measurements
and the measurements do not span the whole available range of temperatures, e.g. the resistivity of
CoCrFeNiAl is reported to decrease with temperature (not typical for metals!) for 1.6 K < T < 125 K
but no measurements are given above 125 K.
3
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Refs. [52,53]. Consistent RT resistivity values 112 µWcm for NiCoFeCr and 127 µWcm for
NiCoFeCrMn were reported by other authors concentrating on the temperature range
300–400 K [66]. Within the context of extended HEAs including non-metallic elements,
the resistivity of sputtered (bcc or partially-ordered bcc) thin films of concentration
Fe40 Co35 Ni5 Al5 Cr5 Si10 was reported as 436 µWcm for as-deposited and dropping to
140 µWcm for samples magnetic-field-annealed at 500 °C [67]. Some unusual results also
appear in this extended category, resistivities of sputtered Ni-Cr-Si-Al-Ta films investigated as thin-film resistors were measured between 1600 and 3000 µWcm (due to being
amorphous and nanocrystalline) [68]; for Fe0.5 Al0.125 V0.125 Si0.125 Cr0.125 it was reported
that the resistivity goes from metallic to non-metallic behaviour [69] (perhaps explained
by the ordering observed).
All in all, a brief summation of the form appearing in the review article Ref. [70]
still seems like the best initial expectation for what to expect. Due to electrons being
scattered on the highly disordered lattice, as-cast high entropy alloys can be expected to
have electrical resistivities between 100 and 220 µWcm, which is 1 to 2 orders of magnitude
larger than conventional metals and closer to bulk metallic glasses. The thermal coefficient
of resistivity can be expected to be 1 order smaller than in conventional metals and in
some cases even extremely small. The resistivity generally increases with temperature
but a Kondo effect may be observed at low temperature.
Hall coefficient: To the best of my knowledge, there is only one publication about
Hall coefficient measurements in HEAs [52], dealing with Alx CoCrFeNi alloys for 0 ≤ x ≤ 2
(homogenized; annealed at 1100 °C for 24 h). The Hall resistivities (ρH ) are of order
10−6 to 10−7 Wcm, and both the ordinary and anomalous Hall effect are taking place with
the anomalous being dominant at 5 K and the ordinary being dominant at 300 K (except for the x = 1.25 alloy which is still ferromagnetic at RT). The carriers are hole-like.
The calculated carrier densities are 1022 to 1023 cm−3 , which is similar to conventional
alloys. The corresponding mobility, µ = 1/ρne, is lower than in conventional metals with
comparable carrier density, for which the authors provide a speculative explanation of
being due to heavier lattice defects of HEAs.
Please note that while Ref. [71] is among the first to appear in any internet search
including ”Hall coefficient” and ”high-entropy alloys”, and reports electrons as charge
carriers and a carrier density of order 1019 cm−3 (two orders smaller and different type than
above), its title is slightly misleading. The ”HEAs” discussed are (BiSbTe1.5 Se1.5 )1−x Agx
for x = 0 to 0.012, which gives a content of about 80 at.% of metalloid and non-metallic
elements – a very liberal extension of the HEA definition towards the non-metallic part of
the periodic system – so unsurprisingly the behaviour differs from the typically metallic
above.
Thermal conductivity: Alx CoCrFeNi HEAs are bcc, bcc+fcc or fcc depending on
x. Reported values for the thermal conductivity of homogenized samples for 0 ≤ x ≤ 2
are ≈ 11 W/mK for fcc and bcc+fcc, 20 W/mK for bcc Alx CoCrFeNi at RT and increase
with temperatere to range from 15 to 27 W/mK at 570 K [51]. Research of the same
system by other authors, for 0 ≤ x ≤ 3, measures smaller values 9.5–15 W/mK on a
larger temperature range 380–880 K and attributes the differences to different sample
preparation and annealing protocols [72]. Moving on, to systems without Al, 12.8 W/mK
at RT was reported for NiCoFeCr [64]. Later experiments agree with this value and extend
measurements in temperature to 300–570 K reporting < 18 W/mK for NiCoFeCr and
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NiCoFeCrMn [66]. For NiCoFeCrMn also values below RT are available due to research
extending down to cryotemperatures (4–300 K), reporting < 15 W/mK for NiCoFeCrMn
and < 12 W/mK for NiCoFeCrPd [65].
In all cases where a temperature dependence was measured [51,65,66,72], the thermal
conductivity increases with temperature over the whole measurement range. Analysis on
the 300–570 K range [73] indicates that this increase is caused by the thermal increase
of the lattice parameter and the associated increase in mean free path. In experiments
on NiCoFeCrMn and NiCoFeCrPd using the Wiedemann-Franz law to separate out the
lattice and electronic parts of the thermal conductivity, at low-temperature the lattice
contribution dominates over the electronic one and at room temperature they become
approximately equal [65]. A theoretical study of the lattic part of the thermal conductivity
in HEAs has been conducted via non-equilibrium molecular dynamics and the Green-Kubo
formalism [74].
Altogether, a brief description in the style of the review in Ref. [70] gives us a good idea
of what to expect – room-temperature thermal conductivities in HEAs are 10–20 W/mK,
which is smaller than pure metals and comparable to heavily alloyed conventional metals,
e.g. nickel superalloys. The thermal conductivity is low due to the distorted lattice and
chemical disorder.
Specific heat/Calorimetry: Due to the limited study of physical properties in
HEAs, calorimetry has mostly been limited to differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
with the intent of analysing the structural phase transformations at elevated temperature,
see for example Refs. [75,76,77,78]. Specific heat data for NiCoFeCr and NiCoFeCrMn
on 250–600 K has been published without detailed analysis [66]. Low-temperature specific heat measurements seem limited to the publications of our group on Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti
[79,80] superconductivity and on the HoDyYGdTb magnetism [20]. A notable addition
is the very recent publication of von Rohr et al. [81] again on Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti superconductivity. Recently, two publications using ab initio methods (projector augmented
wave in VASP; exact muffin tin orbitals and the coherent potential approximation) with a
quasi-harmonic Debye model have calculated the lattice specific heats for the AlMoNbV,
CrMoTiV, MoNbTiV [82], TaNbHfZrTi and NbHfZrTi HEAs [83].
Superconductivity: To the best of the author’s knowledge, the experiments presented in Chapter 3 are the first ever observation of superconductivity in high-entropy
alloys. There had been previous speculations on the possibility of producing a HEA superconductor by mixing together superconductive elements and hoping that a cocktail
effect might yield a higher temperature than the constituting elements [56], but the idea
was not experimentally confirmed.
All the work on HEA superconductivity has concentrated on the Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti system. After our initial publication (Chapter 3), Jasiewicz et al. performed ab initio KKRCPA calculations [50], von Rohr et al. [81] very recently published results on compositional
optimization of the transition temperature in HEAs of the form (TaNb)1−x (HfZrTi)x and
our article about thermal annealing effects on superconductivity has just been published
(see Chapter 4).
Magnetism: Magnetism will not be reviewed as exhaustively as the above properties.
HEAs that contain magnetic transition elements show rather standard paramagnetism or
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ferromagnetism [70,84]. Superparamagnetism has been reported [85] in CoCrCuFeNiTi0.8
and CoCrCuFeNiTi – but it does not originate from the primary fcc phase but from
nanoclusters in a secondary amorphous phase. Spin glass behaviour has been observed in
annealed Alx CrCoFeNi for x = 0, 0.25 and 0.75 [52] and the hexagonal HoDyYGdTb [20].
The HoDyYGdTb HEA exhibits a particularly rich magnetic behaviour – depending on
magnetic field and temperature the material can be in a paramagnetic, ferromagnetic,
helical antiferromagnetic or spin glass state.
We conclude by mentioning a potential application of HEAs by Zhang et al. [60] who
explored FeCoNi(AlSi)x HEAs. At x = 0.2 a a good combination of properties is obtained
– a saturation magnetization of 1.15 T (in units µ0 M ), a coercive field of 1400 A/m, an
electrical resistivity of 69.5 µWcm, a yield strength of 342 MPa, and large strain without
fracture (50%) – which indicates that the material could be used as a soft magnetic
material.
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1.4
1.4.1

Complex intermetallics
Quasicrystals

Until the mid 1980s it was believed that solids could be divided into amorphous solids
(disordered) and crystals (ordered and periodic), with only the latter producing sharp
diffraction peaks. This changed in 1984 when Shechtman et al. [86,87] reported that
rapidly quenched Al6 Mn contained a phase that displayed sharp diffraction peaks but had
icosahedral symmetry (six 5-fold axes, ten 3-fold axes and fifteen 2-fold axes). This observation challenged previous concepts since it obviously cannot be amorphous (due to sharp
Bragg peaks) and furthermore cannot be a classical periodic crystal since the five-fold
symmetry is incompatible with its periodicity (translational symmetry). The new class of
crystals was named quasicrystals [88] after the extension from periodic to quasiperiodic
translational order that is needed to describe them. Note that since the strict requirement
of periodic order is dismissed, additional forbidden symmetries, e.g. icosahedral, become
possible. The icosahedral quasicrystal discovered by Shechtman et al. is a 3D quasicrystal
with quasiperiodicity in all three dimensions. Axial quasicrystals, ones with periodicity in
one direction and quasiperiodicity in the other two, also exist and were discovered soon
afterwards with several different types of in-plane symmetry: dodecagonal symmetry [89],
decagonal symmetry [90], pentagonal symmetry [91] and octagonal symmetry [92]. The
AlMn quasicrystals produced by Shechtman et al. could not completely convincingly discard alternative models due to some drawbacks [93], namely they were metastable phases
that could only be produced by rapid solidification, the diffraction peaks exhibited had
finite widths and were not entirely Bragg-like, and only small grains (µm size) could
be grown. In part the problems were addressed with the discovery of the icosahedral
Al6 Li3 Cu in 1986 [94], essentially an equilibrium compound, but the synthesized crystals
still had finite diffraction peaks widths due to quenched strain. The first truly perfect
quasicrystals started appearing a few years later with the discoveries of the stable icosahedral Al-Fe-Cu family [95], the stable icosahedral Al-Pd-Mn family [96] and the first
stable axial quasicrystals in the Al-Cu-Co family [97]. A further breakthrough occurred
in 2000 when stable binary quasicrystals were discovered in Yb-Cd [98]. Official approval
of quasicrystals came in the form of the 1992 update of the definition of the term crystal
by the International Union of Crystallography [99]: ”[...] by crystal we mean any solid
having an essentially discrete diffraction diagram and aperiodic crystal we mean any crystal in which three-dimensional lattice periodicity can be considered to be absent [...]”. In
recognition of his work, Shechtman was awarded the 2011 Nobel prize in Chemistry for
the discovery of quasicrystals [100].
At this point we should mention that aperiodic crystals are usually divided into several groups, incommensurate modulated structures, incommensurate composite crystals
and quasicrystals [101]. Incommensurate modulated structures are not periodic due to a
periodic modulation of some atomic positions whose period is not commensurate with the
period of the whole structure. Incommensurate composite crystals are based on two interpenetrating periodic structures whose periods are not commensurate. For both groups an
average lattice can still be defined, so their diffraction patterns consist of stronger main
peaks (corresponding to the average lattice) and weaker satellite peaks (corresponding
to modulations). This is being mentioned for two reasons: a) unless one explicitly includes forbidden symmetries into the definition of quasicrystals (not always done), from
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a strictly mathematical view-point [102] the distinction between incommensurate phases
and quasicrystals is not really as clear cut as it may seem, b) the hyperspace methods
used below to describe quasiperiodic structures are used both to describe incommensurate
modulated structures and quasicrystals.
For periodic crystals translational and rotational symmetry work in real space (and
also in reciprocal space). For example, by moving the crystal so that one lattice point
superimposes on another, all the lattice points superimpose on another. By rotating
the crystal around a rotation axis, the whole crystal again superimposes on itself. In
quasicrystals instead of true translational symmetry one has weak translational symmetry
[103], translating one lattice point onto another does not superimpose all lattice points
but still superimposes an infinite set. Similarly, there is also no true rotational symmetry,
but this does not mean there is no orientational order – if one collects all the bonds
between neighbouring atoms, one still sees long-range order and also that they lie along
a fixed set of ”star” axes [93].
Our discussion now proceeds to reciprocal space, see for example [93,103]. The electronic density in real space (or the local mass density in more theoretical models) can be
Fourier transformed into reciprocal space to yield the diffraction pattern. The diffraction
pattern of the 3D Bravais lattice of a periodic crystal is composed of peaks, the location
of which can be described by a discrete reciprocal lattice indexed with three integers,
K = ha∗1 + ka∗2 + la∗3 . In quasicrystals [93] the Fourier transform (diffraction pattern) is
again composed of peaks, the positions (wave vectors) of which are described by discrete
reciprocal lattice. The twist here is that the number of linearly-independent basis vectors
required to index the reciprocal lattice exceeds the spatial dimension, e.g. for icosahedral
quasicrystals six basis vectors are required [93,103], they point along the five-fold axes of
the icosahedron, despite the crystal being three-dimensional:
K=

6
X

ni a∗i

→ ∝ (h + τ h0 , k + τ k 0 , l + τ l0 )

(1.15)

i=1

Equation (1.15) simultaneously
shows the general linear combination and the fact that
√
1+ 5
the golden ratio τ = 2 appears in the construction of quasicrystals (which then shows
up in a proper choice of cubic coordinates). Through Eq. (1.15) and the irrational number τ appearing in it, one can see or guess at several properties of quasicrystals [93]:
a) The reciprocal lattice vectors form a dense set (no ”holes”), meaning that theoretically
diffraction peaks will show up everywhere. In practice, a finite subset will be observed,
due to the limited minimum intensity measurable. b) Typically, when indexing diffraction
patterns one of the first steps is determining the lattice constant through the minimal K
value. Since the reciprocal lattice is dense, no minimal K value exists. c) Quasiperiodic structures may be self-similar, in the sense that after inflation/deflation steps they
are transformed into scaled versions of themselves (τ typically appears as the required
rescaling factor). d) Since the number of basis vectors required to span the reciprocal
space is larger than the physical dimension and the reciprocal lattice displays forbidden
symmetries – ones not compatible with 3D translational symmetry – perhaps a better
description would be in higher-dimensional space. This idea works and is the basis of
hyperspace methods.
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1.4.2

Generating quasiperiodic structures

Several mathematical methods exist for generating quasiperiodic structures [93] the generalized dual (grid) method, direct quasiperiodic space tiling approaches via ”substitution”
rules (inflation-deflation) and methods obtaining the structures as cuts/projections from
higher dimensional space. Our main interest are cut/projection procedures, which we will
be using to introduce the term approximant, but for a moment we stop at the direct space
tilling approaches [93]. The Fibonacci chain, a classical 1D example of a quasiperiodic
structure, see Fig. 1.4a, is composed of short (S) and long (L) segments with atoms decorating the ends of the segments and the ratio of the segment lengths equal to S : L = 1 : τ .
The chain is self-similar – upon applying the substitution rule, L → LS and S → L, to
the infinite Fibonacci chain it is transformed into a rescaled version of itself. A series of
such deflation steps is able to produce an arbitrarily long piece of Fibonacci chain. Here
it is worth noting that even though sets of tiles plus matching rules (e.g. in Penrose tiles)
can force the resulting lattice to be quasiperiodic, the lattice is not efficiently built up
by adding one tile at a time – at each step several possible tiles can be added and many
lead to blind alleys with violations of matching rules or remaining holes in the tiling, so
that trying to build large clusters of a Penrose tiling is like trying to navigate a labyrinth.
This type of problem is avoided by building up clusters through deflation rules.

Figure 1.4: a) The Fibonacci chain is generated via substitution rules, L → LS and S → L.
For the last two chain lengths, the self-similar segment is marked by orange dashed lines. b) The
Fibonacci chain as a simple illustration of how the cut procedure works. The higher dimensional
space R2 is 2D in this example and is divided into parallel space Rk , which is the real physical
space, and into the perpendicular space R⊥ , which has no physical meaning. The slope of Rk
in R2 is tan α = 1/τ and the length of the atomic surfaces is ∆ = a(cos α + sin α) and they are
oriented parallel to Rk . To see that both methods are producing the same chain, note that the
sequence in this panel is LSLSL–LSLLSLSLLSLLS–L, where the middle part is the same as
in the last deflation step of panel a).

There are two closely related methods for obtaining quasiperiodic structures as projections from higher dimensional space, the strip-projection method [104,105,106,107] and
the cut procedure [108,109]. The latter brought quasicrystals into the same hyperspace
description as was already developed and applied to modulated structures [103]. In the
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following we will briefly sketch a construction of a simple quasiperiodic structure, the
Fibonacci chain, with the cut procedure – this simple example is analysed for example
in Janot’s book [93] and the introduction to icosahedral quasicrystals by Gratias et al.
[103]. The reason for concentrating on the cut procedure is due to its advantage of being
similar to the usual description of periodic crystals [93] – a quasiperiodic crystal can be
described with the lattice, the symmetry of the lattice and the contents of the unit cell
(locations of atoms), although all these three elements are in higher dimensional and not
in real physical space.
To describe the Fibonacci chain, refer to Fig. 1.4b, which is a 1D quasiperiodic
structure, with a periodic description we embed our real physical space into a higherdimensional space R2 (also called a hyperspace). The higher-dimensional space R2 can
thus be decomposed into two perpendicular 1D components, R2 = Rk ⊗ R⊥ , where Rk is
the real physical space which is parallel/in-line with our perception and R⊥ is the extra
non-physical dimension. The lattice of the Fibonacci chain in hyperspace is simply a 2D
square periodic lattice. Since the Fibonacci chain is the simplest example, only one atom
is added to each 2D square unit cell at one corner. While in periodic crystals adding atoms
corresponds to just naming their 2D locations, for our hyperspace description this is not
so straightforward. While it is clear that the component of each atom falling into real
physical space must be point-like, the atom can be extended in the unphysical dimension.
In general, for each atom an atomic surface of dimension R⊥ (our case 1D) needs to be
described and there is no need for the surface to be flat along Rk . For the Fibonacci chain
the choice of atomic surface is a straight cut of length ∆ = a(cos α + sin α) placed parallel
to R⊥ and is placed symmetrically around the lattice points. The actual Fibonacci chain
(or other structure) appearing in real physical space is the intersection of all the atomic
surfaces (see Fig. 1.4b) with the real physical space axis Rk . The intersections correspond
to real physical atoms. To generate a quasiperiodic structure the slope of the physical
space Rk in R2 must be irrational. For the Fibonacci chain the slope is tan α = 1/τ with
τ the golden ratio. The cuts of the atomic surfaces divide the real space into segments
of two lengths L and S, again in the golden ratio S : L = 1 : τ . If one started writing
down the sequence LSLSLLSLL . . ., the sequence would not repeat itself, the Fibonacci
sequence is not periodic!
The above description might give the impression that the procedure cannot be sufficiently well formalized but that is not the case [93,103]. One can define two basis sets, see Fig. 1.4b, the canonical basis of the hyperspace ei and a basis set comk
posed of the real space basis plus complementary space basis, e1 and e⊥
2 . A density
P
corresponding to the lattice can then be defined ρlatt = n,m δ2D (r − a(ne1 +me2 )).
The atomic surface can be defined,
 e.g. with the Dirac delta and Heaviside functions,
k
⊥
A = δ(r·e1 ) · H ∆/2 − r·e2 . The total hyperspace density is then a convolution of the lattice density and the atomic surface, ρ = ρlatt ∗ A. Out of the total
hyperspace density a slice along would be taken to obtain the density in real space,
ρreal = ρ · δ(r·e2 ⊥ ) = (ρlatt ∗ A) · δ(r·e2 ⊥ ), then to obtain a diffraction pattern the Fourier
transform needs to be calculated, in which the convolutions and products are simply exchanged [103], ρ̃real = (ρ̃latt · Ã) ∗ δ̃(r·e2 ⊥ ). This physical-space diffraction pattern for the
Fibonacci chain can be calculated and interpreted to understand why some peaks in the
dense set of diffraction peaks are much stronger than others [93]. Perhaps the most important aspect of the formal descriptions of the hyperspace methods are the prescriptions
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for transforming the hyperspace coordinates into the coordinates of the physical space
Rk and complementary unphysical space R⊥ . For the Fibonacci chain the prescription is
[93]:
"
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Encoded inside the R matrix is the direction of the physical space Rk in hyperspace. This
type of description will be handy, when we proceed to icosahedral quasicrystals.
Icosahedral quasicrystals: To index diffraction patterns from icosahedral quasicrystals, six independent reciprocal lattice vectors are needed, which tells us that the hyperspace must be six dimensional, R6 , and also that the matrix R is of dimension 6. Since
our parallel physical space Rk is three-dimensional, the unphysical complementary space
R⊥ must also be three-dimensional. Since the lattice vectors needed to index diffraction
patterns are three-dimensional vectors stretching from the center of the icosahedron along
the five-fold symmetry axes, we know that once the first basis vector e1 of the hyperspace
canonical basis maps into physical space Rk it must be something connected with the
same three-dimensional vectors. A popular choice due to Cahn et al. [110] is that e1
maps to b1 with the three-dimensional bi coordinates understood in the internal reference
frame of Rk [103]:
b1 = (1, τ, 0)
b4 = (−1, τ, 0)

b2 = (τ, 0, 1)
b5 = (τ, 0, −1)

b3 = (0, 1, τ )
b6 = (τ, 0, −1)

(1.18)
(1.19)

With this choice, the upper half of R is given, to get the bottom half further choices must
be taken. Altogether [103]:
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Describing all the justifications and details needed to produce actually usable hyperspace
models is way beyond the scope of this PhD, so we will just briefly summarize some
interesting points according to Ref. [103]. In 6D hyperspace there are 3 Bravais lattices
compatible with icosahedral symmetry: a primitive lattice (n1 , . . . , n6 ), a body centered
lattice (a superposition of two primitive shifted by a2 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)) and a face centered
lattice (primitive lattice with extinction rule n1 + n2 + . . . n6 = even). The icosahedral
phase AlLiCu has a primitive lattice (is P-type). The already mentioned highest-quality
Al-Cu-Fe and Al-Pd-Mn icosahedral phases are face centered (F-type). The atomic surfaces for Al-Cu-Fe and Al-Pd-Mn are flat in Rk , like in the Fibonacci chain example.
There are three main atomic surfaces, the shape of all of which in the R⊥ direction is
complicated: at the unit cell origin a large triacontahedron, at a(1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) a truncated
triacontahedron and at the body center a/2(−1, 1, 1, 1, 1, −1) a small triacontahedron.
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1.4.3

Approximants – from quasicrystals to complex metallic
alloys

In the preceding section, Section 1.4.2, the cut procedure was used to generate the Fibonacci chain, a simple 1D quasiperiodic structure. Doing this we remarked that to
generate a quasiperiodic structure, the slope of the real physical space Rk in R2 must be
irrational. If on the other hand the slope is altered from 1/τ to a rational number, for
example q/p, the line representing the physical space Rk will not intersect the hyperspace
lattice only at the origin (0, 0) but also at a(p, q), at a(2p, 2q), etc., see Fig. 1.5. We
have not altered the direction or the sizes of the atomic surfaces. One can easily see that
the R2 hyperspace description in this case is invariant to a translation by a(p, q): the 2D
Bravais lattice is mapped onto itself, so are the atomic surfaces, the half-line representing
√ the R⊥ direction is placed into an equivalent position, Rk is moved along√itself by
a p2 + q 2 . Since thus the real physical space Rk is equal to Rk translated by a p2 + q 2 ,
the structure observed
√ in real space is no longer quasiperiodic but a periodic crystal with
lattice parameter a p2 + q 2 [93]. In Fig. 1.5 two rotations of the real space are plotted,
one for p/q = 2/1 and one for p/q = 3/2. The unit cells of these periodic structures are
LSL and LSLSL.

Figure 1.5: Starting from the construction of the Fibonacci chain in Fig. 1.4, the slope of Rk
in R2 is slightly altered, so that from 1/τ it becomes a rational number q/p. Instead of the
quasiperiodic Fibonacci chain, one then obtains the periodic p/q approximants, for example:
a) the 2/1 approximant, b) the 3/2 approximant.

The periodic structures obtained from quasiperiodic/quasicrystalline structures by
slight modifications of the physical-space direction in hyperspace from irrational to rational are called approximants [93,103,111], and sometimes rational approximants, periodic
approximants or quasicrystalline approximants if one desires to emphasize the rational
direction of the cut, the periodicity or the relationship to quasicrystals explicitly. The
name approximants comes from the local structure in approximants closely approximating
the local structure in quasicrystals – both the clusters (large atomic groups) and their
connectivity up to a certain distance will be similar [103]. The larger the approximant
becomes, e.g. going from 1/1 to 3/2, . . . , to 21/13, etc. the larger the similar chunks
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become and the harder it becomes to distinguish the approximant from the parent aperiodic structure [111]. Since the golden mean τ prominently appears in the direction of
the Rk in hyperspace for quasicrystals – e.g. for the Fibonacci chain the slope is 1/τ ,
see also the many occurrences of τ in Eq. (1.20) – the most common approximants are
the Fibonacci-type, where p and q are two consecutive Fibonacci numbers, so that as the
n→∞
approximant order increases p/q = Fn+1 /Fn −−−→ τ .
The method for producing approximants described above, which rotates Rk in R2 , is
not the only one. A mathematically more convenient method (described in Ref. [103] for
icosahedral QCs; originally due to Jaric et al. [112]) is to apply a shear in hyperspace
so that the physical component of hyperspace remains undisturbed, x0k = xk , while the
perpendicular unphysical one changes x0⊥ = x⊥ − ε xk . If in the method above Rk was
reoriented through A = a(p, q) to obtain a rational approximant, in this method the
shear ε puts a(p, q) into real physical space Rk by deforming hyperspace. In icosahedral
quasicrystals instead of picking just one vector A, one has more freedom, since it is
possible to tilt Rk in R6 in three directions, so there are three vectors, A1 , A2 and A3 .
Depending on the choice of A1 , A2 and A3 we may produce pentagonal (1D), cubic,
rhombohedral or lower-symmetry approximants to icosahedral quasicrystals [103]. For
cubic approximants (labelled a p/q cubic approximant) a good choice [103] is for example
A1 = (1, p/q, 0, −1, p/q, 0), A2 = (0, 1, p/q, 0, −1, p/q) and A3 = (p/q, 0, 1, p/q, 0, −1).
This can be guessed by noting that our initial choice of the bi s (see Eq. (1.18)) leads
to a 3-fold axis along the diagonal of physical space Rk (the diagonal is therefore along
k
k
k
k
k
k
e1 +e2 +e3 ). If we squish along e1 , e2 and e3 symmetrically, we keep the 3-fold axis, which
is good since cubic symmetry requires a 3-fold axis. To get the hyperspace coordinates
k
k
of e1 , one would need to calculate R−1 e1 . By noting that R−1 = RT [103], one can
k
just read off the first three lines of R (see Eq. (1.20)), namely R−1 e1 = (1, τ, 0, −1, τ, 0)
k
k
and R−1 e2 = (τ, 0, 1, τ, 0, −1) and R−1 e3 = (0, 1, τ, 0, −1, τ ). By approximating τ ≈ p/q
(with p and q usually two consecutive Fibonacci numbers) exactly the Ai above are
obtained.
Some examples of approximants: In the near compositional proximity of the icosahedral phase Al62 Cu25.5 Fe12.5 , there are the rhombohedral approximant for compositions
from Al63.4 Cu25 Fe11.6 to Al61.6 Cu28 Fe10.4 , an orthorombic approximant at Al60.3 Cu30 Fe9.7
and a pentagonal (periodic in 1D only) approximant Al63.6 Cu24.5 Fe11.9 [113]. For the icosahedral quasicrystal i-YbCd5.7 two cubic approximants have been synthesized to date, the
1/1 approximant YbCd6 and the 2/1 approximant YbCd5.8 [114].
At this point we will just briefly summarize some properties. Diffraction patterns of
approximants cannot have the forbidden symmetries of quasicrystals. For small-order
approximants, e.g. cubic 1/1 and 2/1, the pattern can be clearly distinguished from the
one produced by the icosahedral phase, but as the order increases, e.g. 3/2 and 5/3, the
position of the spots converge to the parent quasicrystal making higher-order approximants nearly indistinguishable from the QC ones [111]. Approximants form at similar
compositions to quasicrystals [111]. The structure of approximants is easier to determine
than that of quasicrystals. The biggest problem with quasicrystals is figuring out the decoration (atomic positions) of the hyperspace unit cell. Often the decoration is determined
by taking the arrangements from quasicrystalline approximants, using these in the QC
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structural model and seeing if this leads to a diffraction pattern consistent with observations. Some examples where this has been done: from the 1/1 approximant α-AlMnSi the
structure of the icosahedral i-AlMnSi was elaborated [111], the cubic R-Al5 CuLi3 yields
information about atomic positions in i-AlCuLi [93], in 2007 the structure of i-YbCd5.7
was determined by taking motifs known from the 1/1 and 2/1 approximants [114].
The most important property of approximants with regard to physical properties is
their local similarity to quasicrystals – this leads us to expect [103] that physical properties
that depend on short or medium-range order will be similar in the parent quasicrystal
and its approximants. This might take the form of comparing the QC and approximant
– the composition and local structure are similar – to see if quasicrystalline order makes
a difference compared to periodic one. A showy example of this is how the electrical
properties of Al-based alloys change character with the complexity of the structure [115] –
for simple alloys the electrical resistivity is below 100 µΩ cm and has a positive temperature
coefficient, for some complex metallic alloys (giant unit cell) it is of the order 200 to
400 µΩ cm and is virtually temperature independent, while for quasicrystals (infinite unit
cell) the resistivity is of the order of a couple 1000 µΩ cm and has a negative temperature
coefficient. Or alternatively, the expected similarity of properties of quasicrystals and
approximant might mean using an approximant to get an idea of some properties of
quasicrystals via DFT codes or other approaches that require periodicity, see for example
the Krajci et al. [116] discussion on the five-fold surface of i-AlPdMn via slab models of
2/1 and 3/2 approximants calculated with the VASP code.

1.4.4

Complex metallic alloys

The history of complex metallic alloys dates back to 1923 and the pioneering work of
Linus Pauling on the first determination of the structure of an intermetallic via X-ray
diffraction. Besides reporting on the successful determination of the structure of the
simple intermetallic magnesium distannide, MgSn2 , Pauling also reported that he was
not able to index the Laue diffraction pattern of NaCd2 since it was too complex. Pauling
eventually succeeded in 1955 [2,117], showing that NaCd2 is cubic with space group F d3m
and its unit cell contains 384 sodium and 768 cadmium atoms. The giant unit cell of
NaCd2 altogether containing 1152 atoms is in stark contrast with more usual metallic
structures – body-centered cubic elementary metals with 2 atoms per unit cell (e.g. Fe,
Na, Nb), hexagonal-close-packed elementary metals with 2 atoms per unit cell (e.g. Mg,
Ti), face-centered cubic elementary metals with 4 atoms/u.c. (e.g. Pb, Al) and simple
intermetallics containing only a few tens of atoms in the unit cell (Laves phases, γ-brasses)
– and leads us to define the concept of complex metallic alloys [2]. An important event for
the field of complex metallic alloys was the discovery of quasicrystals in 1984 (see Section
1.4.1) as since then complex metallic alloys have been extensively studied in the role of
quasicrystalline approximants (see Section 1.4.3).
Complex metallic alloys4 (CMAs) (also called structurally complex alloys phases) are
periodic metallic crystals, whose unit cell contains several ten to several thousand atoms
[2]. It should be noted that this definition is not very strict in the following senses: a) the
lower bound is not strictly defined so some ”small CMAs” may be included or not, b) in
some contexts, see e.g. Ref. [115], complex metallic alloys might mean CMAs (in the strict
context) plus also quasicrystals, c) the percentage of metalloid elements in CMAs is not
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prescribed so clathrates and skutterudites – the largest atomic fraction is metalloid and
not metallic – are sometimes analysed in the context of complex metallic alloys [115].
Some examples of complex metallic alloys are the Bergman phase Mg32 (Al, Zn)49 with
162 atoms per unit cell [118], the Samson phase β-Al3 Mg2 containing 1168 atoms per cell
[119] and the exceptional cF (23, 256−x)-Al55.4 Cu5.4 Ta39.1 with more than 23000 atoms
per unit cell [120,121].
The three main features of the structure of complex metallic alloys are [2]: a) the giant
unit cells, b) the local environments (clusters and many different types of coordination
environments), c) inherent disorder. Clusters like the 55 atom Mackay icosahedron and
the 105 atom Bergman clusters can be found in many CMAs, for example the Bergman
cluster occurs in the Bergman phase Mg32 (Al, Zn)49 . Note that the variants of the clusters
appearing in related quasicrystals are not identical but just similar, so are usually called
M-clusters (or pseudo Mackay icosahedra) and B-clusters [103]. If B-clusters are drawn
inside the structure of the icosahedral quasicrystal i-AlCuFe, about 80% of the atoms in
the QC will participate in the B-clusters [103].
The inherent disorder in complex metallic alloys occurs in several flavours [2]. Configurational disorder is the occurrence of a subcluster in several orientations. Chemical or
substitutional disorder is when a lattice site may be occupied by a random atom of two
or more elements. Partial occupation – likelihood less than 1 that a site is occupied –
occurs due to geometrical constraints. Split occupation is the special case when only one
of two neighbouring positions may be occupied due to atomic overlap.
In complex metallic alloys (CMAs) besides all the deformations present in simple
metals, another type of defect – called a metadislocation [2,115] – exists and mediates
plastic deformations, causing the ductility of CMAs.

1.4.5

Frustrated magnetism of complex intermetallics
(quasicrystals and complex metallic alloys)

The magnetism of spins on a quasiperiodic lattice represents one of the open questions
in the physics of quasicrystals (QCs) and their approximants. Especially interesting are
the rare-earth-containing QCs, where the f magnetic moments of rare-earth atoms are
well localized and sizable. When placed on an ordered lattice that contains triangles
or tetrahedra, and when the nearest-neighbour spin interaction is negative antiferromagnetic (AFM) and of the same magnitude for all spin pairs, the spin structure becomes
frustrated, because no spin configuration can satisfy all bonds and minimize the energy at
the same time. Such systems are known as geometrically frustrated antiferromagnets and
belong to the class of pure (site-ordered) geometrically frustrated spin systems [122,123].
Geometric frustration is present in some periodic lattices, like a two-dimensional triangular lattice, a three- dimensional face-centered cubic (fcc) lattice, and a hexagonal
close-packed (hcp) lattice (in all cases with AFM nearest-neighbour spin interactions), as
well as a square lattice that is frustrated by a periodic array of positive and negative bonds
[122]. The properties of site-ordered, geometrically frustrated spin systems are different
from spin glasses (SGs) [123], which are also magnetically frustrated but additionally
According to Ref. [115] the alternative name ”complex metallic alloys” for ”structurally complex alloy
phases” was invented for practical reasons during the application for a European Network of Excellence
in about 2005. Both phrases should thus be taken to mean exactly the same.
4
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contain randomness (the spins are positioned randomly in the sample), classifying SGs
as site-disordered systems. While the ground state of a SG is characterized by a lack of
long-range spin order (the spins are frozen in random directions), the state of geometrically frustrated periodic spin systems at finite temperature is always a simple periodic
magnetic structure, which makes them fundamentally different from SGs. Frustration
produces high ground-state degeneracy and may lead to spectacular effects like multiple
phase transitions with increasing temperature, reentrance, disorder lines, and partial disorder at equilibrium [122]. In addition, long-lived nonperiodic metastable states may be
present in geometrically frustrated periodic spin systems. The free energies per spin of
the stable and metastable phases can be very similar, so if the spin system were rapidly
quenched to a metastable state, it would take a very long time to reach equilibrium. The
ultraslow dynamics of geometrically frustrated spin systems may thus be more SG-like
than the statics. Theoretical investigations of model systems suggest that there is rather
little universality among geometrically frustrated spins on lattices of different symmetry,
containing either Ising or vector spins [122]. The precise criterion for the transition temperature TC to the magnetically ordered state to be finite (not driven to TC → 0 by spin
fluctuations) is not clear, nor is it related to the existence or nonexistence of finite entropy
per spin.
Quasiperiodic structures that exhibit long-range order with crystallographically forbidden symmetries frequently contain structural elements needed for geometrical frustration
of spin interactions. A three-dimensional example is an icosahedron that is composed of
20 equilateral triangles, whereas in two dimensions this is the tiling of 12-fold symmetric
atomic planes by equilateral triangles and squares in dodecagonal QCs (the triangle-square
tiling scheme by Stampfli [124]). Placing spins on such lattices with nearest-neighbour
AFM interactions results in geometrical frustration. Magnetic structures of quasiperiodic
spin systems were studied theoretically for some prototypical QC lattices. A study of
Ising spins on a one-dimensional Fibonacci chain found a ground state with a hierarchical
structure of nested clusters, which underwent gradual paramagnetization in an external
magnetic field with increasing temperature [125]. A complicated (nonrandom) spin structure was also found for a two-dimensional Penrose lattice [126]. In real materials, it is usually difficult to classify magnetic QCs unambiguously as purely geometrically frustrated
systems (frustration only) or SGs (frustration and randomness). Most QCs and approximants contain intrinsic disorder (structural and chemical), which introduces a certain degree of randomness into the magnetic interactions. Combined with frustration, this leads
to a SG phase at low temperatures. Examples are the icosahedral i-R-Mg-Zn(Cd) QCs,
where R represents rare earth elements [127,128,129,130,131,132,133], and the Taylorphase T-Al3 Mn [134] and µ-Al4 Mn [135] giant-unit-cell approximants. In addition, when
the basic reorientable magnetic dipoles originate from unpaired d electrons of transitionmetal elements, it is often difficult to classify the spins as localized or itinerant. For that
reason, most magnetic phases reported so far in QCs and approximants have been classified as SG type. We are not aware of any material from this class that would be purely
geometrically frustrated; i.e., its magnetic properties would be predominantly determined
by frustration only, but the effect of randomness due to disorder would be of negligible
importance. Recently, long-range ordered AFM phases were also observed in a series of
Cd6 R quasicrystalline approximants [136].
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Methods
2.1

Magnetic measurements

The measurements of the magnetic properties were conducted on a Quantum Design Magnetic Properties Measurements System (MPMS) XL-5, which is a measurement platform
based around a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) detector. The
detector is complemented by a 5 T-superconducting magnet and a temperature control
system capable of measurement temperatures from 1.9 K to 400 K.

2.1.1

Description of the MPMS

This section will briefly touch upon the main components of the MPMS system [137].
The system is composed of three main physical components – see Fig. 2.1a – the dewar
cabinet, the control cabinet and the computer. While the control cabinet contains all
the measurement electronics (SQUID amplifier, current generators,...) and the computer
is the central organizing and controlling unit of the system, the most interesting are
the insides of the dewar cabinet. Let us ignore for the moment the items at the top of
the dewar cabinet (the sample movement mechanism, the airlock, various valves, etc.)
and imagine following an imaginary line towards the sample at the center of the dewar.
After passing the dewar’s outer insulation, our imaginary line meets the liquid nitrogen
jacket, which reduces the liquid helium consumption. Then another layer of insulation
follows before the line meets the liquid helium vessel. Inside the helium vessel are the
main measurement elements of the system – the magnet, the SQUID, the temperature
regulation and the sample tube, see Fig. 2.1b.
The sample tube, see center of Fig. 2.1b, is insulated from the liquid helium bath by
a vacuum tube so that its temperature can be effectively controlled by the helium gas
passing through the cooling annulus (=the space directly surrounding the sample tube)
and the heaters (attached to the sample tube). At the bottom of the cooling annulus are
two impedances – two tubes; the bigger is only used at higher temperatures – that allow
helium to enter the annulus in a controlled manner. The top of the cooling annulus is
pumped on by a vacuum pump so that helium gas is extracted and the exact method for
doing this depends on the desired sample tube temperature. Above the boiling point of
helium, 4.2 K, the liquid helium converts into gas at the impedances and this gas is then
heated by the gas heater to the desired temperature before reaching the sample tube;
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Figure 2.1: Magnetic properties measurement system (MPMS) and its main parts. a) The
dewar cabinet is on the left, the sample movement mechanism is on top of it. b) Schematic
depiction of the insides of the MPMS dewar. The labels of the temperature-control-related
parts are on the left; the magnetic-field- and measurement-related labels are on the right.

some further heating is sometimes also done by the sample tube heater. Below 4.2 K the
method is different, the bigger impedance is closed-off and a controlled amount of liquid
helium constantly trickles inside the cooling annulus through the smaller impedance; this
liquid helium is then pumped on actively by the vacuum pump to reduce the vapour
pressure above it and thus the temperature. From the experimental viewpoint, the most
important detail about the sample temperature control in the MPMS (refer to Fig. 2.1b)
is that the sample is located inside a plastic drinking straw – the sample holder – which is
not coupled to the sample tube conductively through direct contact but just (convectively)
through the gas contained inside the sample tube, the so-called exchange gas. This limits
the sample thermalization rate and effectively it means that temperature sweeps, e.g. zfc
and fc susceptibility measurements, must be conducted at reasonable rates, e.g. 2 K/min,
so that the sample temperature does not lag behind the MPMS thermometers, which are
attached to the sample tube.
The main source of the magnetic field in the MPMS is a 5 T superconducting magnet
[137], refer to Fig. 2.1b. It is constantly submerged in liquid helium and can be run in two
modes [138] – as a closed superconducting loop (with the power supply disconnected) or
as a superconducting loop with a short resistive segment onto which the power supply is
constantly connected. This second mode, called ”hysteresis” mode is used to enable fast
field sweeps during measurements of hysteresis loops. Since our magnetic measurements
(especially those for the Meissner effect in Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 ) prioritized reduced noise
over measurement speed, the magnet was always run as a fully superconducting loop
during measurements.
Located inside the superconducting magnet coil is an additional copper coil [139].
This coil can be used to induce an oscillating, AC, magnetic field that is used for AC
susceptibility measurements [139]. Additionally, this same coil can also be used to provide
small constant magnetic fields, e.g. 8 Oe (equivalent to 0.8 mT in SI units), which cannot
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be reliably produced by the superconducting magnet due to its remanence of about 2 Oe.
To obtain low magnetic fields first the magnet is either quenched or oscillated to 0 T, then
a fluxgate magnetometer (part of the MPMS Ultra-low Field extension [140]) is inserted
into the sample tube and used to null the remaining field, and finally the required fields
are generated by running a constant current through the copper (AC) coil.
Samples for the MPMS have to be quite small as they need to be fixed inside a
sample holder, which is typically a drinking straw (diameter ≈ 5 mm) made out of clear
plastic [141]. This straw is then fixed via an adapter to a rigid metal rod called the sample
rod [138]. While it seems in Fig. 2.1b that the sample rod is quite short, it extends all
the way up and out of the dewar, through the airlock and is finally attached to a precise
stepper motor. Actuation of this motor and precise recording of the position of the rod
allows us to accurately know the exact position of the sample inside the gradiometer,
which is necessary for determining the magnetic moment of the sample. During the
measurement [138] the sample rod moves the sample through the SQUID detection coils
(also called the gradiometer), which are located between the sample tube and the copper
AC coil.

2.1.2

Measuring magnetic moments with the MPMS

The SQUID detection coils, see Fig. 2.1b and Fig. 2.2, are arranged into a 2nd order gradiometer arrangement [137,138]. This means that there are three evenly-spaced coils, with
the top and bottom one wound in the same direction (e.g. negative orientation, clockwise)
and the middle one having twice as many loops as the outer ones and an opposite winding direction (e.g. positive, counterclockwise). This arrangement is akin to the numerical
discretization of the second derivative, f 00 (x) ≈ H12 [f (x−H) − 2f (H) + f (x+H)], from
which we can interpret that the gradiometer ignores fields that are constant or linear
on the dimension of the gradiometer, 2H ≈ 30 mm. Effectively this means that electromagnetic interference from the outside and the drifts of the field of the superconducting
magnet are almost entirely rejected [137,138,142].
The key to the sensitivity of SQUID magnetometers [138] is that the whole detection
circuit – the gradiometer, the connecting wires, the transformer, the SQUID input wires
– is made out of superconducting material. Instead of having to measure the samplemovement-induced EMF as in classical magnetometers, this means that a constant magnetic flux through the gradiometer produced by a stationary sample translates into a
constant persistent current in the (superconducting) detection circuit which can easily
and accurately be measured by a SQUID (superconducting quantum interference device).
During a normal (”DC scan”) sample measurement [138], see Fig. 2.2 the sample is
moved all the way through the gradiometer (the SQUID detection coils) – it starts below
the bottom coil, slowly moves upwards and stops at several predetermined points, and
exits the gradiometer. At each stop point the position Z and the output SQUID voltage
V (Z) are determined. Due to the design of the SQUID pickup coils, samples of 3 mm
size are effectively point magnetic dipoles [141] so a point-dipole fit [142,143] is used to fit
the SQUID voltage V (Z) and obtain the magnetic moment m (note that the calibration
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of a normal (”DC scan”) sample measurement in the MPMS. The
sample is moved upwards through the gradiometer and the position-dependent magnetic flux
through the gradiometer is measured with a SQUID detector. This SQUID signal is then fitted
using a point-dipole fit to obtain the sample magnetic moment m.

factor k is known):


µ0 mR2

µ0 mR2

µ0 mR2



V (Z) = k  − 
3/2 + 2 · 
3/2 − 
3/2  (2.1)
2 R2 + (Z − H)2
2 R2 + Z 2
2 R2 + (Z + H)2
For a derivation and comments regarding the formula see Appendix B. Let us briefly
mention that there are some technical details that accompany the fitting [137,138,141].
Firstly, a linear drift in the SQUID must be compensated. Secondly, since an exact
position of the sample with regard to the gradiometer must be known, a ”centering scan”
is performed before a set of actual measurements – the sample is moved and measured
as during normal measurements and the position of the dipole fit is adjusted (in the
”Z+” and ”Z-” direction) until it matches the signal produced by the sample. Thirdly,
either the thermal expansion of the sample rod must be taken into account or the fitting
must also fit for the sample position (namely one needs to do a fit of V (Z+δZ) in two
variables m and δZ). Fourth and finally, if the background contribution is comparable to
the measurement, it must be subtracted.
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For the sake of completeness, let us mention that in AC measurements [139] the sample
is not scanned as during normal DC measurements. The sample is only moved to one
or two predetermined points – the center of the gradiometer and possibly the center of
the bottom coil – and the oscillations of the SQUID voltage as caused by the oscillating
magnetic field are recorded in those points.

2.1.3

Results of the measurements

In essence the MPMS magnetometer measures only one physical quantity, the magnetic
moment m of the sample. This one quantity is however usually recalculated into the
(again mass, momagnetization M (mass, molar or volume) or susceptibility χ = ∂M
∂H
lar or volume) and reported in SI or cgs units depending on the publication, see also
Appendix A.1. Note that for samples with a linear dependence of magnetization on the
magnetic field, the susceptibility simplifies to χ = M
. A typical magnetic measurement
H
is the temperature-dependent magnetic susceptibility, which highlights phase transitions
(through shape and magnetic field dependence) and non-ergodic regimes through zfc-fc
splitting (zfc=zero-field-cooled=cool then turn on field; fc=field-cooled=turn on field then
cool). Another one are hysteresis loops, measuring magnetization M versus field H.
Reporting measurements performed with the MPMS, one should keep in mind that
the obtained moment is always the one from a dipole fit and that the calibration factor
k in Eq. (2.1) was obtained by measuring a small palladium calibration sample of known
mass (and therefore magnetic moment). If the size of our sample differs too much from
the calibration standard (or the point dipole) or if we are comparing samples of different
sizes, the sample shape and size can influence the shape of the SQUID signal and consequently the dipole-fit-determined magnetic moment. In this case tables of correction
factors should be consulted, see Ref. [142]. For our samples, Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 which
was approximately 3 mm×2 mm×2 mm and Gd3 Au13 Sn4 which was smaller than 4 mm in
each direction, no correction factor needed to be applied within the accuracy required by
our research. I refer interested readers to Fig. 2.3a and to Appendix B.3, where I discuss
an example where the SQUID signal can be calculated analytically.
In addition to the above-mentioned correction due to induction effects in the gradiometer, another effect must be considered in ferromagnetic and superconductive samples [144].
These strongly magnetic samples produce their own magnetic field, which is called the
stray field outside them and the demagnetizing field Hd inside the samples themselves.
During measurements the samples do not respond to the field generated by the superconductive magnet, the applied field, but to the total field which is a sum of the applied and
demagnetizing field, H = Happl + Hd . Trying to account for the demagnetizing field is
not simple, as the field varies in size and direction with position in the sample even in
simply shaped samples like rectangular blocks and thick rods. One way of overcoming
the problem is to manufacture or cut samples into shapes, in which the demagnetizing
field is almost constant and almost equal to the applied field – into thin rods and thin
films oriented parallel to the field. The alternative approach is to think of the samples
as approximate ellipsoids and use this to calculate the corrections. For a constantly magnetized, M = const., ellipsoid the demagnetizing field is constant in the whole of the
sample and related to the magnetization by Hd = −N · M . The demagnetizing tensor
N is a symmetric 3×3 matrix, whose principal axes are the axes of the ellipsoid. If the
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magnetization has the direction of one of the axes of the ellipsoid, e.g. x, this relationship
becomes Hd,x = −Nx Mx , and the magnetization and demagnetizing fields only differ by
the factor Nx . This factor is one of the eigenvalues of N , called a demagnetizing factor,
and exact formulas for it are known [144]. When magnetic samples are approximated as
ellipsoids two assumptions are being made at the same time – firstly, the spatial variations of M and H are being disregarded and secondly, the fields will be calculated with
demagnetizing factor formulas for ellipsoids. A very common way [144] to use ellipsoid
demagnetization factors is to define an ”external susceptibility”, χext = M/Happl , which
is what the magnetometer wrongly reports. The actual sample susceptibility, χ = M/H,
is then trivially1 obtained as:
1
1
=
−N
(2.2)
χ
χext
In superconductors, by using demagnetizing factors, one is trying to account for the
Meissner-effect magnetic field expulsion [145]. If a superconducting ellipsoid of rotation
is placed in a homogeneous external field (with its axis parallel to the field), the total
magnetic field will be a sum of the external field and the field created by the shielding
currents, which causes the magnetic field lines (of the total magnetic field) to concentrate at the equator of the sample, see Fig. 2.3b. It can be shown that for homogeneous
ellipsoid-shaped samples exposed to a homogeneous external field, the magnetization of
the sample is also homogeneous [145]. Instead of trying to directly account for the shielding currents, one rather takes them into account through the magnetization they cause
and demagnetizing factors. The effective magnetic field experienced by the sample is
H = Happl − N M and corresponds to the magnetic field at the equator of the ellipsoid
[145]. When a full Meissner effect is taking place, from M = −H (due to B = 0 inside the
sample), one can also obtain a direct relationship between the applied and experienced
1
Happl . For a sphere N = 1/3, see Fig. 2.3b, so H = 23 Happl and the expefield H = 1−N
rienced field exceeds the applied for 50%. The simplicity of using demagnetizing factors
for superconductors seems to contradict the intuition built up through undergraduate
physics, which implies that the problem should be tackled by taking B = 0 inside the
sphere, Maxwell equations outside the sphere and stitching with the appropriate boundary conditions at the sphere. Interested readers are encouraged to turn to Appendix C for
such a derivation of the magnetic field H in the whole space around the sphere without
using demagnetizing factors.
The field enhancement caused by the field expulsion has an interesting implication
for superconductors. When the applied field around a type I SC sphere is increased to
slightly above Happl = 32 Hc , the field experienced by the material inside the sphere is
already above H = 32 Happl = Hc , which seems to mean that the whole sphere should be
in the normal state. This is clearly not possible, as one would have a lump of superconducting material that would be completely normal-state even though it is well below
the normal-superconducting critical field [146]. The discrepancy is reconciled in type I
superconductors by the existence of an intermediate state in which the material splits into
normal and superconducting domains [145]. For a general ellipsoid the intermediate state
H
exists for 1 − N < Happl
< 1 [146]. In type II superconductors a similar effect occurs for
c
the lower critical field – as soon as the magnetic field at some point on the sample surface
From H = Happl + Hd one obtains H = Happl − N M . Dividing this last equation by M , one obtains
Happl
1
= M
− N which is exactly χ1 = χext
− N.

1
H
M
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reaches Hc1 , the sample enters a state composed of macroscopic domains of full-Meissner
phase and mixed phase – and the state is called an intermediate-mixed state [145].

Figure 2.3: Sample size & shape difficulties in MPMS measurements: a) If instead of a point
dipole an infinitely-thin paramagnetic rod (placed exactly on the axis of the gradiometer) of
magnetic moment m is measured, the SQUID signal shape depends on the rod length L. If L
is sufficiently small compared to the gradiometer size, let’s say L < 5 mm the signal does not
change too much and the dipole fit will do the sample justice. b) In superconductors exhibiting
a full Meissner effect, the expelled magnetic field lines concentrate around the sample’s equator.
As a consequence the superconductor experiences a larger field than Happl . For a sphere, the
increase is 50%.
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2.2

Resistivity measurements

The resistivity and heat capacity measurements were performed on a Quantum Design
Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS), a commercial multipurpose measurement platform, see Fig. 2.4a. In our case the system is equipped with a 9 T longitudinal
superconducting magnet and can operate within the temperature range of 1.9 K to 400 K.

2.2.1

Brief description of the PPMS

The design of the PPMS [147] is very similar to that of the MPMS (see Section 2.1.1), so
the discussion best proceeds in a comparative manner. The temperature control mechanism and superconducting magnet are designed similarly but there is no extra AC coil in
the PPMS. There is also no gradiometer or SQUID sensor.

Figure 2.4: Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS). a) Photograph. b) A schematic
depiction showing a standard puck and the baffled rod inside the PPMS sample chamber. c) For
later reference: The He3 cryostat mounted inside the PPMS sample chamber, a He3 heat capacity is attached to it, see Section 2.3.

The magnetic measurement in the MPMS is non-contact and causes very little heating,
so the sample does not require an electrical or direct thermal coupling to the sample
chamber wall and can be simply attached to a sample rod which extends from the roomtemperature part to the measurement part. This approach is not viable in the PPMS as
electrical wires need to come to the sample, thermometers and heaters plus additionally
more heat needs to be dissipated from the sample, e.g. in specific heat measurements. The
solution, see Fig. 2.4b, used in the PPMS consists of: a) running the electrical wires on the
outside of the sample chamber and through the bottom of the sample chamber into it and
b) attaching directly onto the bottom of the sample chamber a replaceable insert – called
a puck – and directly onto/into it the measured sample. The direct chamber-puck thermal
contact, the pucks made out of high-conductivity copper and the thermal anchoring of
the electrical wires along their length ensure that the puck is really at the temperature
measured by the PPMS thermometers. The take-away message is that any problems with
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temperature discrepancies (in heat capacity measurements) or heat dissipation problems
(in electrical resistivity measurements) occur at the sample-puck thermal contact and
must be remedied there. For this PhD thesis two types of pucks are relevant: resistivity
pucks (this section) and heat capacity pucks – small calorimeters – see Section 2.3.
Due to the larger sample chamber diameter in the PPMS compared to the MPMS,
additional effort is needed to effectively confine the temperature gradients. A baffled
rod (see Fig. 2.4b) extends from the top and the offset baffles prevent heat radiated at
the room-temperature top of the chamber from interfering with the cooling of the lowtemperature experiments at the bottom [147].

2.2.2

Preparation and mounting of samples in resistivity
measurements

The first step in resistivity measurements is obtaining a sample of appropriate shape
and dimensions. This can be done by cutting, e.g. lapping with a precise wire saw,
grinding or a combination of both. While in principle many shapes can be used for
resistivity measurements – long thin wires, disks, cylinders, ... – often the best choice
for bulk samples is a rectangular parallelepiped (a ”bar”), since it can easily be shaped,
its dimensions can be accurately measured and since it provides nice flat surfaces for
thermal coupling and placing electrical contacts. When cutting the material, one tries to
get a sample with as few defects (cracks, holes) as possible. Ideally, through cutting or
grinding one also removes any problematic sample parts – e.g. the inhomogeneous surface
of arc-melted samples – and through a final surface grinding cleans the samples surface of
any remaining contaminants (e.g. oxides, XRD wax). For samples that tend to oxidize,
an extra grinding step might be required immediately before attaching the wires.

Figure 2.5: Resistivity measurements: a) photograph of two HEA samples mounted on a
PPMS resistivity puck, b) a schematic of an idealized four-wire resistivity measurement, the
dimensions marked in red are those that appear in the formula for calculating the resistivity,
see Eq. (2.3).

To our bar-shaped HEA resistivity samples four leads were attached – two current leads
at the ends of the sample and two voltage leads on the upper surface, see Fig. 2.5b. The
leads were all attached with EpoTek H20E paste [148] and for voltage leads exclusively
thin gold wires were used. For the current leads mostly the same thin wires were used and
experimentally for one or two samples thin gold-plated plates were attached by H20E paste
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and the gold wires were soldered onto them. Note that the method used for mounting
the current leads influences the measured resistivity value only negligibly for large enough
samples and mostly only determines the maximum allowable current through the contact
resistance. The dimensions of the sample and the distance between the voltage contacts
s needs to be measured.
Afterwards a resistivity puck is prepared. Under the sample, directly onto the puck
surface, a non-conductive paper coated with Apiezon H-grease on both sides is placed. The
H-grease is there to ensure good thermal contact and the non-conductive paper prevents
electrical contact with the grounded puck surface. The sample is placed onto the paper
and firmly pressed downwards to make the H-grease layer as thin – and therefore also as
well thermally conductive – as possible. The ends of the gold wires are soldered to the
resistivity puck contacts. Using a standard digital multimeter, the experiment is then
checked for shorts or bad contacts (indicated by excessive contact resistances). The puck
can then be placed into the PPMS and the measurements are performed.

2.2.3

Details of resistivity measurements

Whenever a small resistance needs to be measured, the four-wire (Kelvin) method using
one set of two wires for passing the current and one set of two wires for measuring the
voltage is preferred to the two-wire method [149]. The problem [149] with the two wire
method (see inset of Fig. 2.6a) is that the measured voltage drop includes the voltage
drop across the sample (or device) and the drop along the leads, making the method
unable to distinguish between the sample (or device), lead and contact resistance. Hence
a sum of the resistances is reported, Rmeas = Rsample +2Rwire +2Rcontact . This becomes
particularly inconvenient for metallic samples, since for example the resistance of the
Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 sample is of the order 500 µW, the contact resistance was of order
10 W and the wires leading out of the PPMS dewar have a resistance of ≈ 1 W. A similar
problematic situation occurs in measurements of any kind of superconductor [149], where
accurately checking for zero sample resistivity is impossible due to the huge resistance
wired in series.
In the four-wire method [149,150], see Figs 2.5a–b, a current I is passed through the
sample through one set of leads (the current leads) and the voltage drop is measured
through a separate pair of leads (the voltage leads). Due to the high impedance of the
voltmeter, very little current flows through the voltage leads, so the voltage drop on them
is small and the voltage measured by the voltmeter V is almost exactly the voltage drop
across the sample. The resistivity of the sample is therefore very accurately determined
by [149]:
V A
(2.3)
ρmeas = ·
I s
Let us note that the dimension appearing in the formula is the distance s between the
voltage contacts – the voltage contact separation – and not the length of the sample. The
cross-section of the sample is A = bc, see Fig. 2.5b.
If an ideal voltmeter – one with infinite internal resistance – was used, Eq. (2.3)
would be absolutely exact. Investing a bit of effort one can calculate the effect of the
voltmeter non-ideality and of other experimental conditions, see Fig. 2.6a. Firstly, we
note that the sample has been chopped up into three pieces along the equipotential sur54
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Figure 2.6: Details of the resistivity measurements. a) A schematic showing the four-wire
method with all the details: contact resistances, lead resistances and a non-ideal voltmeter.
Inset: The 2-wire method is problematic since it cannot distinguish between the resistances of
the sample, leads and contacts. b) The current reversal method (the PPMS ”AC drive mode”)
enables the cancellation of nanovoltmeter offsets and thermoelectric voltages, by subtracting the
measurements, V = 12 (V 1 − V 2 ) = IR.

faces to which the voltage contacts are attached. The contact resistances at the sam(i)
(i)
ple Rcontact and lead contacts Rlead are drawn separately. The voltmeter internal resisint
. Secondly, the whole applied current I does not pass through the
tance is denoted Rvolt
sample, a small part of it, I 0 , goes through the voltage leads. One can calculate that
(2)
(3)
(2)
(3)
(2)
int
(2)
I 0 = IRsamp
/(Rvolt
+Rsamp
+Rcontact +Rcontact +Rlead +Rlead ). The voltmeter reports the
(2)
int
= ρ As one finally obtains:
· I 0 . Combining this with Rsamp
voltage V = Rvoltm
ρmeas =

Rint · I 0 A
V A
· = volt
· = ... ⇒
I s
I
s

⇒ ρmeas = ρ ·

(2.4)

int
Rvolt
(2)

(3)

(2)

(3)

int
Rvolt
+ ρ As + Rcontact + Rcontact + Rlead + Rlead

Besides the four-wire measurement, several other features of the PPMS Resistivity
option enable better measurements of metallic samples [150]. The first is the use of
the Resistivity Option’s internal calibration resistors to decrease the effect of drift and
hardware linearity errors. The second is the use of the misleadingly named ”AC drive”
mode for the measurement channel, which is actually an implementation of the currentreversal method. The third is the synchronization of the resistance measurements (current
polarity switches) with the power line frequency, which lessens the effect of powerline drift
and the effect of any 50 Hz AC leakage into the measurement.
Thermoelectric voltages occur when the electrical circuit is composed of different materials and the junction pairs (e.g. copper-steel) are not at the same temperature. Similar
additional DC voltages can also occur as internal nanovoltmeter offsets. The current reversal method [149] measures the sample (or device) twice, once with the current in one
direction and once in the other, see Fig. 2.6b. The voltage drop across the sample changes
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sign but the thermoelectric EMFs do not, so the measurements are V1 = IR + VEM F and
V2 = −IR + VEM F , so the actual voltage drop can be obtained as V = 12 (V1 − V2 ) = IR.

2.2.4

Experimental inaccuracies in resistivity measurements

The first category of problems are related to the samples and are difficult to handle.
In samples containing more than one phase, the sample resistivity might be far from
a compositional average of the phases’ resistivities if the resistivities differ a lot – the
current will prefer to flow through the least resistive one. A few small holes inside the
sample will have little effect on the result – they only slightly decrease the effective cross
section. Larger holes and cracks perpendicular to the current flow can problematically
affect the homogeneity of the current flow inside the sample. In anisotropic samples, the
resistivities in different directions differ. Luckily, the HEA samples did not show any
particular problems of these types.
The second category of problems are related to the resistivity measurement itself. At
an excitation current of I = 1 mA, the resolution of the resistance will be about 4 µW [150]
and the noise will be about 20 µW (due to the external and internal sources of noise [150]).
The precision of resistivity measurements can be increased by averaging several readings
(only fights noise), increasing the excitation current I or by reshaping the sample (longer,
smaller cross section). The excitation current I causes sample heating, mainly through
ohmic heating at the samples’ current contacts made of silver paste2 . Decreasing the
current helps solve the heating problem, alternatively one can improve the sample-puck
thermal contact. For non-ohmic samples (e.g. superconductors) the physics of the samples
may impose a maximum current limit.
When all the above problems are well solved, the accuracy of the measurement is
determined by the quantities in Eq. (2.3). The cross section A = bc can be determined
very accurately by measuring b and c with a micrometer screw. Overdoing it is not
necessary, as the sample is not of perfect shape. The main source of inaccuracy are
usually the voltage contacts that are not absolutely straight, not absolutely parallel to
the sample edges (skewed) and the distance between them s is hard to measure, giving
a variation of about 1–5%. Equation (2.3) assumes that the current is homogeneous
throughout the sample – this might not be the case if the current contacts do not cover
the whole ends of the sample. For bad choices of sample geometry (short samples) and
bad choices of contact placement, the errors can be large, on the order of 10% or even
more. For long enough samples, e.g. over a = 3b = 3c, and reasonable contact separations,
e.g. s = 2/3a, the effect is small or negligible, < 1%. For a discussion on how to handle
current inhomogeneity if it cannot be avoided, turn to Section 3.3.
For the skeptics: The three resistances that can cause heating are the sample resistance, the resistance
of the thin gold wires and the resistance of the contacts. The sample resistance is negligible for metallic
samples at all temperatures. The resistivity of gold at room temperature is ≈ 2.2 µWcm [151], which gives
ρ
for a gold wire of 50 µm diameter R` = A
≈ 0.11 W/cm. Even for wires of the excessive length of 3 cm
this is still below 0.35 W at room temperature (RT). Therefore, at RT the total resistance is dominated
by the resistance of the silver paste contacts (of order 10 W). What about at low temperature? Since the
silver paste is a mixture of silver and epoxy, while the gold wires are pure gold (and therefore a ”better
metal”), we expect the resistance of the contacts to only increase compared to the resistance of the wires
as temperature is lowered. Additionally, note that the ohmic heating of the wires would not dissipate all
of the heat through the sample, some would also dissipate along the wire to the puck’s solder contacts.
2
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2.3

Specific heat measurements

Specific heat measurements for Gd3 Au13 Sn4 and the Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEAs were performed on the PPMS using the Heat Capacity Option [152]. This setup enabled measurements from 2 K to 300 K in magnetic fields up to B = 9 T.
For the high-entropy alloys additional measurements were needed at even lower temperatures, down to 0.4 K, and were performed using the PPMS Helium 3 Refrigerator
extension [153]. This extension is a self-contained cryostat, that is inserted into the sample chamber of the PPMS, see Fig. 2.4. The extra source of cooling power is provided by
pumping on a bath of 3 He (evaporative cooling), and the extension piggybacks onto the
main PPMS system for the other functions – high-vacuum insulation, help with temperature control, electrical connections, etc.

2.3.1

Basics of measuring the specific heat

The heat capacity of a material is a quantity measuring the relationship between the heat
added to a sample (or object in general) and the resulting change in temperature. In our
experimental setup, the pressure3 is kept constant, so the measured quantity is the heat
capacity at constant pressure
Cp =

∂H
∂T

!

=
p

dQ
dT

!

(2.5)
p

Integrating this definition of heat capacity, we get Q = tt12 P (t) dt = TT12 Cp dT , which
expresses the basic idea behind all kinds of heat capacity measurements [154]. During
measurement, the heat flow P to (and from the sample) must be monitored, while also
at the same time recording the material temperature T .
For homogeneous samples instead of reporting the heat capacity – an extensive quantity – reporting some form of specific
 heat – an intensive quality – is preferred.
  This is
dQ
1
1
usually the mass specific heat m dT or the specific heat per mole m/M dQ
, with m
dT
as the sample mass and M the molar mass. Unfortunately, the symbol C can be used
for any one of these three quantities and one must determine from the units, J/K, J/g K
or J/mol K if the discussed quantity is the heat capacity, the mass specific heat or the
specific heat per mole, respectively.
R

2.3.2

R

The Heat Capacity Option calorimeter

A calorimeter is any device used to determine the heat capacity of a sample. In the
most general case, determining the heat capacity from a calorimetric experiment would
require knowing the shape of the heat pulse P (t) and a precise modelling of the thermal
conduction inside the sample, between the sample and calorimeter, inside the calorimeter
(with the heat equation, α∇2 T = ∂T
) as well as the boundary conditions of convection
∂t
and thermal radiation. Since this would be both complicated and potentially inaccurate,
Technically speaking, during measurement we are keeping two thermodynamic variables constant,
the pressure
 p and magnetic field H. To be more precise we are therefore measuring the heat capacity
.
Cp,H = dQ
dT
3

p,H
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many different simple calorimeter designs and measurement methods have evolved. For
example, based on the heat transfer between the calorimeter and thermal bath we can
classify thermometers as adiabatic, isothermal and isoperibol [154] and some measurement
methods are heat pulse calorimetry, relaxation calorimetry, dual slope calorimetry, AC
calorimetry and differential scanning calorimetry [154]. Typically all low-temperature
calorimeters assume a lumped element model and adhere to the scheme of Fig. 2.7a [154].
The lumped element model (also called the ”lumped capacitance method” in the context
of heat transfer [155]) assumes that the problem can be broken up into pieces, so that
inside each piece there is negligible spatial temperature and only the heat transfer between
the pieces needs to be described as a series of thermal links.
The Heat Capacity puck [152] (the PPMS calorimeter) is schematically depicted in
Fig. 2.7b and a photo is shown in Fig. 2.8a. It consists of the puck body, which together
with the bottom of the PPMS chamber constitutes the thermal bath, and a platform
suspended on thin alloy wires (four pairs for the standard puck and four single wires for
the He3 puck). The platform is the sample holder, providing both mechanical support
as well as the measurement data from its attached platform thermometer (Cernox) and
heater (ruthenium oxide film). The sample is placed on top of the platform, and below it
a small amount of vacuum grease ensures good thermal coupling.
The design of the PPMS calorimeter ensures that we are are facing a reasonably simple
situation without nasty surprises [152]. The thermal bath is sufficiently large so that its
temperature change during each measurement is not important. The pressure is reduced
to < 10−4 Torr ≈ 10−4 mbar (via a cryopump) so the platform and sample are not cooled or
heated convectively. The bath temperature is kept close to the measurement temperature
and the puck is covered by a thermal radiation shield – ensuring that the surroundings
of the platform and sample are close to their temperature, so that parasitic heat flow is
minimal. Thus, the only heat transfers taking place are the conductive heat transfers
sample-platform and platform-bath. Charcoal at the bottom of the PPMS baffled rod
helps reduce gas pressure and prevents He condensation on the sample giving anomalous
heat capacity contributions. The platform heater and thermometer are well coupled to
the platform, so they can be regarded as one unit. The heat capacity of the platform and
vacuum grease (called the addenda heat capacity) are comparable to the sample, so they
must be determined and subtracted.
Depending on whether just one heat flow (platform-bath) or two flows (sample-platform
and platform-bath) need to be modelled, the Heat Capacity option uses one of two models, the simple model or the two-tau model, see Figs 2.7c–d. They will be analyzed in
Section 2.3.4.

2.3.3

Measurement procedure

A sample for heat capacity can be prepared by a combination of cutting and grinding,
as in resistivity measurements. The requirements are far less strict: the sample must
have one completely flat side (the one that couples to the platform), it must be free of
secondary phases and must be of appropriate dimensions. The flat side must fit on the
measurement platform (3 mm × 3 mm) and the sample must be reasonably thick, 0.3 mm
to 1.5 mm. Typical sample weights are around 10 mg to 50 mg for metals. The exact
shape of the sample is not important. Likewise the amount of defects (holes, cracks) is
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Figure 2.7: Heat capacity measurements: a) General model of low-temperature calorimeters
from [154]. In thermal analysis, instead of coupling constants K, thermal resistances R = 1/K
are typically used. b) Schematic of the PPMS Heat Capacity showing all the parts. c) Reducing
the general model to just one heat link, one obtains the simple model. d) When the sampleplatform coupling is not perfect, one must reduce the general model to two heat links, the
sample-platform and platform-bath links.

unimportant, as long as there are no huge cracks that would severely disturb the heat
flow in the sample. Immediately before the measurements, the flat side of the sample is
polished, the sample is cleaned and weighed.
The measurement consists [152] of two runs – the addenda run and the measurement
run, both performing an identical measurement routine, with the first one measuring the
heat capacity of the addenda (everything unwanted: platform, grease,...) and the second
one measuring the total heat capacity (sample+addenda). The models will then subtract
the addenda from the total heat capacity to obtain the sample values.
Before the addenda measurement, on a clean Heat Capacity puck a small amount of
vacuum grease (typically Apiezon N-grease) is placed. The puck is then put inside the
PPMS and the addenda heat capacity is measured under conditions equal to those of the
later sample measurement. After the addenda is measured, the puck is removed from the
PPMS and the sample is placed on the platform with the flat side down. The sample
is firmly pushed down to ensure optimal thermal contact. During the mounting of the
sample one takes care to not remove any vacuum grease from the platform (with the tips
of the tweezers) as this would result in an error in the measurement.
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The measurement [152] consists of going through as set of magnetic fields and temperatures. At each temperature, the system is left to stabilize so that the temperature of
the thermal bath and the platform are almost equal to the desired setpoint temperature.
After that the actual measurement starts, see Fig. 2.8b. A square heat pulse of power
P0 and length t0 is generated by the electric heater. The system measures the increase
of temperature during the heat pulse (t < t0 ) and then records the temperature for another time t0 after the heater has been turned off. The measured time dependence of
i
– are collected and fitted
the temperature – actually the platform temperatures Tp,meas
2

i
/δT 2 . The fit
to the theoretical models Tp (t) through χ2 /N = N1 i Tp (ti ) − Tp,meas
provides the measured heat capacity, either Caddenda , Ctotal or Csample . The values t0 and
P0 must be known before each measurement is started so they are chosen from data from
the previous measurement, t0 is set to the last measured time constant τ and P0 is chosen
so that with the previously measured heat capacity it would give a temperature rise of
some requested ∆T /T , e.g. 2%.

P 

Figure 2.8: a) One of the HEA samples from Chapter 4 mounted on a He3 Heat Capacity puck.
b) Collected temperature data for Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 at approximately 7.36 K. Temperature
readings from the platform thermometer are collected (light red), while the heater is on for time
t0 ≈ 15 s and then off for the same amount of time. For well-coupled samples, the sample and
platform temperature fits are almost indistinguishable from the measured temperatures. The
reported sample temperature is the average of the max. and min. temperatures. The temperature
rise is the difference of the max. and the min. temperatures.

The PPMS Heat Capacity option measures both the relaxation during the heating and
during the cooling, it fits the whole temperature response. This means that it is not a
classical relaxation or heat pulse method, but an ”advanced” relaxation or an ”enhanced”
heat-pulse method. The original research was done by Hwang et al. [156].

2.3.4

Models used in the HC measurements

Both models [152] assume that the temperature rise during each measurement is sufficiently small for the heat capacities to be taken as constant. The square heater pulse is
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described as:
P (t) =


P

0,

0,

for 0 < t < t0
for t > t0

(2.6)

The temperature of the sample changes during the heat pulse (between Tmin = Tt=0 to
Tmax = Tt=0 + ∆T ) and the reported value is the average of the best-known sample
temperature estimate. In the simple model it is obtained from the temperature for the
Ctotal fit and in the two tau model from the sample temperature fit.
The two models correspond to two different simplifications of the experimental configuration, see Fig. 2.7.
Simple model
The simple model (Fig. 2.7c), which is used for addenda measurements or when the sample
is extremely well coupled to the platform, assumes that the whole measured heat capacity
is one single lump. There is only one heat link, the platform-bath link. As the heat is
flowing along long wires, the heat link is very accurately described with the integral form
of Fourier’s law, Pw = κwire (T − Tb ) · Awire /lwire = Kw (T − Tb ). The heat balance equation
for the simple model is thus [152]:
Ctotal



dT
= −Kw T − Tb + P (t)
dt

(2.7)

This is a first order ordinary differential equation with piece-wise constant coefficients and
can easily be solved [157]:
T (t) =




 P 1 − e−t/τ + Tb ,
Kw 

 P 1 − e−t0 /τ e−(t−t0 )/τ
Kw

for 0 < t < t0
+ Tb , for t > t0

(2.8)

where τ = Ctotal /Kw
The heater pulse power P0 and time t0 are known so the fit contains three unknowns, Tb ,
Ctotal and Kw [157]. When the simple model is used to determine the addenda, imagine
Caddenda replacing Ctotal in all equations. When the model is used for measuring the sample
run, it determines Ctotal and the sample temperature is obtained by direct subtraction,
Csample = Ctotal − Caddenda .
Two-tau model
In the two-tau model [152,156] (Fig. 2.7c) there are two thermal links. The additional
thermal link is due to the sample and platform not being at the same temperature. The
coupling is via a thin layer of grease, so it is again very accurately described by Fourier’s
law in integral form, Pg = κgrease (Ts − Tp ) · Agrease /lgrease = Kg (Ts − Tp ). The heat balance
equations for the platform temperature Tp and sample temperature Ts are thus [152]:
dTp
= +Kg Ts (t) − Tp (t) − Kw Tp (t) − Tb + P (t)
Cplatf orm
dt


dTs
Csample
= −Kg Ts (t) − Tp (t)
dt
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This time we are dealing with not one but two coupled ordinary differential equations
with piecewise constant coefficients. Two time constants will appear, τ1 and τ2 . The
solutions will again be composed from exponential-decay terms, for example Tp (t < t0 ) =
A1 e−t/τ1 + A2 e−t/τ2 + A3 . In the Heat Capacity manual [152] only the form of τ1 and τ2
is provided without any information about the factors A1 , A2 , ...
τ1,2 =

1
α±β

with

α=

Kw
Kg
Kg
+
+
2Cp 2Cp 2Cs

1 q 2 2
and β =
Kg Cs +2Kg2 Cs Cp +Kg2 Cp2 +Kw2 Cs2 +2Kg Kw Cs2 −2Cp Cs Kw Kg
2Cp Cs

(2.10)

To get the whole exact form needed for a fit, quite a bit of effort is needed. In Appendix D,
I present a derivation of the final formulas for the two-tau model, which uses a different
method compared to the derivation in the original article [156].
The two-tau model is used in the PPMS for sample measurements only. The longer
time constant τ1 roughly corresponds to the platform-bath thermal transfer and the
shorter τ2 to the sample-platform transfer. The known quantities in the fit are the heater
pulse height P0 and width t0 and the platform heat capacity Cp , which was already measured during the addenda run. The model fits for four unknowns, Csample , Kw , Kg and Tb
[157]. The subtraction of the addenda, which had to be done in the simple model after
the fit was completed, is done in the two-tau model automatically during the fit.

2.3.5

Accuracy of heat capacity measurements

At low temperature the time constant τ1 (or τ for simple model) is a fraction of a second
and this defines appropriate measurement times. Fast resistance measurements of the
thermometer offer little time for averaging so sometimes electrical interference from the
power grid will ruin a datapoint (indicated by excessive χ2 /N ).
Quantum Design defines [152] for the two-tau model a ”sample coupling” as Kg /(Kg +Kw )
and recommends remounting the sample for couplings below 90%. Thus the sampleplatform coupling Kg should be at least one order of magnitude larger than the platformbath coupling Kw for results to be valid. Pressing harder on the sample after mounting
might reduce the thickness of the grease and help. If the bottom surface is not flat or is
too rough, improving this might also help.
Picking the size of the sample is an optimization problem. Too small samples might
have a heat capacity that is much smaller than the addenda in some temperature ranges,
so additional error and noise occurs during addenda subtraction. Ideally, Csample is comparable to Cplatf orm or larger. On the other hand, increasing the sample size too much can
lead to large τ1 (or τ ) so the measurements become excessively long at high temperature.
Heat transfer along the height of the sample is governed by the heat transfer equation
∂2
. In samples where the thermal diffusivity α = κ/ρcp is too small, the
α ∂z2 T (z) = ∂T
∂t
assumption of the lumped element model might be invalid – the sample is not all at
the same temperature. The problem affects the heat transfer in a similar manner to
bad sample-platform coupling, so its presence is also visible as a low sample coupling
Kg /(Kg +Kw ).
Another parameter that can be optimized is the temperature rise ∆T /T , the fit quality
decreases with decreasing ∆T /T as more accurate and faster thermometry is required.
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Since the method effectively averages from T −∆T /2 to T +∆T /2, decreasing ∆T /T might
sometimes be beneficial if sharp features, e.g. normal-superconducting transitions, are
being observed. If C(T ) changes severely over the heat pulse, this might also lead to a
bad fit.
Independent verifications of the PPMS Heat Capacity option indicate an accuracy
±3% for 1.8 K<T on gold samples with Csample >0.5 Caddenda [158]; ±1% for 5 K<T <300 K
and ±5% for 0.7 K<T <5 K [159] can be reached.

2.4

Density functional theory (DFT)

Some theory
Density functional theory (DFT) – see [160] for a lengthy introduction, which we will
be following – is based on two theorems by Hohenberg and Kohn. The first theorem
states that by knowing the ground state density n0 (r), in principle all the properties
of the system are completely determined. The second states that a universal functional
E[n(r)] can be determined in terms of the density n(r) and that the global minimum of
this universal functional for a particular physics problem is at exactly the ground state
density n0 (r) and ground state energy. Together, they give an appealing alternative to the
classical approach of trying to determine many-body wavefunctions ψ(x1 , . . . , xN ), which
depend on 3N coordinates – solving for the density n(r), a function of 3 coordinates,
suffices. The problem with the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems is that they provide no recipe
for constructing the required functionals. The Kohn-Sham ansatz tackles this problem
by replacing the original interacting system with a simpler auxiliary non-interacting one,
which has the same ground state density. The interactions of the original system are
handled in the Kohn-Sham auxiliary system through an exchange-correlation functional
of the density. The result of the Kohn-Sham ansatz are a set of Schödinger-like equations
(for spin σ):
σ
HKS
ψiσ (r) = εσi ψiσ (r)
~2 2
σ
σ
∇ + VKS
(r)
with HKS
=−
2m

(2.11)

σ
(r) =
The effective potential in the Kohn-Sham equations is the sum of three terms, VKS
σ
Vext (r)+VHartree (r)+Vxc (r). The external potential Vext (r) is the external potential already appearing in the original problem (e.g. electron-nucleus potentials), the long-range
Hartree term is the Coulomb interaction of the electronic density with itself. By explicitly
separating out both these terms, the remaining exchange correlation potential Vxcσ (r) is
δExc [n]
the functional derivative (Vxcσ (r) = δn(
r ,σ) ) of a local or nearly local functional of the
density.
Z

Exc [n] =

n(r)xc ([n], r) dr

(2.12)

In LSDA, the local spin density approximation, the exchange-correlation energy density
is assumed to have the same density as in a homogeneous electron gas, LSDA
(n↑ , n↓ ) =
xc
↑
↓
hom
hom
(n↑ , n↓ ) + hom
(n↑ , n↓ ). LDA, the local density approximation, is equal
xc (n , n ) = x
c
to LSDA, except that the up and down spin densities are equal. Other more complicated
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(and often more accurate) forms of functionals are possible, e.g. generalized gradient
↓
↑
↑
↓
approximations (GGA), which also includes gradients, GGA
xc (n , n , ∇n , n , . . .).
The Kohn-Sham Schödinger-like equations of Eq. (2.11) cannot be solved directly, as
σ
σ
the potential VKS
(r) would need to be known. To know VKS
(r) one would need the
density, which would already imply knowing the solution to Eq. (2.11). The paradox
is avoided by doing a self-consistent calculation: one takes an initial density guess (e.g.
σ
(r) with this density, then with this
a superposition of atomic densities), calculates VKS
potential diagonalizes the Kohn-Sham equations (2.11), calculates a new density, and
repeats the cycle, see Fig. 2.9a. The cycle is repeated until a sufficiently accurate solution
is known to determine the desired material properties. In practice to perform the selfconsistent cycle, an expansion of ψiσ (r) in terms of a chosen set of basis functions (φ-s)
is used. The basis gives the methods their names, and broadly they are classified into
plane wave methods, localized atomic-like orbitals and augmented methods. Note that
whenever any of the methods is applied to periodic crystals, the Bloch theorem is taken
advantage of for efficiency reasons – it allows the Hamiltonian to be block diagonalized
within the eigenspaces of the translation operators instead of having to diagonalize within
the full basis. The size of the total basis and with it the accuracy for the Kohn-Sham
ansatz is thus determined by both a cut-off value (number of basis functions in a single
diagonalization) and the number of ”k-points” (the number of blocks of the Hamiltonian
being diagonalized). Wavefunctions change faster in the atomic-core region, where the
potential is strong, and very slowly in the region between the atoms, where the potential
is weak, and this fast-slow variation can require large basis sets (e.g many plane waves)
to properly describe. Classical plane wave pseudopotential methods solve this problem
by replacing the nucleus and the tightly-bound core electrons with a pseudopotential and
thus instead of true wavefunctions calculate pseudowavefunctions that agree with actual
wavefunctions beyond a certain distance from the atomic centers.

Figure 2.9: Density functional theory: a) Solving the Kohn-Sham equations self consistently [160], b) the LAPW basis function is composed of a plane wave in the interstitial and of
atomic orbitals (solutions to the Schrödinger equation) inside the atomic spheres
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The augmented plane wave method (APW), which falls into the class of augmented
methods (or atomic sphere methods), tries to tackle the slow-fast oscillation problem by
choosing a less-practical but more-suitable basis. Around each atom an atomic sphere
is chosen. In between the atoms – in the interstitial region – a plane wave is used for
each basis function and inside each atomic sphere for atom t an expansion in terms of
= εt,l φatomic
the eigenfunctions of a local Schrödinger equation for that atom Ht φatomic
t,lm ,
t,lm
see Fig. 2.9b. The plane wave and the expansions around the atoms need to be properly matched at the sphere boundaries. If the final energies from the diagonalization
of Eq. (2.11) were known, one could take these as the energies in solving the atomic
Schrödinger equation at atom t to obtain a fixed APW basis. Since the final energies are
unknown, the APW basis for solving Eq. (2.11) is not fixed but depends on the same εσi
that we are already trying to find. The eigenvalue problem resulting from Eq. (2.11) has
thus become non-linear in the εσi and therefore harder (much slower) to solve. A way to
make the problem tractable again is linearization, instead of solving in a basis containing
φatomic
t,lm (ε) at unknown energies ε, for each atomic orbital the basis function is Taylor∂ atomic
atomic
expanded at at fixed energy El ≈ ε, so that φatomic
t,lm (ε) ≈ φt,lm (El )+(ε−El ) ∂ε φt,lm (El ).
This makes the Kohn-Sham eigenvalue problem linear again.

The Wien2k package
The Wien2k package [161] is a full-potential DFT code implementing a combination of
the linearized augmented plane wave (LAPW) and augmented plane wave+local orbital
(APW+lo) basis functions for describing band states. With full-potential it is meant that
no approximation (e.g. muffin-tin potentials) is made to the shape of the potential and
it is expanded in general form (denoting with r t = r − at coordinates relative to the
location of atom t):
V (r) =

P

LM
P

VLM (rt )YLM (r t ), inside sphere of atom t
i K ·r
,
outside spheres
K VK e

(2.13)

The wavefunction is expanded as a sum of basis functions ψk = n cn φk,n with k in the
first Brillouin zone (this labelling is due to the Bloch theorem). One option for the basis
is LAPWSs (ul are the radial parts of the atomic Schrödinger equation and Ylm spherical
harmonics; Kn are the reciprocal lattice vectors), see Fig. 2.9b:
P

φk,n =

P


h

lm Al,m,k,n,t ul (rt , El )
 √1 ei(k+K n )·r
ω

i

+ Bl,m,k,n,t u̇l (rt , El ) Ylm (r t ), inside sph. of atom t
outside spheres

[with Al,m,k,n,t and bl,m,k,n,t chosen to ensure a continous value and deriv. at the spheres]
(2.14)
The other option are APW+lo basis functions:
φk,n =





P



 lm Al,m,k,n,t ul (rt , El ) + Blm,t ul (rt , E1,l ) + Clm,t u̇l (rt , E1,l ) Ylm (r t ),
|
{z
}
local orbital


 √1 i(k+K n )·r

e
,
ω

near at. t
outside

[with Blm,t and Clm,t chosen so that local orb. are zero at the spheres and normalized]
(2.15)
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Some further tricks are needed to make the code work well. Firstly, the formalism distinguishes between core and band states. Core states are the states that are very low
in energy and completely confined to atomic spheres – these are not described with the
above basis sets but separately in a relativistic LSDA calculation. Band states (valence
and semicore) are the ones actually described with LAPW or APW+lo. For semicore
states – those that are nearly confined to the atomic spheres, but still leak a few percent
of charge – additional basis functions (similar to the local orbitals of APW+lo) may be
needed for an accurate description. Valence states are the highest energetically and for
them the charge leakage is substantial. Secondly, being a full-potential code Wien2k is
slower than plane wave codes – for which it partially compensates by using space-group
symmetries. Thirdly, due to the complicated basis set and complicated internals (symmetries, core vs band states, . . . ) several automatic suggestions of parameters are needed for
the average user to obtain a meaningful result in a reasonable amount of time. Further
very technical tricks are of course needed, but are beyond the scope of our discussion.
In plane wave codes the size of the plane wave basis is usually controlled by specifying
the maximum value for Kn appearing in the expansion of ψk and thus controlling the
resolution. For LAPW the resolution is limited by the matching of the plane waves and
atomic-like expansions at the sphere boundaries, so the resolution criteria is specified by
a cut-off value of Rmt · Kmax , typically 6 to 9, where Rmt is the radius of the smallest
atomic sphere (”muffin tin”) and Kmax limiting the reciprocal lattice vectors Kn .

Using Wien2k
To start a calculation in Wien2k [161], one needs the initial structure (cell and atomic
positions). After that one must go through a lot of settings: the atomic sphere radii
for each atom, the exchange-correlation potential, separating the electrons into core vs
band states, approving/checking some internal parameters, choosing Rmt · Kmax and the
number of k-points, deciding if the calculation should include spin or not, etc. During this
initialization Wien2k prepares the internal representations it needs for the self-consistent
cycle. The starting density is a superposition of atomic densities.
A couple of things should be kept in mind. Firstly, the user is responsible for actually
performing a physically-reasonable calculation, e.g. providing a sensible starting structure,
including spin for magnetic materials, using spin-orbit coupling, etc. Secondly, error
messages produced by Wien2k should be analysed since they usually point to some user
mistake, e.g. an incorrect structure, or to some inappropriate settings. Finally, unless
one can base cut-off values on similar calculations of properties on similar materials,
convergence needs to be checked, e.g. if doubling the number of k-points (increasing the
precision) causes a physically-relevant change of the density of states, then the calculation
is not good enough yet.
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Chapter 3
Ta34Nb33Hf8Zr14Ti11: Discovery of a
Superconducting High-Entropy Alloy
Foreword: This chapter is based on Ref. [79]. I have also included some analysis and
additional measurements that either had no place in the original article (due to limited
length) or were only available much later.

3.1

Introduction

The alloy design concept of high-entropy alloys [5,6], see Section 1.2 for a detailed introduction, is based on the observation that the high mixing entropy ∆Smix of disordered
multiple-element alloys introduces an entropy term T ∆Smix into the Gibbs free energy.
For alloys with several principal elements, this entropy term can at high temperature become sufficient to stabilize disordered solid solutions with simple structures (bcc, fcc, hcp)
in competition with ordered crystalline metallic systems, e.g. complex intermetallics. The
story of the HEA structure does not end in this high-temperature domain of the mixingentropy stabilization – every-day applications of materials take place at temperatures far
below their melting (or annealing) temperatures. During the cooling of HEAs the importance of the entropy term T ∆Smix in the phase stabilization decreases compared to
the enthalpy of the system. However, unfavorable kinetics with sluggish atomic diffusion
hinders phase transformations so that the simple high-temperature structure of a disordered solid solution is retained down to low temperatures as a quenched metastable state,
whereas ultrafine crystallites of intermetallic phases may precipitate at the nanometric
scale within the simple matrices.
The structure of HEAs has provided us with the original physics-related question
motivating our research – if one can understand the low-temperature physical properties
of such a complex out-of-equilibrium state. It should be emphasized, that the prediction
of properties is not complicated just by the metastability of the HEA state (precipitates)
but also by the complexity of the ideal structure (random mix of five or more elements on
a lattice). The original question can be branched off in several directions. For example:
Are the physical properties of a HEA just a compositional average of the properties of
the constituent elemental phases (i.e., a “cocktail” effect)? Is the distribution of elements
on the lattice completely random or are some preferential chemical environments forming
on the scale of nearest neighbour atoms and influencing the physical properties?
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Since the HEA stabilization concept is not very picky – i.e. does not require specific
elements, specific neighbour-pair interactions, etc. – a virtually unlimited number of
HEAs is possible. Many HEAs have been derived and investigated, for example in the
systems Al-Si-Co-Cr-Cu-Fe-Mn-Ni-Ti [5,6], W-Nb-Mo-Ta-V [13] and Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti [16].
Preparing for our research, we noticed that existing studies of HEAs tend to focus on
the relationship between phase, microstructure, and mechanical properties [5,6,13,16,39,
40,41]. Information about the physical properties indicated to expect rather standard
properties – reduced thermal and electronic transport due to scattering on the highly
disordered lattice [38] (similar to bulk metallic glasses) and standard paramagnetism and
ferromagnetism [70,84].
In contrast to expectations from the previously reported physical properties, the measurements on a five-component sample from the Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti system took off in a surprising direction. We have had the privilege of reporting [79] that Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11
shows a spectacular property of type II superconductivity, not observed before in any of
the investigated HEAs. A large part of this chapter will be therefore devoted to characterizing the superconducting properties of Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 .

3.2

Synthesis and structural characterization of our
Ta34Nb33Hf8Zr14Ti11 sample

The first investigation of the Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti system (see Section 1.3.1 for a longer
overview) appeared in Ref. [16] as a result of the authors’ research into refractory highentropy alloys. Based on their previous experience with the Ta25 Nb25 W25 Mo25 and
Ta20 Nb20 W20 Mo20 V20 refractory high-entropy alloys they synthesized a new refractory
HEA with an equimolar composition Ta20 Nb20 Hf20 Zr20 Ti20 with the intent of decreasing
the density and improving oxidation resistance.
Our sample HEA had quite a different composition, Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 from EDS
(see below), and is thus quite far from the equimolar ideal of the entropic stabilization of
HEAs. It was produced from high-purity raw materials, which were arc molten and cast
into a cylindrical copper mold. The so produced rod was recast in a zone-melting setup
at a feed rate of 5 mm/h at about 2300 °C under 400-mbar Ar atmosphere. The final
ingot consisted of a single phase with grain sizes of 200–300 µm. The x-ray diffraction
(XRD) pattern obtained with Cu Kα1 radiation is shown in Fig. 3.1. All the diffraction
peaks have been indexed and identified as belonging to a bcc phase. In the same XRD
experiment, the lattice parameter was determined to be a = 3.36(2) Å.
The broad peaks in the XRD pattern (Fig. 3.1) are a result of the lattice distortion,
which originates from the difference in the atomic radii of the constituting elements, see
Table 3.1 (on page 92). The smallest element is Ti and the largest Zr. The difference in
their radii is best presented as an atomic radius mismatch:
rZr − rTi
∆r(Zr, Ti)
= 1
= 9%
r(Zr, Ti)
(r + rTi )
2 Zr

(3.1)

While large, this radius mismatch is still below the empirical glass-forming criterion [4],
which says that a prerequisite for the formation of bulk metallic glasses is ∆r/r larger
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Figure 3.1: X-ray diffraction pattern for Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 obtained with Cu Kα1 radiation.
The peaks can be indexed to a bcc lattice with lattice parameter a = 3.36(2) Å.

than 12%, since then the increased packing density and decreased lattice distortion make
the amorphous disorder of glasses favourable to crystalline order.
To obtain a composition for our HEA sample, a scanning electron microscope (SEM)
was used in energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS) analysis mode. A composition of
Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 (in at. %), was obtained and the compositional variation on the
µm-scale was measured to be small, within 1 at. % for each element.
Once the composition is known, it is possible to use Vegard’s rule of mixtures [162] –
which is valid under the assumption of completely random mixing of the elements – to
calculate a theoretical estimate of the lattice parameter. While at first using the rule,
P
amix = i ai ci , seems completely straight-forward as we only need to insert the lattice
parameters of the constituting elements ai and the atomic fractions ci , this task is slightly
complicated by the different room-temperature structures of the elements (bcc for Ta and
Nb and hcp for the others). The solution [16] is to notice that just below the melting
temperature all five elements are bcc and that Hf, Zr and Ti become hexagonally-closepacked through a phase transition upon cooling. This makes it possible to use the hightemperature bcc lattice parameters Hf, Zr and Ti in conjunction with the reported thermal
expansion coefficients to extrapolate room-temperature lattice parameters. Using these
RT lattice parameters (taken from Ref. [16]), see Table 3.1 on page 92, it is finally possible
to use Vegard’s rule for Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 , giving a theoretical lattice parameter for
Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 of
X
amix =
ai ci = 3.359 Å
(3.2)
i

which is in excellent agreement with the XRD-determined lattice parameter a = 3.36(2) Å.
This excellent agreement can be taken as an indication of completely random mixing of
the elements on the HEA lattice.

A comment about extinction rules
A comment to this comment: The topic of A2 and B2 order in HEAs and Ref. [163] were
first brought to my attention by Dr. Marek Mihalkovič during my stay in Bratislava.
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It may be worth commenting about the origin of the bcc (or fcc) extinction rules in
HEAs. The typical derivation [164] of extinction rules assumes constructive interference –
according to the Bragg or Laue condition – between the crystal cells and then reduces the
scattering amplitude F to a single-cell structure factor. The bcc extinction rules can then
be explained as a result of the destructive interference of X-rays emitted from the corner
and the center atoms in the same unit cell [151] or as the destructive interference on the
atomic planes corresponding to these two atoms [164]. Since I ∝ |F |2 , the destructive
interference in F has a direct result in the measured XRD intensity.
Let us quickly derive this, roughly following Ref. [164] and under a few assumptions:
a) we disregard all experimental complications and assume a large crystal, b) we assume
that the electronic density can be perfectly separated out into the contributions of each
atom, which is described by an atomic form factor labeled fnj (n is the index of the cell
and j the index of the atom in the cell), c) we will not take the deformation of the HEA
lattice into account.
Atomic form factor of atom nj at location r = 0 and splitting the general charge
distribution in a crystal into atoms:
fnj (k − k) =
0

Z

ρ(r) =

i r·



ρnj (r) e

XX

Rn

k0 −k



dV

(3.3)

ρnj (r−Rn −bj )

(3.4)

k

Scattering on a general distribution of charge:
F ∝
=

Z

ρ(r) e

X XZ

X XZ

k0 −k



dV =

(3.5)
−i r ·



ρnj (r−Rn −bj ) e

k 0 −k



dV =

(3.6)

−i (r −Rn −bj )·

ρnj (r−Rn −bj ) e



k0 −k



·e

i (Rn +bj )·



k0 −k



dV =

(3.7)

j

Rn
=



j

Rn
=

−i r ·

XX

fnj (k0 − k) · e

i (Rn +bj )·



k 0 −k



(3.8)

j

Rn

The usual derivation then proceeds by assuming that the same atomic position is occupied
by the same atom inh all the cells, finj = fj . Constructive interference occurs when the
Laue condition, exp i Rn · (k0 − k) = 1, is fulfilled.


F ∝

 X i Rn ·
e


Rn



k

0

 
X
−k 
fj (k0
·

i bj ·

− k) · e





k 0 −k 
= N · S(k0 − k)

(3.9)

j

For bcc lattices we have two positions b1 = (0, 0, 0) and b2 =
together with k0 − k = 2π
(h, k, l) and assuming two equal atoms:
a
S(k0 − k) = f · 1 + eiπ (h+k+l)
h
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, which gives

(3.10)
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For HEAs not all the unit cells of the crystal are the same (for example one contains
Ta and Nb, while another contains Zn and Ti), so it is not possible to use the same justification
for extinctions.
Starting from Eq. (3.8), we will assume that the Laue condition,
h
i
0
exp i Rn · (k − k) = 1, is still needed to guarantee a peak in the XRD spectrum. After
a bit of rearranging:
F ∝

X i bj ·

e



k

0


−k  X
fnj (k0


j

=N



− k)
=

(3.11)

Rn
X i bj ·

e



0

k −k



(3.12)

hf ij

j

The new symbol hf ij now denotes the average atomic form factor on the position j, the
averaging is of course performed over all the unit cells composing the crystal, hf ij =
1 P
0
Rn fnj (k − k). We again assume the same two atomic positions b1 and b2 as above:
N


F ∝ N hf i1 + hf i2 e

iπ (h+k+l)



assuming hf i = hf i

−−−−−−−−−−1−−−−2−→ N · hf i · 1 + eiπ (h+k+l)
h

i

(3.13)

The two forms of Eq. (3.13) can be used to understand bcc extinction rules for HEAs.
Firstly, the fact that we have managed to synthesize a HEA that has atoms placed on a
bcc lattice is not enough to guarantee bcc extinction patterns in the XRD spectra, since
the scattering from the corner and center atoms is not necessarily completely destructive
for hf i1 6= hf i2 . The closer the two complex numbers hf i1 and hf i2 are, the more the
h + k + l = odd extinction rule will come into play. For substances where the corner and
center atomic positions have exactly the same composition (meaning equal percentages of
Ta, Ti, . . . ) the extinction rule will be exactly the same as for monoatomic bcc lattices.
Conceivably it should also be possible to find HEAs with differing compositions on the
corner and central atoms, where the average atomic form factors hf i1 and hf i2 will be
close enough to make the h + k + l = odd peaks in the XRD spectra invisible in the
experimental noise.
The situation with hf i1 6= hf i2 has been present in HEAs from the very beginning of
research – see for example the original Yeh publication [5] where in as-cast CuCoNiCrAlx Fe
alloys besides the completely disordered ”A2” bcc phase, an ordered ”B2” phase appears
above approximately x = 1.0, giving a (100) bcc XRD peak. This peak is not present in
normal bcc samples due to the extinction rule but occurs here since the ordering means
that we no longer have a true average bcc lattice but an average simple cubic with the
two positions b1 and b2 filled by two different ”average atoms”. The ordered B2 bcc phase
is observed quite often in HEAs [18] and intuitively its occurrence can be explained by
non-ideal interactions between the atomic species – if for example the species can be split
into two groups, group 1 and 2, annealing is likely to produce an ordered B2 bcc phase
if the nearest neighbour ”bond” 1−2 is more energetically favourable than 1−1 or 2−2.
To conclude our general discussion let us briefly mention the W-Nb-Mo-Ta HEA system,
where experimental results [13] show typical bcc extinctions. Theoretical calculations
with Monte-Carlo swaps and DFT-driven molecular dynamics [163] predict that at 300 K
the equilibrated structure should be a B2 bcc structure with mixed (Nb, Ta) and mixed
(Mo, W) sites. Even if annealing could really be performed to obtain this structure, the
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predicted size of the (100) and (111) peaks would be about three orders of magnitude
smaller than the (110) peak. The take-away message is that from the absence of the
(100) and (111) peaks one should not directly jump to a conclusion about whether a bcc
structure is B2-ordered or not.
For Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti high-entropy alloys, most of the research has been focused on the
equimolar composition Ta20 Nb20 Hf20 Zr20 Ti20 . The published XRD spectra [16,44,45,49]
show no evidence of h + k + l = odd reflections and all the samples are described as
average bcc. The same is also the case for our sample, Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 , see Fig. 3.1b.
Similarly, annealing experiments in the Ta25 Nb25 Hf25 Zr25 alloy [12] have also produced
an average bcc phase without ”odd” reflections, but have taken the structure analysis a
lot further and have observed short-range clustering and the occurrence of a minor hcp
phase after 4 days of annealing. Ref. [22] claims to have found the first orthorhombic
high-entropy alloy as Ta5 Nb5 Hf27.5 Zr27.5 Ti35 crystallizes in a structure corresponding to
the α00 orthorhombic martensite phase; correspondingly, bcc extinction rules can no longer
be applied to this case.

3.3

Intermezzo: Using the method of images to estimate the errors caused by current inhomogeneity

Before presenting the results for electrical resistivity measurements on Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 ,
we will take a brief detour and present a short calculation of the effect of current inhomogeneity on the measured voltage in a resistivity experiment. The mathematics and physics
involved are all undergraduate level, but it is hard to find electromagnetism textbooks
which take time to explicitly discuss steady state ohmic conduction – interested readers
may see for example Ref. [165]. In short, the end result of our detour will be a geometrydependent ratio between the measured and the actual resistance of the material, ρmeas /ρ,
which can be used to estimate the error caused by our experimental configuration.
When steady ohmic conduction is discussed [165], one is describing the situation where
the current density in every part of the physical system is (almost) time-independent,
∂j(r)/∂t ≈ 0. Since currents are present in the system (namely the electric current)
this is not an equilibrium state of the system, but an approximation to a thermodynamic
steady state. A more precise definition of steady ohmic conduction [165] is that the rate
of accumulation of unpaired charge density is so small that it has a negligible effect on
the distribution of the current density. From this definition using the definition of electric
current and Ohm’s law we obtain:
0=

∂ρ
= −∇ · j = −∇ · (σE)
∂t

(3.14)

Since examinations of steady ohmic conduction are usually carried out in conditions when
there are no rapidly changing external magnetic fields, ∂B/∂t = 0, Faraday’s law of
induction becomes ∇ × E = 0 and one can define the electric potential E = −∇φ.
Inserting the potential into Eq. (3.14) one obtains:
∇ · (σ∇φ) = 0
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In regions of uniform conductivity this simplifies to Laplace’s equation [165]:
∇2 φ = 0

(3.16)

The solutions for point sources for 2D and 3D space (the Green functions for Laplace’s
equation) without nearby border conditions are well known. Assuming the sources are
placed at the origin of the coordinate system:
(2D)

Ip(2D)
2πσ
I (3D)
= p
4πσ

2D :

φpoint = φ(2D)
=
p

3D :

φpoint = φ(3D)
p

(3D)

· ln
·

1
r

1
r

(3.17)
(3.18)

The only technical detail here is that a proper normalization to a current source of Ip was
done in both cases, which can easily be checked by integrating on a circle/sphere around
the coordinate system origin:
j = σE = −σ ∇φ



Ip(2D) I  r r
Ip(2D) I 
1
∇ ln
· · r dϕ = Ip(2D)
· eˆr · dl =
2D :
j
· dl = −
2
2π
r
2π
r r



I
(3D) I 
(3D) I 
I
I
1
r r 2
p
p
(3D)
∇
· eˆr · dS =
· · r dΩ = Ip(3D)
3D :
j
· dS = −
3
4π
r
4π
r r
I

3.3.1

(2D)

Simplification of experimental configurations

Ideally, all the electrical resistivity measurements of samples could be performed in the
experimental configuration depicted in Fig. 2.5b, in which case there would not be any
effects of current inhomogeneity. This is not always possible due to several reasons, the
main one being that sometimes there is only a small chunk of material available and this
must be preserved – either because the synthesis process produces only small volumes of
homogeneous samples or because the research relies on reusing the same piece of material
for all measurements (to avoid sample variation). In these cases, including our research
on Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 , smaller contacts must be used so that they can later be removed
more easily. See Fig. 3.2a for an illustration of such a configuration. Since we would like
to perform an analysis in analytical form and not a numerical simulation, we ignore the
experimental irregularities – let us assume that we have managed to place the gold wires
exactly along the center line of the sample ends and that we have been sufficiently lucky
that the wire is touching the sample equally well along its whole length. Furthermore let
us assume that we have managed to attach the voltage contacts perfectly parallel to the
edges and perfectly symmetrically with respect to the center of the sample. Since there
is a thin layer of Epotek H20E paste with a resistivity [148] of approximately 400 µW cm
under the gold wires, and the room temperature resistivity of gold [151] is approximately
2.2 µW cm, we may approximate by assuming that the gold wires are equipotential lines.
The result of this approximation is that all the current flow is limited to the xy plane
and we have managed to simplify the problem to a 2D case. Finally, if we assume that
the dimensions of both the voltage and current contacts are negligible, we obtain the
simplified configuration in the right of Fig. 3.2a. As far as the author is aware, this
configuration has not been analyzed in any article.
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For the sake of completeness we provide another experimental configuration, see
Fig. 3.2b. In this configuration, conductive adhesive has been applied to the ends of
the sample and then the current contacts have been pushed into the adhesive so that
their ends touch the sample. If we allow ourselves the assumption that the wires are
much better conductors than the adhesive, the current is supplied through point contacts
on the end surfaces of the samples. We will assume that the current contacts are attached
directly at the center of the ends of the sample. Furthermore let us assume that the voltage contacts are point contacts attached symmetrically (in the x and the y direction) on
the top surface of the sample. This geometry corresponds to the Fe geometry in Ref. [166]
– there the ratio between the measured (apparent) resistivity and the true resistivity of
the sample has already been calculated through more advanced mathematical methods
(due to the limited computer power at that time). The end result from Ref. [166] in
simplified form is:
∞
∞
X
X
(−1)q sinh Bpq
ρmeas


=
a
ρ
p=−∞ q=−∞ Bpq cosh Bpq · s

where Bpq = π

v
u
u
t

p
c/s

!2

q
+
b/s

(3.19)
!2

(Comment: The term in the sum for p = q = 0 is exactly 1, which one can easily check
by taking a limit for Bpq → 0. This needs to be properly handled when calculating the
x
sum. Also, for large Bpq the term in the sum could possibly be rearranged x sinh
=
cosh kx
1
1−e−2x
−kx+x
·e
· 1+e−2kx to alleviate the overflow problems mentioned in the original article
x
[166].)

3.3.2

Creating the images

The method of images is a trick for solving differential equations when only simple boundary conditions are present. The method can also be used in the description of a steadystate current flow, see Ref. [165] for an example of a point current source in the proximity
of an insulating boundary. The boundary condition required by the insulator (zero current flow across boundary) is satisfied by replacing the insulator with the same conductor
and introducing a mirror source current of same amplitude and sign. Due to symmetry
reasons there is no current in the "mirror" plane and as this plane corresponds to the
original insulating boundary, we have managed to solve the original problem.
In our two cases (2D and 3D) the solution is slightly more involved as there are more
insulating boundary conditions that need to be satisfied. This description will follow the
process graphically illustrated in Fig. 3.3. We place the coordinate system so that the
”+” current contact is at the origin and the ”-” current contact at (a, 0) or (a, 0, 0). The
sample is of size a × b × c and the a, b and c edges are orientated along the x, y and z
axes of the coordinate system, respectively. The distance between the voltage contacts is
denoted by s.
We proceed by first trying to satisfy the boundary condition at x = a for the ”+”
current source by mirroring it across the sample end at x = a. This produces a ”+”
source at (2a, 0, 0) but now the boundary condition at x = 0 is no longer satisfied so we
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Figure 3.2: Simplification of experimental configurations for the method of images. a) Line
current and voltage contacts: when the gold wires can be assumed to be equipotential lines, all
xy slices are equal and there is no z component of the current. Effectively only a 2D case needs
to be solved analytically. b) Small point-like current and voltage contacts: if the contacts are
assumed to be infinitely small points, this 3D case can be solved analytically.

need to mirror this new source across x = 0. This gives another ”+” source at (−2a, 0, 0),
which satisfies the boundary condition at x = 0 and not at x = a, so another mirror
across x = a is required giving (4a, 0, 0). Repeating this procedure further, we quickly
discover that the ”+” sources need to be placed at (2j · a, 0, 0) for all integers j. If we
repeat this procedure for the ”-” current source we obtain negative current sources at the
positions ((2j + 1) · a, 0, 0). Looking at the boundaries at x = 0 and x = a in Fig. 3.3b it
is easy to see that the source placement is now left-right symmetric for both boundaries,
which makes them completely satisfied.
The above procedure is repeated for the y and z direction, see Fig. 3.3c. Basically,
we have obtained a crystal lattice of current sources, where the unit cell is a 2a × b × c
motif containing two ”+” current half-sources and one ”-” current source. The lattice is
described in a compact form by:
”+” half-sources:



and
sources:

”-”



or







or









or





2j a, k b

(2j + 2) a, k b

(2j + 1) a, k b
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2j a, k b, l c

(2j + 2) a, k b, l c

(2j + 1) a, k b, l c
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The above lines give a description of a superposition of sources in infinite 2D or 3D space
that will reproduce the potential inside the original sample without the need to take the
boundary conditions into account any further. There are two technical details one needs
to pay attention to. Firstly, if one concentrates on the original sample (coloured gray) in
Fig. 3.3a or 3.3b, one observes that only half of the current from the Ip -sized sources at
its left and right ends is actually flowing into it and the other half of the current is flowing
into its ”mirror” images. Secondly, for 2D the quantity Ip represents a current per unit
length so it is directly related to I/c and not I.
Ip(2D) =

2D :

3.3.3

2I
c

3D :

Ip(3D) = 2I

Bringing it all together for 2D

Via an intermediate step
φ(x, y) =

∞
X

∞
X

"

1 (2D)
φ
2 p

j=−∞ k=−∞
∞
∞
X
X

I/c
=
πσ



+

j=−∞ k=−∞

(2D)
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p

1
+ φ(2D)
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#
...,Ip =2I/c
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1
1
1
ln q
− ln q
+
2
(2aj−x)2 + (kb−y)2
(2aj+a−x)2 + (kb−y)2

1
1
+ ln q
2
(2aj+2a−x)2 + (kb−y)2



we finally obtain the whole potential for 2D:
2
∞
∞
X
[(2aj+a−x)2 + (kb−y)2 ]
(I/c) · ρ X
ln
φ(x, y) =
4π
[(2aj−x)2 + (kb−y)2 ] · [(2aj+2a−x)2 + (kb−y)2 ]
j=−∞ k=−∞
(3.20)

The voltage contacts are at ( a2 − 2s , 2b ) and ( a2 + 2s , 2b ) so
!

a s b
a s b
U =φ
− ,
−φ
+ ,
2 2 2
2 2 2

!

(3.21)

Since the (apparent) measured resistivity is calculated as ρmeas = UI · bcs , this finally yields
the ratio between the measured and the actual resistivity of the material:


∞
∞
X
b X
ρmeas

=
ρ
4πs j=−∞ k=−∞
2

 (x,y)=( a − s , b )
2
2 2

[(2aj+a−x)2 + (kb−y)2 ]

ln
[(2aj−x)2 + (kb−y)2 ] · [(2aj+2a−x)2 + (kb−y)2 ]
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(3.22)
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Figure 3.3: Intermezzo: The method of images can be used to estimate the effect of the current
inhomogeneity in the sample, both in 2D and 3D. a) Schematic depiction of the resistivity measurement method. The boundary conditions for the calculation are taken from the experiment:
there is no current flow across the boundaries, j⊥ = j · n = 0, except at the (point) current
contacts. b) Infinite horizontal mirror images of the sample enable us to satisfy the boundary
conditions at the ends of the sample. c) Infinite vertical mirror images enable us to satisfy the
boundary conditions on the top and bottom surfaces. In 3D the same type of mirroring is also
used in the remaining dimension (in and out of the page).
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3.3.4

Bringing it all together for 3D

For 3D, after a similar procedure we obtain:


∞
∞
∞
X
X
ρmeas
bc X
1
1
 ·q
=
−
ρ
2πs j=−∞ k=−∞ l=−∞ 2
(2aj−x)2 + (kb−y)2 + (lc−z)2
1
−q
+
(2aj+a−x)2 + (kb−y)2 + (lc−z)2

(3.23)

 (x,y,z)=( a − s , b ,0)
2
2 2

1
1

+ ·q
2
(2aj+2a−x)2 + (kb−y)2 + (lc−z)2

3.3.5

(x,y,z)=( a2 + 2s , 2b ,0)

Cutting the sums down to size

To obtain numerical values for ρmeas /ρ the infinite sums in Eq. (3.22) and Eq. (3.23) need
to be changed to finite sums while still keeping the most important terms. The most
important terms can easily be located if one just considers which images they correspond
to. The term for j = k = 0 in Eq. (3.22) corresponds to the 2a × b × c block containing
the original sample and its first mirror image. The term for j = 1 at k = 0 corresponds
to the next block 2a × b × c block on the right, the term for j = 2 to the block even more
to the right, etc. The terms for negative values of j correspond to the images left of the
original sample, with those for larger |j| further to the left. The further away the images
are, the less important they are as the potential of a point current source decreases with
distance. It makes sense to keep terms symmetrically about j = 0 and k = 0 (and l = 0),
P∞
Pkmax
P
Pjmax
namely to change ∞
j=−jmax and
k=−∞ →
j=−∞ →
k=−kmax and for Eq. (3.23) also
Plmax
P∞
l=−∞ →
l=−lmax .
The distance of the images should also be the main guideline when deciding on the
ratio of jmax and kmax for 2D (or jmax , kmax and lmax for 3D). For samples that have an
approximately square cross-section, a ≈ b (or are approximately cube shaped, a ≈ b ≈ c,
for the 3D version), one should take jmax ≈ kmax . For long thin samples the ratio can be
adjusted, e.g. for a = 10b, one could guess that it would be efficient to take jmax ≈ kmax /10.
While optimizing the ratio jmax /kmax is not necessary, provided that sufficiently large jmax
and kmax are used, it could be used to avoid long and tedious calculations, especially if
the potential φ(x, y) throughout the sample cross-section is needed (via Eq. (3.20)) or if
one needs a two-dimensional sampling of the current via j(x, y) = σE = −σ ∇φ.
Observant readers have probably noticed that the splitting of the ”+” current sources
at (2ja, kb) into ”+” half-sources at (2ja, kb) and (2ja+2a, kb) was unnecessary at the
point in derivation, when it was performed. This was actually done in preparation for
the truncation of the infinite sums to −jmax . . . jmax . If we had not done this our sums
would contain two columns of sample images that would be qualitatively different – the
leftmost column would have too much ”+” source at its left side and the rightmost column
would be missing a ”+” source on its right side (effectively equal to having an additional
”-” source on its right!). While this might seem irrelevant as it is far from our original
sample (conveniently placed at approximately the origin of the coordinate system), it is
quite problematic. Effectively an extra current flow from left to right (from excess ”+”
to effective excess ”-”) is introduced, which is also effectively an extra capacitor as far as
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the potential φ is concerned. The extra left-right current flow is mostly independent of
jmax , since on the left we have I/c too much current and on the left I/c too little, so the
excess electric field is also mostly independent of jmax due to j = σE. This is akin to
separating the plates of an insulated ideal parallel-plate capacitor – in this case no change
of electric field betweenR the plates occurs. The voltage calculated through Eq. (3.21) can
also be written as U = 12 E · dr, so an excess electric field independent of jmax , translates
into an excess voltage difference independent of jmax and from there into an excess of
ρmeas independent of jmax . All in all, this has shown that if the infinite lattice of current
images is wrongly truncated into a finite one, the calculated resistivity ρmeas converges to
the wrong value even if the number of images is increased beyond reasonable numbers.
There are two ways to correct the truncation of the lattice of images: a) keep the ”+”
source as one source and fix the excess current problem by adding a line/plane of sources
to the far left and right to remedy the excess sources, b) split the ”+” source in such a
way that no left-right current flow can occur. In the above calculation option b) was used
as it probably gives shorter formulas that are easier to understand.

3.3.6

Results of the calculations with the method of images

Figure 3.4 gives the results of the calculations for both configurations from Section 3.3.1,
the simplified 2D one (with line contacts) and the simplified 3D one (with point contacts) for our sample of approximate dimensions a × b × c = 3 mm × 2 mm × 2 mm. As
mentioned before, the 2D case with line contacts is the appropriate description of our
actual Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 experiment and the 3D case was included as a means of verifying our calculation method by comparing to previously published results. Since the
purpose of this numerical intermezzo was to estimate the errors caused by the placement of the contacts on the sample – and not to do a detailed numerical study on the
number of terms required for a particular accuracy – all the sums were calculated for a
large number of terms. The sum from the original article, Eq. (3.19) was calculated for
−100 ≤ p, q ≤ 100. Our sums for 2D, Eq. (3.22), and 3D, Eq. (3.23), were calculated
after truncation to jmax = kmax = 100 or jmax = kmax = lmax = 100.
The correction factor for the 3D case in Fig. 3.4 was calculated according to two
different methods, which give completely different series expansions – the first sum, see
Eq. (3.19), comes from the Green’s function method (used on the finite area corresponding
to the space occupied by the sample) as calculated in Ref. [166] and the second one comes
from our calculation with the method of images, see Eq. (3.23), where instead of the
calculation inside the finite sample area we do a simpler calculation in infinite 3D space.
For our sample size and for the range of contact separations s/a ∈ [0.03, 0.97] as presented
in Fig. 3.4, both methods give identical results as seen by the exact overlap of black crosses
(Green’s method) and the red dataset (our method). Besides visually investigating the
difference, the difference was also directly checked from the numerical values and a relative
difference/error between the methods of about 3 · 10−6 was obtained for the calculations
in Fig. 3.4. Such great matching between two so different methods can be taken as
indication that both methods have been properly applied and that all the formulas have
been properly derived. As there are no previous publications for the 2D case, we have
nothing to directly compare our results to, but since the derivation was performed in a
similar manner to the 3D case and the data (green) in Fig. 3.4 looks reasonable, let us
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assume that the calculation is also correct in this case.
The effect of the current inhomogeneity is that the measured (apparent) resisitivity
and the actual resistivity of a material are not necessarily the same but differ by a sampleshape-dependent factor, denoted in Fig. 3.4 as ρmeas /ρ. An important detail to note is
that the factor is only shape-dependent and not size-dependent, which can be seen from
the formulas Eq. (3.19), Eq. (3.22) and Eq. (3.23) which feature – perhaps after a bit of
rearranging – only dependences on ratios of the sample dimensions, e.g. b/s or c/a and
not on the dimensions by themselves, e.g. a or s. Alternatively, this could also be justified
via dimensional analysis, if one notes that the factor ρmeas /ρ has a unit of 1 and that the
only way the quantities a, b, c and s (all with units of meter) can fulfill this criterion is
by appearing as fractions of the form a/b. This shape-dependence means that the green
line in Fig. 3.4 plots the required correction factors (in the 2D approximation) for all
samples with a ratio of sides a/b = 3/2 and c arbitrary. Generally, the 2D configuration
reduces to two (dimensionless) parameters, b/a and s/a, while the 3D configuration has
an additional one, e.g. c/a.
The correction factor ρmeas /ρ for the 3D configuration in Fig. 3.4 is smaller than
the correction factor for the 2D configuration. This can be understood by a fairly simple
intuitive argument – let us imagine the current flow through the sample as a set of current
paths going from the ”+” current contact to the ”-” current contact. The set of current
paths can be viewed as a set of resistors arranged in parallel, with the shorter, more-direct,
paths having a smaller resistance than the longer, less-direct, ones. In 3D the path with
the highest resistance is the one touching the sample edge, so our measurement on the
centerline of the top face is not along the path with the highest resistance and therefore
not the one with the smallest voltage drop between the voltage contacts (separated by
distance s). In 2D the contacts are still separated by a distance s but we are measuring
along the least-direct current path so the resistance of this path is the highest one and the
voltage drop between the contacts is smaller than in the 3D case. The smaller voltage drop
between the voltage contacts in the 2D case translates into a smaller measured (apparent)
resitivity.
Finally, our analysis has reached the point when we can draw an experimentallyrelevant conclusion. Our actual contact configuration for Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 electricalresistivity experiments corresponded to the 2D case (see Fig. 3.2) and our voltage contact
separation was about 2 mm. At the time of the experimental work geometry-related
correction factors were deemed unimportant compared to other experimental difficulties
(uneven placement of contacts, bad or uneven adhesion of contacts, oxides on the surface),
so only the separation of the contacts was recorded and it was not measured how much
the contacts were displaced asymmetrically (left or right) from the center of the sample.
Let us assume that this asymmetry is unimportant for our estimate. The intersection
of the green line and the dashed vertical line in Fig. 3.4 then corresponds to our actual
experiment and this tells us that the measured resistivity was lowered by about 12% from
the actual material value due to current inhomogeneities (caused by sample and contact
geometry).
Since this difference is too small to make a difference for our interpretation of experimental results in Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 and since another potentially important aspect
– the asymmetry (or skew) of the contacts – was not measured or estimated at all, we
will not use a correction factor of 1/0.88 to recalculate our measurements. We should
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keep in mind the fact that the absolute value (or the ”scaling”) of the electrical resistivity measurements is slightly wrong, namely by about (1 − 0.88)/0.88 ≈ 13.5% of the
measured value. A general lesson that can be learned from Fig. 3.4 is that even for nonideally-shaped samples (into which category 3 mm × 2 mm × 2 mm surely qualifies) and
line contacts, the current inhomogeneity does not influence the measured absolute value
of the electrical resistivity too much if we keep the contact separation reasonable, e.g.
s ≈ (2/3)a or smaller.

Figure 3.4: Method of images: Ratio of the measured (apparent) and actual resistivity as a
function of the relative contact separation s/a for the two simplified experimental configurations
– the 2D one has line current and voltage contacts, while the 3D has point current and voltage
contacts. Since the intent was to get useful information about our actual Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11
experiment, the calculation was performed for dimensions a × b × c = 3 mm × 2 mm × 2 mm and a
dashed vertical line (marked s/a = 2/3) was added corresponding to the actual voltage contact
distance. The intersection between the green (2D is the appropriate approximation) and dashed
vertical line tells us that our measured resistivity is 12% smaller than the actual value.

3.4

Electrical resistivity: a sharp drop at the
superconductive (SC) transition

The zero-field electrical resistivity ρ(T ) of Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 in the temperature range
from 300 K to 2 K is presented in Fig. 3.5. Starting from the room-temperature value
of ρ300 K = 46 ± 1 µWcm, the resistivity decreases (towards low-temperature) linearly
with a small positive temperature coefficient. Extrapolating the measurements from the
range 300 K to 10 K further downwards we obtain an extrapolated normal-state residual
resistivity of ρT →0 = 36 ± 1 µWcm. This large residual resistivity can be attributed to the
elastic scattering of electrons on the disordered lattice of Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 .
In Fig. 3.5, below 8 K a sharp drop to zero resistivity is observed – an unmistakable
sign of a transition to a superconducting (SC) state. The inset of Fig. 3.5 shows a
further experiment regarding the superconductivity of Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 , namely an
investigation of the low-temperature field-dependence (in magnetic fields up to 9 T) of
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the electrical resistivity. The SC transition temperature is systematically shifted to lower
temperatures in increasing fields.

Figure 3.5: The electrical resistivity of Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 was measured from 300 K down to
2 K in zero magnetic field (see the main panel). The abrupt drop is indicative of superconductivity. In the inset, more detailed measurements of the resistivity drop around the superconductive
transition and its dependence on magnetic fields up to 9 T are analyzed.

The electrical resistivity measurements of the superconducting-normal phase transition provide two interesting experimental questions. Firstly, varying the excitation current used in the measurement changes the transition temperature slightly (see Fig. A.1 in
Appendix A.2) with lower currents corresponding to higher measured transition temperatures. The idea that the current might be destroying the superconductivity via an extra
magnetic field (the Silsbee effect) can quickly be discarded as the currents involved in resistivity measurements are minor (below 5 mA). The most likely culprit is quickly found
– ohmic heating. While the resistivity of a large bulk sample like Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11
(dimensions ≈ 3 mm×2 mm×2 mm, resistivity ≈ 40 µWcm) is below 1 mW, the two current contacts on the sample are easily 20 W at room-temperature if only two thin wires are
used. The heat due to the contacts’ ohmic heating passes through the sample, through
the H grease and insulation paper (below the sample) and down to the puck, which functions as a thermal bath. Since the H grease is a worse thermal conductor than metals,
almost all of the temperature drop is across the grease, guaranteeing that not just a part
but the whole sample is at increased temperature. This increased temperature causes the
downwards shift of the transition temperature when currents are too high. In ordinary
resistivity measurements (without a normal-SC transition) of metals, dρ/dT is small and
ohmic heating is hard to observe. Ohmic heating can be lessened by using contacts with
more surface area (see Fig. 2.5b) which give a lower resistance. In all our experiments with
Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti superconductors, currents of around 1 mA gave a good balance between
the shift of transition temperature and the noise in resistivity.
Secondly, the shapes of the in-field curves (especially visible for B > 5 T) in the inset
of Fig. 3.5 are due to the whole sample not being at the same magnetic field. If we were
measuring an infinitely thin rod parallel to the field, the field would be equal throughout
the sample and the drops in the resistivity would be completely sharp even for B > 0.
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In our experiment the sample dimension perpendicular to the field is large, which means
that for H ≈ Hc the magnetic field might be penetrating at the sample edges and not at
the center. In this intermediate situation some parts are in the normal state and some
(at the sample center where the field is decreased) are superconducting, giving a gradual
slope as upon cooling more and more sample becomes superconducting.
Finally, since the next section will show that our superconductor is not type I, flux
pinning and flux creep could possibly lead to some small effects related to the sample
history. The resistivity measurement protocols for all the Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEAs (see also
Section 4.3) were designed with this in mind – for each magnetic field we start significantly
above the transition temperature, turn on the magnetic field, let the sample thermalize (in
the normal state) and then proceed by cooling the sample while measuring the resistivity.

3.5

Magnetic susceptibility and M (H) measurements

The low-temperature magnetic susceptibility χ(T ) in a field of 5 mT, measured under zerofield-cooling (zfc) conditions, is shown in Fig. 3.6. Below about 8 K, a strong diamagnetic
response is observed due to the Meissner effect and the susceptibility (corrected for the
demagnetization factor) very nearly assumes the ideal diamagnetic value χ = −1 intrinsic
to a superconductor.

Figure 3.6: The zero-field-cooled magnetic susceptibility χ = M
T in a magnetic field of 5 mT
measured around the superconductive (SC) transition. At low temperature the ideal diamagnetic
value of −1 is assumed. The inset shows the isothermal magnetization curves M (H) in small
magnetic fields for temperatures between 2 K and 8 K. The shape of M (H) indicates type II
superconductivity and the minimum can be taken as a measure of the lower critical field µ0 Hc1
(for example at T = 2 K it is µ0 Hc1 ≈ 32 mT as denoted by the black arrow).

In our magnetism experiments, the long side of the sample (3 mm×2 mm×2 mm) was
oriented parallel to the field. The demagnetizing factor was calculated to be Nc = 0.24
according to the formula for ellipsoids of revolution [144] with axes c, a and a valid in the
case when α = c/a > 1:
1
Nc = 2
α −1

!

α
√
cosh−1 (α) − 1
2
α −1
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Due to the less-than-ideal sample shape, the correction from the demagnetizing factor
is significant, the susceptibility goes from about −1.37 (unreasonable) to about −1.02.
Without the application of Nc , similar problems also occur for the slope of the M (H)
loop around the origin and to avoid them we must recalculate from the applied magnetic
field to the actual field inside the sample H = Happl − Nc M .
The isothermal magnetization M (H) curves between 2 and 8 K in the low-field range
up to H = 50 kA/m are shown in the inset of Fig. 3.6. Close to the origin, the M (H)
relation is linear with the slope −1 corresponding to the full Meissner effect, whereas
at higher fields, the M (H) curves exhibit a minimum and then approach the weakly
paramagnetic value of the normal state. This behavior is a typical sign of type II superconductors, which enables us to classify Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 as type II. In order to
obtain the field-dependence of the lower critical field, the field value at the minimum was
taken as a measure of the lower critical field Hc1 . At 2 K, the lower critical field amounts
to µ0 Hc1 ≈ 32 mT.
There are two possible reasons for the rounded shape of the minima in the M (H)
curves. The first cause, probably the smaller of the two, is sample inhomogeneity, which
might cause a variation of µ0 Hc1 in different parts of the sample. The bigger cause
are geometric effects: a) In our box-shaped sample as the field is increased, it will first
penetrate through the corners, then along the surfaces parallel to the field and finally
through the center of the sample. b) The sharp minimum in typically presented M (H)
curves is a result of the samples being thin rods parallel to the field. In Section 2.1.3 we
explained that for more bulky type I samples, where the demagnetizing factor is non-zero,
for Hc (1 − N ) < Happl < Hc we are not in the Meissner phase but in an intermediate
state even though we are below the critical field. The situation is the same in type
II superconductors, except that we must substitute Hc with Hc1 and the intermediate
state with an intermediate-mixed state. For our sample shape this means to expect the
intermediate-mixed phase for 0.76Hc1 < Happl < Hc1 , and for this interval we might
interpret that the demagnetizing factor depends on the applied field [145]. Probably we
should not worry about the rounding of the peak to be affecting the determined value
of µ0 Hc1 (T ) too much – most likely the effect is only that the values and therefore the
extrapolated µ0 Hc1 (0) are scaled wrongly by about 10% or less. Possibly however, this
rounding of the peak is the reason why in Section 3.7 we are not able to credibly fit the
lower critical field with the same empirical formula as the upper one.
Did we make a big mistake by not using the demagnetization factor to correct the magnetic field, e.g. H = Happl − N M , in the electrical resistivity and specific heat measurements? The answer is no, since no correction can be done for 0 T, and for the other fields
(0.5 T = 500 mT and more) we are far above the lower critical field of Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11
and the magnetization is small.
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3.6

Specific heat

The specific heat C for Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 was measured between RT and 350 mK in
magnetic fields between 0 and 9 T. At medium and high-temperature, C does not show any
particularly interesting features (e.g. phase transitions), so the discussions will be limited
to the low-temperature behaviour. Fig. 3.7a shows the low-temperature measurements
below 9 K for a selected subset of magnetic fields.
In zero field, a sharp discontinuous jump of ∆C(TC ) = 98 ± 2 mJ/mol K is observed
at the superconducting transition temperature TC = 7.27 K. At the SC transition the
crystal structure, the elastic properties and the lattice constants all remain unchanged
and the discontinuity originates solely from a change in the electronic specific heat. This
change in the electronic heat is due to reordering within the conduction-electron system,
where electrons within kB θD (here θD is the Debye temperature) of the Fermi level form
pairs with opposite wavevectors and spins, known as Cooper pairs. The reduced energy of
Cooper pairs compared to ”normal” conducting electrons is the origin of the exothermic
peak in the heat capacity. Since there is no change in the lattice specific heat, ∆C(TC )
is both equal to the change of the total heat capacity (Cs − Cn ) and the change of the
electronic heat capacities (Ces − Cen ).




∆C(TC ) = Cs (TC ) − Cn (TC ) = (Clatt + Ces ) − (Clatt + Cen ) =
= Ces (TC ) − Cen (TC )

(3.25)

In an applied magnetic field, the jump in C is systematically shifted to lower temperatures in higher fields. The rounding of the peaks can be understood via a similar
argument as the rounding of the resistivity curves (see Section 3.4) – the sample is not
all at the same magnetic field, therefore some parts have a slightly higher local transition
temperature and others have a slightly lower one, altogether leading to a broadening of
the peak.
We will be taking the temperature of the tops of the peaks as the measure of the
transition from normal to superconducting state (the upper critical field µ0 Hc2 ). See the
phase diagram plotted from this data in Section 3.7.

Determining the volume fraction of SC material and the
γ electronic specific heat coefficient
Let us proceed by analyzing the very-low-temperature behaviour of the specific heat C(T )
with two goals. The first one will be taking advantage of the specific heat measurements
to address the question if superconductivity occurs through the entirety of the sample
or if a mixture of normal-state and superconducting regions is present due to structural
or chemical inhomogeneity. While it seems that this question has been satisfactorily
answered by the resistivity and magnetic measurements, for both methods problematic
sample structures of normal+SC material exist, which give a 100% superconducting result.
For example, for the resistivity measurements, a 3D network of very thin superconducting
filaments embedded in a majority normal-state material will give a full superconducting
drop to zero resistivity, no matter where the (macroscopic) voltage contacts are placed.
For the magnetic measurements the problem is that a thin outer layer of SC material
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Figure 3.7: a) The low-temperature specific heat C(T ) of Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 is plotted for
a selected subset of magnetic fields. The jumps indicate the normal-superconductive transition.
The inset shows a plot of the Ces /γTc versus Tc /T data as a semilog graph and the successful
Ces
BCS fit γT
= 7.9 e−1.54T /Tc . b) Specific heat in zero field and 9 T in a C/T versus T 2 plot. The
c
zero intercept of the 0 T curve indicates that the whole of the sample is superconducting.

(e.g. on the surface of the sample or the surface of each grain) can prevent the magnetic
field from reaching the majority normal-state material inside, giving the impression that
the Meissner effect is occurring throughout. The second goal will be determining the
γ normal-state linear coefficient of the electronic specific heat, which is related to the
density of states at the Fermi level.
All the different regions (or phases) inside our sample contribute to the specific heat
of the sample, with contributions weighted by the molar fractions of the phases. For the
low-temperature lattice specific heat below 10 K of all regions we assume that it can be
3
described by the Debye model1 , Clatt = αT 3 , where α = 12π 4 R/5θD
is the lattice specific
heat coefficient. Remembering that normal-state regions are metallic, their electronic
specific heat is described by Cen (T ) = γT . Note that the heat capacity measurements do
not discriminate between phases that are normal-state and the normal-state regions of
vortex phases – both contribute the same linear contribution to C(T ). The specific heat
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of the whole sample is thus:
C=

(i)

X
i over
all phases

=

xi Clatt (T ) +

xi α(i) T 3 +

X
i all ph.

X
i over
norm. phases

(i)
xi Cen
(T ) +

xi γ (i) T +

X
i norm. ph.

X
i over
SC phases

(i)
xi Ces
(T ) =

(3.26)

(i)
(T )
xi Ces

X

(3.27)

i SC ph.

Usually the best way is to analyze in a C/T vs T 2 plot:
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{z

→ 0 as T → 0

(3.28)

}

In the T → 0 limit, the electronic specific heat is (Ces )T →0 ∝ e−2∆(0)/kB T , where 2∆(0) is
is roughly the energy required to break up a Cooper pair, also equal to the energy gap
at the Fermi level. To determine the ratio of Ces (T )/T in the T → 0 limit, we define
u = 2∆(0)/kB T and see that the ratio is proportional to ue−u = u/eu . As T → 0,
u → ∞ and we know that the exponential grows much faster than any polynomial,
so Ces (T )/T ∝ u/eu goes to 0. It is possible to continue this analysis by calculating
Ces /T 2 ∝ u2 /eu → 0 and Ces /T 3 ∝ u3 /eu → 0 to show that in the asymptotic lowtemperature limit, the SC electronic specific heat does not contribute a linear or quadratic
term in T to C/T .








X
X
C
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|
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(3.29)

}

The xi and γ (i) are non-negative, so there can be no cancellation between them, leading
to the conclusion that the intercept in the C/T vs T 2 graph is non-zero if and only if at
low temperature there are no more normal-state phases.
Thus in experiments by determining the linear γ T term in the specific heat – most
conveniently by evaluating the intercept γ in a C/T vs T 2 plot – one is directly providing
evidence for the presence or absence of normal-state phases and can thus differentiate
between a fully SC sample and a coexistence of normal and SC regions. We remind here
again of the caveat that the normal-SC coexistence can be due to a type II superconductor
in the vortex state.
Fig. 3.7b shows the low-temperature specific heat data for Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 in
the form of a C/T vs T 2 plot. The line corresponding to the zero-field specific heat
intercepts the vertical axis at C/T ≈ 0, demonstrating that there is no linear term in
the specific heat of Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 and that the superconductivity is a bulk effect,
where the entire specimen becomes superconducting below TC . Whatever structural or
For the determination of the SC fraction, it would have been enough to just assume that we are in
the low-temperature limit of the harmonic crystal approximation without assuming the Debye model.
This would have also given Clatt = αT 3 but α would not have been expressed with θD , which is needed
for later analysis.
1
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chemical inhomogeneity is present in Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 , this does therefore not cause
the elimination of superconductivity of any particular part of the sample.
Let us now turn to our second goal and the 9-T line in Fig. 3.7b. In 9 T the sample is
completely in the normal state. Using the expression C/T = αT 2 + γ (ignoring writing
the averages over α and γ) for T < 4.5 K, we obtain the intercept γ = 8.3 ± 0.1mJ/mol K2
and the slope α = 0.14 ± 0.01 mJ/mol K4 . The lattice specific heat coefficient α yields the
1/3
Debye temperature θD = (12π 4 R/5α) = 243 ± 5 K.

Comparing to BCS superconductivity
Whenever a new kind of superconductor is discovered, the question of the nature of
the superconducting state opens up – is it conventional (e.g. BCS type) or unconventional. One quantity that can provide a partial answer is the ratio ∆C(TC )/γTC , which
assumes a value of 1.43 within the BCS theory valid for phonon-mediated superconductivity in the weak electron-phonon coupling limit [146]. For Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 we obtain
∆C(TC )/γTC = 1.63 ± 0.06, which is in reasonable agreement with the BCS prediction,
indicating that the investigated HEA is close to BCS type.
A further check is possible by analyzing the zero-field specific heat and thus directly
checking for the presence of an energy gap of width 2∆ at the Fermi level εF . BCS
theory [146] besides predicting the formation of Cooper pairs out of electrons also predicts
the temperature-dependent energy gap 2∆(T ) at the Fermi level, which goes from the
maximum value 2∆(0) at T = 0 to zero at T = TC . The zero-temperature gap is related
to the SC transition temperature via 2∆(0)/kB TC = 3.52. At low-temperature the energy
required to break up a Cooper pair is about 2∆(0), and hence, the number of pairs broken
up is proportional to e−2∆(0)/kB T , which leads to an exponential temperature dependence
of the specific heat at sufficiently low temperatures. The form predicted by the BCS
theory is [167]
Ces
= Ae−B TC /T ,
(3.30)
γTC
where A and B are two constants whose values depend on the temperature interval used.
For the interval 2.5 < TC /T < 6, they are A = 8.5 and B = 1.44. Instead of directly
fitting the low-temperature behaviour, one can also plot ln(Ces /γTC ) versus TC /T , which
should give a straight line.
From our experimental data the zero-field electronic specific heat was calculated as
Ces = C − αT 3 and is presented in the inset of Fig. 3.7a for the range 2 < TC /T < 5. A
straight line is indeed observed and the fit yielded the parameter values A = 7.9 ± 0.1 and
B = 1.54 ± 0.05, which are close to the BCS prediction. The low-temperature electronic
DOS contains an energy gap at εF of approximate width 2∆(0) ≈ 2.2 meV.

Technical details about specific heat measurements
The slight gap in the field-dependent C(T ) curves in Fig. 3.7a at 2 K is due to the use of
the normal Heat Capacity puck above 2 K and the He3 version below. Since both pucks
were well calibrated, no rescaling of the measurements needed to be performed. The extra
data collected with the He3 Heat Capacity puck is vital for our analysis in several areas:
a) in Fig. 3.7a together with the data for T > 2 K it shows that no linear electronic specific
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heat (C = γT ) is present in our HEA, b) in the determination of the volume fraction of
SC material it fills the gap at T 2 < 4 K2 of the C/T versus T 2 plot (Fig. 3.7b) making
the extrapolation of C/T with T → 0 K valid, c) in the comparison to BCS theory (inset
of Fig. 3.7b) it provides the needed low-temperature data.
In the specific heat measurements with the standard Heat Capacity puck, a similar
protocol was followed as in the resistivity measurements. At a temperature (e.g. 8 K)
above the normal-SC transition the field was changed and the sample was left to thermalize. Then the heat capacity measurement was started and it slowly proceeded downwards
into the SC phase. For the measurements with the He3 puck, a less strict protocol had
to be used due to a very limited amount of He3, so the field was changed below the
transition temperature – but the overall consistency of the results makes it unlikely that
any tangible differences occurred.
One of the goals when measuring the heat capacity was to determine the transition
temperature TC as accurately as possible, see also Section 2.3.5. One option was to cut the
sample, which might slightly decrease the measurement accuracy and slightly increase the
sample homogeneity, but very little overall change could be expected. Cutting was also
against our wish to perform all the measurements on the same piece (the whole sample).
The only remaining parameter that could be optimized was thus the temperature rise
∆T /T , the influence of which is the measurement interval, which stretches from T −∆T /2
to T +∆T /2. Decreasing ∆T means that a smaller range of temperatures will be visited
by the sample, so a smaller range of C(T ) will appear during the measurement and thus
the averaging (=rounding) by the models (which fit with constant C) will be smaller.
The downside is that more noise will appear. Since we were measuring phase transitions,
we quite early decreased ∆T /T to 1% from the default setting of 2%. While one can
see that the peaks in C are round in non-zero magnetic fields (see Fig. 3.7a), it is not
clear how much of the rounding of the really sharp peak for the B = 0 T is due to the
measurement technique and how much due to the sample. For B = 0 T, a further decrease
to ∆T /T = 0.5% around the transition was reasonable and the smallest value to avoid
excessive noise. This gives at TC (0 T) = 7.27 K a ∆T ≈ 0.04 K. The right-hand side of
the peak – from the maximum to the right – which should in theory be infinitely steep is
actually 0.2 K wide. Comparing this to ∆T tells us that not all of the peak rounding on
the right side is due to the measurement, some of it is intrinsic to the sample. In a way
this analysis is a preparation for Section 4.4 of the next chapter, where the steepness of
the right-hand side of the peak will be used as a measure of the sample homogeneity (see
shaded areas in Fig. 4.5).
When measuring the specific heat of normal-state metals, at very low temperature,
e.g. < 5 K, the electronic part of the specific heat, Cen = γT , automatically guarantees
that in the PPMS calorimeter pucks the total heat capacity will be dominated by the
sample heat capacity and not the addenda. Since Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 is a superconductor, the low-temperature limit for the electronic specific heat is Ces ∝ e−2∆(0)/kB T , which
decreases much faster than the normal-state contribution. Thus, one should recheck if
the ratio of the addenda and total heat capacities is sufficient to get a good measurement.
For Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 we have Caddenda /Ctotal < 10% for the normal Heat Capacity
puck (below 10 K) and Caddenda /Ctotal < 20% for the He3 puck, which indicates that our
measurements are non-problematic. Additionally, the quality of data is also ensured by
sample couplings above 98% and above 97% for the normal and He3 pucks respectively,
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showing that the sample is truly at approximately the same temperature as the platform
as required by the models (and not too thick).

3.7

Phase diagram

Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 is a type II superconductor so to obtain a full phase diagram both
the field-dependence of the lower critical field µ0 Hc1 and the upper critical field µ0 Hc2 are
needed. For µ0 Hc1 there are no dilemmas, since only the values from the M (H) minima
(Section 3.5) are available. For the upper critical field µ0 Hc2 one could use either the
resistivity measurements from Section 3.4 (e.g. with a criterion of the resistivity dropping
to half its normal-state value) or the specific heat measurements from Section 3.6. The
resistivity measurements have far more trouble guaranteeing that the whole sample is
superconductive. For example, a single thin thread of superconducting material between
the voltage contacts would give a completely zero resistivity even if all of the rest of the
sample was in the normal state. A more realistic scenario is that due to field penetration
in superconductors starting from the edges, the edges of the sample could be normal state
but the center of the sample was superconducting and large enough to extend from one
voltage contact to the other again indicating zero resistivity.

Figure 3.8: Phase diagram for Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 . Upper critical field µ0 Hc2 from specific
heat peaks fitted with Eq. (3.31). Inset: lower critical field µ0 Hc1 from M (H) curve minima.
Dashed red line is just a guide for the eye and not a fit.

The upper critical field was therefore obtained by mapping the temperature-dependence
of the peaks of the heat capacity C(T ) versus magnetic field (note that Fig. 3.7 contains
only a subset of the measured magnetic fields). The phase diagram is plotted in Fig. 3.8
with both the µ0 Hc1 and µ0 Hc2 values. The upper critical field µ0 Hc2 (0) can be determined from a fit with the empirical formula
T
Hc2 (T ) = Hc2 (0) 1 −
TC
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β 

(3.31)
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yielding µ0 Hc2 (0) = 8.15±0.05 T and β = 1.51. The µ0 Hc2 (0) value is farhbelow
the Paulii
T
Pauli
paramagnetic limit for weak electron-phonon coupling, µ0 Hc2 = 1.86 K · Tc ≈ 13.5 T
[168], and supports phonon-mediated superconductivity in our HEA. For reference: we
have already obtained a Debye temperature of θD = 243 ± 5 K. Note that in essence the
Pauli-paramagnetic limit is a check if (within BCS) the magnetic field provides enough
Zeeman energy to make the alignment of both electron spins parallel to the field favourable
enough to break the Cooper pair singlet.
Using the same fit formula, Eq. (3.31), for the lower critical field and the already
known transition temperature TC = 7.27 K, we are not able to obtain a credible-looking
fit. Perhaps the trouble is that the rounding of the M (H) minima (see Section 3.5)
causes some systematic error. The red dashed line in the inset of Fig. 3.8 is therefore just
a guide for the eye and not a fit. Extrapolating ”by eye” to zero temperature we obtain
µ0 Hc1 (0) ≈ 35 mT.

3.8

Discussion and conclusions

The physical properties measurements in Sections 3.4 to 3.7 have thoroughly characterized
the superconductive properties of our investigated Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 HEA. It is a type
II superconductor with a transition temperature of TC ≈ 7.3 K, has an upper critical field
µ0 Hc2 (0) ≈ 8.2 T and a lower critical field of µ0 Hc1 (0) ≈ 36 mT. Evaluation of further SC
parameters from the specific heat measurements indicates that Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 can
be described as a BCS-type phonon-mediated superconductor in the weak electron-phonon
coupling limit. The XRD spectrum reveals a distorted bcc lattice with a high degree of
chemical (substitutional) disorder so that our HEA can be classified as an (extremely)
“dirty” superconductor in the context of the theory of Anderson [169].
Regarding the measurement process. Since this is the first report about superconductivity in a class of materials (HEAs), observing just a single manifestation of superconductivity – e.g. a Meissner effect via the susceptibility – or using different pieces of material
for different measurements, would not have been convincing enough. A more wholesome
and systematic approach was used, where the same piece of material (”sample”) was used
for all the measurements and manifestations of superconductivity from several measurement techniques have been collected. The claim of superconductivity is supported by the
magnetic measurements, the drop to zero in the resistivity and the jump in the specific
heat. Type II superconductivity is guaranteed by the M (H) shape and additionally supported by the high upper critical field as seen from ρ(T ). The critical temperature TC was
determined from the zero-field specific heat and the temperature dependence of the upper
critical field µ0 Hc2 (T ) from the in-field measurements, with both supported by a similar
data from the resistivity. The minimum in the M (H) gave the temperature dependence
of the lower critical field µ0 Hc1 (T ). An analysis of the specific heat (size of jump and
low-temperature behaviour) gave an indication of similarity to BCS-type superconductivity. Last but not least, the lack of a linear electronic specific heat at low-temperature
complements this data by showing that the properties that were measured were not just
properties of a contained minority phase but can be reliably attributed to the entirety of
the sample.
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In the introduction of this chapter, the idea of physical properties of HEAs being a
”cocktail” of the constituent properties was mentioned. Encouraged by the success of the
Vegard’s rule prediction of the lattice parameter (a = 3.36(2) Å versus amix = 3.359 Å),
which we also take as an indication of completely random mixing, we attempt to also
calculate other physical properties Ymix of the mixture as compositional averages of the
properties of the constituent elements Yi :
Ymix =

X

(3.32)

ci Yi

i

The departure of the theoretical ”mixture” predictions from the experimental values will
be evaluated as a relative difference (Ymix − Yexp )/Ymix = ∆Y /Ymix .

ci
a (Å)
r (Å)
θD (K)
TC (K)
γ (mJ/mol K2 )

Ta

Nb

Hf

Zr

Ti

0.34
3.303
1.430
246
4.47
5.87

0.33
3.301
1.429
276
9.25
7.8

0.08
3.559
1.541
252
0.128
2.15

0.14
3.582
1.551
290
0.61
2.77

0.11
3.276
1.418
420
0.40
3.36

Theor.

Exp.

3.359

3.36

282
4.71
5.5

243
7.27
8.3
√
Table 3.1: Atomic fractions ci , the RT bcc lattice parameters a, atomic radii r = a 3/4
[16], the Debye temperatures θD [167], the SC transition temperatures TC [151], and the linear
specific heat coefficients γ [167] of the elements in the investigated Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 HEA.
The theoretical parameter values (Theor.) for the HEA were calculated by the rule of mixtures
and are compared to the experimental (Exp.) values.

For the Debye temperature, a measure of the lattice dynamics (or ”stiffness”), we
obtain by a comparison of the experiment and an average of the literature-reported θD
mix
data of the elements [167] (see Table 3.1), a difference ∆θD /θD
= −14%. Since θD is
not a precisely defined quantity, this mismatch can be considered small, and the rule of
mixtures applies reasonably well to the phonon dynamics of the HEA. In view of the
high lattice distortion and large degree of chemical disorder, where elements with largely
different masses (181 Ta, 93 Nb, 180 Hf, 90 Zr, and 48 Ti) are randomly positioned on the bcc
lattice, this apparently simple phononic picture of the HEA lattice dynamics is surprising.
When the electronic degrees are considered (see again Table 3.1) with literature data
from Refs. [151,167], a different picture emerges. For the normal-state electronic specific
heat coefficient we obtain ∆γ/γmix = 51%. Recalling that all the elements are superconducting, the critical temperature is also predicted as a mixture, giving ∆TC /TCmix = 54%.
The mismatch in γ and TC is so large that the rule of mixtures is not obeyed even approximately, and the electronic properties are not a ”cocktail” of properties of the constituent
elements.
While using the rule of mixtures to predict lattice properties, at this point seems
reasonable, using it to predict electronic properties seems rather pointless. This indicates
that a theoretical description of the electronic properties of a HEA is probably a highly
complex problem, made difficult by a random local distortion of the lattice and random
distribution of five or more electronically inequivalent chemical elements on the otherwise
simple average lattice.
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Superconductivity is accompanied by the formation of a gap in the electronic density
of states at the Fermi level. Due to this gap, the transition from normal to SC is accompanied by a lowering of the electron energy, which could hypothetically be a relevant
HEA stabilization mechanism at low temperatures, where the entropic stabilization is
ineffective. This idea can be easily dismissed, as the electronic energy gain due to the
SC transition is of the order (kB TC )2 /εF ≈ 10−5 meV per electron (for εF of several eV)
in BCS theory [10] and is therefore too small to globally stabilize the disordered state,
which remains metastable.
Our discovery of superconductivity in Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 and the research of its
properties seems to conform to one of the standard paradoxes of science – as more information is known, the number of interesting unanswered questions never decreases as
answered questions are constantly replaced by new ones. Roughly the questions can be
gathered into three categories.
The first category is the category of discovery. Are there more HEA superconductors
in the Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti system? How wide or narrow is the composition range? Are there
more superconductors in similar HEA systems, for example in W-Nb-Mo-Ta-V (from
Ref. [13])? Do HEA superconductors exist only in systems where all the elements are
superconductors themselves or also in mixtures of SC and non-SC elements?
The second category are questions concerned with the applications of properties. What
is the optimal composition of Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti to achieve the highest critical temperature
or highest critical field? Can the properties be improved to any extent by proper processing or the addition of non-metallic impurities? Is the combination of good mechanical
properties – e.g. in sample preparation we noticed that Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti was very resilient
to abrasion (grinding) – and superconductivity useful for some technical application?
The last category are the basic physical questions. What is the mechanism behind the
superconductivity in Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEAs or HEAs in general? Sure, a good guess was
already provided by this work as Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 shows signs of phonon-mediated
superconductivity but how exactly does that work? For a piece of HEA material consisting
of N atoms, there are 3N eigenoscillations but due to the random arrangement they are
not typical phonons. How do the phonons in HEAs look? Why does the rule of mixtures
seem to work for phononic properties? Why does it not work for electronic properties?
What kinds of approaches should be used to model HEAs, density functional theory,
empirical pair potentials, . . . and do they work well enough?
These are too many questions to deal with at once, so reasonable limits need to be
applied. For the experimental work, the logical direction for the continuation of work was
to get any other Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti samples, which could be obtained from colleagues, and
analyze their properties, with the intent of determining the composition range for superconductivity and hopefully getting an idea on how to optimize the critical temperature.
The results of this work are presented in Chapter 4. From the category of basic questions,
the questions of whether HEAs can be modelled with DFT was picked, see the results in
the next section (Follow-up).
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3.9

Follow-up: An attempt at analyzing
Ta34Nb33Hf8Zr14Ti11 with Wien2k

Acknowledgment: This section is based on an unfinished project with dr. E. S. Zijlstra
(University of Kassel). I am including it as although unfinished it has value for the
discussion in my PhD Thesis.
The idea behind these calculations was simple: pick a DFT code known to work well
for metals (Wien2k) and calculate the very simplest HEA case that could realistically
correspond to the Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 high-entropy alloy.
Normally for simple intermetallics and complex metallic alloys the simplest reasonable case would be obtained by taking the XRD-determined unit cell (lattice parameters,
angles, atomic coordinates) and ignoring partial or split occupancy. This approach does
not work for HEAs, e.g. Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 , since a single bcc unit cell has only two
atomic positions and by ignoring chemical substitution one would obtain a simple intermetallic. A supercell must thus be used, which is large enough to be representative of the
HEA’s composition, e.g. a 3×3×3 or 4×4×4 supercell. A further complication is that if
a supercell is made out of complex metallic unit cells, the positions of all (or most of) the
atoms are known from XRD and very little structural relaxation is needed in the simplest
approximation. For Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 only the average lattice was known from the
powder XRD experiment (Fig. 3.1) and nothing about the local atomic arrangements or
displacements was known. For the atomic arrangements a simple (and naive) solution is
to assume the ideal ”as-cast” limit where the cooling is so fast that a completely random arrangement of the atoms is retained upon cooling from high-temperature. No such
simple solution is possible for the atomic displacements – obviously the atoms are not
at the ideal positions due to the great radius mismatch (visible from the broad peaks in
Fig. 3.1) – but there is also no trick for guessing how the atoms are displaced. Thus for
Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEAs the simplest case is not a single self-consistent calculation of the
electronic density but a structural optimization consisting of many calculated electronic
densities. We avoid extra work by fixing the supercell lattice parameter to a multiple of
the XRD-determined value and only optimize the relative atomic positions.
The results presented here are from a 4×4×4 supercell calculation, fixed a to lattice
parameter a4×4×4 =4a=13.44 Å. Since the unit cell is bcc, the supercell contains 43 × 2 =
128 atoms, out of which 44 were Ta atoms, 42 Nb atoms, 10 Hf atoms, 18 Zr atoms and
14 Ti atoms. This corresponds to a supercell composition of Ta34.3 Nb32.8 Hf7.8 Zr14.0 Ti10.9
(in at.%), which is identical to the experimental composition Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 (within
the EDS errors of about 1 at.%). Note that if at some point calculations with different
sizes of unit cells were compared, extra care would need to be taken to account for the
differences in composition due to limited number of atoms. A simple script was written to
(completely) randomly mix the atoms and produce the initial non-relaxed structure file
for Wien2k. Since the arrangement of atoms in the unit cell is completely random, there
are no symmetries and the structure must be calculated within the space group P1. This
lack of symmetries means that all the 128 atoms are non-equivalent so all contribute to
the size of the basis set.
As soon as the calculation is started (even if a smaller supercell, e.g. 3×3×3 is used),
it quickly becomes apparent that the inequivalent atomic positions and the resulting large
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matrix are a huge problem as they slow down the calculation. A lot of effort was spent
on the optimization with mixed success – some changes in the input parameters work
and some cause a change of forces (and therefore could change the relaxed structure).
Cutting off the matrices with Rmt ·Kmax = 7.0 seems sufficiently accurate and to speed
up the calculation and some electrons can be moved from the valence to the core states
– a charge localization of 0.99 in the atomic sphere is enough if the tails of the core
states are taken into account via lcore. Changing parts of the basis on the atoms from
APW to LAPW to save time is not successful except for a small part of the Ta basis
(l = 3). For the exchange-correlation potential the Perdew-Wang LDA [170] was used as
differences between LDA and GGA should not be important for an initial calculation and
it is possible to optimize the parameters slightly more with LDA. Iterative diagonalization
was used and the calculation was parallelized on a good desktop PC. We attempted to
use the special MSR1a density mixer of Wien2k, which simultaneously with calculating
trial electronic densities moves atoms so that structural relaxation is faster. This works
at the beginning of the relaxation when atoms are far apart but when they come close
together – and some pairs inevitably come very close because of the disorder – the large
steps of the mixer causer errors due to atomic sphere overlap. Decreasing atomic sphere
sizes for the small elements Nb and Ta from the default 2.50 bohr did not seem to help fix
MSR1a, so they were returned to the larger default values, which make the calculation go
faster. Due to problems with MSR1a, most of the time the standard mini method was
used which contains two loops, the outer one moves the atoms to better positions and the
inner one calculates self-consistent electronic densities. The calculations presented here
are for 8 k-points.

Figure 3.9: Follow-up, DFT on a 4×4×4 supercell of Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 : a) Atoms are
positioned according to an ideal bcc lattice (before DFT), b) Relaxed supercell after the DFT
calculation. The lattice deformations are substantial.

Fig. 3.9a shows the initial ideal non-relaxed 4×4×4 supercell before the DFT calculation, while Fig. 3.9b shows the relaxed supercell. Comparing them, the lattice deformations are easy to see, which indicates that they are quite large. Visually it seems that the
displacements are not all of the same order – that some atoms are more displaced than
others – but this is hard to accurately assess from the picture.
In an ideal bcc lattice each atom has√8 nearest neighbours (NNs), to which the distance
is half of the unit cell body diagonal a 3/2. To get a quantitative grasp on the sizes of
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Figure 3.10: Follow-up (DFT): In the 4×4×4 supercell of Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 , the nearestneighbour distances were determined for each atom and each ”X” represents one pair distance.
The coloured lines correspond to the mean and sigma of the data. The green vertical lines
represent half of the body diagonal of a Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 unit cell, which would be the
distance between the nearest-neighbour atoms if no lattice distortion took place.

the displacements in the relaxed supercell, in Wien2k for each atom the distance to other
atoms was calculated and by a script the distances were filtered,
√so that only the 8 shortest
remained for each atom. Instead of 8 nearest-neighbours at a 3/2, the relaxed supercell
has the eight nearest-neighbours arranged at the distances as seen in Fig. 3.10. Each
”X” in the figure represents one nearest-neighbour pair distance and the coloured lines
represent the mean of the collected√data together with the standard deviation. The green
vertical line denotes the distance a 3/2 = 2.91 Å, as expected from the ideal undeformed
lattice, and the distances plotted in Fig. 3.10 deviate up to 8 %.
If the NN distances are compared to the atomic radii from Table 3.1, a simple picture
emerges to describe the average displacements. Hf and Zr are the larger atoms with radii
of 1.54 and 1.55 Å, respectively. The other atoms, Ti, Nb and Ta, are smaller with radii
between 1.42 and 1.43 Å. The atoms move (on average) so that the larger atoms gain
more space – as indicated by the increase of distances containing Hf and Zr at the expense
of the distances not containing any of them (Ta-Ta, Ta-Nb, Ta-Ti, Nb-Nb, Nb-Ti and
Ti-Ti). Due to the large disorder, this picture is only an approximate description of the
average movements and particular NN pairs can violate it quite drastically, for example
Ta-Ta should decrease but it is possible to find a pair at almost 3 Å.
Note that in the analysis above we have implicitly assumed that the 8 closest atoms in
the neighbourhood of each atom are the nearest-neighbours from the original ideal lattice.
In theory, one of the original second nearest neighbours√
(at a = 3.36 Å away) could have
moved a lot closer and one of the nearest neighbour at a 3/2 = 2.91 Å could have moved
a lot further away during the relaxation, so that the nearest neighbours in the relaxed
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lattice are not the same as in the unrelaxed. While this could be checked, it does not
seem very likely to occur due to the large difference of distances to 1st and 2nd neighbours.
To sum up, using Wien2k we have shown that it is in principle possible to calculate HEA structures with full-potential DFT methods. The process itself is tedious and
time-consuming with the structural optimization of the 4×4×4 supercell (128 atoms) of
Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 taking about 15 days to complete on a good four-core PC. Scaling
up to a 5×5×5 supercell would approximately double the number of atoms involved and
thus the basis, which would ultimately lead to an increase in computational time of about
8-times (due to matrix diagonalization), making the calculation on the order of a couple
of months long.
Even if a cluster is used, the two potentially biggest problems still remain. Firstly,
completely random-mixing was assumed, which does not necessarily represent the true
state of HEAs. Configurations with more realistic local arrangements could be introduced
via experimental data or other types of simulations, e.g. non-full-potential DFT molecular dynamics coupled with Monte Carlo swaps as in Ref. [163]. Secondly, there is no
guarantee that a single configuration picked out of a huge number of available ones is
representative of the actual average of a sample consisting of thermodynamically many
atoms. This problem is made worse by our use of relatively small configurations (with
periodic boundary conditions) – even 5×5×5 is still very small compared to sample and
even dendrite sizes.
In light of the difficulties, pushing the calculation far past the illustration of lattice distortion did not make sense as part of my PhD Thesis, which was experimentally-centered.
Perhaps research of thermal annealing, in the sense of Ref. [12] and Chapter 4, might even
provide HEA systems in which, through proper preparation, completely-random samples
can be reliably manufactured and calculations like the one in this chapter are good enough.
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Chapter 4
Further experiments in
superconducting Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti
high-entropy alloys: The influence of
thermal annealing
Foreword: This chapter is based on the contents of Ref. [80].

4.1

Introduction

Following the initial success of discovering the first high-entropy alloy superconductor
Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 and reporting about it [79], see also Chapter 3, our experimental research into the physical properties of HEAs set off into the obvious direction of collecting
more Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti samples from colleagues and seeing if we could determine or guess
the composition range for superconductors and get an idea about how TC varies with
composition. Out of the three extra samples (making four samples altogether) one gave
results in perfect agreement with already published results for Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 . The
other two, on the other hand, exhibited a substantially different specific heat C(T ) but
were still clearly superconductors judging by both C(T ) and electrical resistivity measurements. After quite a lot of work, the initially surprising physical property results
were consolidated by taking into account the structure of the material as seen by X-ray
diffraction and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
The general direction, into which one must head, is best seen from a recent study [12],
which reports on the evolution of the structure, local disorder and mechanical properties
upon thermal annealing for the 4-component equimolar Ta20 Nb20 Hf20 Zr20 bcc HEA, where
the annealing time was varied up to 8 days at the annealing temperature Tan = 1800 °C.
Partial ordering of the structure upon annealing was observed on the nanometer scale,
where short-range-ordered planar clusters rich in Zr and Hf have formed, delimiting the
regions that were rich in Ta and Nb. This nanostructure has increased the hardness and
yield strength of the annealed material by a factor close to 2.
Our work complements the already published work on the Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti system by
presenting the evolution of superconductivity upon thermal annealing. We have studied
four samples of different atomic concentrations (equimolar and off-equimolar) and number
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of elements (4 and 5 components), subjected to different thermal treatments.

4.2

Samples: selection and characterization

The properties of the pure elements constituting the Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEA system are
collected in Table 4.1, which lists the atomic radius r [28], the room-temperature (RT)
bcc lattice parameter a, the melting temperature Tm , the type of high-temperature (HT)
and RT structure and the temperature of the bcc-to-hcp polymorphic transformation.
While all five elements form bcc structures just below the solidification temperature, Ta
and Nb remain bcc down to RT, whereas Hf, Zr and Ti transform into a hcp structure
upon cooling. Their RT bcc lattice parameters were obtained [16] by extrapolating the
HT bcc parameters using the reported thermal expansion coefficients. Regarding the
atomic size, the elements can be divided into two groups with similar atomic radii, the
smaller Ta, Nb and Ti and the bigger Zr and Hf.
Ta

Nb

Hf

Zr

Ti

r (Å)

1.430

1.429

1.576

1.603

1.462

a (Å)

3.303

3.301

3.559

3.582

3.276

Tm (°C)

2996

2468

2227

1852

1668

HT structure

bcc

bcc

bcc

bcc

bcc

RT structure

bcc

bcc

hcp

hcp

hcp

1749

863

893

bcc-to-hcp
transition (°C)

Table 4.1: Properties of the pure elements constituting the Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEA system
(atomic radius r, RT bcc lattice parameter a, melting temperature Tm , type of HT and RT
structure, and the temperature of the bcc-to-hcp polymorphic transformation).

All four investigated samples were produced by the arc-melting technique in an Ar
atmosphere. The 5-component zone-melted sample from Chapter 3 was first arc molten
and cast into a cylindrical copper mold. The so produced rod was recast in a zonemelting setup at a feed rate of 5 mm/h at about 2300 °C under 400-mbar Ar atmosphere
[79]. The zone-melting technique starts by locally melting the rod at one end and then
proceeds by moving this molten zone across the whole length of the rod. During this
procedure, the molten volume undergoes some degree of thermal annealing – depending
on the velocity at which the molten zone is moved – but the sample is globally not
equilibrated. Thus the state of a zone-melted crystal should be considered somewhere
between the as-cast and equilibrated. In Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEAs the difference between the
normal as-cast and zone-melted crystals can be quite pronounced: while as-cast crystals
shows distinct dendrites [12] (unless they disappeared during a subsequent annealing
step), zone-melted ones do not. Growth and characterization of the 4-component annealed
sample is described in detail elsewhere [12]. The other two samples (both 5-component,
but annealed at two different temperatures) were synthesized in a similar way.
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4.2.1

Composition and X-ray diffraction

Labelling the samples with both the full composition and the description of the thermal
treatment, e.g. ”zone-melted Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 ” or ”Ta20 Nb21 Hf20 Zr20 Ti19 annealed 7 h
at 2000 °C”, quickly becomes hard to follow, especially when several samples appear in
the same sentence. Besides presenting the samples’ compositions and the results of the
x-ray diffraction measurements, this section will also tackle this problem by introducing
a convenient abbreviated notation for our samples. For each sample we will adopt a
designation consisting of the number of components (either 4 or 5) and the thermal history
(”ZM” for zone-melted and ”ANN” for annealed samples, followed by the annealing time).
The zone-melted Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 sample thus becomes ”5ZM”. And the other abovementioned sample, Ta20 Nb21 Hf20 Zr20 Ti19 annealed 7 h at 2000 °C becomes ”5ANN7h”.
The abbreviated names of all four samples are presented in Table 4.2, along with
their chemical compositions, the annealing parameters and some other data relevant for
the discussion: the experimental bcc lattice parameter a, the calculated compositionaveraged values of the lattice parameter a, composition-averaged atomic radius r, and the
averaged melting temperature T m .
name

composition

thermal
treatment

5ZM

Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11

5ANN7h

a(Å)

a(Å)

r(Å)

T m (°C)

zone-melted

3.36(1)

3.359

1.469

2454

Ta20 Nb21 Hf20 Zr20 Ti19

7h@2000C

3.42(1)

3.406

1.500

2250

4ANN1d

Ta25 Nb25 Hf26 Zr24

1day@1800C

3.37(1)
3.48(2)

3.436

1.509

2390

5ANN1d

Ta22 Nb24 Hf21 Zr23 Ti10

1day@1800C

3.36(2)
3.40(1)

3.418

1.504

2312

Table 4.2: The abbreviated names of the samples, their chemical composition, the annealing
parameters, the experimental bcc lattice parameter a and the calculated composition-averaged
values of the lattice parameter a, the atomic radius r, and the melting temperature T m .

The 5-component zone-melted sample, referred to as ”5ZM” in our abbreviated notation, contained elements in off-equimolar concentrations. Energy-dispersive spectrometer
(EDS) analysis yielded an average composition (rounded to first integers) of Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 (in at. %). The x-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of a polygrain ingot material
obtained with Cu Kα1 radiation is shown in Fig. 4.1a (note: same spectrum as in Fig. 3.1).
The material was single-phase and all diffraction peaks could be indexed to a bcc lattice.
The presence of all peaks of the bcc phase demonstrates that no preferential orientation of the coherently scattering crystal domains is present. The XRD peaks are quite
broad, revealing a distorted lattice with average bcc symmetry. The lattice parameter
was determined to be a = 3.36(1) Å, whereas the composition-averaged theoretical value
according to the rule of mixtures that assumes completely random mixing of the elements
P
(a = i ci ai ) amounts to a = 3.358 Å (see Table 4.2), which matches well the experimental
value.
The second sample was a 5-component equimolar Ta20 Nb21 Hf20 Zr20 Ti19 , which was
thermally annealed for 7 h at 2000 °C. The sample’s abbreviated name is thus ”5ANN7h”.
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Figure 4.1: XRD patterns of the investigated Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEA samples: a) 5ZM;
b) 5ANN7h; c) 4ANN1d, the peak marked by a triangle belongs to another phase than the
rest of the peaks, see text; d) 5ANN1d, the two unmarked peaks belong to the same phase and
the peak marked by an asterisk belongs to a different one, see text.
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The annealing temperature corresponds to 0.90 T m , see Table 4.2. Its XRD pattern is
shown in Fig. 4.1b. The material was single-phase and the presence of all diffraction peaks
of the bcc lattice demonstrates that no preferential orientation of the crystal domains is
present in the polycrystalline ingot material. The lattice parameter was determined to be
a = 3.42(1) Å, which is close to the composition-averaged value of a = 3.406 Å, suggesting
random mixing of the elements on the average bcc lattice.
The third sample was a 4-component equimolar Ta25 Nb25 Hf26 Zr24 , which was thermally annealed for 1 day at 1800 °C (making the sample’s abbreviated name ”4ANN1d”).
The annealing temperature corresponds to 0.78 T m , again see Table 4.2. The XRD pattern of this sample, see Fig. 4.1c, consists of two sets of peaks. One set could be assigned
to a bcc phase with the lattice parameter aS = 3.37(1) Å. This set contains all peaks of
the bcc phase, indicating random orientation of the crystal domains. The high-intensity
peak at 2θ = 36.4° (marked by a triangle) does not belong to this set. Since this is the
only observed peak of the second set, it cannot be unambiguously assigned to a given
structure. It is, however, reasonable to assume that it belongs to a bcc lattice of a second phase in the material, in which case this would be the (110) reflection, yielding the
lattice parameter aL = 3.48(2) Å. The subscripts aS and aL have been chosen so that
they represent ”smaller” and ”larger” respectively. The fact that only one peak of the
”larger” bcc phase is present in the XRD pattern indicates orientational ordering of the
crystal domains (in the case of our XRD experiment one of the face diagonals of the bcc
unit cell is perpendicular to the sample’s surface hit by the x-ray beam). The theoretical composition-averaged bcc lattice parameter of a single-phase homogeneous mixture
amounts to a = 3.436 Å, which is in between aS and aL . To sum up, the XRD pattern
suggests a two-phase structure of the material, both phases being bcc, where the crystal domains of the phase with the smaller lattice parameter aS are randomly oriented,
whereas the domains of the phase with the larger lattice parameter aL are preferentially
oriented along one set of equivalent crystallographic directions.
The fourth sample was a 5-component off-equimolar Ta22 Nb24 Hf21 Zr23 Ti10 , thermally
annealed for 1 day at 1800 °C, with the abbreviated name ”5ANN1d”. The annealing
temperature corresponds to 0.80 T m (see Table 4.2). Its XRD pattern, see Fig. 4.1d
shows three diffraction peaks only, belonging to two phases. The peaks at 2θ = 37.8°
and 79.7° correspond to a bcc phase with lattice parameter aL = 3.40(1) Å, where they
represent the (110) and (220) reflections. The reflection at 2θ = 54.5° (marked by an
asterisk) belongs to a second phase. Assuming that the second phase is also bcc, this
is the (200) reflection and the lattice parameter is aS = 3.36(2) Å. The fact that only a
small number of peaks is present in the XRD pattern of each phase (two for aL and one for
aS ) indicates that the crystal domains of both phases are preferentially oriented. In our
particular x-ray diffraction experiment the following can be said about the orientations:
a) the domains of the phase with the larger lattice parameter aL are oriented in a way
that one of the face diagonals of the bcc unit cell is perpendicular to the sample’s surface
hit by the x-ray beam, b) the domains of the phase with the smaller lattice parameter
aS are oriented so that one of the bcc unit-cell faces is parallel to the surface. The
theoretical composition-averaged bcc lattice parameter of the single-phase homogeneous
mixture amounts to a = 3.418 Å. Summing up, the XRD pattern thus suggests a twophase structure of the material, where both phases are bcc, with slightly different lattice
parameters, and the crystal domains of both phases are preferentially oriented.
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4.2.2

Micro- and nanostructure

The microstructure of the samples (formally defined as the structure observed at magnifications achievable by optical microscopes, thus on the scale of 1 µm to 100 µm) was investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) backscattered-electron (BSE) imaging.
Detailed studies of microstructure of representative as-cast and annealed Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti
HEAs were already reported [12,16,49]. In particular, a study of the microstructure
of our 4ANN1d sample can be found in Ref. [12], which describes the evolution of the
Ta25 Nb25 Hf26 Zr24 structure with annealing time. Since the main goal of this PhD is discussing the physical properties of HEAs and our microstructural results are in complete
accord with previously published studies, a full presentation of the results is not needed
and a brief summary of the main microstructural features will suffice.
The as-cast material exhibits dendritic microstructure with dendrite arms enriched
in Ta and Nb, whereas the interdendritic zones are comprised of Ti-, Zr- and Hf-rich
microsegregations. Faster cooling rates result in more homogeneous distribution of the
elements, i.e., the dendrites are less pronounced. The variations of the elemental concentrations between the dendritic and interdendritic zones over a 50–100 µm distance for
the as-cast 5-component Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEAs were found roughly 6% for Ta, 4% for
Zr and 2% for other elements [49], whereas for the as-cast 4-component Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr the
variations were 10% for Ta and Zr and 4% for Nb and Hf [12]. Upon annealing, the dendrite arms show a tendency to dissolve and the concentration variations become smaller,
coming down to less than 2% for all elements after one day of annealing.
Though the microstructure can affect the physical and mechanical properties of the
material significantly, we found, however, that the structural variations on the nanometric
scale play a more important role in the case of superconductivity in the Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti
HEAs. The evolution of nanostructure upon thermal annealing in the 4-component
equimolar TaNbHfZr was studied in detail recently by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) and atom probe tomography (APT) [12], where the following features were observed. The as-cast material shows homogeneous distribution of
elements on the nanoscale, whereas upon increasing the annealing time, short-range clustering of a subset of atoms, enriched in Zr and Hf takes place perpendicular to the h100i
crystallographic directions. The short-range clusters (SRCs) possess planar morphology
and become increasingly more interconnected with the annealing time, forming a threedimensional (3D) grid-like structure after 1 day of annealing. Spacing of the SRCs was
found in the range 7–15 nm. During lengthy annealings of 4 days or more, precipitates of
a minor hcp phase, rich in Zr and Hf nucleate at the larger connecting nodes of the SRCs
– not surprising since the RT structures of pure Zr and Hf metals are hcp, so when these
elements meet in a high enough concentration, the hcp structure of the mixture is energetically preferred on the local scale. A HR-TEM bright-field image along the [100] zone
axis of the 4ANN1d sample is shown in Fig. 4.2a. A grid-like contrast of adjacent darker
and lighter regions perpendicular to the main crystallographic axes is observed, where the
light planar clusters are enriched in Zr and Hf, whereas the dark matrix is enriched in Ta
and Nb. The APT composition profile across the SRCs revealed a Gaussian-like distribution of Zr with a peak composition of 60–75%. The HR-TEM image of the 5ANN1d
sample is shown in Fig. 4.2b, where a similar 3D grid-like structure is observed, though a
bit less pronounced, perhaps owing to the fact that an additional element (Ti) is dispersed
within both the SRCs and the matrix.
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Figure 4.2: HR-TEM bright-field images along the [100] zone axis of a) the 4ANN1d sample
and b) the 5ANN1d sample.
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4.3

Electrical resistivity measurements

Superconductivity in our investigated Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEA samples was investigated by
measuring the electrical resistivity (this section) and the specific heat (Section 4.4).
The electrical resistivity of the HEA samples was determined in the temperature range
between 300 and 2 K and in magnetic fields between 0 T and 9 T. Fig. 4.3a shows the zerofield electrical resistivity over the whole temperature range and three conclusions can be
drawn immediately: a) all samples show a transition to a zero-resistance superconducting (SC) state at a temperatures below 8 K, b) the transition temperature varies from
sample to sample and c) the normal-state resistivities show an almost linear temperature
dependence with a weak positive temperature coefficient (P T C) and are quite different
in magnitude.
Sample

Electrical Resistivity
TCρ
(K)

5ZM

ρ+

ρ300K

(µWcm) (µWcm)

Specific heat
PTC

TC

µ0 Hc2 (0)

(%)

(K)

(T)

β





dµ0 Hc2
dT
TC

(T/K)

γ

θD

(mJ/mol K2 )

(K)

7.8

36.5

46.5

27

7.3

8.15

1.51

8.15

238

5ANN7h 6.9

77.0

84.8

10

6.0

10.45

1.50

7.92

212

4ANN1d 7.9

57.5

68.5

19

6.1
~7.6

–2.2

6.62

224

5ANN1d 6.2

93.4

103.5

11

5.0

–2.7

6.75

238

Table 4.3: Parameters determined from the electrical resistivity and specific heat measurements
for the four investigated samples. Obtained from resistivity: the SC transition temperature TCρ ,
the resistivity in the normal state just above the SC transition ρ+ , the RT resistivity ρ300K and
the temperature coefficient P T C = (ρ300K − ρ+ )/ρ+ . From the specific heat we obtained the
SC transition temperature TC , the upper critical field µ0 Hc2 (0), the exponent β of the upper
critical field, the gradient of the upper critical field (dµ0 Hc2 /dT )TC , the electronic specific heat
coefficient γ and the Debye temperature θD .

Fig. 4.3b shows the resistivities on an expanded temperature scale below 9 K, where
the SC transition is more clearly evident. The zero-field SC transition temperatures TCρ
were defined in the usual manner as the temperature at which the resistivity reaches half
of its normal-state value. The superscript ρ emphasizes that the value of the transition
temperature was determined from the resistivity and to distinguish it from the specificheat-determined one. The values of TCρ , the resistivity in the normal state just above the
SC transition ρ+ , the resistivity at 300 K denoted as ρ300 K and the positive1 temperature
coefficient P T C = (ρ300 K − ρ+ )/ρ+ for the four investigated samples are collected in
Table 4.3. The ρ+ and ρ300 K values are scattered in the range from 36 to 104 µWcm and
the P T Cs are relatively small (between 10 and 27%), both features reflecting the presence
of significant structural disorder in the samples. The 5ZM sample shows the smallest ρ+
and ρ300 K values and the largest P T C.
Perhaps the use of the term ”positive temperature coefficient” in this chapter is slightly non-standard
but this was done with the best intent of making the discussion more readable. If one wanted to be
1
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The dependence of the resistivity on the external magnetic field around the SC transition is shown in Figs 4.4a–d, where the resistivities of all four samples are shown in fields
between 0 and 9 T in steps of ∆B = 1 T. The transition temperature TCρ shifts downwards
with temperature, as expected in superconductors.

Figure 4.3: a) Electrical resistivity in zero magnetic field of the four investigated Ta-Nb-Hf-ZrTi HEA samples in the temperature range between 300 and 2 K. b) The zero-field resistivities
on an expanded temperature scale below 9 K.

completely accurate we should be talking about HEAs with a positive temperature coefficient (since
dρ/dT > 0) and name the quantity (ρ300 K − ρ+ )/ρ+ as a ”relative change of resistivity between the
lowest normal state resistivity and room temperature” or similar.
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Figure 4.4: Magnetic-field dependence of the electrical resistivity of the Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEA
samples in the region of the SC transition for fields up to 9 T. a) the 5ZM sample; b) the
5ANN7h sample; c) the 4ANN1d sample; d) the 5ANN1d sample.
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4.4

Specific heat measurements

In the previous chapter (Chapter 3) a thorough analysis of the physical properties of
the 5ZM sample was already presented. The hysteresis curve M (H) (see Section 3.5
and Fig. 3.6) clearly shows that 5ZM is a type II superconductor. Since the other three
samples are of similar composition, since they have a similar normal to superconducting
transition temperature TCρ , since this transition temperature is quite high and since the
superconductivity in Fig. 4.4 is robust to large magnetic fields, it can be safely concluded
that 5ANN7h, 4ANN1d and 5ANN1d are also type II superconductors.
The analysis of the specific heat will be based on the same general principles as in
Chapter 3, so let us briefly summarize. Since in type II superconductors the transition
from normal to mixed-superconducting state is a second-order phase transition, no latent
heat is present. The transition is however accompanied by the formation of Cooper pairs –
an ordering in the conduction electron system. The energy of a Cooper pair is lower than
the energy of a pair of ”normal” conduction electrons and due to this energetic excess,
an exothermic peak in the specific heat at TC results. Since the lattice specific heat does
not change at the transition temperature, the step in the specific heat is both equal to
the difference of the total specific heats and the difference of the electronic parts of the
specific heat, ∆C(TC ) = Cs (TC ) − Cn (TC ) = Ces (TC ) − Cen (TC ). From a single-phase
type-II superconductor, one therefore expects a contribution of one single sharp jump
equal to ∆C(TC ) at TC .
Also in the spirit of Chapter 3 we will be taking advantage of the low-temperature (He3
cryostat) specific heat measurements to determine the volume fraction of the superconductive phase(s) – something not possible by other conventional methods such as electrical
resistivity and magnetic susceptibility. This determination is based on the slower (linear,
γT ) low-temperature decay of the normal-state electronic specific heat compared to other
contributions (exponential for the superconducting-state electronic heat, and cubic αT 3
for the lattice specific heat), so that by determining the linear part of the specific heat
we are effectively determining how much of the sample is not superconducting.
The analysis in this chapter will contain a very important improvement over the preceding one. Namely, the quality of a given sample in terms of its chemical and structural
homogeneity can be assessed quite reliably from the height and sharpness of the discontinuity ∆C(T → TC ) = (Cs − Cn )T →TC , where more homogeneous samples show a
higher and sharper discontinuity. An infinitely steep slope of the discontinuity on the
high-temperature side would mean that all of the material undergoes the SC transition at
precisely the same temperature, hence the material would be perfectly homogeneous. A
less steep slope indicates a distribution of TC s over different parts of the inhomogeneous
material.

Specific heat – measurements, curve shapes and assessing the
samples’ homogeneity
The specific heat was measured between RT and 400 mK in magnetic fields between 0
and 9 T in steps of ∆B = 0.5 T. The low-temperature C(T ) curves of all samples below
9 K for selected fields B = 0, 3, 6, and 9 T are shown in Figs 4.5a–d.
The zero-field specific heat of the 5ZM sample (Fig. 4.5a) shows a rather sharp dis109
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Figure 4.5: Low-temperature specific heat C(T ) curves between 9K and 400 mK for selected
magnetic fields B = 0, 3, 6, and 9 T. The solid vertical line marks the SC transition temperature
TC determined from the zero-field specific heat, whereas the dashed vertical line marks the
transition temperature TCρ determined from the zero-field electrical resistivity. The shadowed
area between the vertical solid line and the specific heat curve is a convenient visualization of the
distribution of TC s over different parts of the sample and hence of its structural and chemical
inhomogeneity. a) the 5ZM sample; b) the 5ANN7h sample; c) the 4ANN1d sample; d) the
5ANN1d sample.

continuity with the peak at TC = 7.3 K (marked by a solid vertical line). The slope of the
discontinuity on the high-temperature side, reflecting the distribution of TC s over different
parts of the sample, can be conveniently visualized by shadowing the area between this
vertical line and the specific heat curve. The high slope observed for the 5ZM sample
suggests quite homogeneous, single-phase material, which undergoes the SC transition at
about the same temperature in the entirety of its volume. In increasing magnetic fields
the discontinuity shifts to lower temperatures, reflecting the temperature dependence of
the upper critical field µ0 Hc2 (T ) of a type II superconductor. The dashed vertical line
marks the SC transition temperature TCρ = 7.8 K determined from the zero-field electrical
resistivity. Since TCρ is defined as the temperature at which the resistivity reaches half
of its normal-state value (so that the material is not yet fully superconducting), whereas
TC is defined from the peak of the specific heat, where the SC transition has already
been completed, the higher value of TCρ (by 0.5 K in this case) as compared to TC is
understandable. The TC values of all samples are also collected in Table 4.3.
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The zero-field specific heat of the 5ANN7h sample (Fig. 4.5b) shows an even higher
slope of the discontinuity on the high-temperature side, being almost infinitely steep
(see the narrowness of the shadowed area). This suggests that the 5ANN7h sample is
structurally and chemically almost ideally homogeneous. The transition temperatures
are TC = 6.0 K and TCρ = 6.9 K.
The specific heat of the 4ANN1d sample (Fig. 4.5c) is qualitatively different. The
discontinuity in the zero-field specific heat shows a double-peaked structure, where both
peaks are broad. The low-temperature peak at TC1 = 6.1 K is well pronounced, but its
slope on the high-temperature side is much less steep (see the shadowed area) than for
the first two samples. The other peak is much broader and less well pronounced, but one
can still loosely define the ”top” of the peak and obtain TC2 ≈ 7.6 K. The two-peaked
structure of the discontinuity, where both peaks are broad, indicates that the material is
highly inhomogeneous. Two peaks in the discontinuity indicate that two different phases
can be defined on average (as indeed observed by the XRD analysis, see Fig. 4.1c), but each
of these phases is inhomogeneous itself, having the SC transition temperatures distributed
around the central values TC1 and TC2 , respectively. The resistivity-determined transition
temperature is TCρ = 7.9 K (dashed vertical line).
The discontinuity in the zero-field specific heat of the 5ANN1d sample (Fig. 4.5d)
shows a single, well pronounced peak at TC = 5.0 K, but the slope on the high-temperature
side is not steep (see the shadowed area) and the peak is very broad. This indicates an
inhomogeneous material with a wide distribution of TC values (over the interval between
5.0 and 6.0 K). The XRD analysis of this sample (Fig. 4.1d) showed that two different
phases are present, so that a double-peak-type discontinuity in the zero-field specific heat
could be expected. The fact that only one broad peak is observed experimentally indicates
that each of these phases is inhomogeneous, so that the two peaks in the discontinuity
merge into a single broad peak. The resistivity-determined transition temperature is
TCρ = 6.2 K (dashed vertical line).

Phase diagrams from the specific heat
Since our Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEA samples are type II superconductors (see justification at
the beginning of Section 4.4) they have two critical fields, the lower µ0 Hc1 and the upper
µ0 Hc2 . In the present context of the thermal annealing we will be completely ignoring
µ0 Hc1 – although it can be determined; and has been analyzed for 5ZM in Section 3.5 –
and will concentrate on the temperature dependence of the upper critical field µ0 Hc2 (T )
which can be determined by reading the temperature of the specific heat maximum as a
function of the external magnetic field.
Using the specific heat curves measured in fields between 0 and 9 T in steps of
∆B = 0.5 T (where only a few of these are presented in Fig. 4.5 for clarity of presentation), the µ0 Hc2 versus T phase diagrams for all four samples can be determined and
are shown in Figs 4.6a–d. The zero-temperature µ0 Hc2 (0) value could be determined
for the two homogeneous samples 5ZM hand 5ANN7hiby fitting the data to the standard
empirical formula µ0 Hc2 (T ) = µ0 Hc2 (0) 1 − (T /TC )β . For the 5ZM sample we obtained
µ0 Hc2 (0) = 8.15 T and β = 1.51 (see Section 3.7), whereas for the 5ANN7h sample the
values are µ0 Hc2 = 10.45 T and β = 1.50. These values are also collected in Table 4.3
(page 106).
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Figure 4.6: Temperature dependence of the upper critical field µ0 Hc2 (T ) for a) the 5ZM
sample; b) the 5ANN7h sample; c) the 4ANN1d sample; d) the 5ANN1d sample. Solid curves in
panels a) and b) are power-law fits with the exponent β (see text), whereas solid lines in panels
c) and d) are linear fits.

For the 4ANN1d sample with a two-peaked structure of the specific-heat discontinuity,
only the peak at lower temperature (at TC1 = 6.1 K in zero field) is sharp enough that its
temperature shift with the magnetic field could be traced. The µHc2 (T ) data are shown
in Fig. 4.6c, where it is seen that the data do not exhibit a curvature describable by the
above empirical formula with the exponent β, but instead show a linear behavior in the
upper temperature range below TC1 . Such behavior is commonly observed in amorphous
(glassy) superconductors [171,172,173]. The temperature gradient near TC1 was evaluated
to be (dµ0 Hc2 /dT )TC1 = −2.2 T/K.
The µ0 Hc2 (T ) data of the 5ANN1d sample are shown in Fig. 4.6d. These data again
show linear behavior in the upper temperature range below TC , typical of a disordered
superconductor, with the gradient near TC of (dµ0 Hc2 /dT )TC = −2.7 T/K. The gradient
values are also collected in Table 4.3.
Note that if the derivative (dµ0 Hc2 /dT )TC for 5ZM and 5ANN7h was needed due
to some application, e.g. if one wanted to estimate the change of critical temperature
in a current carrying wire due to the current’s magnetic field as (dT /dµ0 Hc2 )TC · H, it
can easily be obtained directlyh from the empirical
fit. Taking the temperature derivai
tive of µ0 Hc2 (T ) = µ0 Hc2 (0) 1 − (T /TC )β and evaluating it at T = TC one obtains
(dµ0 Hc2 /dT )TC = −µ0 Hc2 (0) · TβC . For 5ZM this gives (dµ0 Hc2 /dT )TC = −1.7 T/K and
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for 5ANN7h we obtain (dµ0 Hc2 /dT )TC = −2.6 T/K.

Determining the superconductive fraction and the normal-state
γ electronic-specific-heat coefficient
In Section 3.6 a mathematically rigorous explanation of how one can determine the fraction
of superconducting material by looking for the presence of a linear electronic specific heat
term, γT , in the low-temperature specific heat, was already presented. The analysis of
that chapter is only concerned with the 5ZM sample, so we will extend the analysis to the
other samples and by doing this address the question of whether they are superconducting
in the entirety of their volumes or if structural and chemical inhomogeneity introduces a
mixture of normal and SC states.
The basic premises of the analysis are best illustrated for a sample where different
phases (normal, SC) are caused only by the presence of structural disorder – in this case
no averaging over phases with different composition is needed. Assuming that molar
fraction x(B) of the material is SC and that enough other assumptions can be done (only
interested for low-temperatures, lattice specific heat Clatt according to the Debye model,
normal-state electronic specific heat is linear, SC electronic heat decays exponentially
Ces ∝ e−2∆(0)/kB T ) then:
i
Ces h
C
= x(B)
+ 1 − x(B) γ + αT 2
T
T

T →0

−−−−−−→

h

i

1 − x(B) γ

(4.1)

Hence the presence of a linear term in the low-temperature specific heat C(T ) is direct
evidence of part of the sample being in the normal-state and from a zero C/T intercept
(since then 1−x(B) = 0 and thus x(B) = 1) one can conclude that the whole sample is
superconducting.
The above analysis might seem to imply that for superconducting samples it is impossible to access the density of states at the Fermi level g(εF ) via relations of the type
2
2
γ = π3 kB
g(εF ) since γ cannot be determined due to the prefactor of 1−x(B) = 0, but this
is not the case. When the external magnetic field is increased enough for the magnetic
field to completely destroy the superconductivity, then x(B) = 0 since the entire material
remains normal-state down to zero temperature and the low-temperature C/T intercept
is exactly γ.
The C/T versus T 2 plots of the zero-field specific heat and the specific heat in a 9-T
field of all the samples in the temperature range below 9 K are shown in Figs 4.7a-d. The
normal-state specific heat (in a 9-T field) was analyzed by the expression C/T = γ + αT 2
(solid line) and the coefficient γ and θD (where the Debye temperature is given instead
of α) are collected in Table 4.3. For the 4ANN1d and 5ANN1d samples, which show a
two-phase structure, the γ and θD values represent an average over both phases. With
these averages one needs to be slightly careful though, as one can see from Eq. (3.29). For
P
γ the average is simply γ = i norm ph. xi γ (i) . For θD the phase average is valid for the α
P
3
coefficients, α = i all ph. xi α(i) , so that by taking into account α = 12π 4 R/5θD
from the
Debye model,
X
1
1
xi h i 3
(4.2)
h i3 =
(i)
i all ph.
θD
θD
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Figure 4.7: Low-temperature specific heat in zero field and 9 T in a C/T versus T 2 plot. The
solid line is the C/T = γ + αT 2 fit of the normal-state specific heat (in the 9-T field). a) the
5ZM sample; b) the 5ANN7h sample; c) the 4ANN1d sample; d) the 5ANN1d sample.

and what is called an average θD is really not the phase average but just the θD corresponding to the phase-averaged α.
Inspecting the zero-field specific heat curves in the T → 0 limit, we observe consistently
T →0
for all four samples that C/T −−−→ 0, so that there is no linear term in the specific heat.
This confirms that the SC state develops in the entirety of their volumes and the state is
not a mixture of normal and SC domains. Superconductivity in the investigated samples
of different chemical composition and structural homogeneity is thus a robust effect.

4.5

Discussion

Discussion of homogeneity and structure
The presented results reveal that the four investigated HEA samples show quite different
chemical and structural homogeneity. The 5-component equimolar sample 5ANN7h, annealed for 7 h at 2000 °C, appears to be the most homogeneous one with a single-phase
random solid solution structure. The 5-component off-equimolar zone-melted sample 5ZM
is just slightly less homogeneous, also consisting of a single-phase random solid solution
structure. The 5-component off-equimolar sample 5ANN1d, annealed for 1 day at 1800 °C,
is more inhomogeneous, where two different phases (both bcc, but with a slightly different
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unit cell parameter) can be defined on average, each of these phases being inhomogeneous
itself. The 4-component equimolar 4ANN1d sample, annealed for 1 day at 1800 °C, is
the most inhomogeneous one, again containing two different average phases, each of them
being inhomogeneous. Different degrees of inhomogeneity of the samples can readily be
understood by considering the number of components, their concentrations, the differences
in the atomic radii and the annealing temperatures and times.
The nanostructure that develops during thermal annealing is a result of interplay
between the mixing enthalpy and the mixing entropy terms that both contribute to the
minimization of the Gibbs free energy. The mixing enthalpy is affected by two key factors:
(i) the interaction sign and strength between different atomic species on the scale of
nearest-neighbour atoms and (ii) the difference in the atomic radii, which introduces local
distortions of the crystal lattice. For regular HEAs with unequal interactions between
different atomic kinds and substantially different atomic radii, random mixing of elements
on the scale of nearest neighbours does not represent the state of lowest energy, so that
in the long-time annealed samples one can expect some atomic clustering to occur via the
diffusion, which locally minimizes the enthalpy. The mixing entropy, on the other hand,
continues to favor a random solid solution.
The short-range clustering of atoms upon annealing in the Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEAs
can be understood by considering the pair mixing enthalpies of the elements and the
differences in their atomic radii. Let us begin by looking at Table 4.4 which contains
the pair enthalpies of the constituent elements according to Ref. [31]. For some pairs the
mixing enthalpy is zero indicating that they neither attract nor repel each other, but mix
TiTa
= 1 kJ/mol or
ideally. For some pairs the enthalpy is small but positive, e.g. ∆Hmix
TiNb
∆Hmix
= 2 kJ/mol, and for other pairs it is positive and larger (but still relatively small).
The pair enthalpy is not negative for any pair of atoms – therefore there are no attractive
forces as such, and the repulsive pair enthalpy is only opposed by the mixing-favouring
entropy.
Hf

4

3

0

0

4

Nb

0

2

4

3

0

Ta

1

3

0

2

1

Ti

0

0

4

3

0

Zr

Table 4.4: Binary mixing enthalpies (in kJ/mol) for unlike atom pairs constituting the
Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEAs [31].

For a moment we ignore Ti and concentrate on the other four elements. We observe
that by the pair enthalpies two logical groups form, (Ta, Nb) and (Hf, Zr). The pair
enthalpy between the two elements inside each group is exactly zero, so they have no
tendency to repel each other and thus they mix ideally. Between two elements belonging
to different groups, e.g. Nb-Hf or Ta-Hf, the mixing enthalpies are positive and among the
largest in Table 4.4, which tells us that the groups of atoms repel each other, favouring
segregation upon long-term annealing. However, since at high temperature the mixing
entropy favors random mixing, the segregation is not complete, but results in the forma115
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tion of short-range clusters (SRCs) enriched in Zr and Hf, whereas the matrix is enriched
in Ta and Nb. Thus by clustering the pairs of elements Ta and Nb in one type of domains
and Hf and Zr in another type of domains upon thermal annealing, the Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti
HEA system reduces the total mixing enthalpy. Why for this clustering a 3D grid-like
spatial regularity as observed in the HR-TEM images of Fig. 4.2 is preferred, remains an
open question.
Now let us start reintroducing Ti into the discussion. The mixing enthalpies Ti-Zr
and Ti-Hf are zero indicating no repulsion. For the other two elements, the mixing
TiTa
enthalpies are positive but among the smallest in Table 4.4, namely ∆Hmix
= 1 kJ/mol
TiNb
or ∆Hmix = 2 kJ/mol. Together this all shows that Ti may be quite uniformly dispersed
within both types of domains.
Recalling the atomic radii of the constituting elements (see Table 4.1), one quickly
sees that they belong to two distinct sets. The ”large” set, consisting of Zr and Hf are
almost equal in size at 1.54-1.55 Å. The same holds for the small set, Ta, Nb and Ti,
with radii between 1.42 and 1.43 Å. If the ”small” atoms cluster together and the ”big”
cluster together, this segregation into two separate bcc sublattices will be energetically
favourable due to lattice distortion (strain) energy. Notice that the grouping by sizes,
{Zr, Hf} versus {Ta, Nb, Ti} is similar to the grouping2 by enthalpies (Zr, Hf, Ti) versus
(Ta, Nb, Ti(∗) ), so that both the enthalpies and the lattice distortion decrease the total
mixing enthalpy together towards a common goal instead of competing.
Minimization of the mixing enthalpy during the long-time thermal annealing thus
drives the Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEA system towards a well-defined two-phase equilibrium
state, owing to the particular values of the pair mixing enthalpies and the different atomic
radii of the elements. Both effects favor phase segregation into two bcc phases with
different lattice parameters. The lattice with the larger parameter aL corresponds to the
Zr- and Hf-rich domains, whereas the lattice with the smaller parameter aS corresponds
to the Ta- and Nb-rich domains. Ti is perhaps quite uniformly dispersed in both types of
domains – regarding its binary enthalpy of mixing it belongs more to the Zr- and Hf-rich
domains, whereas regarding its atomic radius it should favour Ta- and Nb-rich domains.
As was remarked in Section 1.2.3, regular HEAs at ambient temperature in principle represent a quenched metastable state, whose properties depend on thermal history.
Physical and mechanical properties of as-cast HEA materials with homogeneous, fully
disordered structure may change after thermal treatment due to the formation of inhomogeneous, partially ordered micro- and nanostructures. When a HEA material is annealed
at high-enough annealing temperature Tan for a long enough annealing time, diffusion
can drive the system towards the thermal equilibrium determined by minimization of the
Gibbs free energy at that temperature, ∆Gmix = ∆Hmix − Tan ∆Smix . By selecting the
annealing temperature, the relative magnitudes of ∆Hmix and Tan ∆Smix terms can be
varied, which determines the type of equilibrium state approached by the system in the
long-time (thermodynamic) limit. When both ∆Hmix and Tan ∆Smix have similar orders
of magnitude, the resulting equilibrium state will generally be partially ordered, where
the ordering forces due to ∆Hmix are opposed by the thermal disorder. The problem we
are facing is reminiscent of the problem faced by Yang et al. [35], see Section 1.2.3 – in
By denoting Ti(∗) it was attempted to show that Ti belongs in this group, but belongs into the other
more.
2
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both cases the challenge is to get a grasp for the resulting phase without performing a full
calculation (find combination of phases to minimize ∆Gmix ) that is too difficult. Since the
relevant temperature in our case is Tan and not T mix , we will alter the empiricial parameter Ω in Eq. (1.14) to include Tan . The empirical parameter used for annealed samples
thus reads Tan ∆Smix / |Hmix |. As this ratio represents the ratio of disordering thermal
forces (due to entropy) at the annealing temperature and the ordering forces due to pair
interactions, it can be used to grasp the expected disorder and thus how homogeneous
the HEA is.
In our annealed samples, the formation of SRCs has experimentally been observed in
the 4ANN1d and 5ANN1d samples, whereas it was not observed in the 5ANN7h sample.
The reason for that can be understood as follows. The 5ANN7h sample was annealed
for a shorter time (7 h) at a higher temperature Tan = 2000 °C = 0.90T m as compared
to the other two samples annealed for 1 day at Tan = 1800 °C ≈ 0.80T m . At a higher
annealing temperature, the mixing entropy term Tan ∆Smix is larger, so that thermal
disordering forces are more efficient to prevent ordering favoured by the ∆Hmix term in
the Gibbs free energy. In addition, the mixing entropy ∆Smix of a 4-component mixture
is inherently smaller from that of a 5-component mixture, which further enhances the
efficiency of producing SRCs in the 4-component 4ANN1d sample as compared to the
5-component ones.
Sample

∆Hmix

Tan ∆Smix

∆Gmix

(kJ/mol)

(kJ/mol)

(kJ/mol)

Tan ∆Smix
∆Hmix

δ
(%)

5ZM

2.5

4.6

5ANN7h

2.8

30.4

−27.6

10.9

5.0

4ANN1d

3.5

23.9

−20.4

6.8

5.3

5ANN1d

3.1

27.1

−24.0

8.7

5.2

Table 4.5: The mixing enthalpy ∆Hmix , the mixing entropy term at the annealing temperature Tan ∆Smix , the mixing Gibbs free energy ∆Gmix = ∆Hmix −Tan ∆Smix , the ratio
Tan ∆Smix /∆Hmix and the atomic-size-difference parameter δ.

In Table 4.5 we present the mixing enthalpies ∆Hmix as calculated by Eq. (1.12)
using the pair mixing enthalpies from Table 4.4, the mixing-entropy terms Tan ∆Smix with
∆Smix calculated according to Eq. (1.2), the mixing Gibbs free energies ∆Gmix = ∆Hmix −
Tan ∆Smix , the ratios Tan ∆Smix /∆Hmix , and finally the atomic-size-difference parameters
δ as per Eq. (1.13). We observe that the 4ANN1d sample has the largest positive ∆Hmix ,
the smallest Tan ∆Smix and consequently the smallest ratio Tan ∆Smix /∆Hmix = 6.8, hence
the tendency of SRCs formation in this sample is the largest. The 5ANN7h sample, on
the other hand, has the smallest ∆Hmix , the largest Tan ∆Smix and the largest ratio
Tan ∆Smix /∆Hmix = 10.9, so that thermal disordering forces are the strongest and the
SRC formation tendency is the lowest. The atomic-size-difference parameter δ, which is
a qualitative measure of the lattice distortion energy, is also the largest for the 4ANN1d
sample and the smallest for the 5ANN7h sample – indicating that the ordering forces
wanting to cluster the big Zr and Hf atoms together and the small Ta, Nb and Ti together
are the strongest in the 4ANN1d sample and the weakest in the 5ANN7h sample. Since
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the lattice distortion energy also contributes to the total ∆Hmix , which we estimated just
with pair mixing enthalpies, and we have already justified that both contributions work
in the same direction, the ”real” ratio Tan ∆Smix /∆Hmix would decrease even further for
4ANN1d compared to the other two samples and similarly increase for 5ANN7h compared
to both other samples. In addition, since the annealing time of the 5ANN7h sample
was considerably shorter than that of the other two samples, the formation of SRCs
by atomic diffusion in this sample was also kinetically more suppressed. Summing up,
the structure of a random solid solution in the 5ANN7h sample is thus favored from
both the energetic reasons and the shorter annealing time, whereas for the 4ANN1d and
5ANN1d samples, the larger positive mixing enthalpy, the smaller mixing entropy term
and the longer annealing time allowed more efficient production of the atomic SRCs during
thermal annealing.
The high homogeneity of the random solid solution phase in the 5ZM zone-melted
sample can be understood along the same lines. This sample possesses the mixing enthalpy ∆Hmix = 2.5 kJ/mol and the mixing entropy ∆Smix = 12.1 mJ/mol K. Its structure was formed just below the melting temperature T m = 2454 °C and although the
sample did not undergo any global thermal equilibration procedure, it was still subjected to local annealing intrinsic to the zone-melting technique. At the melting temperature the mixing entropy term amounts to T m ∆Smix = 32.9 kJ/mol, yielding the ratio
T m ∆Smix /∆Hmix = 13.2 that strongly favors a homogeneous random solid solution, which
is then preserved down to RT during continuous cooling. For a moment, let us ignore
that a different temperature (T m versus Tan ) is used in the entropy terms for 5ZM and
5ANN7h. Under this assumption, all the criteria used above (∆Hmix , T ∆Smix , the ratio
T ∆Smix /∆Hmix with T = Tan or T m , the parameter δ) are similar for 5ZM and 5ANN7h,
so we can appreciate that they both form similarly homogeneous and disordered solidsolution phases. One should not take this comparison too far, though – 5ZM has lower
Hmix , lower δ, higher T ∆Smix and higher T ∆Smix /∆Hmix , so should therefore be the
more disordered of the two, which is contrary to the experiments. This incompatibility
is quickly reconciled, when one remembers that the zone-melting method performs the
melting only locally and not globally. As local melting implies temperature gradients and
lower temperatures in the proximity of the molten zone, the structure will form or anneal,
at least in part, below the melting temperature. It appears that this annealing around
the molten zone in 5ZM was successful enough to impart more order – and therefore more
SRCs and inhomoeneity – into the HEA than annealing at Tan = 2000 °C in 5ANN7h.

Discussion of superconductivity
Considering the superconductivity in the Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEAs, our electrical resistivity
and specific heat measurements show that it is a robust phenomenon, appearing consistently in all investigated samples regardless of their composition, thermal history, degree
of structural and chemical homogeneity and the presence or absence of an ordered nanostructure. All samples become superconducting in the entirety of their volumes, whereas
their SC transition temperatures TC vary slightly and it is a question whether the observed
scatter in TC s can be related to the degree of structural and chemical inhomogeneity of
the samples.
McMillan [174] has provided a model of TC within the framework of the Eliashberg
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equations – a BCS extension taking into account electron-phonon coupling as well as in
some cases also the screened Coulomb interaction. According to this model, TC depends
on the ”stiffness” of the lattice through the relationship to the electron-phonon coupling
constant λ, where ”softer” lattices generally possess larger λ and higher TC . The electronphonon coupling enhances the electronic specific heat coefficient γ, which renormalizes to
2
2
Nbs (εF ) and Nbs (εF ) is the band-structure electronic DOS at
γ(1 + λ), where γ = π3 kB
the Fermi energy εF . Strictly speaking, Nbs (εF ) also contains the enhancement due to the
Coulomb interactions between the electrons.
For the subclass of bcc transition-metal alloys, into which the Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEAs
classify, TC was shown [174] to be a simple analytical function of λ, the electron-electron
coupling constant µ∗ and the Debye temperature θD :
1.04(1 + λ)
θD
exp −
TC =
1.45
λ − µ∗ (1 + 0.62λ)
"

#

(4.3)

For µ∗ , the Coulomb pseudopotential of Morel and Anderson [175], it was shown in
Ref. [174] that the value µ∗ ≈ 0.13 is appropriate for all polyvalent transition metals. It
should also be noted that Eq. (4.3) was derived under the special assumption that the
shape of the phononic DOS equals that of niobium. By inverting Eq. (4.3) for λ and
inserting the experimental values of TC and θD , the obtained λ values are reliable for
weak and intermediate electron-phonon coupling strengths (λ < 1).
The electron-phonon coupling constant λ was extracted from Eq. (4.3) for the two
single-phase homogeneous random solid-solution samples 5ZM and 5ANN7h, which possess a well-defined, sharp value of TC . For the two-phase samples with the SRC-type
nanostructure (4ANN1d and 5ANN1d), different chemical compositions and lattice parameters of the SRCs and the matrix imply that these two entities should possess slightly
different phononic properties, characterized by different θD parameters, whereas only the
average value over the two phases were measured in the specific heat experiment. Due to
this and the large variations in the transition temperature TC throughout the samples,
see Fig. 4.5, trying to determine λ for these samples would be pointless.
For the 5ZM sample with TC = 7.3 K, we obtained λ = 0.792 ± 0.002, whereas the
atomic-size-difference parameter of this sample amounts to δ = 4.6%. For the 5ANN7h
sample with TC = 6.0 K, we obtained λ = 0.768 ± 0.002, whereas δ = 5.0%. The 5ZM
sample possesses smaller δ, suggesting a less distorted and consequently ”softer” lattice,
which results in a larger λ and higher TC , in agreement with McMillan’s prediction [174].
The above TC and λ values of the Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEAs can be compared with the values
reported for pure elements [174] (Nb: TC = 9.22 K, λ = 0.82; Ta: TC = 4.48 K, λ = 0.65;
Zr: TC = 0.55 K, λ = 0.41; Ti: TC = 0.39 K, λ = 0.38; Hf: TC = 0.09 K, λ = 0.34)
and their binary alloys (Nb0.75 Zr0.25 : TC = 10.8 K, λ = 0.93; Nb0.50 Zr0.50 : TC = 9.3 K,
λ = 0.88 and Ta0.70 Hf0.30 : TC = 6.81 K, λ = 0.82), where the same tendency of larger λ
correlating with higher TC is clearly evident.
The obtained λ values allow extraction of the band-structure electronic DOS at εF
from the experimental electronic specific heat coefficient γ using the formula Nbs (εF ) =
2
3γ/ [π 2 kB
(1 + λ)]. For the 5ZM and 5ANN7h samples we obtain the DOS for one spin
orientation Nbs (εF ) = 0.964 and 0.950 states/(eV atom), respectively.
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We are not the first to attempt to analyze Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 (the 5ZM) sample via
the McMillan equation. A first-principle study of the superconductivity of Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 with the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) method combined with the coherent
potential approximation (CPA) by Jasiewicz et al. [50] has obtained λ = 1.16 via summing
the contributions over the atoms (McMillan-Hopfield parameters). They then calculate
TC = 15 K (twice our experimental value TC = 7.3 K) for the standard value µ∗ = 0.13 and
determine that by increasing µ∗ to 0.25, our experimental TC value could be reproduced.
Any comparison between the theoretical results of Ref. [50] and our experimental work
should keep in mind that we are crossing the McMillan equation in opposite directions.
From the experiments we know the TC , assume a µ∗ and using McMillan’s equation
calculate λ. From the calculations λ is known, µ∗ is assumed and TC is calculated. The
discrepancy between the theoretical calculation and experiment should not be taken too
seriously at this point. Besides not knowing the exact value of µ∗ to use, there might
be other more technical reasons for the discrepancies, for example on the experimental
side there is some slight sample inhomogeneity, perhaps there is also some local ordering,
and on the theoretical side there are some approximations about the phonon spectrum,
the coherent approximation substituting the disordered atoms for average ones, etc. Plus
there is also the assumption hidden into McMillan’s formula of the phonon density of
states being equal to that of Nb.

4.6

Conclusion

Superconductivity in the Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEAs is a robust phenomenon, appearing in
samples with different compositions (equimolar and off-equimolar), number of components
(4 and 5) and thermal treatment. It does not rely on a particular structure of the material
– a homogeneous random solid solution or a partially ordered nanostructure, in the form
of a 3D grid of short-range ordered atomic clusters enriched in Zr and Hf – but is present
in both indiscriminately. Whatever structural or chemical inhomogeneity is present in the
samples does not have an influence on the fraction of SC material – all studied samples
were superconducting in the entirety of their volumes.
While the presence of superconductivity is a robust phenomenon, the actual details
are a matter of composition and structure. For example, long-time annealed samples have
a partially ordered nanostructure, which can be clearly seen in specific heat measurements
via the different TC s of the short-range clusters and the Nb and Ta rich matrix.
Our results and analysis also illustrate that in regular (non-ideal) high-entropy alloys
the structure is determined by both contributions to the Gibbs free energy – the mixing
enthalpy, which favors local atomic ordering, and the mixing entropy, which favors disorder. During annealing at Tan , the relative magnitudes of the enthalpy ∆Hmix and the
entropy term Tan ∆Smix determine the equilibrium and thus the direction into which the
material state will be evolving. In samples that are cooled rapidly from high temperature,
the entropy is dominant at high-temperature and the short cooling time does not give the
enthalpy time to act, so a completely random solid solution occurs. In very-long-time
lower-temperature annealed samples the enthalpy has the means and the time to affect
some ordering on the nanostructure through atomic diffusion, for examples in Ta-Nb-HfZr-Ti HEAs this takes the form of a three-dimensional grid of short-range ordered atomic
clusters. In the general case, one can expect the nanostructure after annealing to be a
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sensitive function of the number of components constituting the HEA, their concentrations, the differences in the atomic radii and the annealing temperature and annealing
time.
All in all, our research that was initially attempting to determine the effect of composition on the superconducting properties of HEAs, e.g. the transition temperature and
critical field, has taken a substantial change of course. To understand the measured physical properties, we have had to expand our view to not only include the global composition
but to also pay attention to the nanostructure. Since in HEAs the structure of the material essentially governs the electronic properties, care must be taken to include it in all
discussions of HEA superconductivity.
Perhaps the best way to proceed would be to synthesize a series of samples with almost
identical thermal histories, so that the main difference would be in the composition.
Ideally, the samples would be zone-melted or annealed at a high temperature (similar
to the Tan = 0.90T m of 5ANN7h), so that as little microstructure would be present as
possible and one might take a guess at the compositional-effect on the SC properties. This
suggestion does not mean to imply that annealed HEAs are not interesting for physics
(or applications) – it just seems that if first a series of completely-random solid-solution
samples (same thermal history) is studied, then interpreting the results of a series of
samples of constant composition and different thermal history would be much easier.
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Chapter 5
The Gd3Au13Sn4 quasicrystalline
approximant: Geometrically
frustrated magnetism of spins on
icosahedral clusters
Foreword: This chapter is based on [176]. The original text was extremely dense on detail
and some facts or claims had to be stated without much justifications or explanation due
to the limited length of the publication. Hopefully, the additions and changes to the text
make it easier to follow and also provide some additional interesting reading.

5.1

Introduction

Research into the Ce-Au-Sn ternary system yielded a new quasicrystalline approximant
[177,178], with a nominal composition of Ce3 Au13 Sn4 , whose structure is best described
as the arrangement of large atomic clusters of icosahedral symmetry placed at the nodes
of a body-centered cubic (bcc) unit cell. Out of the three shells of composing the clusters
in this complex metallic alloys, the most interesting is the second one, which is an almost
perfect icosahedron composed solely of cerium atoms and fully occupied. Since the cerium
atoms, the only magnetic atoms in the structure, are all located on this second icosahedral
shell and are not located elsewhere in the structure (e.g. as glue atoms or on other shells),
the magnetic lattice in Ce3 Au13 Sn4 is surprisingly simple – it is a periodic arrangement
(a bcc lattice) of non-overlapping icosahedral clusters. Besides the lack of disorder on the
magnetic sublattice, this CMA has an important advantage compared to previous studies
of magnetism in quasicrystals and their approximants (see Section 1.4.5) – namely, the
magnetism of cerium is caused by the f electrons, which are better localized than the d
electrons of those studies.
The desirable properties (order, simplicity, localized spins) of the above-described
magnetic sublattice make Ce3 Au13 Sn4 a good candidate for magnetic studies. Our recent success in synthesizing an isostructural compound in the Gd-Au-Sn system by arcmelting has, however, given an even more interesting candidate, Gd3 Au13 Sn4 , in which
the cerium atoms on the icosahedral shells are replaced with gadolinium atoms. Triplyionized gadolinium ions, Gd3+ , posses at least two interesting properties – the first is that
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due to having their 4f shells exactly half-full they have zero orbital angular momentum
(L = 0) and the second that their magnetic moments are one of the largest among the
elements (they amount to 8µB , where µB is the bohr magneton). The latter is the one
important for us and simply means that by switching to gadolinium we obtain a stronger
– more easily observable and more robust – magnetism.
The good localization of the f electrons, the AFM interaction between the spins (see
Section 5.5 for a demonstration) and the large magnetic moments of the Gd ions, suggest that Gd3 Au13 Sn4 may be viewed as a prototype site-ordered geometrically-frustrated
system with spins placed on periodically distributed icosahedral spin clusters. In the following, we present experimental static and dynamic magnetic properties, specific heat,
and entropy of the Gd3 Au13 Sn4 sample and discuss these properties in comparison to spin
glasses. The comparison to SGs is especially appropriate in light of a recent study of the
icosahedral QC Ag50 In36 Gd14 and its 1/1 approximant of the same composition [179] –
two substances that contain the same large Gd magnetic spins as Gd3 Au13 Sn4 – finding
spin freezing dynamics and a transition to a spin glass state.

5.2

Structure and sample for Gd3Au13Sn4

When an investigation of the 750 °C isothermal slice of the Ce-Au-Sn system was reported
in Ref. [177], it included several new ternary phases. One of the newly-discovered phases
was a stable bcc quasicrystalline approximant of nominal composition Ce3 Au13 Sn4 (or
Ce15 Au65 Sn20 if expressed in atomic percent), whose homogeneity range at 750 °C stretches
from CeAu5 Sn (or Ce14.3 Au71.4 Sn14.3 in at.%) to Ce3 Au13 Sn4 (or Ce15 Au65 Sn20 in at.%).
The structures correspond to a general formula Ce3 Au15+x Sn3+y with −2 < x < 2 and
−1 < y < 1. X-ray powder diffraction patterns collected along this solid solution phase
were as expected, almost identical with small changes in intensity.
The first structural determination [177] was performed for composition Ce3 Au14.2 Sn2.7 ,
which crystallizes in a bcc unit cell with lattice parameter 15.118(1) Å. The structure was
successfully refined in space group I23 (No. 197), with the description containing 168
crystallographic sites, out of which on average 158.88 sites are occupied by atoms due
to partial occupation of the Au(1) and Sn(3) sites. A later reinvestigation of the same
solid-solution phase [178], this time of a sample with a slightly different composition
Ce3 Au13.8 Sn3.4 , refined the structure in centrosymmetric space group Im3 (No. 204). In
this latter case, the lattice parameter was 15.190(1) Å and out of 192 crystallographic
sites on average 161.44 are occupied due to partial occupancy of the Au(1), Au(5), Sn(2)
and Sn(3) sites. Since the space group Im3 is a supergroup of I23 (the extra symmetry
operation is due to the inversion center in Im3), the descriptions of the two different
compositions are qualitatively almost the same and optionally the second composition
could also be refined in I23 [178]. Our later discussion of the physics of the Gd3 Au13 Sn4
approximant will disregard the small differences between the two models and concern
itself with the robust common features – firstly, the cluster description is the same in
both models and secondly, the Ce site has a full occupancy (occupancy of exactly 1) in
both models.
The structure [178] of Ce3 Au13 Sn4 (isomorphous to Gd3 Au13 Sn4 ) is best described
as the arrangement of large atomic clusters with icosahedral symmetry at the nodes
of a bcc unit cell plus a few glue atoms, see Fig. 5.1a. Each cluster consists of three
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successive shells, all obeying icosahedral symmetry1 . The innermost one is a (Sn, Au)20
dodecahedron decorated by 12 Au and 8 Sn atoms at 0.39 nm from the bcc nodes – the
centers of the clusters. The most important shell for our discussion is the second one,
the perfect icosahedron decorated by 12 Ce atoms at 0.54 nm from the bcc nodes. The
third, outermost, shell is a icosidodecahedron at 0.61 nm, which has all 30 of its vertices
decorated by Au atoms. The structure is completed with glue atoms between the clusters,
which are either gold or tin.

Figure 5.1: a) Since Gd3 Au13 Sn4 is isostructural to Ce3 Au13 Sn4 , plotting either unit cell is
equivalent. To emphasize that the structure was taken from Ref. [178], the atoms are labeled
Ce rather than Gd. The structure is most conveniently described as large three-shell atomic
clusters placed at the nodes of a bcc lattice plus a few glue atoms. The inner shell (gray) of the
clusters is a (Sn, Au)20 dodecahedron, the middle one (blue) a Ce12 icosahedron and the outer
one (yellow) an Au30 icosidodecahedron. b) Only the cerium/gadolinium sublattice is plotted.
In Gd3 Au13 Sn4 this is exactly the magnetic sublattice. c) Distances between atoms (spins) in the
cerium (magnetic) sublattice. d) A schematic depiction of a frustrated configuration caused by
the antiferromagnetic coupling of spins on an equilateral triangle. Antiparallel ordering cannot
be fulfilled for all three bonds simultaneously, leaving a frustrated bond (dashed line).

Since the only magnetic atoms in Ce3 Au13 Sn4 are the cerium atoms (equivalently: the
only magnetic atoms in Gd3 Au13 Sn4 are the gadolinium atoms), the cerium sublattice
The dodecahedron also has icosahedral symmetry. The easiest way to see this is via their duality as
polyhedra – let us start with the icosahedron and take the centers of its faces as the vertices of a new
solid. The solid is exactly the dodecahedron and if we are looking from the center, this construction
has effectively exchanged the faces and vertices causing the symmetry elements which corresponded to
the faces (vertices) of the icosahedron to become the symmetry elements of the vertices (faces) of the
dodecahedron.
1
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as depicted in Fig. 5.1b is exactly the magnetic sublattice of the structure. Information
about the geometric arrangement of the Ce atoms can thus be directly translated into the
two most important geometric properties of the lattice of magnetic spins: a) it consists
of non-overlapping Ce12 icosahedra, b) all of its sites are fully occupied. Since there is
only one Ce crystallographic site in the structure [177,178], all the magnetic spins have
equivalent interactions and atomic neighbourhoods. The most important interactions of a
spin are those with spins in its proximity (see Fig. 5.1c) so let us focus on those. Within the
Ce12 icosahedron, each spin is part of five faces, which are equilateral triangles and their
edge length gives a spin-spin distance2 of ∼ 5.7 Å. Outside the particular icosahedron,
the nearest neighbour can be found on a neighbouring Ce12 icosahedron at a very similar
distance of ∼ 5.6 Å (see Fig. 5.1c). While these latter intercluster interactions may seem
equally (or even more) important as those inside the clusters, they are probably of much
smaller importance (see Discussion and conclusions for Gd3 Au13 Sn4 ). Returning to the
interactions along the edges of the faces of the Ce12 – the strongest, most important
interactions – let us imagine placing three scalar equal-size spins on the vertices of one such
equilateral triangle and coupling them antiferromagnetically (AFM). This configuration is
a frustrated configuration, since the antiparallel-ordering tendency cannot be satisfied for
all three bonds at the same time. Alternatively stated, no matter which of the three spins
are pointed up or down, there will always be two spins pointing in the same direction and
the bond between them will be frustrated (this frustrated bond is depicted as dashed in
Fig. 5.1d). It should be remarked that since the Ce sites are fully occupied, there is no
partial occupancy in the magnetic lattice and the frustration is purely geometrical.
To sum up, the magnetic lattice of Ce3 Au13 Sn4 (and therefore also Gd3 Au13 Sn4 ) is
thus well ordered, consisting of a periodic arrangement of icosahedral spin clusters, with
spins in a frustrated configuration of geometrical origin.
While the structure of the magnetic lattice of Ce3 Au13 Sn4 would have been sufficient to
attempt performing the type of experiments in this chapter, there are two reasons to desire
having Ce substituted with Gd. The first reason is directly centered around the magnetism
itself – while cerium ions are magnetic, they are not as magnetic as gadolinium Gd3+ ions.
By substituting for more magnetic ions, one can expect a more robust magnetism, with
higher transition temperatures, and an easier separation of contributions in specific heat
measurements. The second reason is due to the exploration of CMAs and phase diagrams.
While the prediction from one of the original references [178] about Ce3 Au13 Sn4 – that
many other 1/1 quasicrystalline approximants could be found by substituting Ce with
other rear-earth elements – has already been abundantly confirmed in Ref. [181] (which
explored among other R-Au-Sn for R = rear earth) systems, the article only mentions the
At first glance it may seem that it is a misprint that the vertices of the Ce12 icosahedron are at
0.54 nm = 5.4 Å from the center of the icosahedron and that the Ce-Ce distance is ∼ 5.7 Å. From
literature [180] we can obtain the Cartesian coordinates (for one particular orientation) of the regular
icosahedron centered at the origin. They are the four vertices obtained from all four signum combinations
of a2 (0, ±1, ±φ) plus all their cyclic permutations (amounting to the expected 4 × 3 = 12 vertices). The
√
letter φ denotes the golden ratio 12 ( 5 + 1). It is easy to figure out that the (1, 1, 1) direction corresponds
to the three-fold axis and that the triplet x1 = a2 (0, 1, φ), x2 = a2 (1, φ, 0), x3 = a2 (φ, 0, 1) corresponds
to one of the triangular faces of the icosahedron. The length of the edge of the icosahedron
is then
p
p
√
|x1 − x2 | = a2 · 12 + (1 − φ)2 + φ2 = a and the (circumscribed) radius [180] ru = |x1 | = a4 10 + 2 5 ≈
a · 0.9510. In our case from ru = 5.4 Å we therefore expect a = 5.4 Å/0.9510 = 5.7 Å.
2
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existence of a 1/1 QC approximant in the Gd-Au-Sn system without giving much useful
data (only composition and lattice parameter). As will be described slightly later, our
research into Gd3 Au13 Sn4 [176] has also provided a powder XRD spectrum and a brief
analysis of the composition and grain sizes, which might be beneficial to anyone further
studying the Gd-Au-Sn ternary system.
Our sample of nominal composition Gd3 Au13 Sn4 was a polycrystalline ingot obtained
by arc-melting stoichiometric amounts of the constituent elements under argon atmosphere, according to the method in Ref. [178]. Since our intent was to perform magnetization and specific heat measurements – both or which are bulk measurements and
therefore sensitive to the sample average of the measured property – the sample needed
to be properly checked, both for the presence of unwanted phases (which could add their
own signal to the measurement) and for variations in the wanted phase (these could add
variations due to compositional variation or imperfections).
Fig. 5.2a shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of Gd3 Au13 Sn4 with a
backscattered electron (BSE) detector. The number of backscattered electrons depends
on the local average atomic number, so BSE images of properly prepared (e.g. cleaned,
ground and polished) sample surfaces can be used to quickly check for the presence of
chemically different phases, e.g. oxides. From Fig. 5.2a and other BSE images we have
deduced that our synthesized Gd3 Au13 Sn4 material is single phase without traces of other
phases. There is still some slight contrast visible in the image, but within the measurement
accuracy of the available equipment this contrast could not be assigned to secondary
phases – therefore at this point the most reasonable conclusion is that the contrast just
reflects the grain structure of our polycrystalline material. This would give a grain size
somewhere of the order of 5 µm with quite large variations depending on which grain and
which exact direction one measures. The dark features (”spots”) in Fig. 5.2a are due to
sample porosity – while this claim cannot be directly verified from a single BSE figure it
was fairly easy to check with the sample under the microscope (or as an alternative one
can compare images of the same area from different detectors).
The information about the sample quality from SEM measurements was complemented
with x-ray powder diffraction measurements. The powder pattern in Fig. 5.2b (black line)
can be compared to the underlying stick spectrum for Ce3 Au14.2 Sn2.7 (red lines) taken
from the Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards (JCPDS) Card No. 04-0098641 (published according to Ref. [177]). The good matching indicates that Gd3 Au13 Sn4 is
isomorphous to Ce3 Au14.2 Sn2.7 and the sharp lines in our measured spectrum indicate that
the sample has a well-ordered structure. In agreement with the lanthanide contraction,
the unit cell dimension determined by the profile matching mode of the x-ray pattern
leads to the lattice parameter a = 14.942 Å.
The actual composition was determined by SEM energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)
measurements to be Gd14.2 Au63.1 Sn22.7 (in atomic percentages) with an uncertainty of
0.5 at.% for each element. While this would correspond to a formula of Gd3 Au13.3 Sn4.8 in
the form provided by Ref. [177] for our sample, it was decided to continue referring to our
material by the more generic designation Gd3 Au13 Sn4 since the observed effects should
not disappear with minor compositional variation of the phase. Of course, the presented
magnetization and specific heat quantities were calculated according to the actual and
not the generic composition.
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Figure 5.2: a) A SEM backscattered electron image of our Gd3 Au13 Sn4 sample. The dark spots
can be disregarded – they are small pores, which are irrelevant for our physics interpretation.
The remaining contrast (light vs dark grey) is due to the grain structure of the material. b) The
measured powder XRD spectrum for Gd3 Au13 Sn4 matches the spectrum of Ce3 Au14.2 Sn2.7 (red
stick spectrum, data from JCPDS Card No. 04-009-8641) almost perfectly, which indicates that
the substances are truly isomorphous. Remark: The stick spectrum was of course scaled with
regard to 2θ to account for the difference in lattice parameters.

5.3

Initial characterization by zero-field-cooled and
field-cooled magnetic susceptibility

As is customary in research containing mostly magnetic measurements, the magnetic
quantities in our publication Ref. [176] and this chapter are reported in the ”cgs emu”
system of units. The preceding two chapters were in the SI system, as this is the standard
way of discussing superconductors. Converting the whole thesis to the same system would
thus be unintuitive plus could possibly introduce mistakes. See Appendix A.1 for a table of
conversion factors.
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To get a rough initial idea of the magnetic properties of Gd3 Au13 Sn4 , the zero-fieldcooled (zfc) and field-cooled (fc) magnetic susceptibilities χ = M/H were measured from
1.9 K to 300 K. The initial selection of one or two magnetic fields was expanded to include
all the relevant magnetic fields (H = 8, 50, 100, 500, and 1000 Oe) as more information
was gathered. The low temperature part from about 1.9 K to 6 K is depicted in Fig. 5.3.
Below ≈ 3 K separation of χzf c and χf c is observed, which indicates that ergodicity of
the spin system is broken on the experimental timescale. The spin-freezing temperature
Tf ≈ 2.8 K was determined from the H = 8 Oe measurements as the temperature where
χzf c exhibits a cusp. Below the spin-freezing temperature, both χf c and χzf c decrease,
with the decrease being much more rapid for χzf c than χf c in small external fields.
A final observation we can deduce from the χzf c and χf c susceptibility measurements
is the strength of the internal magnetic structure. In low fields the effect of the external
field is negligible, so that the magnetic ordering and susceptibility are due to the spinspin exchange interactions. As the magnetic field is increased to tens of Oe, the external
magnetic field starts to interfere with the magnetic structure via the Zeeman effect and
the cusps in the susceptibilities χzf c and χf c are broadened. An effect that accompanies
this broadening is also the shift of the χzf c − χf c splitting to ever lower temperatures,
until at approximately 1 kOe it finally disappears altogether. This shows that the internal
magnetic structure is ”soft” and fragile with respect to external magnetic fields already
at a strength of order 10 Oe.

Figure 5.3: Low-temperature zero-field-cooled and field-cooled magnetic susceptibilities for
Gd3 Au13 Sn4 in several magnetic fields. To reduce overlap between the datasets and improve
visibility, the 8 Oe curve was left unshifted and each next field was shifted downwards by 2.0 ×
10−3 emu/mol.

5.4

Magnetization curve

As the susceptibility measurements for Gd3 Au13 Sn4 indicate non-ergodicity, the logical
next step is to perform a measurement of the magnetization curve M (H) and see its
effect there. The dependence of the magnetization on the magnetic field was measured
for a field sweep of ±50 kOe at temperature T = 2.0 K < Tf and can be seen in Fig. 5.4.
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Despite the general expectation to see some hysteresis for non-ergodic systems, none is
observed.
To understand this, we recall that the origin of the M (H) hysteresis lies in the difference between the zero-field-cooled and field-cooled magnetizations, Mzf c − Mf c . Since
χ = M/H, the difference between χzf c and χf c from Section 5.3 (or Fig. 5.3) is relevant.
The soft magnetic structure and therefore the zfc-fc splitting in Gd3 Au13 Sn4 completely
disappears at a magnetic field as small as 1 kOe, so we cannot expect hysteresis further
away than 1 kOe from the origin. While we can zoom in the graph around the center of the
graph and observe a small hysteresis of 9 Oe, this hysteresis has little physical relevance
as it is comparable to the remanence of the MPMS magnet and cannot be unambiguously
assigned to the sample.
The M (H) curve for Gd3 Au13 Sn4 has positive slope everywhere. Its shape is composed
of two parts – a tiny curved part for small fields (e.g. for |H| < 10 kOe) and a linear part
for large fields. Such a M (H) shape is typical for frustrated antiferromagnetic systems – in
these systems the magnetic state is highly degenerate and thus the Zeeman coupling with
the external field can gradually reorient neighbouring spins from antiparallel to parallel
(which in phase space simply corresponds to moving from one state to another).

Figure 5.4: Magnetization curve M (H) for a sweep of ±50 kOe at T = 2 K. Despite being
at T < Tf and therefore in the non-ergodic regime, no hysteresis is observed due to the soft
magnetic structure of Gd3 Au13 Sn4 .

5.5

The paramagnetic susceptibility and the
spin-spin coupling strength

Fig. 5.5 shows the magnetic susceptibility χ over the whole temperature range 1.9 K to
300 K for the magnetic fields 8, 500, and 1000 Oe. In the ergodic regime above Tf , all
three curves overlap and show a Curie-like, 1/T -type, dependence typical for localized
paramagnetic moments. Validity of this idea can be judged by simply fitting with the
Curie-Weiss law (see both main panel and inset in Fig. 5.5, the analyzed dataset was that
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for 1000 Oe):
χ = χ0 +

CCW
T −θ

(5.1)

In equation (5.1), χ0 is the temperature-independent part of the susceptibility, CCW the
Curie-Weiss constant and θ the Curie-Weiss temperature. The fit of the high-temperature
data for T > 100 K yielded the parameter values χ0 = 1.2 × 10−4 emu/mol, CCW =
1.25 emu/molK (or CCW = 8.3 emuK/mol-Gd), and θ = −20 K. The temperatureindependent term χ0 is a sum of the Larmor diamagnetic susceptibility due to atomic cores
(calculated from literature tables to be χdia = −2.7 × 10−5 emu/mol) and the susceptibilities of the conduction electrons (the positive Pauli paramagnetic and negative Landau
orbital diamagnetic part). Even at room temperature, the temperature-independent part
is roughly 30-times smaller than the temperature-dependent part and can be assumed
negligible in the following analysis.

Figure 5.5: Main panel: The temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility χ(T )
measured down to 1.9 K in several magnetic fields. The kink in the 8 Oe curve at ≈ 20 K is not
due to the physics of Gd3 Au13 Sn4 but an experimental error. Inset: The susceptibility in the
field of H = 1000 Oe is replotted as the inverse susceptibility (χ − χ0 )−1 . A Curie-Weiss fit (see
(5.1)) was performed and is plotted in both the main panel and inset as a solid green curve. See
the text for the values of the parameters.

The Curie-Weiss constant CCW can be used to determine the magnitude of the magnetic moments, which in our case are the Gd atoms. The magnetic moment can be expressed as either the mean effective magnetic moment µ̄ef f per Gd atom, or the mean effective Bohr magneton number p̄ef f =
√ µ̄ef f /µB . If CCW is expressed in units emuK/mol-Gd,
a simple formula [182] p̄ef f = 2.83 CCW can be used to obtain the result p̄ef f = 8.1 ± 0.1,
which is within experimental error equal to the Bohr magneton number of a bare Gd3+
ion (p = 8.0). In other words, we have demonstrated that the Gd magnetic moments in
Gd3 Au13 Sn4 assume their full free-ion values 8 µB .
The spin-spin coupling type (ferromagnetic parallel, antiferromagnetic antiparallel)
and the strength of this coupling can be estimated from the Curie-Weiss temperature. The
negative sign of θ = −20 K indicates AFM-type antiparallel coupling between the spins.
At high-temperature, 1/T is small and a Taylor expansion of the Curie-Weiss law, equation
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(5.1), can be performed to obtain an asymptotic form χ = χ0 +(CCW /T )/(1+θ/T ). If this
form is compared to the high-temperature susceptibility for the Heisenberg spin model
[151], one obtains θ = [S(S + 1)/3] · (J0 /kB ), where S is the quantum spin number and
P
J0 = R J(R) is the sum of the exchange-coupling constants of a given spin (R are
the relative lattice vectors of all other relevant spins). From S = 7/2 for Gd3+ ions and
θ = −20 K, we obtain J0 /kB = −3.8 K.
In the previous analysis we interpreted the factor (1 + θ/T ) in the high-temperature
Curie-Weiss law expansion, as the first order correction due to the exchange interaction
between spins and neglected dipole-dipole interactions. Since the magnetic moments of
Gd3+ ions are sizeable, we need to verify this assumption. The nearest two Gd moments
are two neighbours on an icosahedron, which are r = 5.7 Å apart. The order-of-magnitude
estimate for nearest-neighbour dipole-dipole interactions is Edd /kB ≈ (p̄ef f µB )2 /r3 kB =
0.2 K. This value is irrelevant, when compared to the energy associated with exchange
coupling energy, however we should remark that dipole-dipole interactions may still complicate the magnetic interactions by adding further anisotropy to the anisotropy originating from exchange coupling.

5.6

The ac magnetic susceptibility

Susceptibility measurements in a static magnetic field for Gd3 Au13 Sn4 (see Section 5.3)
were also complemented by alternating current (ac) susceptibility measurements performed in an ac field of amplitude 6.5 Oe. The real part of the susceptibility χ0 , the
in-phase response to the magnetic field, is presented in Fig. 5.6 for frequencies ν =
1, 10, 100, and 1000 Hz.
The cusp in χ0 is frequency-dependent and it shifts to higher temperature with increasing field. This type of behaviour is expected for non-ergodic systems – we can imagine
such systems as very slow in their movement from state to state in phase space. Depending on the rate of change of the thermodynamic variables (e.g. magnetic field), they will
be able to catch up to their equilibrium states to varying degrees, e.g. for slow changes
they will come closer than for fast ones. This can be used to directly explain why the
cusp in χ0 moves to higher temperature with higher frequency – higher temperature means
more fluctuation of the spins and therefore faster movement in phase space, meaning that
the system will catch up to a higher-frequency excitation better at a slightly elevated
temperature.
The frequency-dependent spin freezing temperature Tf (ν) can be determined as the
location (temperature) of the cusp in the χ0 (ν) curves. At the lowest frequency of 1 Hz
the cusp occurs at Tf (1 Hz) = 2.83 K and by the highest frequency of 1000 Hz it has
shifted to Tf (1000 Hz) = 2.93 K. The inset in Fig. 5.6 shows the change in freezing
temperature relative to the lowest-frequency value Tf (1 Hz) in a log-lin graph. From the
plot a logarithmic dependence of Tf on frequency can be deduced and the relative change
per decade of frequency ν can be estimated. This change per decade is usually presented
as the empirical parameter3
h

Γ=

∆ Tf (ν)/Tfref
∆[log10 ν]

i

=
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Tfref

∆Tf (ν)
· ∆[log10 ν]

(5.2)
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Figure 5.6: Main panel: The peak in the real part χ0 of the ac susceptibility shifts to higher
temperature with increasing frequency of the ac magnetic field. The measurements were performed in a magnetic field of 6.5 Oe. Inset: The frequency-dependent shift of the peak Tf (ν)
relative to the 1 Hz value Tf (1 Hz) is plotted in a log-lin graph showing linear dependence on
log ν.

For Gd3 Au13 Sn4 we obtain Γ = 0.011. This means a small, more precisely 1.1%, change
of Tf per decade of frequency. This falls into the range of Γ values for canonical spin
glasses, for example we have Γ = 0.010 for AuFe and Γ = 0.013 for P dMn [183].

5.7

Thermoremanent magnetization

In ergodic systems observable physical quantities depend only on the current value of
thermodynamic variables, e.g. the current temperature and the current magnetic field. In
non-ergodic systems more complicated phenomena, which depend on the recent history
of experimental parameters, are possible. One such experimental manifestation of nonergodic behaviour in frustrated spin systems is the ultraslow decay of thermoremanent
magnetization (TRM) [184,185].
A TRM-decay experiment (see Fig. 5.7) starts with the system in an ergodic hightemperature phase. A magnetic field Hf c is applied to the sample and the sample is then
cooled at a normal (or rapid) pace downwards to measurement temperature T1 . Once the
measurement temperature T1 is reached, the sample is left to age for a waiting time tw
(typically minutes or hours). Once the aging process is completed, the magnetic field is
cut to zero, Hf c → 0, and the decay of magnetization is recorded. If the measurement
temperature corresponds to an ergodic phase, the fc magnetization (Mf c ) consists of only
a reversible part, so when the magnetic field is turned off, it decays to zero almost instanSome references, e.g. [183], report the relative change per decade of ω and not ν, namely as
∆Tf /(Tf ∆[log ω]). This is exactly the same as our criterion, as ∆[log ω] = log ω2 − log ω1 = log(ω2 /ω1 ) =
log(ν2 /ν1 ) = log ν2 − log ν1 = ∆[log ν]. We remark however, that taking the proper logarithm base is
important – since logx ν = logy ν/ logy x, we also have ∆[logx ν] = ∆[logy ν]/ logy x. If for example the
inset in 5.6 was plotted as ln ν = loge ν instead of log ν = log10 ν, taking an (apparent) linear fit would
produce a Γ too large for a factor of loge 10 = ln 10 ≈ 2.30.
3
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taneously. However, if at T1 the sample is in a non-ergodic phase (in our case this means
T1 < Tf ), the magnetization consists of a reversible part that decays instantaneously and
an irreversible part (the TRM) that decays slowly. Depending on the studied system, the
aging temperature and aging magnetic field Hf c , the TRM can be almost all of Mf c or a
smaller fraction of it. In the case of most samples the decay of the TRM will be slow on
all accessible experimental timescales, which means even though TRM experiments will
be lengthy, they will never be long enough for TRM to fall to negligibly small values.
As remarked before, phenomena in non-ergodic phases depend on the sample history
and not just the current experimental parameters. As we started our TRM experiment
in an ergodic phase, all the sample history before that was effectively erased. This means
that the only events that need to be taken into account are the ones in the non-ergodic
phase, namely the cooling, the aging, the magnetic field change and the TRM-decay.
To avoid doing too much analysis, let us ignore the cooling rate and the magnetic-fieldchanging rate4 . We are left with a sample history parametrized by only four physical
quantities: the measurement/aging temperature T1 , the waiting/aging time tw , the size
of the magnetic field Hf c and the decay observation time t.
We conclude our parameter analysis with an experimental remark – while in the above
analysis all four parameters (T1 , tw , Hf c and t) for the thermoremanent magnetization
MT RM are mathematically equivalent, the decay observation time t is privileged in an experimental sense. The time t is the actual time elapsing during a single TRM experiment,
which firstly gives it an intuitive privilege, for example we would describe the experiment
as ”setting T1 , tw , Hf c and then collecting data along t”. Secondly, from a data-collection
viewpoint, t is the easy axis, meaning that it is much more convenient to collect the data
along t than the other quantities. More explicitly, a single TRM experiment produces
several hundred distinct points along the t dimension and only one distinct point along
T1 , tw and Hf c . We will take the privileged position of t into account with the notation
MT RM (t | T1 , tw , Hf c ), which we could read as dependence on one variable (t) and three
parameters (T1 , tw and Hf c ). Adding a normalization (since TRM is the irreversible part
of the magnetization before the magnetic field cut-off), our analyzed quantity will be:
MT RM (t | T1 , tw , Hf c )
Mf c (T1 , Hf c )

(5.3)

The measurements in the following sections will be presented by keeping two of the three
”parameters” constant, for example tw and Hf c and analyzing the dependence on the third,
e.g. T1 . To make our notation easier to follow, we skip the constant parameters and just
note the varying ones, for example dependence on T1 will be MT RM (t | T1 )/Mf c (T1 ). See
the main panels of Fig. 5.8a for MT RM (t | T1 )/Mf c (T1 ), of Fig. 5.8b for MT RM (t | tw )/Mf c
and of Fig. 5.9 for MT RM (t | Hf c )/Mf c (Hf c ). The insets in Figs 5.8b and 5.9 are vertical
slices of their corresponding main panels, where complementary analysis at constant t
(and varied tw or Hf c ) is also needed.
At least for the magnetic-field-changing rate this decision can be partially justified. In an idealized
version of the experiment, we would cut the field to zero instantaneously as this would give the cleanest
separation of the reversible and irreversible part of the magnetization. The best approximation to this is
to have the magnetic field change at the maximum rate that our equipment allows.
4
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Figure 5.7: Schematic representation of a thermoremanent magnetization (TRM) experiment.
In a TRM experiment the sample is cooled in a magnetic field Hf c , left at a waiting temperature
T1 for a waiting time tw and then the magnetic field is turned off. The magnetization of nonergodic systems does not decay instantaneously as for ergodic systems, but slowly decays on
macroscopic timescales. The TRM-decay can be observed on macroscopic timescales and can
be analyzed as a normalized MT RM (t | T1 , tw , Hf c )/Mf c (T1 , Hf c ).

5.7.1

Dependence of TRM on the measurement/aging
temperature T1

To analyze the dependence of MT RM on the aging temperature T1 , a series of experiments
with varying T1 but constant tw and Mf c was performed. After the initial cooling to the
measurement temperature T1 in a field of Hf c = 100 Oe, the sample was left to age for
tw = 60 min prior to field switch-off. The TRM decay was then monitored and recorded
up to t ≈ 220 min and it is presented in Fig. 5.8a. The data is presented in normalized
form MT RM (t | T1 )/Mf c (T1 ), where Mf c (T1 ) is the field-cooled magnetization at T1 just
prior to cutting the field to zero.
Five different temperatures, T1 = 1.9, 2.0, 3.0, 5.0 and 10.0 K were chosen for the TRM
experiment, corresponding to the three main regimes for our system. The first two,
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T1 = 1.9 and 2.0 K are below Tf and clearly in the non-ergodic phase. The middle one,
T1 = 3.0 K is above Tf but still quite close to it, so that we may expect some small
traces of non-ergodic behaviour due to the slowing down dynamics of frustrated systems
begining already above Tf . The last set, T1 = 5.0 and 10.0 K, are sufficiently above the
freezing temperature for the system to be completely ergodic.
As expected, T1 = 1.9 and 2.0 K < Tf (non-ergodic phase) produce a sizeable TRM
effect, where the TRM magnetization directly after Hf c switch-off is about 7% of Mf c .
The TRM effect is slightly more pronounced at T1 = 1.9, K than at 2.0, K, which agrees
with the notion that at a lower temperature more spins will be frozen and we can therefore expect a larger remanence. Since the decay of MT RM looks linear in a log-lin plot
(Fig. 5.8a), we can conclude that the TRM decay in Gd3 Au13 Sn4 is logarithmically slow
in t. At T1 = 3.0 K, which is just slightly above the spin freezing temperature Tf ≈ 2.8 K
(see sections 5.3 and 5.6), we still observe a small trace of TRM (MT RM is ≈ 0.5% of
Mf c immediately after field switch-off). Well above the spin freezing temperature, at
T1 = 5.0 and 10.0 K, there is no more measurable TRM, which is consistent with being
entirely in the ergodic phase.

5.7.2

Dependence of TRM on waiting/aging time tw

The next set of experiments was aimed at analyzing the effect of the aging (waiting) time
tw in the non-ergodic phase, so Hf c and T1 were kept constant while tw was varied from
experiment to experiment. After the field cooling in a field of 8 Oe to the aging temperature of T1 = 1.9 K the sample was left to age for tw = 0, 5, 15, 30, 40, 60, 120, 180, 240, and
300 min before the field was switched off. After Hf c → 0, the decay of TRM was recorded
up to t ≈ 220 min. The collected data is presented in Fig. 5.8b in the form of normalized
MT RM (t | tw )/Mf c .
Firstly, we observe from Fig. 5.8b that the normalized TRM fraction MT RM (t | tw )/Mf c
increases with aging time tw . This increase of remanence with tw is most easily visible for
t > 20 min since there the points are more dense as a result of the horizontal logarithmic
scale and it is easier to gauge the average and fluctuations. Going from t = 20 min back
to 1 min the datapoints become more scarce and it is harder to gauge the average trend
from the data, yet it is still possible to say that a monotonic increase of remanence with
tw seems the most likely option.
In the inset of Fig. 5.8b three vertical slices have been made through the plots in the
main panel. This means that each line in the inset represents normalized TRMs at a
fixed observation time t (with t = 5, 15 or 120 min) as a function of waiting time tw . This
inset shows us that not only the size but also the shape of the TRM decay changes with
tw . To see this clearly, one can compare the line at t = 5 min relatively to the one at
t = 120 min and see that the t = 5 min line grows faster as a function of tw – if no shape
change occurred, they would be at a fixed ratio.
See also the end of the following section (Section 5.7.3) for an explanation of TRM
dependence on parameters for non-ergodic systems.
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Figure 5.8: (here 8 Oe) a) Decay of TRM magnetization MT RM (t | T1 )/Mf c (T1 ) with measurement time t at different aging temperatures, T1 = 1.9 K and T1 = 2.0 K are below Tf and others
are above. b) Time-dependence of TRM decay as the waiting time tw is varied. The inset in b)
analyzes the dependence on the waiting time tw and corresponds to taking vertical slices of the
main b) panel, with the aim to show that at large waiting times tw the decay is slowed down
and the remanence increases.

5.7.3

Dependence of TRM on the aging field Hf c

The last set of TRM experiments was aimed at observing the effect of the aging field
(also the cooling field) on the TRM decay, which meant that the experiments needed
to be conducted at a constant aging temperature T1 and aging (waiting) time tw . An
appropriate choice for the two parameters was made, so that after an initial cooling in a
field of Hf c to a temperature of T1 = 1.9 K the sample was left to age for tw = 60 min
before the field was cut to zero and the TRM decay was observed for approximately
T ≈ 220 min.
A relatively large collection of aging fields was investigated, Hf c = 2, 4, 6, 8, 50, 100,
200, 500 and 1000 Oe, and the results are presented in the main panel and inset of Fig. 5.9.
The main panel shows a plot of the normalized MT RM (t | Hf c )/Mf c (Hf c ) versus t and the
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inset shows a vertical slice through the main panel at t = 200 min. One feature that is
directly obvious from the inset is the large decrease of normalized TRM with magnetic
field, namely from H = 2 Oe to H = 1000 Oe the decrease is by a factor of approximately
7. This type of decreasing behaviour of normalized TRM magnetization with Hf c has
been observed before in the spin glass phase of CuMn (with 5 at.% Mn) canonical spin
glass [185] and in the two giant-unit-cell approximants T-Al3 Mn [134] and µ-Al4 Mn [135].
A different type of behaviour was, however, observed in icosahedral i-Tb-Mg-Zn(Cd)
quasicrystals [130], where the normalized TRM is reported to be independent of Hf c and
this result is attributed to a superparamagnetic-cluster structure of the magnetic phase
in these compounds. Our results and the previously-mentioned results from literature
can be summed up as: observing non-ergodic behaviour in a complex metallic alloy or
quasicrystal is not enough to give a definite statement about the influence of Hf c on the
normalized TRM; to make any relevant prediction one should know at least something
about the magnetic structure causing the non-ergodicity.

Figure 5.9: The sample in TRM experiments was cooled and left to age for tw = 60 min at
T1 = 1.9 K in different magnetic fields Hf c = 2, 4, 6, 8, 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 Oe (not all
fields shown in the main panel to avoid cluttering). After cooling, the field is cut to zero and
the decay of normalized TRM magnetization MT RM (Hf c , tw , t)/Mf c (Hf c ) with time is collected.
The information is complementary to the one in figure 5.8 (there dependence on T1 or tw and
not on Hf c is analyzed). In the inset a vertical slice through the main graph at t = 200 min is
shown to illustrate that larger fields Hf c decrease the TRM effect.

Having performed measurements regarding the effect of tw and Hf c on the TRM decay,
let us conclude this section on TRM measurements by giving a qualitative description of
where this dependence comes from. The TRM experiment is an observation of the out-ofequilibrium dynamics of a frustrated spin system that is trying to thermally equilibrate
during two consecutive time intervals. The first time interval is the waiting/aging process,
where in a field Hf c the system has tw time to try to reach the equilibrium state with
non-zero magnetization. After field switch-off the second interval, the TRM decay, occurs
and the system has t time to equilibrate to a state with zero magnetization. Since the
spin relaxation times are macroscopic in the non-ergodic phase, during both experimental
time intervals the system is unable to reach the equilibrium state. This problem has
been well studied in spin glasses [128,130,184,185], where the ultrametrically organized
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free-energy landscape consists of degenerate metastable states separated by barriers that
are crossed by thermally assisted spin reorientations. We refer readers interested in an
accurate description to the original articles and give here only two most relevant points
that can be extrapolated to frustrated spin systems in general. Firstly, thermally assisted
spin reorientations mean that in a waiting time tw barriers up to ∆(T1 , tw ) = kB T1 ln(tw /τ )
can be overcome – since the same barriers need to be overcome after cutting the field to
zero (Hf c → 0), this gives larger TRM for longer tw . Secondly, switching off the magnetic
field causes a change in the Zeeman energy of the spins and therefore a tilt of the freeenergy landscape by Hf c Mf c , which can rapidly empty states favoured in Hf c 6= 0 to
states favoured in H = 0 over barriers smaller than Hf c Mf c . Larger Hf c means that more
states can be rapidly emptied and therefore a decrease of the TRM (normalized to the
magnetization value prior to the field cut-off) with Hf c follows.

5.8

Memory effect

5.8.1

General remarks

Another – perhaps even the most spectacular – manifestation of out-of-equilibrium dynamics of a frustrated spin system is the aptly-named memory effect where after imprinting a state by isothermal aging for time tw during cooling it is possible to retrieve the
same state upon reheating the sample.
A memory effect (ME) experiment, see Fig. 5.10 for a schematic, begins with the
sample in zero magnetic field in the ergodic phase (above Tf in our case). The first step is
the writing/inscription part of the experiment: without turning on the magnetic field, the
sample is continuously cooled down into the non-ergodic phase to a writing temperature
T1 (in our case we need T1 < Tf ) where writing is accomplished by letting the sample age
isothermally for time tw , which is typically minutes or hours. After writing, the sample
is cooled further to the lowest temperature, where possibly it can be left some time – if
one is describing the sample in the context of a memory device, having the sample at
this lowest temperature is equivalent to information storage in between memory writing
and reading. The last step is the reading run, which consists of turning on a small
magnetic field (typically a few oersted) at the lowest temperature and then collecting the
zfc magnetization data during a continuous heating all the way through the non-ergodic
phase, possibly as high as the ergodic phase.
The aging at T1 is imprinted in Mzf c as a dip at the same temperature, so that by
deciding whether to wait at T1 for a sufficiently long time or not to wait at all, one can
effectively encode a bit of information. For example, the presence of a dip might signal a
logical ”1” and the absence a logical ”0”. One detail merits a bit more of emphasize – the
ME writing step is accomplished in the absence of any field (magnetic, electric, etc.) so
that the inscription is completely thermally induced.
While the microscopic nature of the thermally-induced inscription mechanism is not
completely understood, there are plenty of observations of the memory effect in different
kinds of magnetic frustrated systems, for example, in the canonical spin glass CuMn [186],
the insulating Heisenberg-like spin glass CdCr1.7 In0.3 S4 [187], the Ising-like spin glass
Fe0.5 Mn0.5 TiO3 [188], an interacting Fe-C nanoparticle system [189] and in zinc-ferrite
nanoparticles [190]. The memory effect has also been observed in complex metallic alloys
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Figure 5.10: Schematic representation of how the memory effect (ME) measurement is performed.

and related compounds, see for example the analysis of the Taylor-phase T-Al3 Mn complex
intermetallic, its solid solutions T-Al3 (Mn,Pd) and T-Al3 (Mn,Fe) and d-Al-Mn-Fe (their
quasicrystalline counterpart) [134]. As already hinted by the above explanation about
the memory effect being able to store a bit of information, the memory effect has been
shown to provide the basis for a ”thermal memory cell” [191], a conceptually new type
of memory utilizing thermally-induced inscription in the absence of external fields – see
Ref. [191] for the a description of writing a byte (8 bits) of information into the Taylor
phase T-Al3 (Mn,Fe) and a canonical CuMn spin glass with 8 consecutive stops at different
temperatures5 .
One remark about the reading protocol in Ref. [191]: It is remarked in the article that the best way
to do thermal memory cell (TMC) experiments is to i) do a reference run without waiting (tw = 0) and
record Mzf c (tw = 0) then ii) perform a real memory effect inscription-reading run with aging. If a TMC
was actually used, probably this procedure would evolve to the following: i) perform an inscription run
with appropriate waiting to record information then ii) [much later when one wants to read the stored
information] perform a heating run to record Mzf c and do iii) a whole cooling-heating reference run to
get Mzf c (tw = 0). In this variation there would be quite a few benefits: a) no need to store Mzf c (tw = 0)
5
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5.8.2

Memory effect measurement protocol and results

The measurement protocol for Gd3 Au13 Sn4 consisted only of the writing/inscription and
reading phase without any long intermittent storage phase. A set of four experiments was
performed, differing only in the time used to inscribe the information into Gd3 Au13 Sn4 .
The inscription phase began with the sample in the paraphase and a continuous cooling at
a rate 2 K/min to a temperature T1 = 2.3 K in the non-ergodic phase (since T1 < Tf ). At
T1 the sample was left to age for different times tw = 0 min (reference run), 5 min, 20 min
and 40 min and then cooling was resumed at a rate of 2 K/min to the lowest temperature
of 1.9 K. The reading phase consisted of turning on a small magnetic field of Hzf c = 8 Oe
at the lowest temperature and then collecting the magnetization Mzf c during a heating
run.
The results of the experiments are shown in Fig. 5.11. Immediately from Fig. 5.11a,
which shows the whole heating run, one can observe that in the vicinity of T1 the aged
curves (tw = 5, 20 and 40 min) are shifted downwards compared to the unaged one
(tw = 0 min). To make it easier to see how the drop (or dip) in Mzf c is correlated
with tw , Fig. 5.11b depicts only the part of the run around T1 . The dip in Mzf c grows
(monotonically) with tw , showing that the system ”remembers” how long it was aged
during the inscription phase.

Figure 5.11: The memory effect (ME) in Gd3 Au13 Sn4 . The information readout consists of
measuring the magnetization Mzf c upon heating, which enables us to detect the information
encoded by sample aging during the cooling process. Aging is performed at a temperature
T1 = 2.3 K < Tf to ensure that we are in the non-ergodic phase. a) To produce a measurable dip
in Mzf c , the aging time tw must be sufficient. No aging means no dip. b) Detailed presentation
of Mzf c in the vicinity of T1 . The dip occurs at the aging temperature T1 . c) The effect of
aging (=the information written) is conveniently observed as the normalized difference ∆M =
M (t )
1 − Mzfzfc (tc ww=0) between the reference curve with tw = 0 min and curves aged for tw at T1 . Solid
curves are guides for the eye.

Since the slope of Mzf c is quite large around T1 , it is hard to see the exact shape of the
dip. In Fig. 5.11c the unaged run (tw = 0) is subtracted from the aged runs, so that the
for long amounts of time or if the TMC cells varied in composition b) the machine used for writing the
information into TMCs would not need a magnetometer c) if reading and writing were performed on
separate locations, both magnetizations would be measured on the same machine at the same time.
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shape can be seen better. The results are presented in the form of a normalized difference:
∆M =

Mzf c (tw = 0) − Mzf c (tw )
Mzf c (tw )
=1−
Mzf c (tw = 0)
Mzf c (tw = 0)

(5.4)

The shape of ∆M resembles a resonant curve peaked around T1 and having a full width
of approximately 0.3 K at half maximum. Overall, the difference between the aged and
unaged curves (see Fig. 5.11a and 5.11b) can be observed over a temperature range of
approximately 0.5 K (approximately 2.0 to 2.5 K).
A practical way to store a single bit of information in Gd3 Au13 Sn4 would be as follows.
Use a waiting time of tw = 20 min at T1 = 2.3 K for writing a logical ”1” and no waiting
for a logical ”0”. If the difference of the reading and reference run gives a ∆M > 1.0
at T1 we have read a ”1”, if it is below ∆M = 0.3 we have read a logical ”0”. Values
0.3 < ∆M < 1.0 are removed in this proposal to guard against instrument noise, slight
thermal degradation and other problems.
Due to the spin freezing temperature of Tf ≈ 2.8 K, the lowest temperature 1.9 K
achievable by our equipment (QD MPMS) and the 0.3 K width of the aging dip, it would
most probably only be possible to write two bits of information into Gd3 Au13 Sn4 even
according to the better methods of Ref. [191]. Perhaps this could be stretched to three
or four bits if the dips were allowed to overlap significantly and this overlap was properly
taken into account. All in all, Gd3 Au13 Sn4 is not a particularly relevant material for the
design of thermal memory cells and the memory effect was not explored any further.

5.9

Specific heat and entropy

Models and remarks
The specific heat of Gd3 Au13 Sn4 was determined with the Heat Capacity option of the
PPMS, a thermal-relaxation calorimeter. The measurements were performed from room
temperature (300 K) down to 2 K in magnetic fields from 0 T to 9 T in steps of 1 T,
see Fig. 5.12a. At medium and high temperatures the heat capacity is not particularly
interesting – it is virtually magnetic-field-independent and does not show any signs of
phase transitions, therefore measurements above 20 K are only plotted for 0 T and 9 T in
the inset of Fig. 5.12a for the sake of completeness and will not be analyzed further.
The low temperature specific heat of Gd3 Au13 Sn4 is shown below 13 K in the main
panel of Fig. 5.12a. The curves exhibit a peak at ∼ 3.8 K and a linear-like dependence on
temperature below the peak. Even though the magnetic field influences the height of the
peak quite significantly, compare for example the 0 T and the 8 T curves, it does not cause
a very significant shift of the peak temperature. The temperature of the peak ∼ 3.8 K is
slightly higher than the spin freezing temperature Tf ≈ 2.8 K, which can be attributed to
spin slowing-down dynamics taking place already above Tf . Similar behaviour, with the
peak in the specific heat exceeding the spin freezing temperature by about 20% has been
observed in spin glasses [123].
The specific heat of a metallic magnetic solid can be broken up into several independent
contributions: an electronic term, a lattice term and a magnetic term.
C = Cel + Clatt + Cm
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2
g(εF )
The electronic term is linearly dependent on temperature, Cel = γT with γ = π3 kB
where g(εF ) is the density of states at the Fermi level. The Debye model for the lattice part
of the specific heat gives gives in the low-temperature limit the approximation Clatt = αT 3 ,
which typically well describes solids at sufficiently low temperature (less than 2% of the
Debye temperature6 [192]). Both the electronic Cel and the lattice specific heat Clatt are
independent of the magnetic field.
The magnetic specific heat Cm depends on the type of magnetic ordering and it is
magnetic field dependent due to the interaction of the magnetic field with the magnetic
structure. If enough about the thermal excitations of the system is known – particularly the dispersion relation for the lowest-temperature excitations – the magnetic energy
Em (T ) can be expressed as a thermal average over the excitations and the specific heat
can be calculated as Cm = ∂Em /∂T . In ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic systems, the
low-temperature excitations are magnons and this procedure gives for (isotropic) ferromagnets Cm ∝ T 3/2 and for antiferromagnets Cm ∝ T 3 (same T -dependence as the low-T
lattice part).
We base our discussion of the specific heat of frustrated magnetic systems on the
basis of wide knowledge in the subcategory of spin glasses. In spin glasses spins undergo
slowing down dynamics and below Tf freeze in random directions without long-range
order due to the random directions of local fields. There is no sharp phase transition
but a gradual freezing of spins – as the temperature is lowered and kB T decreases, spins
gradually freeze depending on the size of the local fields. At high temperature, the first
to freeze are spins in the largest local fields. Later as temperature further decreases
spins in ever lower local fields freeze as soon as kB T becomes lower than the energy they
require to change orientation. The randomness and frustration in spin glasses result in a
continuous distribution of local field sizes, meaning that at any temperature in the nonergodic phase some spins are already frozen, some are just freezing and some still have
sufficient energy for thermal reorientation. The slowing-down dynamics in spin glasses
starts already far above Tf , which causes the magnetic specific heat to be significant
even above the spin freezing temperature and a lack of specific heat anomaly at the spin
freezing temperature Tf . Interestingly, while there is no anomaly at Tf , a broad peak is
usually observed about 20% above Tf [123]. Theoretical derivations [192] for dilute spin
glasses with RKKY interactions between magnetic impurities give a linear dependence
for the magnetic specific heat below the spin freezing temperature Tf :
2

Cm = A T

(5.6)

Later investigations found that in a number of spin glasses [192] the low temperature
specific heat is better described by a dependence Cm = AT + BT 2 . No simple analytical
model has been found for the ergodic phase, T > Tf .
The description of spin freezing given above in a real-space picture can also be restated
in a phase-space picture [123,184]. A reorientation of a spin in real-space is a transition
from one metastable state to another and corresponds to a jump in phase space from one
local minimum to another in the hierarchically-organized highly-degenerate free energy
The departures from Clatt = αT 3 above this temperature range are due to deviations of the density
of phonons from quadratic dependence in ω 2 [192]. Since 0.02ΘD is usually not known beforehand, a
more typical experimental rule of thumb for metals would be to use the cubic approximation to Clatt up
to 5 K or at most 10 K.
6
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landscape. The difference in exchange energy between the final and initial state corresponds to the height of the barrier that must be surmounted during this jump in the
free energy landscape. Therefore the distribution of exchange energies is related to the
distribution of barriers. When an external magnetic field is applied, the spins as magnetic
moments µi interact with the external field, giving rise to an additional Zeeman energy
P
term − H i · µi . In a magnetic field, the energy difference caused by a spin flip increases
by the difference in Zeeman energy corresponding to the final and initial states. This
makes the barriers between states higher, and as more thermal energy kB T is needed to
overcome higher barriers, spin freezing shifts to higher temperature. With spin freezing
shifting to higher temperature, the magnetic specific heat in the vicinity of Tf decreases
with magnetic field.

Attempt at separating the contributions
Having commented on all the ingredients of the specific heat we move on to further analysis
of the specific heat data in the main panel of Fig. 5.12a with the aim of separating out the
contributions noted in Eq. (5.5). A word of caution about the plot – the y axis does not
start with 0.0 J/molK but at 0.6 J/molK. The peak in the specific heat at ∼ 3.8 K comes
from the magnetic specific heat, which can be justified by noting that it is magnetic-fielddependent while the electronic and lattice terms are not expected to be. At T = 10 K
and T = 12 K, it is hard to say directly how large Cm is compared to Cel + Clatt , but it
surely must be large enough to cause the dependence on the magnetic field at T = 12 K.
Since we expect the electronic specific heat to be Cel = γT and the low temperature
lattice heat to be close to Clatt = αT 3 , both of which fall rapidly Cel + Clatt → 0 as T → 0,
we can use this to estimate the size of Cm at low temperature. While we know that at
T = 10 K and T = 12 K there is still some magnetic specific heat, a worst-case estimate
can be made by assuming that at these temperatures we have only Cel + Clatt . We can
then extend an imaginary line to 0.0 J/molK. While the exact shape of this imaginary
line depends on the ratio γ/α, there are a few certain points we can make: a) up to Tf
or the peak, Cm is the dominant part of C (surely 75% or more of the whole value),
b) Cm remains half of C up to 5 K or 6 K (or possibly even more depending on γ/α).
All in all, while we cannot give a precise criterion to separate out the contributions in
C = Cel +Clatt +Cm , we have shown that the dominant part of the low temperature specific
heat is the magnetic specific heat Cm . Thus analyzing the low temperature behaviour
of the ”total” specific heat C is a good approximation to analyzing the low temperature
behaviour of the magnetic heat Cm . See the following paragraphs, where this will be
exploited to determine if Cm is possibly linearly temperature dependent, Cm ∝ T , as is
in spin glasses (see Eq. (5.6)). We remark however, that the analysis will be done via
entropy to make our conclusions slightly more robust.

Analysis via entropy
At constant pressure (and
dQ = dH = T dS and the definition of
 from

 magnetic field),
dQ
dS
the specific heat Cp = dT , we obtain dT = CT . A more useful form for our analysis
p

p
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is obtained by integration:
C(T 0 ) 0
dT
(5.7)
T0
T0
In general, entropy allows us to monitor the gradual unlocking of electronic, lattice and
spin degrees of freedom with the change of system temperature. Applying equation (5.7)
enables us to directly calculate the (molar) change of entropy for Gd3 Au13 Sn4 from the
collected temperature dependent specific heat C(T ) data, see Fig. 5.12b. Since our lowest
experimental temperature was 2 K, we took this as the initial temperature T0 for integration. Due to the smooth shape of C(T ) and the high density of points, the choice
of numerical integration method (trapezoidal rule, Simpson’s rule, other types of piecewise interpolation and integration) should make no observable difference in this case. We
decided on the trapezoidal rule:
∆S(T ) = S(T ) − S(T0 ) =

1
∆Si = ∆S(Ti ) =
j=0 2
i−1
X

Z T

Ci Ci+1
+
Ti
Ti+1

!

· (Ti+1 − Ti )

(5.8)

The main panel of Fig. 5.12b shows the calculated change of (molar) entropy for
Gd3 Au13 Sn4 from 2 K to 13 K. Firstly in our analysis, the degrees of freedom contributing
to ∆S need to be identified. In short, due to the low-temperature C(T ) being mostly
composed of the magnetic contribution, so is the low-temperature ∆S(T ). A more precise
statement: equation (5.7) can be viewed as a 1/T -weighted average of the specific heat
C(T ), which tells us that the low-temperature specific heat contributes more to ∆S(T )
than the specific heat at temperature T . This means that the magnetic contribution in
∆S(T ) dominates to an even higher temperature than the magnetic contribution in C(T ).
In light of the above justification, if we take T above the spin-freezing temperature Tf ,
the change in entropy ∆S thus mainly shows the unfreezing of spin reorientations. Furthermore, the spin reorientations probably still constitute the main part of ∆S up to 10 K
or even 13 K due to 1/T -weighting. The main panel of Fig. 5.12b shows that the entropy
change ∆S for the whole temperature interval 2 K to 13 K decreases with magnetic field,
which reflects the increase of the barriers for spin reorientations with increasing field (due
to Zeeman coupling) and the resulting shift of magnetic entropy7 to higher temperature.
There is no anomalous behaviour in ∆S at Tf due to the spin freezing being a gradual
process.
Up to this point we have sufficiently analysed the general features of the change of
entropy ∆S. We will proceed to analysing the behaviour of Cm in the non-ergodic regime
(T < Tf ) from the low-temperature shape of ∆S, see the inset of Fig. 5.12b for the relevant
∆S data up to 3.4K. In this low-temperature range, the phononic part of the specific
heat is negligible compared to the electronic and magnetic contributions – due to αT 3
decreasing much faster with temperature than the electronic part γT and the magnetic
part. Besides neglecting the phononic part, our model will make two basic assumptions:
a) the magnetic specific heat conforms to the theoretical linear-in-temperature model for
spin-glasses, see Eq. (5.6), b) this model can be extended to non-zero magnetic fields by
generalizing A to A(H).




C ≈ Cel + Cm = γ + A(H) · T

(5.9)

The whole of the shift of ∆S is due to the shift of magnetic entropy. There can be no shifts in the
electronic or lattice part due to our assumption that Cel and Clatt are magnetic-field-independent.
7
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Inserting this into Eq. (5.7) we obtain:
Z T

0

Z T

C(T , H) 0
dT =
T0 
T
T0
0
→ ∆S(T ) = γ + A(H) · (T − T0 )

∆S(T, H) =





γ + A(H) T 0
T0

dT 0 →
(5.10)

Our model predicts via equation (5.10) the entropy change ∆S(T, H) to be linearlydependent on temperature. The inset of Fig. 5.12b shows that this prediction holds not
only for T << Tf ≈ 2.8 K, but even up to T = 3.4 K. The good agreement of the model
with the measurements indicates that our initial assumption about Cm ∝ T is valid and
that its range of validity extends even above the spin freezing temperature Tf .
Linearity in temperature is observed for the whole range of magnetic fields, B = 0 T
to B = 9 T. As the electronic specific heat coefficient γ is magnetic-field-independent, the
changes induced by the magnetic field are due to the change of A(H). The decreasing
behaviour of ∆S with increasing field indicates that A(H) is a monotonically decreasing
function of H. Further analysis was not undertaken as we are not aware of any theoretical
models for the dependence of A(H) on H. Due to the good agreement of the linear fits
in the inset of Fig. 5.12b, at least for Gd3 Au13 Sn4 there is no need to introduce any
dependence on temperature, giving A(H, T ).

Increased robustness of the analysis of C from ∆S
Before performing our analysis of the low-temperature C(T ) via ∆S, we remarked that
this is more robust than a direct analysis of C. The reason is that in Eq. (5.7) the specific
heat measurements appear inside the integral for the entropy change, so that once numeric
integration (according to Eq. (5.8) or similar) is performed, this numeric integration will
average out the experimental noise from the C measurements.
To illustrate this statement, a severely simplified case will be analysed: a) we will
assume that we are in the low-temperature regime with linear-temperature-dependence
C = AT , b) we will assume that the specific heat measurements have a constant relative error r and are completely uncorrelated, c) we will assume that the datapoints are
equidistantly spaced in T , d) we will use a rectangle method for numerical integration.
To explicitly state a) and b), the measurements are Ck = C k (1 ± r) = A Tk (1 ± r). Due
to c), ∆T = (Tk − T0 )/k.
k−1
X A Tk (1 ± r)
Ck
∆S(Tk ) = ∆Sk =
∆T = ∆T ·
=
Tk
j=0 Tk
j=0
k−1
X

= A ∆T ·

k−1
X

√
(1 ± r) = A ∆T (k ± r k) =

j=0

√
Tk − T0
r
· (k ± r k) = A(Tk − T0 ) · 1 + √
=A
k
k
!
r
= ∆Sk 1 + √
k
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In this simplified case, the relative noise of the fourth point in ∆S will be decreased to 1/2
and the noise of the sixteenth point to 1/4 of the original value for C. This will make the
linear temperature dependence in ∆S easier to see than in C and our analysis therefore
more robust.
A final remark: In the above explanation the phrase ”more accurate” was deliberately
avoided and ”more robust” was used. As long as the main cause of noise (or main
source of experimental uncertainty) is the electrical noise in the cernox thermometers,
the uncertainties of different specific heat measurements Ci are (mostly) uncorrelated.
Quite the opposite is true for two consecutive entropy-change values ∆Si and ∆Si+1 ,
as their uncertainties are mostly composed from the weighted uncertainties of C0 to Ci
and differ only in the contribution from Ci+1 , which guarantees a very high degree of
correlation. Using a standard least-squares linear-fit on ∆S produces a fit under the
assumption of uncorrelated uncertainties and the resulting error estimate on the slope
(and intercept) is unphysically small. Probably, if the uncertainties from Ci were also
numerically integrated to yield the uncertainties of ∆Si and a fitting method was used
that would take into account the correlations of the ∆Si -uncertainties, both fits for C and
∆S would produce an equally accurate fit parameter A.

5.10

Discussion and conclusions for Gd3Au13Sn4

Relevance of Gd3 Au13 Sn4 as a frustrated system and measured
properties
The Gd3 Au13 Sn4 quasicrystalline approximant may be viewed as a prototype of a (siteordered) geometrically frustrated system. This claim, which cannot be made for magnetic
icosahedral-quasicrystalline approximants in general, is possible due to four properties:
a) the magnetic sublattice of Gd3 Au13 Sn4 is composed of a periodic arrangement of almost
perfect icosahedral spin clusters, b) all atomic sites on the icosahedral clusters are fully
occupied by magnetic atoms and there are no magnetic atoms elsewhere in the structure,
c) the magnetic atoms are Gd atoms which have sizeable and well-localized f electronic
moments, d) the interaction between the nearest-neighbour spins is antiferromagnetic
(AFM). The result of these four properties is the frustration of spin-spin interactions of
purely geometrical origin, which is best illustrated by taking the look at the basic building blocks of the icosahedra – the equilateral triangles composed of nearest neighbours
gadolinium f -electron spins, whose interactions are antiferromagnetic and therefore cannot be simultaneously satisfied. Gd3 Au13 Sn4 is thus a physical realization of a particular
type of geometrically frustrated system, namely a geometrically-frustrated icosahedral
spin arrangement, and is therefore useful to gain experimental insight into the magnetic
properties of this type of frustrated system.
The static properties of the magnetic ordering in Gd3 Au13 Sn4 were probed by static
magnetometry methods (see sections 5.3 to 5.4), which measure the magnetic response
of materials in a constant (dc/direct current) magnetic field. The zero-field-cooled (zfc)
and field-cooled (fc) magnetic susceptibilities in small magnetic field, i.e. 8 Oe, exhibit a
transition to a non-ergodic state at Tf ≈ 2.8 K. Below Tf the ergodicity of the system
is broken on the experimental timescale, so that the spin system can no longer reach
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Figure 5.12: a) The specific heat of Gd3 Au13 Sn4 . The main panel shows the low-temperature
behaviour for magnetic fields 0 T, 1 T,. . . , 9 T. In the inset the 0 T and 9 T curves are plotted over
the whole investigated temperature range. b) The change of (molar) entropy ∆S = S(T )−S(2 K)
was calculated with numeric integration from the specific heat measurements. The main panel
shows all magnetic fields up to T = 13 K and the inset shows a few selected magnetic fields up
to 3.6 K with added solid lines to emphasize linearity in T for this temperature range. In all
graphs the dashed arrows represent the spin freezing temperature Tf ≈ 2.8 K.

thermal equilibrium in experimentally accessible times due to the spin reorientation times
becoming macroscopically long. Both χf c and χzf c display a peak at Tf and decrease upon
further cooling through the non-ergodic phase. The decrease of χzf c is faster than the
decrease of χf c , which results in a significant difference χf c − χzf c at low temperature.
The decreasing behaviour of the low-magnetic-field zfc susceptibility χzf c upon cooling
below Tf is not particularly interesting, as similar behaviour is observed in other nonergodic systems, for example spin glasses (below Tf ) and superparamagnets (below the
blocking temperature TB ). The decreasing behaviour of the field-cooled susceptibility
below Tf , again in small fields, is a lot more characteristic. Expectations from related
system would be quite different than observed – for spin glasses χf c is constant below
Tf since the ultrametric organization [193] of the phase space hinders the changes in the
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field-cooled susceptibility. In superparamagnets – systems of independent spins or spin
clusters where anisotropy introduces barriers that block free reorientations of the spin – on
the other hand, the field-cooled susceptibility still continues to grow upon cooling below
the blocking temperature TB , however this growth is slower than the Curie-law growth
above TB . In Gd3 Au13 Sn4 the low-field susceptibility χf c below Tf is neither constant,
nor increasing with T → 0, but has a peak at Tf and continues to decrease as T → 0.
Looking at the peak in χf c , one is reminded of the behaviour in antiferromagnets
[144]. In antiferromagnets, upon cooling the susceptibility begins to rise and reaches its
maximum slightly above the Nèel temperature. From this maximum downwards the fc
susceptibility then drops, and this decreasing behaviour stretches far below TN . Despite
the similar shape, there are some significant differences: a) firstly, in antiferromagnets
the transition at TN is a thermodynamic phase transition with a critical slowing down
dynamics of spin fluctuations, while in Gd3 Au13 Sn4 we have observed gradual slowingdown dynamics in the proximity of Tf , b) secondly, the width of the peak in Gd3 Au13 Sn4
is wider than is typically observed in antiferromagnets.
The above comparison to antiferromagnets suggests an experimentally valid interpretation of the spin dynamics in our Gd3 Au13 Sn4 complex metallic alloy. Likely, upon
continuous cooling in low-magnetic fields the magnetic structure of Gd3 Au13 Sn4 is a superposition of
1. metastable states with randomly-frozen spins that have no long-range order, yet
they undergo gradual spin-freezing dynamics and
2. an AFM-like magnetically ordered state with critical slowing dynamics.
From our experimental results, no additional knowledge can be extracted about the magnetically ordered state, since below Tf our system was always a superposition of the
metastable magnetically-disordered and stable magnetically-ordered components, which
makes it hard to separate out the contributions. Due to the timescale on which the nonergodicity was observed, it is not realistically possible to extend the experiments so that
the system would almost fully transform to the definitely magnetically-ordered state.
For completeness, we mention the behaviour in higher magnetic fields. The difference
between the zfc and fc susceptibilites, χzf c − χf c , is strongly decreased by an external
magnetic field of the order of 10 Oe and completely disappears at 1 kOe. This indicates
a ”soft” magnetic structure of the material, which is further confirmed by the M (H)
experiment showing no observable hysteresis loop. In the above interpretation as a superposition, this change could be attributed to the complete destruction of the non-ergodic
component with gradual spin-freezing dynamics as the magnetic field is increased.
The analysis of the static properties of the magnetic ordering in Gd3 Au13 Sn4 was
complemented by probing the dynamical properties via the ac magnetic susceptibility,
via thermoremanent-magnetization experiments (TRM dependence on aging temperature,
aging time, magnetic field), and memory-effect experiments. The measurements show typical broken-ergodicity phenomena, resulting from the ultraslow dynamics of a non-ergodic
system unable to reach thermal equilibrium on experimentally-accessible timescales. Since
no unusual or atypical behaviour was observed, the dynamical properties of Gd3 Au13 Sn4
are best described as spin-glass-like. This is not a particular surprise – in geometrically
frustrated systems long-lived metastable states with similar free-energy per spin to stable
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states are present, meaning that once the system is sufficiently agitated by the changes
in external parameters (e.g. oscillating magnetic field), the behaviour will be close to the
one in spin-glasses where ultrametricity causes a similar near-degeneracy of states.
While it is impossible to separate out the contributions to the specific heat of Gd3 Au13 Sn4 , it is clear that the enhancement below below ≈ 8 K is due to the magnetic specific
heat. The enhancement is broad, stretched over a significant temperature range, which is
consistent with the slowing-down dynamics of thermally-activated spin reorientations as
the lowest-temperature excitations in frustrated magnetic systems (e.g. spin glasses). Similar to observations in spin glasses, the peaks in the magnetic specific heat does not occur
at the spin freezing temperature Tf determined from magnetic measurements, but about
20% higher. Moreover, the similarity between the slowing-down dynamics in Gd3 Au13 Sn4
and spin glasses is also present in the response to the magnetic field, namely the external
magnetic field shifts a significant part of the magnetic entropy to higher temperatures.
This shift of entropy reflects that the Zeeman coupling increases the barriers for spin
reorientations and therefore a higher temperature is needed for spins to unfreeze.
Not all of the specific heat behaviour of Gd3 Au13 Sn4 is exactly the same as in spin
glasses. The theoretical prediction for the low-temperature spin glass behaviour Cm ∝ T is
valid only for the part of the non-ergodic phase where T << Tf and quite often even in this
range, the behaviour is observed to deviate [192] and be more similar to Cm = AT + BT 2 .
Our analysis of the low-temperature behaviour of Gd3 Au13 Sn4 (performed via entropy
for increased robustness) shows that the magnetic specific heat is linear in temperature,
Cm = A T , up to ≈ 3.4 K. This range extends far above the spin glass theoretical
prediction T << Tf and interestingly it even slightly exceeds Tf .

Application to general frustrated spin systems on icosahedra and
open questions
Now that the measurements for Gd3 Au13 Sn4 have been thoroughly discussed, we return
to interpreting Gd3 Au13 Sn4 as a prototype of a frustrated spin system on an ideal icosahedral cluster, where the only frustration is geometrical – originating from the frustrated
interactions of the spins on the triangular faces on the icosahedra. Experimentally, we
have shown that this type of geometrically frustrated system can be expected to display
ultraslow spin-freezing dynamics and broken ergodicity at low temperatures. Since the
dynamical properties of Gd3 Au13 Sn4 are similar to spin glasses, a slightly bold but still
reasonable guess is that the metastable component of the magnetic state observed in
Gd3 Au13 Sn4 upon rapid cooling is qualitatively similar to the one found in spin glasses.
The ground state (or thermodynamically-equilibrated) state in Gd3 Au13 Sn4 remains an
open question and it is not possible to say from experimental data whether it will be some
very simple magnetically-ordered structure or a more complex one. Realistically, little
additional insight can be expected from additional experiments, since such a frustrated
spin system can arrange into a multitude of near-degenerate states and the superposition
reached upon cooling will not thermally equilibrate within experimentally accessible time
due to broken ergodicity. To clear up the question about the ground state and to gain
a better understanding of our experimental results, in the future our experiments should
be complemented by a theoretical study of the magnetic structure of 12 spins arranged
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on an icosahedral cluster or a study of a whole lattice of icosahedral clusters of spins.
Let us briefly outline the open questions that might appear when linking theoretical
calculations to the experimental results from Gd3 Au13 Sn4 :
1. Should the spins be treated as vector type (three-dimensional) or are Ising spins
(one-dimensional) enough to explain any observed properties?
2. Is the nearest neighbour interaction a direct exchange or is it mediated via the electron conduction cloud (the RKKY / Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida interaction)?
3. The basic building block of Gd3 Au13 Sn4 is the three shell atomic cluster, in which
the second shell is icosahedral and entirely composed of Gd atoms. The interaction
of two neighbouring Gd atoms on the same icosahedron seems straightforward, as
there are no atoms directly in between them. Interestingly, this Gd-Gd distance
between atoms on the same cluster is virtually identical to nearest-neighbour distance between two Gd atoms belonging to different clusters, although these are
separated by two shells of 30 Au atoms (one shell on each cluster). Since direct contact between two nearest-neighbour Gd atoms on different clusters is not obvious,
the open question is: Must this interaction be taken into account (and in what way)
to properly describe the experimental results?
4. Finally, the remaining disorder in Gd3 Au13 Sn4 should be addressed. While there
is no structural or chemical (substitutional) disorder and the atomic sites are fully
occupied on the second (Gd12 icosahedron) and third shell (Au30 icosidodecahedron)
of the basic cluster unit, there is still disorder on the inner shell and glue atom
sites. In the innermost shell, the (Sn, Au)20 dodecahedron, there is some Sn ↔ Au
substitution and partial occupancy on the Sn(2), Au(1) and Au(5) sites. The glue
atoms are all Sn but not fully occupied. This disorder could potentially introduce
randomness into the Gd-Gd spin-spin interactions and it is known that spin-glass
behaviour has been observed in systems with severe bond-randomness [183]. In the
case of Gd3 Au13 Sn4 , no definite statement about the interaction randomness can be
made, but since the disorder is mainly concentrated on the innermost shell, which
does not contain any Gd atoms, one can expect its effect to be of minor importance.
To conclude, we briefly mention three published theoretical studies about spins on
icosahedral clusters. By taking advantage of the permutational and spin-inversion symmetries Ref. [194] performs a full diagonalization of the Heisenberg model on an icosahedral cluster for spins of size Si = 1/2 and Si = 1. The magnetic specific heat and a
magnetization response are also calculated for these cases, but cannot be compared to our
Gd3 Au13 Sn4 experiments since Gd3+ atoms have Si = 7/2. While publications Ref. [195]
and Ref. [196] deal with the analysis of the magnetic properties of icosahedral clusters for
larger Si (via Lanczos diagonalization and analytical means), it does not seem that their
results can be directly applied to our experiments due to most calculations being done
under the assumption T = 0.
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Chapter 6
Concluding discussion
6.1

Overview of the results and their relevance

Chapter 3 reports on Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 , the first high-entropy alloy superconductor.
XRD and SEM analyses give the composition Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 (atomic %) and tell
us the material is polygrain with grain sizes 200–300 µm and crystallizes in an average
bcc lattice with lattice parameter a = 3.36(2) Å. Once the first measurements showed
superconductive behaviour, the usual approach of cutting more appropriate pieces for resistivity and specific heat measurements was abandoned and all the measurements were
performed on the same chunk of material with the intent of producing irrefutable results.
Resistivity measurements on Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 exhibit the drop in resistivity typical of
superconductors. The magnetic susceptibility and the magnetization M (H) curve show
the full Meissner effect through a value or slope of −1, respectively. The shape of the
M (H) curve indicates a type II superconductor. The specific heat C(T ) measurements
exhibit peaks corresponding to the normal to mixed state transition. A phase diagram
was constructed with values of the upper critical field from specific heat measurements
and lower critical field from minima in M (H) curves. The superconductor is characterized
by a transition temperature TC = 7.27 K, an upper critical field µ0 Hc2 = 8.15 T and a
lower critical field µ0 Hc1 ≈ 35 mT. Further analysis of C(T ) classifies the behaviour of
Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 as BCS-type in the weak electron-phonon coupling limit. Due to
disorder it is a ”dirty” superconductor. Vegard’s rule works for the lattice parameter indicating completely random mixing of the constituent elements, it also works surprisingly
well for the Debye temperature but doesn’t work for the electronic degrees of freedom.
The relevance of this chapter stems mainly from the discovery of the first superconducting high-entropy alloy. Firstly, it presents a big non-incremental addition to the physical
properties of HEAs. Secondly, the publication [79] on which Chapter 3 is based was featured in Physical Review Letters as an Editor’s Suggestion, so it can be argued that it
represents a relevant addition to Physics in general. My best guess at summarizing where
its general relevance is: ”first superconductor discovered in material where five metals are
randomly arranged on a bcc lattice so there is lots of substitutional disorder and it’s a nice
superconductor”. The PRL publication (from September 2014) was cited 36 times according to Google Scholar, 20 times according to Web of Science and 23 times according to
SCOPUS. It has also attracted two groups to invest time in studying and publishing about
superconductivity in Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEAs [50,81]. Thirdly, while the superconductive
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properties of Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 are not something amazing perhaps there is some niche
application where it might be interesting in combination with the physical properties –
the sample is well abrasion/wear resistant as we learned during sample polishing. Finally,
basic physics questions are opened by the discovery of Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 , e.g. what is
the mechanism behind superconductivity and what do the phonons look like?
In Chapter 4 further samples from the Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti system were collected so that
there were four samples altogether, representing different compositions (equi- and offequimolar), number of components (4 and 5) and different thermal treatments (annealed
or not). By low-temperature specific heat measurements it was shown that all the samples
are superconducting in the entirety of their volumes, which shows that the presence of
superconductivity is a ubiquitous phenomenon in Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEAs and does not
depend on details of the nanostructure. To completely understand all the properties –
the XRD spectra and the shapes of the specific heat curves – the nanostructure, whether
a disordered solid solution or a partially ordered with short-range atomic clusters, needs
to be taken into account. First a qualitative analysis was performed via the mixing pair
enthalpies and it reproduced the clusters rich in Zr&Hf and the matrix rich in Ta&Nb.
Then the disorder in the annealed samples was explained via a ratio Tan ∆Smix /∆Hmix
that represents the relative power of the disordering compared to the ordering forces.
For the two solid solutions results were compared to the predictions by the McMillan
model. The relevance of this chapter is due to: a) Superconductivity has been shown to
be robust, which means that it will appear in HEAs produced by different preparation
methods and irrespective of the thermal treatment. This implies that the search for
more HEA superconductors can proceed by just collecting HEA samples, regardless of
what they were meant for, and just measuring low-temperature resistivities. Also, this
means that if HEA superconductivity is intended for a current-carrying application, the
mechanical properties can be optimised without completely ruining the superconductivity.
b) We have shown that the HEA nanostructure influences details of the superconductivity
and similar effects may be expected for other electronic properties. The parameters that
influence the micro- and nanostructure (number of elements, composition, radii, annealing
history) may thus be expected to indirectly show up in electronic properties.
In the follow-up section to Chapter 3 (Section 3.9) I reported on an attempt at a
simple DFT calculation with the full-potential code Wien2k. A 4×4×4 supercell with a
completely random arrangement of atoms and fixed lattice constant was used. Since from
XRD only the average structure is known, all the atomic positions must be relaxed, which
combined with the randomness leads to a long calculation. A graph of the interatomic
distances was presented and analysed – the average behaviour is that the atoms move
so that the larger atoms Hf and Zr gain space at the expense of the smaller ones, but
due to the disorder deviations from this behaviour can be found. The only relevance of
this follow-up is showing that HEA calculations with relaxation of atomic positions can
be also performed with codes that implement the FLAPW basis, for example Wien2k.
Without having some idea about the local arrangement of atoms prior to the calculation,
this approach is not credible and does not seem worth pursuing further.
The calculation of the correction factors for current inhomogeneity in resisitvity measurements in Section 3.3 has little consequence for the physics of this PhD. My interest
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for shortly exploring this was mainly to have in the future a simple tool to check if a
resistivity experiment needs a redesign due to geometric factors.
Chapter 5 has reported on the magnetism of the Gd3 Au13 Sn4 quasicrystalline approximant. Gd3 Au13 Sn4 has a very specific magnetic structure – the relevant magnetic moments
are the well-localized f magnetic moments of the gadolinium atoms, which are only placed
on a completely ordered lattice composed of non-overlapping icosahedra and coupled by
an antiferromagnetic interaction (between nearest neighbours) – which is unlike that of
other quasicrystalline approximants and quasicrystals. In the latter structures, there is
always some disorder on the magnetic lattice (e.g. sites not fully occupied, substitutional
disorder) or the magnetic moments are not sufficiently localized or the magnetic atoms
appear in too many atomic positions, so the structure cannot realize pure geometrical frustration and the magnetism is typically reported as spin-glass-like. In Gd3 Au13 Sn4 on the
other hand, all the spins appear at vertices of almost-perfect icoshaedra and the frustration
arrises through a coupling along the sides of the faces of the icoshahedron, which are equilateral triangles. An antiferromagnetic interaction of spins solely positioned on equilateral
triangles indicates that Gd3 Au13 Sn4 is a prototype of a purely geometrically frustrated
spin system. Low-field susceptibility and ac susceptibility measurements indicate a transition to a non-ergodic state below a spin-freezing temperature of ≈ 2.8 K. The shape
of the field-cooled susceptibility, χf c , indicates that we are not dealing with simple spinglass-like behaviour but a more complicated superposition composed of: a) a metastable
state with randomly-frozen spins and gradual (in temperature) spin-freezing dynamics,
b) an AFM-like ordered state with a sharp (in temperature) phase transition. The disordered component of the superposition results in the ultraslow dynamics of our nonergodic system, which is probed through the dynamical measurements (ac susceptibilty,
thermoremanent magnetization and memory effect) and is destroyed by the application
of a small (1 kOe) field. Most of the dynamical behaviour of the disordered component is
spin-glass-like. Since the disordered component cannot be removed in experiments, very
little can be said about the ordered component. This chapter is mostly relevant in two
contexts: a) Gd3 Au13 Sn4 is a a realization of a system of geometrically frustrated spins
on an icosahedron and can be studied as a prototype of such a system to learn about
pure geometrically frustrated systems. b) More importantly, it gives additional information about the frustrated magnetism of complex intermetallics (quasicrystals and complex
metallic alloys) by describing a situation that is qualitatively different to the usual one.
Since there is no disorder on the magnetic sublattice of Gd3 Au13 Sn4 and the magnetic
moments are well localized, Gd3 Au13 Sn4 can teach us that spin-freezing transitions and
non-ergodic regimes would result from the icosahedral clusters of complex intermetallics
on quasicrystalline lattices even in more ideal circumstances. Note that the χf c behaviour
in Gd3 Au13 Sn4 is qualitatively different to the one in typical spin glasses – so perhaps in
very slightly disordered complex intermetallic systems besides spin-glass-like behaviour
traces of geometrically frustrated behaviour may also be observable.

6.2

A comparison – as far as it can be performed

One of the very first observations at the outset of this PhD was that very little information
about the physical properties of HEAs was available. A reasonable choice at that time
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was to include another group so that some comparisons could be performed. Standard
alloys are not particularly interesting in this aspect, as they differ too much in composition
– they are located at the borders of multidimensional phase diagrams and high-entropy
alloys are at the centers – so extreme extrapolation would be needed. That leaves three
groups of alloys containing multiple principal elements: simple intermetallics, complex
intermetallics and bulk metallic glasses. For all three groups positive arguments can be
made, but as I have already stated in the introduction, the choice in my case was largely
based on the availability of the Gd3 Au13 Sn4 sample.
For complex intermetallics the upsides are: a) They can be composed from multiple
elements that fulfil the criterion for principal elements – or at least its lower limit – per the
HEA definition. For example, Gd14.2 Au63.1 Sn22.7 (our Gd3 Au13 Sn4 sample) is composed
of three such elements. b) Chemical (substitutional) disorder is present in them like in
HEAs. c) The subgroup of complex metallic alloys has the additional advantage that
discrete translational symmetry is present in them, similarly to HEAs having an average
discrete translational symmetry. This may be considered an advantage as opposed to bulk
metallic glasses where there is no more periodicity.
Another argument has come up during our group discussions. Since to get a reasonable
calculation with standard periodic DFT codes (as I am doing with Wien2k in Section 3.9)
one should increase the unit cell as far as possible and ideally to infinity, HEAs are a
limiting case of gigantic unit cells. Since giant unit cells are the main property of complex
metallic alloys, HEAs are a limiting case of CMAs. While amusing, this argument should
not be taken too seriously, as by the same argument one can ”prove” that all systems that
contain some disorder – bulk metallic glasses, simple intermetallics with disorder, even
standard alloys like stainless steel – are limiting cases of CMAs. An attempt at a serious
version of this argument is: it might be advantageous to study CMAs and HEAs together
since the same theoretical tools and approaches that describe real CMAs (periodic, giant
unit cells) should also be able to describe good periodic (supercell) approximations to
HEAs.
Now that the rationale for choosing complex intermetallics as a benchmark for the
physical properties of high-entropy alloys has been established, let us see if any useful
information can be obtained through comparison. First reports on superconductivity in
quasicrystals date back to the late 1980s, shortly after the discovery of quasicrystals.
For example a TC of 0.41 K was reported in icosahedral Mg3 Zn3 Al2 [197], for icosahedral
single-phase Al52.4 Cu12.6 Mg35 reports give TC = 0.72 K [198], for rapidly-quenched singlephase Al56.1 Cu10.2 Li33.7 a TC of 1.49 K [198]. The topic seems to occasionally reappear
with some extra measurements, e.g. reports of superconductivity in melt-spun ribbons
mostly containing quasicrystalline Ti53 Zr27 Ni20 and Ti45 Zr38 Ni17 with measured critical
temperatures 1.94 K and below 1.4 K [199] in 2002, reports of TC ≈ 0.8 K in I-Al6 Ru in
2003 [200], but superconductivity in QCs is far from a prominent and mature field. There
are to the best of my knowledge even fewer – only two – reports of superconductivity in
complex metallic alloys. The first is the 2007 report of Bauer et al. [201] on β-Al3 Mg2 a
type II superconductor with a transition temperature 0.87 K and an upper critical field
of µ0 Hc2 (0) ≈ 0.14 T. Superconductivity has also been reported in the 1/1 Tsai-type
icosahedral approximants Au64.0 Ge22.0 Yb14.0 and Au63.5 Ge20.5 Yb16.0 with TC s of 0.68 K
and 0.36 K [202] with the authors speculating on an influence of the larger magnetism of
the latter approximant on the superconductive properties.
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Overall, the Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEAs discussed in Chapter 4 are better superconductors
than all the discovered complex intermetallic superconductors in terms of the transition
temperature and the (upper) critical field. In terms of models nothing particularly interesting can be learned from the publications, as all the analysis that exceeds the one
performed by our group on HEAs was borrowed from standard superconductors. Apart
from Ref. [199] the publications have not even one element in common with our HEAs,
stopping further comparison. Ref. [199] does report on Ti53 Zr27 Ni20 and Ti45 Zr38 Ni17
samples that might be interesting for comparison, but since the only superconductivity
work done is proving that the samples are superconductive by resistivity measurements,
we are again stuck with zero relevant comparison.
Up to now, what can be performed of the comparison of superconductive properties
of HEAs and complex intermetallics has been performed. Going through the measurements in Chapters 3 and 4, one quickly sees that this has quite thoroughly exhausted our
measurements. Perhaps one could for a moment consider either the specific heat or the
resistivity above the superconducting transition to be worth of some kind of comparison.
The specific heat above 10 K looks completely standard for any solid-state material, so
although measured, it was not even included in this PhD thesis. The resistivity (see
Figs. 3.5 and 4.3a) besides having a large residual resistivity – which is logical due to
the scattering on the random arrangement of atoms and on the local lattice deformations – exhibits nothing interesting besides linearity above 40 K. A linear contribution to
the resistivity is a known consequence [151] of the scattering of electrons on phonons for
T  θD (with θD the Debye temperature), with the only interesting question why the
linearity stretches so far below θD . Before any comparison to complex intermetallics is
performed, a much more reasonable first step is to learn more about phonons in HEAs.
Slightly above we remarked that there might be a benefit of studying HEAs and
CMAs together since they could both be described by the same theoretical methods able
to handle large periodic cells. This issue might be more complicated than it seems, I will
comment based on experience from Section 3.9. CMAs have large unit cells but some
symmetry is still present, so some DFT codes, e.g. Wien2k, may be expected to benefit in
CMAs compared to HEAs. From X-ray diffraction experiments the structure of CMAs is
in principle completely determined so the minimum calculation is importing the structure
into the DFT code and performing a self-consistent electronic cycle. For HEAs from
X-ray diffraction the average lattice is known (and perhaps some correlations might be
determined), but we do not get a ”free snapshot” of the local atomic arrangement – we
do not know therefore how to arrange the atoms, e.g. randomly or with some local order.
Even if one allows oneself the assumption of completely random mixing, the minimum
calculation expected for many properties may be a structural relaxation, which consists
of many self-consistent electronic cycles. In short, yes, HEAs and CMAs may be handled
by the same codes, but HEAs pose some extra obstacles. These extra obstacles cause
approaches like KKR-CPA, which do not need to deal with particular local arrangements,
to be important in HEAs [14] - examples of physical properties in Refs. [50,64].
All in all, nothing important has been learned from the comparisons. Note that
I might have been slightly unlucky in this sense. As the Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti experiments
turned into superconductivity experiments, their physics relevance increased (and so did
the time needed to perform them) but the likelihood of any useful comparison decreased.
With Gd3 Au13 Sn4 I was again unlucky, since the order is an intrinsic part of its magnetic
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structure and I would have been able to credibly claim its relevance in comparisons (e.g.
to HoDyYGdTb) if it were disordered – as magnetic HEAs are.
While I still believe that comparing different types of metallic systems can be a relevant
way to get extra information, I think further exploring the physical properties of HEAs,
especially the microstructural and nanostructural effects, should have absolute priority.
Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEAs are relatively simple in as-cast or zone-melted form and become
more complicated with thermal annealing. In other HEAs, e.g. AlFeCoCrCuNi [7], where
the pair enthalpies are larger, micro- and nanostructural effects may be present even in
the most ”homogeneous” samples.
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Additional material
A.1

Units in magnetic measurements

Quantity

Symbol

cgs emu / Gaussian

SI units

Magnetic flux density
Magnetic field

B
H

1G
1 Oe

←→
←→

Volume magnetization
Mass magnetization

M
M

1 emu/cm3
1 emu/g

←→
←→

103 A/m
1 Am2 /kg

Volume susceptibility
Mass susceptibility
Molar susceptibility

χ
χ, χρ
χ, χmol

1 = 1 emu/cm3
1 cm3 /g = 1 emu/g
1 cm3 /mol = 1 emu/mol

←→
←→
←→

4π
4π · 10−3 m3 /kg
4π · 10−6 m3 /mol

Demagnetizing factor

N

1

←→

1/4π

10−4 T
A/m

103 /4π

Table A.1: Conversion of units in magnetic measurements [138]. If only magnetic quantities
are described, the unit systems ”cgs emu” and ”Gaussian” are identical. The symbol ←→ is used,
instead of an equals sign, to signal correspondence between units – this was done to emphasize
that conversion does not only mean replacing one type of units in equations with others, as in the
cgs emu and SI systems some equations contain different prefactors. For example in the cgs emu
system the defining relation for H is B = H + 4πM , while in the SI system it is B = µ0 (H + M ).

Note that the definition of susceptibility is the same in the SI and cgs emu systems,
χ = M/H. For a superconductor in which the full Meissner effect is taking place B = 0, so
in cgs emu 0 = H + 4πM and in SI we have 0 = H + M . Inserting these relations between
M and H into the definition of magnetic susceptibility yields a cgs value of χ = −1/4π
and a SI value of χ = −1.
When only magnetism is discussed, cgs emu units are most frequently used. Superconductors are almost exclusively discussed in SI units and so the idea of the full Meissner
effect equaling χ = −1 is so deeply rooted in our intuition that converting Chapters 3 and
4 into cgs emu would be misleading. The best option was not to do any conversions at
all – keep Chapters 3 and 4 in SI, while at the same time keeping Chapter 5 in cgs emu.
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A.2

How the excitation current affects the
measurements of the SC transition temperature
via resistivity

Figure A.1: Effect of excitation current on the superconducting transition temperature measured via resistivity. These particular tests were performed in preparation for the resisivity
measurements on the 4ANN1d sample in Chapter 4.
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Appendix B
Derivation of signal shape for a
second-order gradiometer
While a qualitative understanding of the signal of a second-order gradiometer is enough
to perform measurements, I believe that having the exact formulas written down is even
better. This Appendix will present a short calculation that reproduces the shape of the
gradiometer response to a point magnetic dipole located on the (symmetry) axis of the
gradiometer. To illustrate that the form of the induced signal depends on the sample
shape, the response to a thin rod will also be calculated.

B.1

Signal of a point dipole

Firstly, let us calculate the magnetic flux through a single-loop coil due to a point magnetic
dipole, see Fig. B.1a. We orient our cylindrical coordinate system (ρ, ϕ, z) so that the
z axis is along the (symmetry) axis of the loop. Since our MPMS has a longitudinal
SQUID, the magnetic field is also in the z direction. If we assume that our sample is
paramagnetic, the magnetic moment m = m êz is also along z. We put the origin of
the coordinate system into the center of the sample, to make the vector potential by the
µ0
sample simply A = 4πr
3 m × r. Using some vector calculus (Stokes’ theorem to transform
the integral over the surface of the loop into a line integral along the length of the loop;
and some algebraic manipulation):
Φ=

Z
C

B · dS =

µ0
=
4πr3

I

Z
C

Stokes

(∇ × A) · dS =

I
∂C

A · d` =

µ0 m I
(m êz × r) · (±êϕ d`) = ±
êϕ · (êz × r) d`
4πr3

(B.1)

Next we simplify by reordering and using êϕ × êz = êρ to get êϕ ·(êz × r) = r·(êϕ × êz ) =
r · êρ . The only remaining piece is to notice that r · êρ = R is constant along the loop.
Φ=±

µ0 m I
µ0 m
µ0 mR2
R
d`
=
±
R
·
2πR
=
±
4πr3
4πr3
2 (R2 + Z 2 )3/2

(B.2)

Finally, we are able to write down the formula for the SQUID output voltage as a
function of the sample position Z. This voltage is proportional to the sum of the magnetic
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Figure B.1: Derivation of the signal of a point dipole in a 2nd order gradiometer: a) Coordinate
system used in the derivation of the magnetic flux through a single-loop coil. b) To get the whole
signal for a point-dipole moving through a gradiometer, the contributions of all the loops must
be summed. The loops are at −Z, H − Z and −H − Z heights relative to the sample which is
at height Z from the gradiometer center.

fluxes through the loops (loops are at heights ±H and 0), see Fig. B.1b:


µ0 mR2

µ0 mR2

µ0 mR2



V (Z) ∝  − 
3/2 + 2 · 
3/2 − 
3/2  (B.3)
2
2
2
2
2
2
2 R + (Z − H)
2 R +Z
2 R + (Z + H)
A derivation of the single loopR formula, Eq. (B.2), can also be found in Ref. [203],
where it is performed with direct B · dS integration instead of translating the formula
to use the vector potential A. A quick literature search also provides thorough analyses
of typical measurement problems: the effect of the off-axis displacement and orientation
in second order gradiometers [143,203], sample shape and size effects in second order
gradiometers [143], etc.

B.2

Some remarks

Alternatively the above formula, Eq. (B.3), can be stated generally (and perhaps more
simply) if one does not do the summation over the coils/loops explicitly. To further
simplify, let us denote the position of each coil with Hi and use (±)i to designate the sign
for the orientation of the coils, e.g. + for positively (=counterclockwise) wound coils and
- for negatively (=clockwise) wound coils.
µ0 mR2
i
(Z) = 
Vcoil
3/2
2 R2 + (Z − Hi )2
V (Z) ∝

X
coil i

i
(±)i Vcoil
(Z)

(B.4)
(B.5)

i
Remark 1: If a bit of time is invested into plotting Vcoil
(Z) for different values of R, it
quickly becomes apparent that coils with smaller R produce narrower (in Z) contributions
to V (Z).
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Remark 2: While it seems that the distance between the minima in the SQUID signal
is exactly the distance between the top and bottom coils this is not entirely true. The
i
minimum from the top coil would be exactly at H if there was no overlap of the Vcoil
(Z)
contributions. This would be true if the radii of the coils were small compared to H, but
with the dimensions of the MPMS gradiometer this is not the case and one can expect at
least some shift. To calculate it we start with ∂V∂Z(Z) = 0 and get a non-linear equation:
0= 

Z −H
R2

+ (Z −

H)2

5/2

−2· 

Z
R2

+

Z2

5/2

+

Z +H
R2

+ (Z +

H)2

5/2

(B.6)

For the MPMS gradiometer, which has H:R = 3 : 2, numerically solving the above equation tells us that the minima are located at Z ≈ 1.08H, which is an easily noticeable shift
from the naive expectation Z = H.

B.3

Signal shape for a thin rod

Once the formulas for a point dipole have been derived, it is possible to do a trivial
extension – from point dipole we shall move on to a infinitely thin paramagnetic rod
placed on the axis of the gradiometer, see Fig. B.2. We start by observing that the
signal produced by two point dipoles is the sum of two terms of the form as described by
Eq. (B.3) or Eq. (B.5) with the appropriate Z value inserted into each term. In a similar
manner our thin paramagnetic rod can be chopped up into a line of point dipoles and
their contributions to the signal are summed up (integrated). The integral goes from the
bottom end of the rod, Z0 − L/2, to the top end of the rod, at Z0 + L/2, and the magnetic
so that the total magnetic moment of the rod is equal to
moment of each chunk is m · dZ
L
m (independent of its length).

Figure B.2: Derivation of the signal of a thin rod on the symmetry axis of a 2nd order
gradiometer. The center of the rod is at Z0 and the ends are at Z0 ± L2 .
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V (Z0 ) = k ·

X
coil i

(±)i

Z Z0 +L/2 "
mdZ
Z0 −L/2

L

·

µ0 R 2
2 (R2 + (Z − Hi )2 )3/2

#

=

(B.7)

 Z0 +L/2



µ0 m X
Z − Hi

=k·
(±)i  q
2
2
2L coil i
R + (Z − Hi )

(B.8)
Z0 −L/2

This equation is similar in form to Eq. (B.5) and only slightly more complicated – thus
the claim of pursuing a trivial extension. This gradiometer response to a thin rod has
already been plotted in Fig. 2.3a so it will not be replotted here.
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Calculation of the magnetic field
around a superconductive sphere
Section 2.1.3 discussed the importance of correcting for the stray and demagnetizing
fields of strongly magnetic and superconductive samples in magnetic measurements. This
appendix aims to illustrate that discussion for the case of superconductors by calculating
the field around a superconductive sphere of radius R.
We will assume that we are either sufficiently below the critical field Hc in a type I
superconductor or sufficiently below the lower critical field Hc1 in a type II superconductor,
so that the Meissner effect takes place throughout the volume of the sphere. Let us also
assume a homogeneous applied field Happl . The origin of the coordinate system will
be placed at the center of the sphere-shaped sample with the z axis pointing along the
applied field Happl .

Figure C.1: Coordinate system for the calculation of the magnetic field around a superconducting sphere

C.1

The scalar magnetic potential

First the use of the scalar magnetic potential for the calculation needs to be briefly
justified [144]. Since there are no currents in the area around the sphere, Ampère’s law
reduces to ∇×H = 0. For an irrotational field, such as H, one can find a scalar potential
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such that its gradient equals this irrotational field. In the case of H this potential is called
the ”magnetic scalar potential”:
H = −∇ϕm
(C.1)
From ∇ · B = 0, one obtains −∇ · H = ∇ · M . Inserting H = −∇ϕm gives Poission’s
equation for the scalar potential, ∇2 ϕm = ∇ · M .
Since there is no medium in the space around the sphere, Poisson’s equation reduces
to Laplace’s:
∇2 ϕm = 0
(C.2)

C.2

Eliminating the applied field from Laplace’s
equation

The total field is the sum of the applied and the stray field, H = Happl +h. The magnetic
potential can be split in a similar manner, into a part due to the applied field and a part
φ due to the stray field.
ϕm = Happl z + φ

−∇ϕm = −∇(Happl z) −∇φ

⇒

| {z }

H

|

{z

Happl

(C.3)

} | {z }

h

If this split form is inserted into Laplace’s equation for ϕm , one obtains a Laplace’s
equation for the stray part of the magnetic potential φ:
∇2 φ = 0

C.3

(C.4)

Solving Laplace’s equation

Since our problem has azimuthal symmetry (rotational symmetry around the z axis), the
general solution to Laplace’s equation is [204] (Pl are the Legendre polynomials):
φ=

∞
X

Al rl Pl (cos θ) +

l=0

∞
X

Bl r−(l+1) Pl (cos θ)

(C.5)

l=0

The coefficients Al and Bl are determined by the boundary conditions of the problem.
Going further and further from the superconductive sphere, the stray field is smaller and
smaller. This gives the boundary condition at infinity, r → ∞ to be h → 0. Remembering
∂f
1
that the gradient in spherical coordinates is ∇f = ∂f
ê + 1r ∂f
ê + r sin
ê ,
∂r r
∂θ θ
θ ∂ϕ ϕ
h = −∇φ = −

∞
X
l=1

Al l · r

l−1

Pl (cos θ) +

∞
X

!

Bl [−(l + 1)]r

−(l+2)

Pl (cos θ) êr + . . . (C.6)

l=0

To prevent the êr component of h from diverging as r → ∞, one must have Al = 0
for l ≥ 2. The Bl coefficients do not cause any problems for the boundary condition at
infinity. If one concentrates on θ = 0, it is easy to see that a non-zero A1 coefficient would
cause a constant stray field −A1 êr even far from the sample. Therefore one also needs
A1 = 0.
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C.4. Analysis of the result

Inside the sphere the magnetic flux density is zero, Bin = 0. Due to Maxwell’s equation
B · dS = 0, the normal component of the magnetic field density is continuous1 at the
interface of two materials [144] and so the normal component of magnetic flux density
outside must also be zero, Bn = 0. Since we are in free space, this means Hn = 0.
Furthermore since the interface is of spherical shape, the normal component is exactly
the radial or êr component.
H

Hn =0
Happl · êr + −

∂φ
∂r

(C.7)

!

=0

(C.8)

r=R

Happl cos θ = +

∞
X

Bl [−(l + 1)]r−(l+2) Pl (cos θ)

(C.9)

l=0

Since cos θ = P1 (cos θ) and the Legendre polynomials are a full basis on cos θ ∈ [−1, 1],
we must have Bl = 0 for l 6= 0 and Happl = −B1 R23 . This gives:
φ = A0 −

1 Happl R3
cos θ
2
r2

(C.10)

And finally the general equation for the magnetic field in the whole space around the
sphere [146]:
!
1 Happl R3
H = Happl + ∇
cos θ
(C.11)
2
r2

C.4

Analysis of the result

The result from Eq. (C.11) can be separated into the spherical components by evaluating
the gradient in spherical coordinates and also transforming the applied field2 :
R3
1 R3
1 − 3 cos θ · êr − Happl 1 +
sin θ · êθ
r
2 r3
!

H = Happl

!

(C.12)

Evaluating at the surface of the sphere, r = R, there is no radial component, just as
required. A tangential component remains:
H

r=R

3
= − Happl sin θ · êθ
2

(C.13)

From θ = 42° to θ = 138°, the field H at the surface of the sphere exceeds the applied
field Happl [146]. At the equator the field exceeds the applied field by half, H = 32 Happl ,
exactly as determined in Section 2.1.3 by the use of demagnetizing factors.
equator:

π
H r=R, θ=
2




3
= Happl
2

(C.14)

In the form of formulas this is written as B1,⊥ = B2,⊥ , as B1,n = B2,n or as (B1 − B2 ) · n = 0.
Note that since the applied field points in the +z direction, a minus sign is needed, Happl =
Happl cos θ · êr − Happl sin θ · êθ .
1

2
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Comment: To draw the magnetic field lines as in Fig. 2.3b, it is better to not evaluate
the gradient from Eq. (C.11) in spherical coordinates as in the preceding analysis, but to
stick to Cartesian coordinates. Since the plane goes through the center of the sphere, the
problem can be reduced to just two coordinates, for example x and z. For Fig. 2.3b the
derivatives were calculated and then the plot was drawn as a StreamPlot in Mathematica.
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Appendix D
Two-tau model formulas
Let us start with the system of equations for the two-tau model from Section 2.3.4:
dTp
= +Kg Ts (t) − Tp (t) − Kw Tp (t) − Tb + P (t)
dt


dTs
Cs
= −Kg Ts (t) − Tp (t)
dt








Cp

The platform and sample heat capacities have been relabelled to Cp and Cs . As remarked
before, we are dealing with a system of two coupled ordinary differential equations. The
independent variable is the experimental time t and the dependent ones are the platform
and sample temperatures, Tp and Ts . Note: this appendix will use the decay constants
λ1 = −1/τ1 and λ2 = −1/τ2 , instead of the time constants, making the equations shorter.

D.1

Matrix form of the equations

We will analyze the system in matrix form:
"

#



− KCwp −

d Tp
=
dt Ts
|

Kg
Cs

Kg
Cp



" #
Kg
Tp
Cp 
Kg ·
Ts
− Cs

{z

}

A

+

" P +K T #
w b
Cp

0

|

{z

b

(D.1)

}

In the completely general case both the matrix A and vector b would be temperaturedependent, mostly through Cs (esp. in the proximity of phase transitions) and perhaps
also slightly through Cp , Kw or Kg . In this case numerical integration of the system would
be needed.
The analysis in the PPMS Heat Capacity option operates under the simplifying assumption that the heat capacities (and the couplings Kw and Kg ) are constant during the
temperature pulse, which effectively means that the matrix A is constant. Furthermore,
since the heater in PPMS heat capacity measurements is either fully on or fully off, P
is constant in both the heating and cooling phase of the pulse and therefore the vector
b is piecewise-constant. In this simplified case, the problem for the heating phase of the
pulse (or equivalently the cooling phase) reduces to a much simpler problem of solving
the system dtd f = A · f + b with constant coefficients.
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Solving dtd f = A · f + b (with constant A and b) is going to be performed following
the standard method of solving ordinary differential equations. First we will solve the
homogeneous system dtd fh = A · fh to obtain the homogeneous part fh parametrized with
two unknowns. Then we will obtain one particular solution of dtd fp = A · fp + b and write
the general solution as f = fh + fp .

D.2

Homogeneous part: eigenvalues


"

#

| {z }

|

fh



Kg
Cp

− Kw −
d Tp
=  CpKg
dt Ts
Cs

" #
Kg
Tp
Cp 
Kg ·
Ts
− Cs
| {z }

{z

}

A

(D.2)

fh

The above is a “matrix” differential equation of the type dtd x = A · x and can be solved
fairly easily even without referring to notes from calculus classes. For a moment, let’s
assume that at t = 0 the solution x is one of the eigenvectors of A, which we denote
v1 . Since at t = 0 then Av1 = λ1 v1 , the “matrix” differential equation simplifies to
d
x = λ1 v1 , which means that an instant later, at time ∆t, our solution is x(t=∆t) =
dt
x(0)+λ1 ∆t v1 = (1+λ1 ∆t)v1 . Since the same argument can be used to advance from ∆t
to 2∆t and from 2∆t to 3∆t, etc. it becomes apparent that the eigenvector is a ”privileged
solution” of the matrix differential equation, which only gets stretched or contracted but
never skewed. This means that for our case of x(0) = v1 , it will always be possible to
simplify A · x(t) = λ1 x(t), which gives a greatly simplified form of the matrix differential
equations dtd x = A · x ⇒ dtd x(t) = λ1 x(t). The complete solution can then be obtained
via integration to be x(t) = v1 eλ1 t . The general case, where the starting solution is not
a single eigenvector, can be written as a linear combination of single-eigenvector terms1 :
"

T
fh = p
Ts

#

= A1 v1 eλ1 t + A2 v2 eλ2 t

(D.3)

h

To find the eigenvalues λ1 and λ2 we set:


− KCwp −

det 
Thus:

Kg
Cp

Kg
Cp
g
−K
−
Cs

−λ

Kg
Cs

Kw Kg Kg
λ +λ
+
+
Cp
Cp
Cs
2

!



λ



=0

Kw Kg
+
·
Cp Cs

(D.4)

!

=0

(D.5)

The solution is:
λ1,2 =

−



Kw
Cp

+

Kg
Cp

+

Kg
Cs



±

r

Kw
Cp

+

Kg
Cp

+


Kg 2
Cs

− 4 KCwp ·

Kg
Cs

2

(D.6)

If we now define
Kw
Kg
Kg
α=
+
+
2Cp 2Cp 2Cs

and

β=

v
u
1u
t

2

Kw K g Kg
+
+
Cp
Cp
Cs

!2

−4

Kw Kg
·
Cp Cs

(D.7)

To avoid confusion: The general solution needs to include two unknown parameters that are only
determined through initial or boundary conditions. I have opted for fixing the ”scale” of the eigenvectors
and including the parameters as two explicit scalar factors.
1
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we have (ignoring the change of ± to ∓)
λ1,2 = −(α ± β)

(D.8)

While not explicitly stated in the QD manuals, their derivation obviously uses e−t/τ , so
that we have λ = −1/τ , which gives:
τ1,2 =

1
α±β

(D.9)

The only thing that still needs to be checked is whether our β is the same as QD’s.
β=

v
u
1u
t

2

Kw K g Kg
+
+
Cp
Cp
Cs

!2

−4

Kw Kg
·
=
Cp Cs

v
u
u
t 2 2
C C

(D.10)

!2

Kw Kg Kg
Kw Kg
1
+
+
− 4Cp2 Cs2
·
=
=
p s
2Cp Cs
Cp
Cp
Cs
Cp Cs
1 q
=
(Kw Cs + Kg Cs + Kg Cp )2 − 4Cp Cs Kw Kg =
2Cp Cs
1 q 2 2
=
Kg Cs + 2Kg2 Cs Cp + Kg2 Cp2 + Kw2 Cs2 + 2Kg Kw Cs2 −2Cp Cs Kw Kg
2Cp Cs

(D.11)
(D.12)
(D.13)

The H1 revision of the QD Heat capacity manual, which was shipped together with our
machine (and corresponds to the version of the software we actually use) contains a
mistake, which is marked in red. In the current (2016) revision, describing the newest
software version, this mistake is fixed.

D.3

Homogeneous part: eigenvectors

Writing down the whole general solution to a system of differential equations is not possible
just with knowledge of the eigenvalues, the eigenvectors must also be known. Luckily, in
the case of the two tau model the system is 2×2 and the usually daunting task becomes
easy. Let us start with a 2×2 matrix in a general form (coefficients P , Q, . . . ) and assume
that we have found the eigenvalue λ. To obtain the corresponding eigenvector v one needs
to solve:
"
# "
#
P −λ
Q
v (1)
· (2) = 0
(D.14)
R
S−λ
v
Reading the first line, (P − λ)v (1) + Qv (2) = 0, provides a relationship2 between v (1) and
v (2) . Since there is freedom in the scale of the eigenvector, let us choose v (1) = 1.
v (1)
v = (2) =
v
"

#

"

1

#

(D.15)

λ−P
Q

Moving from the general case to the case of the two tau model:
"

v1,2 =

Cp
Kg

1
λ1,2 +

#
Kw
Kg

+1

(D.16)

We will implicitly assume Q 6= 0 since Q = Kg /Cp and the coupling Kq of the grease is not zero. A
truly general search for an eigenvector of a 2×2 matrix would also have to take this into account.
2
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D.4

Finding a particular solution

While from a strictly mathematical point of view any particular solution to Eq. (D.1)
would do, the steady-state solution is an appealing choice in heat transfer problems.


0=



 "

Kg
Cp

− KCwp −
Kg
Cs

Kg
Cp 
g
−K
Cs

#

T
· p +
Ts

" P +K T #
w b

(D.17)

Cp

0

Taking into account that the bottom line of this matrix system gives Tp = Ts , the upper
w Tb
one reads − KCwp Tp + P +K
= 0 giving a very simple particular solution:
Cp
"

T
fp = p
Ts

D.5

#

Tb +
=
Tb +
"

p

P
Kw
P
Kw

#

(D.18)

General solution at constant heater power
(for either the first or second phase of the pulse)

In the preceding three sections all the required pieces (the homogeneous part and the particular solution) have prepared. Finally, we can assemble the whole solution of Eq. (D.1)
in the most general form:
"

#

Tp
= A1
Ts

with λ1,2

"

1
eλ1 t + A2
w
λ1 + K
+1
Kg
#

Cp
Kg

1
=−
2

Kw Kg Kg
+
+
Cp
Cp
Cs

!

±

"

1
Tb + KPw
λ2 t
e +
w
λ2 + K
+1
Tb + KPw
Kg
#

Cp
Kg

v
u
u1
t

"

Kw Kg Kg
+
+
Cp
Cp
Cs

4

!2

−

#

Kw Kg
·
Cp Cs

(D.19)

(D.20)

Since λ1 and λ2 could be directly inserted, this is basically just one matrix equation which
describes the temporal evolution of Tp and Ts . There are eight parameters in it, namely
A1 , A2 , Cp , Cs , Kw , Kg , P and Tb .
If just the dependence of the platform temperature is desired (e.g. for a simple fit or
analysis), just the upper row is needed. It is simply:
Tp = A1 e

λ1 t

D.6

+ A2 e

λ2 t

P
+ Tb +
Kw




(D.21)

The whole pulse – putting everything together

If one wants to fit the whole pulse, one needs two copies of Eq. (D.19), one for t ≤ τ
where P = P0 and one for t ≥ τ where P = 0. Since the second copy needs different
labels for the unknown parameters, let us have B1 and B2 instead of A1 and A2 .
Continuity of the temperatures at t = τ will make it possible to express B1 and B2
with A1 and A2 . Assuming that at the beginning, at t = 0, we have the calorimeter
thermalized, Tp = Ts = Tb enables us to eliminate A1 and A2 .
We are left with six parameters, Cp , Cs , Kw , Kg , P0 and Tb . Since we know Cp from
the addenda measurement and the heater power P0 can be measured very accurately, the
pulse shape contains four unknowns which must be fitted for: Cs , Kw , Kg and Tb .
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My personal attempt at the final equation with everything inserted:

"
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(D.22)

· (1 − e−λ1 τ ) ·
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1+ K p λ2
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λ1 −λ2
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For the fit of the platform temperature one could use for example (again λ1,2 needs to be inserted):










 1 + Cp λ2
 1 + Cp λ1
P0 
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−λ1 τ
λ1 t
−λ2 τ
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· 1−e
· θ(t−τ ) ·
e −
· 1−e
· θ(t−τ ) ·
e + Tb +
· 1 − θ(t−τ ) (D.24)
Tp =
Cp
λ1 − λ2
Cp
λ1 − λ2
Kw

D.6. The whole pulse – putting everything together

Comment: A shorter version of the above can be obtained if the Heaviside step function θ(x) is used to unite the cases t ≤ τ and
t ≥ τ . The Heaviside function is zero for x ≤ 0 and equal to 1 for x ≥ 0.
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Chapter S
Razširjeni povzetek v slovenskem
jeziku (Extended Slovenian abstract)
Kot decimalno ločilo v tem povzetku je uporabljena pika. To je smiselno, ker bo bralec
grafe in tabele iskal v angleškem delu in bi ob rabi vejice lahko prihajalo do zmede.

S.1

Uvod

Razvoj kovinskih zlitin je skozi vso zgodovino civilizacije temeljil na pristopu enega glavnega elementa (t.i. matrice), ki se mu v majhnih količinah doda druge elemente za izboljšanje lastnosti. Do 70. let prejšnjega stoletja je bilo razvitih približno 30 takšnih sistemov
[1] (med drugim jekla, nikljeve, bakrove in titanove zlitine) in je razvoj dosegel stopnjo
visoke zrelosti. Od približno takrat poteka tudi razvoj zlitin z več glavnimi elementi: enostavnih medkovinskih spojin, kvazikristalov, ki so urejeni, a ne periodični [3], kompleksnih
kovinskih spojin z gigantskimi osnovnimi celicami [2] ter kovinskih stekel s popolnoma neurejeno strukturo [4]. V zadnjih letih pa je postala popularna nova strategija za razvoj
zlitin, tako imenovan koncept visokoentropijskih zlitin, angl. high-entropy alloys, HEAs
[5,6], po kateri pripravimo zlitine z več glavnimi elementi (5 do 13) v ekvimolarnih ali
skoraj ekvimolarnih razmerjih. V teh zlitinah visoka entropija mešanja stabilizira neurejene trdne raztopine na enostavnih kristalnih mrežah, npr. ploskovno ali telesno centrirani
kubični. Nova strategija za razvoj zlitin pomeni raziskovanje še neodkritih zlitin, s tem
pa se hkrati tudi fizika kovinskih materialov odpravlja na popotovanje v neraziskano.
Namen mojega doktorskega dela je bil raziskati fizikalne lastnosti visokoentropijskih
zlitin, o katerih še ni znanega prav veliko, preko eksperimentalnega dela – meritev električne upornosti, magnetizma, specifične toplote, itd. Ker je trenutno znanje o fiziki
visokoentropijskih zlitin precej omejeno, sem tematiko razširil še na kompleksne medkovinske spojine (kvazikristali in kompleksne kovinske spojine), da bi imel na voljo večjo
bazo meritev in modelov za interpretacijo. Kot dodaten cilj sem si zastavil tudi poskus
opisa neurejene kristalne mreže s pomočjo enega od programskih paketov za teorijo gostotnih funkcionalov.

S.1.1

Visokoentropijske zlitine

Koncept visokoentropijskih zlitin
Čeprav prvi poskusi z zlitinami z več glavnimi elementi segajo že v osemnajsto stoletje in
so tudi prvi resnejši poskusi v moderni dobi potekali od približno 1980 naprej, se večkom191
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ponentne zlitine niso pojavljale v znanstvenih revijah do prvih let 21. stoletja [7]. Takrat
so se pojavili prvi članki, ki so analizirali njihove lastnosti ali pa skušali popularizirati
njihovo uporabo [5,7,8,9]. Verjetno najpomembnejši dogodek tega zgodnjega obdobja je
izum koncepta visokoentropijskih zlitin, ki so ga tajvanski raziskovalec Yeh in sodelavci
objavili v letu 2004 [5]. Ta koncept [5,6] bomo na kratko predstavili v nadaljevanju.
Sistem pri konstantni temperaturi in tlaku teži k minimizaciji Gibbsove proste energije1
G = H − T S, kjer je H entalpija, T temperatura in S entropija sistema. Binarne trdne
raztopine – npr. zlato in cink, ki si naključno delita ploskovno centrirano kubično mrežo
pri visokih temperaturah ali pa neurejena faza Cu50 Zn50 [10] – so dobro poznane in znano
je, da pri njih k stabilizaciji prispeva entropija mešanja. Dosežek Yeha in sodelavcev [5] je,
da so pokazali, da pri skoraj ekvimolarnih večkomponentnih mešanicah lahko entropija
pomaga stabilizirati neurejene trdne raztopine na preprostih mrežah, podobno kot to
stori pri binarnih. Večkomponentne mešanice so tako lahko ena sama faza in niso vedno
komplicirane zmesi iz mnogih faz, kot je bilo splošno sprejeto mnenje v zgodnjih letih 21.
stoletja. Glej sliko 1.1 za umetniški prikaz petkomponentne raztopine.
Da bi ocenili možnost stabilizacije faz preko entropijskega mehanizma, izračunamo
razliko Gibbsove proste energije med končno mešanico ter začetnimi enoelementnimi fazami,
∆Gmix = ∆Hmix − T ∆Smix .
(1.1)
Predlog Yeha in sodelavcev [5,6] je, da skušamo ugotoviti, ali je možno načrtovati trdne
raztopine, tako da člen povezan z entropijo v enačbi (1.1) postane dovolj velik, da pride do
stabilizacije. V najosnovnejšem približku, ki ustreza idealnim raztopinam, predpostavimo,
da je mešanje popolnoma naključno in da vsa entropija mešanja prihaja od naključnih
zamenjav atomov med seboj, tako da je entropija mešanja enaka kot v idealnih plinih
[11]:
∆Smix = −R

N
X

ci ln ci

(1.2)

i=1

Vsota poteka po vseh N elementih v raztopini, R je plinska konstanta, ci = ni /n pa
so molski deleži. Yeh et al. [5,6] opozorijo na sledeči možnosti: a) entropija mešanja
v enačbi (1.2) pri fiksnem številu elementov doseže maksimum pri ekvimolarni sestavi
(ci = 1/N ), b) za ekvimolarne raztopine maksimalna entropija mešanja ∆Smix = R ln N
narašča s številom elementov. Glej sliko 1.3 za ilustracijo.
Pri petkomponentni ekvimolarni raztopini dobimo ∆Smix = R ln 5 = 13.4 J/molK, kar
da za temperaturo tališča okoli 2000 K entropijski člen v enačbi (1.2) velikosti T ∆Smix =
27 kJ/mol. To je dovolj za stabilizacijo (preko entropije) neurejenih preprostih trdnih
raztopin s preprosto kristalno mrežo, npr. bcc ali fcc, napram urejenim medkovinskim
spojinam, tako enostavnim kot kompleksnim. Da bi dovolila nekoliko več prostosti pri
načrtovanju zlitin, definicija visokoentropijskih zlitin ne predpostavi ekvimolarne sestave.
Definicija: Visokoentropijska zlitina, angl. high-entropy alloy ali HEA je zlitina, ki
vsebuje 5 ali več glavnih elementov, katerih atomske koncentracije so med 5 in 35%.
Dodatno so lahko prisotni manjšinski elementi v koncentracijah pod 5 at.% [5,6,7].
Tipična variacija definicije, ki jo spoštuje tudi ta doktorat, je znižanje spodnje meje
števila glavnih elementov na 4, tako da sta HEA-ja npr. tudi TaNbMoW [13] in TaNbHfZr
Tudi Gibbsov termodinamični potencial ali prosta entalpija. Podobno je več izrazov na voljo tudi v
angleščini, Gibbs free energy, Gibbs function ali free enthalpy.
1
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[12] (vzorec 4ANN1d iz poglavja 4).
Koncept visokoentropijskih zlitin deluje, kar dokazujejo mnogi primeri večkomponentnih trdnih raztopin na enostavnih kristalnih mrežah. Najpogostejše so zlitine s telesno
centrirano kubično (bcc) ali ploskovno centrirano kubično (fcc) strukturo. Ena sama bcc
faza nastane v AlCoCrFeNi [15], WNbMoTaV in WNbMoTa [13] ter v TaNbHfZrTi [16].
Ena sama fcc faza pa se pojavi v CoCrCuFeNi [17] in CoCrFeMnNi [8]. Možne so tudi
druge strukture, npr. heksagonalni gosti sklad (hcp) v HoDyYGdTb [19,20]. Poleg ene
same trdne raztopine lahko nastanejo tudi kombinacije več trdnih raztopin ali trdna raztopina plus medkovinske spojine, glej sezname v dodatkih k referencama [7,18]. Morda
je poučen primer CuCoNiCrAlx Fe iz originalne publikacije Yeh et al. [5], v katerem v
odvisnosti od x nastane ena od naslednjih variant: ena sama bcc struktura, kombinacija
bcc+fcc, kombinacija bcc+bcc ali pa ena sama bcc struktura.

Malo bolj realističen opis termodinamike HEA-jev
Dosedanja razprava o visokoentropijskih zlitinah na podlagi enačbe (1.1) se še ni dotaknila
dveh težav: a) čeprav znamo oceniti entropijo mešanja, nimamo modela za oceno entalpije
mešanja ∆Hmix , zaradi česar ne moremo načrtovati zlitin direktno iz sestave, b) entropijski
prispevek k Gibbsovi prosti energiji je le pri temperaturi tališča enak T ∆Smix , z nižanjem
pa se njegov vpliv zmanjšuje, zaradi česar se sistem lahko pretransformira v drugo stanje
do takrat, ko ga ohladimo do sobne temperature.
Obnašanje je najenostavnejše v primeru visokoentropijskih zlitin, ki so idealne raztopine – lahko bi jim rekli idealni HEA-ji – v le-teh so medatomske sile enake med vsemi
pari elementov ter so vsi atomi enako veliki. Zaradi tega je entalpija mešanja enaka nič,
∆Hmix = 0, ter je mešanje popolnoma naključno oziroma enačba (1.2) natančno drži.
Pod temi pogoji je tako Gibbsova prosta energija mešanja enaka Gmix = −T ∆Smix in je
negativna za vse temperature, kar pomeni, da je ena trdna raztopina termodinamsko stabilno stanje za vse temperature. Primer idealnega HEA-ja je heksagonalni HoDyYGdTb
[20].
V regularnih (neidealnih) raztopinah – lahko bi jim rekli regularni HEA-ji – so interakcije med atomi različne, kar se odraža v ne popolnoma naključnem mešanju ter neničelni
entalpiji mešanja, ∆Hmix 6= 0. Dodaten prispevek k entalpiji mešanja pride tudi od različnih velikosti atomov, ki vodi do popačenja kristalne mreže in s tem povezane elastične
energije. Neničelna entropija in entalpija mešanja tekmujeta tako pri visoki temperaturi
kot pri hlajenju vzorca. Ker ni preprostega načina, kako simulirati visokotemperaturno
ravnovesje ter transformacije faz ob hlajenju, je najobičajnejši način, da si pomagamo s
preprostimi empiričnimi parametri.
Zhang in sodelavci [27], ki so skušali poiskati HEA verzijo Hume-Rothery pravil za
stabilizacijo trdnih raztopin, so predlagali, da si za oceno neznanih parametrov sposodimo
dva pristopa s področja amorfnih kovinskih stekel, model Miedeme za regularne mešanice
[28,29,30,31] za ∆Hmix ter parameter za razlike atomskih velikosti δ za elastične napetosti:
∆Hmix = 4

N
X
i=1,j6=i
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δ=

v
uN

uX 
ri 2
t
c 1−
i

i=1

r

(1.13)

ij
Tu so Hmix
parske entalpije mešanja za komponenti i in j, ri atomski radij elementa i
P
in r = i ci ri povprečje radijev upoštevajoč sestavo. Več o empiričnem predvidevanju
stabilnosti je moč najti v referenci [7]. Omenimo le, da je na podlagi razmisleka Zhang et
al. mogoče stabilnost HEA faze predvidevati na podlagi trojice ∆Hmix , ∆Smix in δ [27,32]
ali pa para ∆Hmix in δ [33,34].
Za našo raziskavo o vplivu termičnega popuščanja zgornji kriteriji niso najugodnejši,
ker v njih ne nastopa temperatura in posledično ne moremo vključiti temperature termičnega popuščanja. Primernejši pristop so nam zagotovili Yang in sodelavci [35], ki so
namesto da bi skušali minimizirati Gmix , raje analizirali člene v enačbi (1.1) ter s tem
dobili idejo o približnem obnašanju. Negativna entalpija Hmix pomeni privlačne sile med
elementi in če je dovolj negativna, bodo verjetno nastale medkovinske spojine. Pozitivna
Hmix opisuje odbojne sile med elementi in dovolj pozitivna pomeni veliko verjetnost, da
se ne mešajo med seboj. Če privzamemo, da učinka obeh predznakov podobno efektivno
uničujeta trdne raztopine, je |Hmix | dobro merilo za nasprotovanje nastanku trdne raztopine. Entropijski člen, T ∆Smix , opisuje, kako entropija mešanja znižuje ∆Gmix ter s tem
promovira nered in s tem trdne raztopine. Primeren kriterij za predvidevanje nastanka
trdne raztopine je tako:
T m ∆Smix
(1.14)
Ω=
|Hmix |

Za Hmix uporabimo model Miedeme, enačba (1.12), za temperaturo pa smo vstavili oceno
P
povprečne temperature tališča T m = i ci Tmi , ker večina nastanka faz poteka v bližini
tališča. Ker dodatne energije zaradi popačenja kristalne mreže še nismo upoštevali, bo
δ po enačbi (1.13) nastopal kot dodaten kriterij. S statistično analizo večjega števila
HEA-jev, so Yang in sodelavci [35] določili kriterija za stabilnost, Ω > 1.1 in δ < 6.6%.
Vrnimo se k splošni diskusiji o regularnih HEA-jih. Z zniževanjem temperature entropijski člen T ∆Smix izgublja pomembnost in trdna raztopina kmalu ne predstavlja več
stanja z najnižjo Gibbsovo prosto energijo. V katero smer bo potekala evolucija sistema,
določa entalpija mešanja: pozitivna ∆Hmix vleče v smer razmešavanja elementov in njihove segregacije, negativna ∆Hmix pa v smer nastanka medkovinskih spojin. Počasna
difuzija v HEA-jih [6] ovira fazne spremembe, tako da se trdna raztopina – visokotemperaturno stanje – obdrži tudi pri nizkih temperaturah, a nastanejo majhni kristaliti
medkovinskih spojin ali pa dendriti. Dodatno, kadar ∆Hmix 6= 0, mešanje vsaj v principu ni popolnoma naključno, tako da nastanejo preferenčne ureditve elementov na skali
najbližjih sosedov. Regularen HEA pri sobni temperaturi je tako zamrznjeno metastabilno stanje, katerega lastnosti so lahko odvisne od termične zgodovine. Vsi do sedaj
znani sistemi HEA-jev iz prehodnih elementov, AlCoCrCuFeMnNiTiV, MoNbTaVW in
TaNbHfZrTi [7,14], so vsi regularni HEA-ji.
Lastnosti visokoentropijskih zlitin
”Štirje ključni efekti v HEA-jih” so dokaj standardna napoved [6,7,14], originalno iz Yeh
et al. [6], o tem katere najosnovnejše efekte moramo nujno upoštevati pri analizi HEA-jev:
a) visokoentropijski efekt, visoka entropija povzroči stabilizacijo trdne raztopine, zaradi
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česar nastane bistveno manj faz kot bi jih lahko (po Gibbsovem faznem pravilu), b) močna
deformacija kristalne mreže, vsaka stranica osnovnih celic je drugače deformirana [7], kar
zmanjša električno in toplotno prevodnost ter zmanjšuje višino vrhov v XRD difrakcijskih
spektrih [37], c) počasna difuzija, d) ”efekt koktejla”, HEA je kompozit na atomski skali
tako da ima lahko poleg lastnosti posameznih elementov tudi lastnosti, ki so posledica
medsebojnih interakcij elementov in deformacije mreže [7].
Večina dosedanjih raziskav o HEA-jih se je posvetila povezavi med fazami, mikrostrukturo in mehanskimi lastnostmi [5,6,13,16,38,39,40,41], in je našla nekaj zanimivih
lastnosti [5], npr. visoko trdoto, odlično duktilnost, odpornost mehanskih lastnosti na
visoke temperature.
Raziskave zlitin za visokotemperaturne aplikacije so začeli Senkov et al. [13] v sistemu
W-Nb-Mo-Ta-V in opazili izjemno trdnost na mikroskali, ter kasneje v želji po izboljšanju
lastnosti (manjša gostota, odpornost na oksidacijo) zavili v sistem Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti [16],
kjer so za ekvimolarni bcc TaNbHfZrTi našli zanimive mehanske lastnosti pri sobni temperaturi, spodobno visokotlačno napetost tečenja ter odlično duktilnost (∆L/L > 50%).
Sledila je dolga serija študij o mehanskih lastnostih in mikrostrukturi pri deformaciji pri
sobni ter povišani temperaturi [42,43,44,45,46,47]. Za naše delo o superprevodnosti sta
najpomembnejši kasnejši študiji o mikro- in nanostrukturi v ekvimolarnem TaNbHfZrTi
avtorjev Couzinie et al. [49] in termično obdelanih ekvimolarnih TaNbHfZr Maiti et al.
[12]. Raziskave o superprevodnosti so vzporedna razvojna pot, ki je v Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti
HEA-jih prisotna že od začetka, takoj po publikacijah [16,42].
Električna upornost: V izogib ponavljanju množice podatkov iz podpoglavja 1.3.2,
le na kratko povzemimo v slogu pregleda iz reference [70]: zaradi sipanja elektronov na
neurejeni kristalni mreži lahko pričakujemo, da bodo električne upornosti HEA-jev direktno po sintezi (”as-cast”) med 100 in 220 µWcm, kar je 1 do 2 velikostna reda večje
kot v običajnih kovinah in blizu amorfnim kovinskim steklom. Temperaturni koeficient
upornosti bo približno 1 red velikosti manjši kot v običajnih kovinah in lahko tudi ekstremno majhen. Upornost se v splošnem povečuje s temperaturo, vendar je pri nizkih
temperaturah možno opaziti drugačno obnašanje zaradi Kondo efekta. Za temperaturno
odvisne meritve in fite glej reference [51,52,53,65].
Toplotna prevodnost: Za vrednosti meritev glej podpoglavje 1.3.2. Tukaj le na
kratko povzemimo v slogu pregleda v referenci [70]: toplotne prevodnosti HEA-jev pri
sobni temperaturi so 10–20 W/mK, kar je manjše od čistih kovin in primerljivo z zlitinami z velikimi deleži dodatnih elementov, npr. nikljevimi superzlitinami. Majhnost
prevodnosti pojasnjujemo z deformirano kristalno mrežo in substitucijskim neredom. Dodajmo, da toplotna prevodnost v vseh meritvah narašča s temperaturo [51,65,66,72], kar
je bilo vsaj za nekatera območja [73] pojasnjeno z ekspanzijo osnovne celice ter s tem
povečano prosto potjo. Za NiCoFeCrMn in NiCoFeCrPd je bilo ocenjeno, da je pri nizkih
temperaturah dominanten mrežni prispevek k toplotni prevodnosti, pri sobni temperaturi
pa postaneta elektronski in mrežni prispevek približno enaka [65].
Specifična toplota/Kalorimetrija: Kalorimetrične meritve v HEA-jih so v glavnem
omejene na meritve nad sobno temperaturo, večinoma z diferencialno dinamično kalorimetrijo (angl. DSC ), glej npr. reference [66,75,76,77,78]. Nizkotemperaturne meritve so
omejene na študije superprevodnosti sistema Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti [79,80,81] ter magnetizma
HoDyYGdTb [20]. Teoretični izračuni so bili narejeni v kombinaciji ab initio in kvaziharmoničnega Debye modela [82,83].
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Superprevodnost: Poskusi opisani v poglavju 3 predstavljajo odkritje superprevodnosti v visokoentropijskih zlitinah. Tudi po teh so bile vse raziskave omejene na sistem
Ta-Nb-Ti-Hf-Zr: Jasiewicz et al. so opravili ab initio KKR-CPA izračune [50], von Rohr
et al. [81] so optimizirali temperaturo prehoda v skupini zlitin (TaNb)1−x (HfZrTi)x in
naša skupina je preučevala vpliv termične obdelave, glej poglavje 4.
Magnetizem: V HEA-jih tipično opazimo standarden feromagnetizem ali paramagnetizem [70,84]. Superparamagnetizem je prisoten v vzorcih CoCrCuFeNiTix [85], vendar
je posledica nanogruč v sekundarni amorfni fazi. Termično popuščani Alx CrCoFeNi za
x = 0, 0.25 in 0.75 [52] ter heksagonalni HoDyYGdTb [20] sta spinski stekli, pri čemer
ima slednji zelo bogat fazni diagram (paramagnetizem, feromagnetizem, helikoidalni antiferomagnetizem in spinska stekla). Zaradi primernih mehanskih in magnetnih lastnosti
je bil FeCoNi(AlSi)x [60] predlagan za aplikacije kot mehek magneten material.

S.1.2

Kompleksne medkovinske spojine

Kvazikristali in opis kvazikristalnih struktur
Raziskave kvazikristalov so se začele z objavo Shechtman et al. [86,87] leta 1984, ko so
poročali, da hitro ohlajena zlitina Al6 Mn vsebuje fazo, ki ima diskreten uklonski vzorec in
je torej urejena, vendar ima s periodičnostjo nekompatibilno ikozaedrično simetrijo (šest
5-števnih, deset 3-števnih in petnajst 2-števnih osi). Temu odkritju so kmalu sledila še
druga – aksialni kristali s periodičnostjo v eno smer ter kvaziperiodičnostjo v dve smeri,
npr. dodekagonalni, dekagonalni, ipd. [89,90,91,92]; odkritja termodinamsko stabilnih
kvazikristalov [95,96,97]; ter v 2000 odkritje prvega stabilnega binarnega kvazikristala v
Yb-Cd [98].
Čeprav kvazikristali nimajo prave translacijske in rotacijske simetrije v realnem prostoru, so še vedno urejeni. Šibka translacijska simetrija [103] kvazikristalov pomeni, da
s translacijo ene točke kristalne mreže v drugo sicer ne preslikamo vseh točk mreže v
druge točke kot v periodičnih kristalih, vendar vseeno preslikamo neskončno podmnožico.
Čeprav tudi ni rotacijske simetrije, pa še vedno obstaja orientacijski red – če zberemo vse
vezi med sosednjimi atomi, bomo opazili, da ležijo na fiksni simetrični ”zvezdi” [93].
Preselimo se v recipročni prostor, glej npr. referenci [93,103]. Fourierova transformacija elektronsko gostoto (ali masno gostoto v bolj teoretičnih modelih) prevede v difrakcijski vzorec v recipročnem prostoru. V kvazikristalih [93] je kot v periodičnih kristalih
ta difrakcijski vzorec zopet sestavljen iz ostrih vrhov, katerih pozicije opisuje diskretna
recipročna mreža. Razlika je v tem, da je število linearno neodvisnih vektorjev, potrebnih za opis difrakcijskega vzorca, večje od prostorske dimenzije, npr. za 3D ikozaedrične
kvazikristale je potrebnih šest baznih vektorjev [93,103], ki kažejo vzdolž petštevnih osi
ikozaedra:
K=

6
X

ni a∗i

→ ∝ (h + τ h0 , k + τ k 0 , l + τ l0 )

(1.15)

i=1
√

Skozi ta zapis in iracionalnost razmerja zlatega reza, τ = 1+2 5 lahko uganemo nekaj
lastnosti kvazikristalov [93]: a) recipročna mreža je gosta (ni ”lukenj”), kar pomeni, da
končno število vrhov opazimo zgolj zaradi omejene občutljivosti inštrumentov, b) običajnega uvodnega koraka pri indeksiranju difrakcijskih vzorcev, tj. določanja dimenzije osnovne celice na podlagi minimalnega K ne moremo narediti, ker ta ne obstaja,
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c) kvaziperiodične strukture so si samopodobne po deflaciji ali inflaciji (τ nastopa v skalirnem faktorju), d) ker je število linearno neodvisnih vektorjev večje od dimenzije prostora in ker prepovedane simetrije niso kompatibilne s periodičnostjo v 3D prostoru, se
porodi ideja, da bi morda kvazikristal lahko bolj učinkovito opisali v višjedimenzionalnem
prostoru (angl. hyperspace).
Na kratko bomo po [93,103] opisali metodo reza [108,109], angl. cut procedure, ki je
sicer ekvivalentna sorodni metodi projekcije traku [104,105,106,107], angl. strip-projection
procedure, vendar nam bolj ustreza, ker kvaziperiodično strukturo opiše s kristalno mrežo,
simetrijo ter vsebino osnovne celice – enako kot pri običajnih periodičnih kristalih, le da
to stori v višjedimenzionalnem prostoru. Za opis Fibonaccijeve verige, glej sliko 1.4b, ki je
1D kvaziperiodična struktura, naš fizični prostor vstavimo v višjedimenzionalen abstraktni
prostor R2 . Višjedimenzionalni prostor R2 lahko tako razbijemo (R2 = Rk ⊗ R⊥ ) na dve
pravokotni 1D komponenti: Rk , ki je dejansko opazljiva fizična komponenta, ter R⊥ ,
dodatno abstraktno neopazljivo komponento. Ker je Fibonaccijeva veriga najpreprostejši
primer v R2 , uporabimo 2D kvadratno mrežo ter dodamo en sam atom v vogal vsake
osnovne celice. V periodičnih kristalih bi bilo s tem vse določeno (mreža, simetrija,
pozicije atomov), v višjedimenzionalnem opisu pa nam še vedno manjka oblika atoma.
Čeprav je del atoma, ki pade v fizičen prostor sicer točkast, je lahko 2D atom še vedno
razsežen v smeri abstraktne komponente. V splošnem je potrebno za vsak atom opisati
atomsko površino dimenzije R⊥ , za Fibonaccijevo verigo izberemo najenostavnejši primer,
da so to daljice dolžine ∆ = a(cos α + sin α) pravokotne na fizičen prostor ter centrirane
na atome. Dejanska Fibonaccijeva veriga, glej sliko 1.4b, je množica presečišč atomskih
površin z osjo dejanskega realnega fizičnega prostora Rk , vsakemu presečišču ustreza en
atom v fizičnem prostoru. Da bi metoda reza generirala kvaziperiodično strukturo, mora
biti strmina Rk v R2 iracionalna, za Fibonaccijevo verigo izberemo tan α = 1/τ , kjer je τ
razmerje zlatega reza.
Za opis ikozaedričnih kristalov je višjedimenzionalni prostor šestdimenzionalen, R6 , in
razpade na 3D fizičen in 3D abstrakten prostor. Natančen opis je predolg za povzetek, raje
glej npr. referenco [103], zato povzemimo le še nekaj zanimivosti. V 6D so 3 Bravaisove
mreže kompatibilne z ikozaedrično simetrijo, primitivna, telesno centrirana in ploskovno
centrirana (ekstincijsko pravilo je n1 +n2 + . . . +n6 =sodo). Kvalitetni Al-Cu-Fe and AlPd-Mn ikozaedrični fazi sta ploskovno centrirani ikozaedrični (F-type), njune atomske
površine so ploske v Rk kot pri Fibonaccijevi verigi in kompliciranih oblik (triakontahedri).
Aproksimanti in kompleksne kovinske spojine
V prejšnji razlagi smo s pomočjo metode reza generirali Fibonaccijevo verigo, preprost
primer 1D kvaziperiodične strukture. Kvaziperiodičnost smo zagotovili z iracionalno strmino fizičnega prostora Rk v R2 . Če pa strmino spremenimo v racionalno število q/p,
bo premica, ki predstavlja fizični prostor Rk , mrežo sekala ne le v izhodišču (0, 0) ampak
tudi pri a(p, q), pri a(2p, 2q), itd., glej sliko 1.5. Večdimenzionalni prostor R2 je sedaj
invarianten na translacijo za a(p, q): 2D Bravaisova mreža se preslika sama nase, atomske
površine ravno tako, poltrak R⊥ se prestavi
pozicijo, fizični prostor Rk
√ 2 v ekvivalentno
2
pa se premakne vzdolž samega sebe za a p + q . Ta premik vzdolž Rk pri translacijski
invarianci pomeni, da v fizičnem √
prostoru nimamo več kvaziperiodične, temveč periodično
strukturo z mrežno konstanto a p2 + q 2 [93]. Glej sliko 1.5 za dva primera tako spremenjenih strmin, p/q = 2/1 in p/q = 3/2, ki ustvarita periodična kristala z osnovnima
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celicama LSL in LSLSL.
Periodične kristale, ki jih dobimo iz kvaziperiodičnih oziroma kvazikristalnih struktur
z modifikacijo smeri fizičnega prostora v višjedimenzionalnem prostoru, tako da strmina
postane racionalna namesto iracionalna, imenujemo (kvazikristalni) aproksimanti, angl.
quasicrystalline approximants [93,103,111]. Ime aproksimanti izhaja iz tega, ker njihova
lokalna struktura dobro aproksimira lokalno strukturo v kvazikristalih – tako gruče (velike
skupine atomov) kot njihove povezave bodo do neke omejene velikosti podobne [103]. Večji
kot postane aproksimant, npr. 1/1, 3/2, . . . , 21/13, ipd., večji postanejo podobni kosi in
težje je razlikovati aproksimant od matične aperiodične strukture [111]. Ker razmerje
zlatega reza τ nastopa v strminah Rk v Rn , kot npr. pri Fibonaccijevi verigi, je najbolj
pogost Fibonaccijev tip aproksimantov, pri katerih sta p in q zaporedni Fibonaccijevi
n→∞
števili, tako da z večanjem velikosti aproksimanta velja p/q = Fn+1 /Fn −−−→ τ . Na
podlagi enega kvazikristala lahko tvorimo aproksimante različnih simetrij, na primer za
ikozaedrično fazo Al62 Cu25.5 Fe12.5 imamo romboedričnega za sestave Al63.4 Cu25 Fe11.6 do
Al61.6 Cu28 Fe10.4 , ortorombskega za sestavo Al60.3 Cu30 Fe9.7 in pentagonalnega (periodičen
v eni smeri) za Al63.6 Cu24.5 Fe11.9 [113].
Difrakcijski vzorci za aproksimante sicer ne morejo imeti prepovedanih simetrij, a z
višanjem reda aproksimanta p/q vzorci konvergirajo k vzorcu matičnega kvazikristala in
kmalu, že npr. pri 5/3, postanejo težko razločljivi od kvazikristalnih [111]. Kvazikristal in njegovi aproksimanti imajo zelo podobno kemično sestavo [111]. Ker je strukturo
aproksimantov, sploh dekoracijo atomov v osnovni celici, bistveno lažje določiti kot pri
kvazikristalih, natančni modeli kvazikristalov pogosto nastanejo na podlagi aproksimantov. V 2007 je bila struktura kvazikristala i-YbCd5.7 določena na podlagi njegovih 1/1
in 2/1 aproksimantov [114]. Kar se tiče fizikalnih lastnosti, je najpomembnejša lastnost
aproksimantov njihova lokalna podobnost z matičnimi kvazikristali, zaradi česar lahko
pričakujemo [103] podobnost vseh lastnosti, ki so odvisne od razporeditve na kratkih in
srednje dolgih skalah. To pomeni, da lahko s primerjavo meritev na kvazikristalih in
aproksimantih ugotavljamo, kakšen je dejanski vpliv kvaziperiodičnega ureditve. Ali pa v
teoretičnih izračunih namesto neperiodičnih kvazikristalov, za katere metode niso dobro
razvite, obravnavamo velik periodičen aproksimant, glej npr. referenco [116].
Kompleksne kovinske spojine: S kvazikristali in aproksimanti je tesno povezan
tudi koncept kompleksnih kovinskih spojin, za začetek katerega bi lahko označili Paulingovo določitev osnovne celice NaCd2 s 1152 atomi v letu 1955 [2,117]. Kompleksno
kovinsko spojino, angl. complex metallic alloy, CMA, definiramo kot periodičen kovinski
kristal, katerega osnovna celica vsebuje več deset do več tisoč atomov [2]. Primeri so
npr. Bergmanova faza Mg32 (Al, Zn)49 s 162 atomi [118], Samsonova faza β-Al3 Mg2 s 1168
atomi [119] ter izjemna faza cF (23, 256−x)-Al55.4 Cu5.4 Ta39.1 z več kot 23 000 atomi na
osnovno celico [120,121].
Tri glavne strukturne značilnosti kompleksnih kovinskih spojin so [2]: a) gigantske
osnovne celice, b) lokalne okolice, tj. gruče (angl. clusters) in množica različnih koordinacijskih okolic, c) vgrajena neurejenost. Značilne atomske gruče, kot je npr. Bergmanova gruča s 105 atomi, se pojavljajo v mnogih CMA-jih, npr. v Bergmanovi fazi
Mg32 (Al, Zn)49 . Variacije teh gruč se pojavijo tudi v kvazikristalih, npr. variacija Bergmanove v ikozaedričnem kvazikristalu i-AlCuFe [103]. Vgrajena neurejenost [2] nastopa
v CMA-jih v več oblikah: kot konfiguracijska neurejenost (različne orientacije podgruče),
kot kemijska oziroma substitucijska neurejenost (zasedenost mesta z enim od dveh raz198
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ličnih vrst atomov), delna zasedenost posameznega atomskega mesta ali ločitvena neurejenost (mesti sta preblizu, da bi bili hkrati zasedeni).
Frustrirani magnetizem kompleksnih medkovinskih spojin
Preden lahko opišemo magnetizem kompleksnih medkovinskih spojin, je nujno vsaj na
kratko spoznati frustriran magnetizem. Kadar so spini postavljeni na urejeni mreži, ki
vsebuje trikotnike ali tetraedre in je interakcija med najbližjimi sosedi negativna antiferomagnetna (AFM) ter enako velika med vsemi pari spinov, postane spinska struktura
frustrirana – nobena konfiguracija spinov ne more minimizirati energije, tako da hkrati
zadovolji vse vezi med sosedi. Takšne sisteme imenujemo geometrijsko frustrirani antiferomagneti in spadajo v razred geometrijsko frustriranih spinskih sistemov [122,123].
Geometrijska frustracija je prisotna v nekaj popolnoma običajnih periodičnih mrežah,
npr. v 2D trikotni mreži, 3D ploskovno centrirani mreži in 3D heksagonalnem gostem
skladu, pri vseh z AFM interakcijo med najbližjimi sosedi; prisotna pa je lahko tudi kadar so interakcije različnih predznakov – v kvadratni mreži vodi do frustracije periodična
razporeditev pozitivnih in negativnih vezi [122]. Lastnosti teh pozicijsko urejenih geometrijsko frustriranih spinskih sistemov so različne od lastnosti spinskih stekel [123], angl.
spin glass, SG, ki so sicer ravno tako magnetno frustrirana, vendar vsebujejo tudi neurejenost, zaradi česar so pozicijsko neurejeni frustrirani sistemi. Osnovno stanje spinskega
stekla nima urejenosti dolgega dosega (spini zamrznejo v naključnih smereh), v nasprotju
s tem pa je osnovno stanje geometrijsko frustriranega periodičnega sistema pri končni
temperaturi vedno enostavna periodična magnetna struktura. Frustracija v geometrijsko frustriranih sistemih vodi do visoke stopnje degeneracije osnovnega stanja ter lahko
povzroči presenetljive efekte kot so več faznih prehodov pri različnih temperaturah, ponoven prehod v neurejeno ali delno urejeno stanje iz urejenega z nižanjem temperature
(angl. reentrance) ali delno neurejenost tudi pri najnižjih temperaturah [122]. Pri končni
temperaturi so v geometrijsko frustriranih sistemih poleg periodičnega stabilnega stanja
prisotna tudi dolgoživa metastabilna neperiodična stanja, ki imajo podobne proste energije na spin kot stabilno stanje, zato je po hitrem hlajenju relaksacija iz teh metastabilnih
v termodinamsko stabilno periodično stanje lahko zelo počasna. Dinamika geometrijsko
frustriranih sistemov je tako lahko ultrapočasna in zelo podobna spinskim steklom, tudi če
se ti skupini znatno razlikujeta v lastnostih stabilnih stanj. Teoretične raziskave preprostih modelov geometrijsko frustriranih spinskih sistemov – na različnih kristalih mrežah
različnih simetrij, Isingovih 1D spinov ali vektorskih spinov – niso odkrile nekih univerzalnih skupnih lastnosti [122]. Ravno tako ni znan natančen pogoj, da je temperatura
prehoda TC v frustrirano fazo končna (in ne 0 zaradi fluktuacij spinov), zagotovo pa ni
povezan s tem ali je entropija na spin končna ali ne.
Magnetizem spinov na kvaziperiodičnih mrežah je eno izmed odprtih vprašanj v fiziki
kvazikristalov in njihovih aproksimantov, pri čemer so posebej zanimivi kvazikristali, ki
vsebujejo redke zemlje, saj so f magnetni momenti teh atomov veliki in dobro lokalizirani.
Kvaziperiodične strukture poleg reda dolgega dosega in prepovedanih kristalografskih simetrij pogosto vsebujejo strukturne elemente, ki lahko povzročijo frustracijo spinskega
sistema. Tridimenzionalen primer iz ikozaedričnih kvazikristalov je na primer ikozaeder,
ki je sestavljen iz 20 enakostraničnih trikotnikov, v aksialnih kvazikristalih pa se enakostranični trikotniki pojavljajo kot del 2D tlakovanja s kvadrati in trikotniki za dodekagonalne
kvazikristale (Stampflijev model [124]). Do geometrijske frustracije v teh primerih pride,
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kadar so interakcije med najbližjimi sosedi dominantne ter antiferomagnetnega tipa. Poleg
frustracije je na delu tudi kvaziperiodičnost kristalne mreže, zato so bili preprosti modeli
deležni teoeretičnega preučevanja. Osnovno stanje Isingovega modela na 1D Fibonaccijevi
verigi je tako komplicirano in hierarhično urejeno, s naraščanjem polja pa sistem počasi
prehaja v paramagnetno fazo [125]. Na 2D Penrosovi mreži [126] je struktura ravno tako
komplicirana, vendar urejena.
Dejanske kvazikristale in aproksimante je težko nedvoumno klasificirati kot čisto geometrijsko frustrirane sisteme (samo frustracija), saj vsebujejo nekaj vgrajene neurejenosti, kar vpelje nekaj naključnosti tudi v magnetne interakcije. Ta neurejenost skupaj
s frustracijo tipično vodi do stanja spinskega stekla (frustracija+neurejenost) pri nizkih
temperaturah. Primeri so ikozaedrični kvazikristali i-R-Mg-Zn(Cd) z redko zemljo R
[127,128,129,130,131,132,133], ter kompleksni kovinski spojini z gigantsko osnovno celico
Taylorjeva faza T-Al3 Mn [134] in µ-Al4 Mn [135]. Dodatna težava nastopi, kadar so magnetni momenti posledica nesklopljenih d elektronov prehodnih elementov, saj so tedaj
spini nekje vmes med lokaliziranimi in itinerantnimi ter posledično geometrijska frustracija, katere izvor so interakcije med najbližjimi sosedi, postane manj izrazita. Zaradi teh
dveh razlogov, predvsem neurejenosti, je bila večina znanih magnetnih faz v aproksimantih klasificiranih kot spinska stekla. Temelj naše raziskave Gd3 Au13 Sn4 – glej poglavje 5
ali poglavje S.5 tega povzetka – je, da je to prvi sistem (vsaj kolikor je znano nam avtorjem), za katerega je neurejenost magnetne podmreže tako majhna (in oblika magnetne
podmreže ravno pravšnja), da mora biti magnetizem očitno čistega geometrijsko frustriranega tipa že na podlagi strukture. Malo pred našo raziskavo je bil AFM red dolgega
dosega opažen v seriji Cd6 R kvazikristalnih aproksimantov [136].
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Metode
Meritve magnetizma

Meritve magnetih lastnosti so bile opravljene na Quantum Design Magnetic Properties
Measurements System (MPMS) XL-5. Magnetno polje do 5 T generira superprevodni
magnet [137], ki smo ga zaradi želje po nizkem šumu poganjali v obliki zaključene superprevodne zanke. Izmenično magnetno polje ter izjemno majhna magnetna polja, npr.
8 Oe (ekvivalentno 0.8 mT v SI enotah), smo generirali z dodatno bakreno tuljavo [139].
Meritev magnetnega momenta, glej sliko 2.2, poteka tako, da se vzorec skupaj z nosilcem
(plastično slamico) premika skozi gradiometer oziroma meritvene tuljave, medtem pa se
hkrati shranjujeta pozicija vzorca Z ter izhodna napetost SQUID-a V (Z) [138]. S fitom,
ki ustreza točkastemu dipolu [142,143] in vključuje dimenzije gradiometra R in H, enačba
(2.1),


µ0 mR2

µ0 mR2

µ0 mR2



V (Z) = k  − 
3/2 + 2 · 
3/2 − 
3/2 
2 R2 + (Z − H)2
2 R2 + Z 2
2 R2 + (Z + H)2
dobimo magnetni moment vzorca m, ki ga preračunamo v magnetizacijo M ali susceptibilnost χ = ∂M
(oziroma χ = M
za vzorce z magnetizacijo, ki je linearna v magnetnem
∂H
H
polju). Občutljivost in natančnost SQUID magnetometra sta posledici tega, da je celotno
merilno vezje (gradiometer, transformator, vhodne žice v SQUID) narejeno iz superprevodnega materiala, zaradi česar magneten vzorec povzroči konstanten tok (in ne le inducirane napetosti), ki ga natančno izmeri SQUID [138]. Če je vzorec prevelik, npr. dimenzij
večjih od 4 mm, je potrebno uporabiti dodaten korekcijski faktor, glej referenco [142].
Pri feromagnetnih in superprevodnih vzorcih je potrebno upoštevati [144], da magnetno polje v vzorcu ni zunanje magnetno polje Happl , temveč vsota tega polja ter polja
Hd , ki ga povzroča vzorec, torej H = Happl + Hd . Če ni možno uporabiti vzorcev v
obliki tankih palčk (ali filmov), je ta efekt potrebno upoštevati – najlažje z uporabo približka, da je vzorec elipsoid. Tedaj je polje vzorca znotraj vzorca konstantno in povezano
z magnetizacijo kot Hdx = −Nx Mx (meritev v smeri x), konstanti Nx pa pravimo demagnetizacijski faktor. Popravek upoštevamo za preračunavanje polja, H = Happl − N M ,
ali pa kot povezavo 1/χ = 1/χext −N med pravo, χ = M/H, in med izmerjeno susceptibilnostjo, χext = M/Happl [144]. Za superprevodnike demagnetizacijski faktor v resnici
upošteva Meissnerjev efekt [145] – zaradi izrivanja magnetnega polja iz notranjosti se silnice polja ob ekvatorju zgostijo, kar pokaže, da je efektivno polje v superprevodniku večje
kot zunanje polje, npr. za kroglo je 50% večje, glej sliko 2.3b. Posledično superprevodnik
H
< 1 ne more biti niti v popolnoma normalnem niti v popolnoma
tipa I med N < Happl
c
superprevodnem stanju. Odgovor je, da imamo v tem območju vmesno stanje sestavljeno
iz superprevodnih in normalnih lamel [145,146].

S.2.2

Meritve električne upornosti

Meritve električne upornosti in toplotne kapacitete so bile opravljene na Quantum Design
Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS), komercialni večnamenski platformi, glej
sliko 2.4a. Prvi korak pri meritvi je priprava vzorca primerne oblike (tipično kvadra) ter
dimenzij z rezanjem ali brušenjem, pri čemer skušamo odstraniti neidealne dele vzorca
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(luknje ali razpoke). Na vzorec z EpoTek H20E pasto [148] prilepimo štiri zlate žice, glej
sliko 2.5b, dve tokovni na konca vzorca ter dve napetostni na zgornjo ploskev. Na merski
vložek (resistivity puck) položimo neprevoden papir na obeh straneh premazan z Apiezon
H-grease. Vzorec položimo na papir ter močno pritisnemo navzdol, da je plast masti
pod vzorcem čim tanjša in je s tem zagotovljen dober toplotni stik. Žice prispajkamo.
Upornost vzorca se izračuna s pomočjo razdalje med napetostnima kontaktoma s, preseka
vzorca A ter izmerjene napetosti in toka:
ρmeas =

V A
·
I s

(2.3)

Pri kovinskih in superprevodnih vzorcih je nujno meriti štiritočkovno [149], saj dvotočkovna meritev namesto upornosti vzorca izmeri vsoto upornosti vzorca (500 µW nad prehodom za Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 , pod prehodom nič) ter kontaktov (reda 10 W). H kvaliteti
meritev pri PPMS [150] prispevajo tudi interni kalibracijski uporniki, sinhronizacija meritve z omrežno napetostjo, zamenjava smeri toka med meritvijo (slednja izniči ”offsete” ter
termoelektrične napetosti [149]) ter povprečevanje več meritev. Potencialne komplikacije
pri meritvah upornosti so nehomogenost vzorca (več faz, luknje, razpoke), anizotropnost
vzorca ter segrevanje vzorca. V kolikor nič od tega ni problematično in tok teče homogeno,
je natančnost meritve 1–5% določena z natančnostjo postavitve napetostnih kontaktov in
meritve razdalje med njimi s.

S.2.3

Meritve specifične toplote

Meritve specifične toplote so bile opravljene na napravi PPMS s pomočjo opreme Heat
Capacity Option [152]. Dodatne meritve pri nižjih temperaturah, do 0.4 K, ki so bile
potrebne za analizo superprevodnosti visokoentropijskih zlitin pa so nastale s pomočjo
razširitve PPMS Helium 3 Refrigerator [153], dodatnega kriostata
na 3 He. Rezultat meri
, ki jo za homogene vzorce
tve je toplotna kapaciteta pri konstantnem tlaku, Cp = dQ
dT
p

(masa m, molska masa M ) običajno preračunamo v specifično toploto,

1
m



dQ
dT



, ali speci-

dQ
1
fično toploto na mol, m/M
.
dT
PPMS kalorimeter [152], skiciran na sliki 2.7b in fotografiran na sliki 2.8a, sestoji iz
samega vložka, ki skupaj z dnom prostora za vzorec v PPMS-u igra vlogo toplotne kopeli
oziroma rezervoarja, ter iz merilne platforme obešene na štirih tankih kovinskih žicah.
Vzorec položimo na merilno platformo, na katero sta dobro toplotno sklopljena termometer (Cernox) in grelec. Ideja za vsemi kalorimetričnimi meritvami je, da spremljamo toplotne tokove k vzorcu in stran od njega ter hkrati spremljamo tudi temperaturo materiala
[154]. Dizajn PPMS kalorimetrov zagotovi, da to ni pretežko: a) kriočrpalka zniža pritisk
do 10−4 Torr ≈ 10−4 mbar ali manj, zaradi česar je konvekcija zanemarljiva, b) parazitskih
tokov preko sevanja skoraj ni, ker sta toplotni rezervoar/kopel in vzorec+platforma na
zelo podobni temperaturi, c) aktivno oglje adsorbira helij tako da kondenzacija le-tega
na vzorcu ne vpliva na meritev, d) toplotni rezervoar je tako velik, da se med meritvijo
njegova temperatura ne spreminja.
Celotna meritev sestoji iz dveh delov [152], meritve ”addende” ter meritve vzorca. Prvi
del, meritev ”addende”, poteka brez vzorca, na merski platformi je le vakuumska mast
(tipično Apiezon N-grease), določamo pa toplotno kapaciteto vsega kar nas ne zanima
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– platforme in masti. Pred drugim delom pripravimo vzorec, ki mora imeti eno ravno
ploskev, predvidoma vsebuje le eno fazo in mora biti primernih dimenzij (velikost ravne
ploskve manjša od 3 mm×3 mm, debeline nekje med 0.3 mm in 1.5 mm), vzorec očistimo in
stehtamo. Pri pripravi za drugi del vzamemo merski vložek ven ter na vakuumsko mast
položimo vzorec ter ga dobro pritisnemo na platformo, da bo toplotni stik čim boljši.
Vložek vrnemo v PPMS in opravimo meritve.
Pred meritvijo toplotne kapacitete vzorca ali addende [152] pri nekem danem polju
in temperaturi je potrebna natančna stabilizacija temperature toplotne kopeli in merske
platforme. Sama meritev se nato lahko začne – glej sliko 2.8b – električni grelec se
vklopi pri konstantni moči za čas t0 , časovna odvisnost temperature platforme Tp (t) pa
se meri ves ta čas t0 z vklopljenim grelcem (gretje platforme in morebitnega vzorca) ter
še čas t0 po izklopu grelca (hlajenje platforme in morebitnega vzorca). Sistem na podlagi
fitanja izmerjene temperaturne odvisnosti platforme na ustrezen model določi toplotno
kapaciteto, Caddenda , Ctotal ali Csample . Ker prilagajanje poteka za celoten temperaturni
odziv, to ni ena izmed klasičnih metod, temveč bi ji lahko rekli napredna relaksacijska ali
izboljšana metoda temperaturnega pulza, originalno pa so jo raziskali Hwang et al. [156].
Za opis temperature platforme sta na voljo dva modela [152], enostaven model in model z dvema časovnima konstantama. Oba modela predpostavljata, da je toplotni pulz
dovolj majhen, da se toplotne kapacitete ne spremenijo (zaradi spremembe temperature)
ter da je za prenos toplote odgovoren le en ali dva toplotna tokova zaradi toplotnega prevajanja. Enostaven model [152], glej sliko 2.7c ter enačbo (2.7) na str. 61, predpostavlja,
da je platforma bodisi prazna ali pa je vzorec res tako odlično sklopljen s platformo, da
sta en kos – relevanten je le en toplotni tok, platforma-kopel. Model z dvema časovnima
konstantama [152,156], glej sliko 2.7d ter enačbo (2.10) na str. 62, predpostavlja dva toplotna tokova, platforma-kopel in vzorec-platforma ter je bolj realističen model za meritve
vzorcev. Oba modela odštejeta, direktno ali indirektno, toplotno kapaciteto addende od
celotne kapacitete ter za vzorec poročata le njegov del.
Potencialne težave pri meritvah toplotne kapacitete: so a) slaba sklopitev vzorca s platformo (zaradi predebele plasti masti, neravne spodnje površine vzorca, oksidacije spodnje
plasti), b) preslabo prevajanje znotraj vzorca zaradi premajhne toplotne difuzivnost in
c) kapaciteta vzorca je bistveno manjša od addende, zaradi česar pride do napake pri
odštevanju. Z večanjem mase vzorca povečamo natančnost meritve, vendar podaljšamo
merski čas. Edina preostala možnost za optimizacijo je manjšanje velikosti pulza preko
manjšanja temperaturnega vzpona ∆T /T , s čimer bolje merimo ob močnih temperaturnih odvisnostih toplotne kapacitete v bližini faznih prehodov, vendar bo šum v meritvah
večji.

S.2.4

Teorija gostotnih funkcionalov

Teorija gostotnih funkcionalov, angl. density functional theory (DFT) – za podroben uvod
glej [160] – sloni na ugotovitvi (Hohenberg-Kohn teorema), da lahko zamenjamo opis večdelčnega interagirajočega sistema z večdelčno valovno funkcijo ψ(x1 , . . . , xN ) s 3N koordinatami za preprostejši opis z gostoto osnovnega stanja n0 (r) s samo 3 koordinatami.
V praksi se ta opis z gostoto realizira s pomočjo Kohn-Sham (KS) nastavka – problem
kompliciranega originalnega sistema prevedemo na enostavnejši problem neinteragirajočega sistema z enako gostoto osnovnega stanja kot jo je imel originalni ter rešujemo za ta
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enostavnejši sistem. Rezultat KS nastavka je komplet enačb Schödingerjevega tipa, glej
enačbo (2.11) na str. 63, v katerih kot potencial nastopa efektivni Kohn-Shamov potencial, ki je sestavljen iz treh delov: zunanjih potencialov (npr. jedro-elektroni), Coulombske
interakcije elektronske gostote s samo sabo ter izmenjalno-korelacijskega potenciala. Skozi
aproksimacije izmenjalno-korelacijskega potenciala v Kohn-Shamov nastavek poskušamo
vnesti interakcije med elektroni, ki so bile prisotne v originalnem sistemu. Direktno reševanje Kohn-Shamovega sistema ni mogoče, zato se ga rešuje s samousklajenim izračunom,
glej sliko 2.9a – na podlagi začetne uganjene aproksimacije gostote se izračuna efektiven
KS potencial, s katerim se reši KS sistem in dobi novo gostoto, nato se izračuna nov efektiven potencial, . . . , dokler rešitev ni dovolj dobra. Različne DFT metode se razlikujejo
po izbiri baznih funkcij (npr. ravni valovi, atomske orbitale), v katerih razvijejo in iščejo
želene rešitve Kohn-Shamovega sistema.
Izračun v tem doktoratu je narejen s pomočjo paketa Wien2k [161], ki je implementacija DFT s polnim potencialom ter baznimi funkcijami bodisi linearized augmented plane
wave (LAPW) ali augmented plane wave+local orbital (APW+lo), glej enačbi (2.14) in
(2.15) (stran 65). Nabora baznih funkcij LAPW in APW+lo sta praktični realizaciji ideje,
da bazne funkcije sestavimo iz dveh delov, iz rešitev lokalnih Schrödingerjevih enačb v
atomskih sredicah ter iz ravnih valov v prostoru med atomi, seveda primerno zlepljenih
na stičnih kroglah, glej sliko 2.9b. Izraz ”poln potencial” opisuje, da program za KS potencial ne uporablja preprostih približkov znotraj atomskih sredic, npr. radialne simetrije
ali konstante vrednosti. Omenimo še, da se LAPW in APW+lo bazi uporabljata le za
valenčna stanja, lokalizirane orbitale pa se v Wien2k računajo na drugačen način. Izračun
z Wien2k se začne z vnosom začetne strukture (celica in pozicije atomov) ter nadaljuje
z začetno inicializacijo (radiji atomskih sfer, izbira izmenjalno-korelacijskega potenciala,
izbira spin vključen v račun ali ne, . . . ) ter izbiro natančnosti preko števila točk v recipročnem prostoru (angl. k-points) in preko omejitve števila valovnih funkcij s parametrom
Rmt · Kmax . V kolikor nabora dobrih parametrov ne poznamo iz podobnih izračunov za
sorodne snovi, moramo natančnost izračuna (preko parametrov kot so število ”k-points”)
povečevati toliko časa, da dosežemo konvergenco iskanih fizikalnih količin.
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Ta34Nb33Hf8Zr14Ti11: Odkritje prve
superprevodne visokoentropijske zlitine

Komentar: Ta del povzetka in poglavje 3 sta osnovana na referenci [79].
V podpoglavju S.1.1 tega povzetka (oziroma podpoglavju 1.2) smo že predstavili koncept
visokoentropijskih zlitin ter kako neidealnost regularne mešanice pripelje do metastabilnega stanja pri nižanju temperature do sobne temperature. To metastabilno stanje je
zaradi izjemno počasne difuzije verjetno še vedno neurejena trdna raztopina na preprosti
mreži (kot pri visoki temperaturi), vendar so v njej nastali tudi majhni kristaliti medkovinskih spojin. Prav struktura HEA-jev je bila naša originalna fizikalna motivacija za
raziskave: Kakšne so nizkotemperaturne fizikalne lastnosti tako kompliciranega neravnovesnega stanja (mešanica pet elementov, precipitati) ter kako jih je mogoče razumeti in
opisati? So npr. lastnosti tega stanja povprečje lastnosti elementov v raztopini? Je struktura naključna ali pride do urejanja najbližjih sosedov in posledičnega vpliva na fizikalne
lastnosti?
V nasprotju z dokaj standardnimi meritvami fizikalnih lastnosti do tedaj, npr. nizko
toplotno in električno prevodnostjo zaradi nereda [38], standardnim paramagnetizmom in
feromagnetizmom [70,84], glej podpoglavje S.1.1 (ali podpoglavje 1.3.2), so se naše meritve
na vzorcu Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 obrnile v popolnoma nepričakovano smer. To poglavje je
tako poročilo o odkritju prvega superprevodnika med visokoentropijskimi zlitinami ter
določanju njegovih lastnosti [79].

S.3.1

Vzorec in struktura

Sistem visokoentropijskih zlitin Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti se je pojavil kot del raziskav o HEA-jih
za visokotemperaturne aplikacije [13,16,42], glej tudi podpoglavji S.1.1 oziroma 1.3.1. Naš
vzorec je nastal s taljenjem surovin visoke kvalitete z obločnim plamenom ter vlivanjem
v cilindričen bakren kalup. Vzorec je bil nato obdelan s conskim taljenjem pri 2300 °C v
argonovi atmosferi ter s hitrostjo premikanja vzorca 5 mm/h. Končni vzorec je ena sama
faza ter sestavljen iz zrn velikosti 200–300 µm. Sestava Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 (v atomskih
%) je bila določena z vrstičnim elektronskim mikroskopom (SEM-EDS), variacije v sestavi
na µm-skali so majhne, pod 1 at. % za vsak element. Sestava Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 se je
bistveno razlikovala od do tedaj poznanih ekvimolarnih vzorcev iz družine Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti
[16,42].
Vse vrhove v rentgenskem difrakcijskem spektru (XRD) z valovno dolžino Cu Kα1 , glej
sliko 3.1, je možno indeksirati z eno samo telesno centrirano (bcc) fazo z mrežno konstanto
a = 3.36(2) Å. Iz podatkov o bcc mrežnih konstantah za elemente (oziroma na podlagi
ustrezne ekstrapolacije od visoke temperature za Hf, Zr in Ti [16]) je možno izračunati
P
mrežno konstanto po Vegardovem pravilu, amix = i ai ci , iz mrežnih konstant elementov
ai in njihovih deležev ci v HEA-ju (tabela 3.1 na str. 92). Dobljena vrednost 3.359 Å se
dobro ujema z izmerjeno, kar razumemo kot potrditev za popolnoma naključno mešanje
elementov na HEA mreži (to je predpostavka Vegardovega pravila). Opomba: Ekstinkcijska pravila za vrhove v difrakcijskem spektru v bcc HEA-jih niso samoumevna, veljajo pa
ob predpostavki, da je HEA popolnoma neurejen (A2) ter ne delno urejen (B2), pri katerem bi bili poziciji v vogalu in središču osnovne celice zasedeni z različnima povprečnima
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atomoma, glej enačbo (3.13) na strani 71.
Široki vrhovi v difrakcijskem spektru so posledica popačenja kristalne mreže zaradi
razlike v velikosti med elementi. Relativna razlika med največjim in najmanjšim elementom, glej tabelo 3.1 na str. 92, je ∆r(Zr, Ti)/r(Zr, Ti) = 9% , kar je veliko, a še vedno
pod kriterijem ∆r/r > 12% za nastanek amorfnih kovinskih stekel [4].

S.3.2

Električna upornost

Uvodni komentar: Zaradi lažjega odstranjevanja smo morali uporabiti konfiguracijo kontaktov na sliki 3.2a, ki povzroča nehomogenost toka v vzorcu. Po dokaj dolgem izračunu
ob predpostavki ravnovesnega prevajanja [165] sem z metodo zrcaljenja [165] ocenil, da
je za našo meritev to vodilo kvečjemu do majhne napake absolutne skale, zgolj reda 13%.
Na sliki 3.5 je predstavljena meritev upornosti ρ(T ) vzorca Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 brez
magnetnega polja za območje 300 K do 2 K. Upornost se znižuje od sobne temperature,
ρ300 K = 46 ± 1 µWcm, linearno z majhnim temperaturnim koeficientom. Ekstrapolirana
nizkotemperaturna residualna vrednost je velika, ρT →0 = 36 ± 1 µWcm, v skladu s pričakovanim sipanjem na neurejeni in deformirani kristalni mreži [70]. Padec upornosti na
ničelno vrednost pri 8 K je jasna indikacija prehoda v superprevodno (SP) stanje. Detajl
slike 3.5 prikazuje odvisnost od magnetnega polja – kot pričakovano se temperatura prehoda znižuje z večanjem magnetnega polja. Opombe: Za vse HEA-je v tem doktoratu so
tokovi okoli 1 mA dober kompromis med navideznim premikom prehoda zaradi segrevanja vzorca ter šumom ob prenizkih tokovih. Položni prehodi v magnetnih poljih, zlasti
za B > 5 T, glej detajl slike 3.5, so najverjetneje posledica delne penetracije magnetnega
polja v vzorec – z nižanjem temperature najprej preide v SP stanje sredica vzorca nato
pa postopoma vse več vzorca.

S.3.3

Magnetizem

Nizkotemperaturni del magnetne susceptibilnosti χ(T ) v polju 5 mT, izmerjene po hlajenju brez polja, je prikazan na sliki 3.6. Močan diamagnetizem pod ≈8 K, je posledica
Meissnerjevega efekta, čemur ustrezajo tudi izmerjene vrednosti χ = −1.
Magnetne histerezne krivulje M (H) za temperature med 2 in 8 K so prikazane v detajlu
slike 3.6. Za majhna polja je M (H) linearna v H s strmino −1, ki ustreza Meissnerjevemu
efektu, z večanjem polja M (H) doseže minimum ter se nato približuje rahlo paramagnetni
vrednosti normalnega stanja. Takšna oblika je tipičen znak superprevodnikov tipa II,
zaradi česar Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 klasificiramo kot SP tipa II. Minimume v M (H) bomo
kasneje uporabili za določanje spodnjega kritičnega polja µ0 Hc1 . Pri 2 K, je le-to ≈ 32 mT.
Opombe: Zaradi neidealne oblike vzorca je bila nujno potrebna korekcija z demagnetizacijskim faktorjem za susceptibilnost ter histerezne krivulje (preko H = Happl − N M ).
Zaobljena oblika minimumov histereznih krivulj je lahko delno posledica nehomogenosti
vzorca, verjetno pa so bolj pomembni geometrijski vplivi: delna penetracija magnetnega
polja na vogalih vzorca; efektivno magnetno polje se zaradi izrivanja polja poveča (demagnetizacijski faktor), tako da naš SP tipa II za 0.76Hc1 < Happl < Hc1 ni homogen, ampak
je sestavljen iz lamel v popolnoma superprevodnem in lamel v mešanem stanju [145].
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S.3.4

Specifična toplota

Slika 3.7a prikazuje meritve specifične toplote C(T ) pod 9 K za podizbor merjenih magnetnih polj. Brez magnetnega polja se v specifični toploti pojavi oster skok ∆C(TC ) =
98 ± 2 mJ/mol K pri temperaturi prehoda v superprevodno stanje, TC = 7.27 K. Ta eksotermen skok je posledica reorganizacije dela prevodnih elektronov v Cooperjeve pare,
stanja z nižjo energijo v primerjavi z ”normalnimi” elektroni. Ker pri TC ne pride do nobene spremembe v kristalni mreži in njeni energiji, je skok enak tako spremembi celotne
kot tudi elektronske specifične toplote, ∆C(TC ) = Cs (TC ) − Cn (TC ) = Ces (TC ) − Cen (TC ).
Z višanjem magnetnega polja se vrh v C, ki ga bomo jemali za merilo zgornjega kritičnega
polja µ0 Hc2 , pomika proti nižjim temperaturam.
Pri nizkih temperaturah k elektronski specifični toploti prispevajo normalna področja
Cen (T ) = γT , superprevodna področja pa zaradi energijske reže za razpad Cooperjevih
parov ≈ 2∆(0) prispevajo (Ces )T →0 ∝ e−2∆(0)/kB T , tako da:




X
C
T →0
−−−−−−→ 
xi α(i)  T 2 +
T
i po vseh fazah

"
X

xi γ

(i)

#

= αT2 + γ

(3.29)

i norm. faze

Konstantni člen γ v C/T je tako direktno merilo za prisotnost normalnih področij. Na
sliki 3.7b vidimo, da je pri B = 0 T v limiti nizkih temperatur C/T ≈ 0, kar pomeni, da
vzorec postane superprevoden po celem volumnu, ne glede na morebitne majhne nehomogenosti v strukturi ali sestavi. Pri 9 T je vzorec v normalnem stanju, od koder določimo
1/3
γ = 8.3 ± 0.1mJ/mol K2 in θD = (12π 4 R/5α) = 243 ± 5 K.
Superprevodno obnašanje Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 lahko na podlagi meritev specifične toplote opišemo kot obnašanje klasičnega superprevodnika BCS tipa. Kot prvo, razmerje
∆C(TC )/γTC , za katerega BCS teorija v limiti šibke elektronsko-fononske sklopitve [146]
predvidi vrednost 1.43, izmerimo kot 1.63 ± 0.06. Kot drugo, BCS teorija zaradi energijske vrzeli 2∆(0) pri nizkih temperaturah predvideva eksponentno temperaturno odvisnost
specifične toplote oblike Ces /γTC = Ae−B TC /T [167]. Za meritve pri B = 0 T smo preračunali elektronski del kot Ces = C − αT 3 ter ga za območje 2 < TC /T < 5 predstavili v
detajlu slike 3.7a kot graf ln(Ces /γTC ) proti TC /T . Skladnost z BCS je vidna, ker je graf
premica in ker se določena parametra A = 7.9 ± 0.1 and B = 1.54 ± 0.05, dobro ujemata
z BCS napovedma A = 8.5 in B = 1.44 za območje 2.5 < TC /T < 6 [167]. Energijska
reža pri εF v Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 je 2∆(0) ≈ 2.2 meV pri nizkih temperaturah.
Opombe: V (kovinskih) superprevodnikih pri nizkih temperaturah elektronski prispevek k specifični toploti ne pojema več počasi, Cen = γT , temveč hitreje, Ces ∝ e−2∆(0)/kB T ,
zaradi česar je potrebno posebej preveriti, da je addenda dovolj majhna. PPMS kalorimeter med meritvijo spreminja temperaturo vzorca med T −∆T /2 in T +∆T /2, zaradi česar
smo nekoliko zmanjšali privzeti ∆T /T , da bi dobili čim manj zaobljen prehod.

S.3.5

Diskusija

Na sliki 3.8 je prikazan fazni diagram za Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 , pri čemer so za temperaturno odvisnost zgornjega kritičnega polja µ0 Hc2 uporabljene pozicije vrhov v meritvah
specifične toplote C(T ), za spodnje pa minimumi v M (H) krivuljah. Ekstrapolirano
zgorh
i
β
nje kritično polje µ0 Hc2 (0) določimo na podlagi fita Hc2 (T ) = Hc2 (0) 1 − (T /TC ) ter
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dobimo µ0 Hc2 (0) = 8.15 ± 0.05 T in β = 1.51. Vrednost µ0 Hc2 (0) je podhPaulijevo
parai
T
Pauli
magnetno limito za šibko elektronsko-fononsko sklopitev, µ0 Hc2 = 1.86 K ·Tc ≈ 13.5 T
[168], kar je skladno s fononskim mehanizmom superprevodnosti v našem HEA. Spodnjega
kritičnega polja ne moremo na smiseln način fitati z isto empirično formulo – kar je morda
posledica zaobljenosti vrhov zaradi geometrijskih učinkov našega velikega vzorca – zato
po občutku ekstrapoliramo µ0 Hc1 (0) ≈ 35 mT.
Superprevodne lastnosti Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 so do sedaj že dobro karakterizirane –
je superprevodnik tipa II, s kritično temperaturo TC ≈ 7.3 K ter kritičnima poljema
µ0 Hc2 (0) ≈ 8.2 T in µ0 Hc1 (0) ≈ 35 mT. Na podlagi evaluacije lastnosti iz meritev specifične toplote smo sklepali, da je BCS tipa (torej s fononskim mehanizmom) v limiti šibke
elektronsko-fononske sklopitve. Dodajmo še nekaj komentarjev. Zaradi visoke stopnje
substitucijskega nereda v našem HEA, ga lahko klasificiramo kot (ekstremno) ”umazan”
superprevodnik v kontekstu teorije Andersona [169]. Ker med visokoentropijskimi zlitinami ni bil znan še noben superprevodnik, smo raziskave izvajali zelo pazljivo – uporabljali smo en sam košček materiala za vse meritve, za katerega smo pokazali, da je cel
superprevoden, ter prikazali ne le enega temveč več tipičnih efektov superprevodnosti
(ničelna upornost, Meissnerjev efekt, prehod v C(T )). Energijska reža zaradi nastanka
Cooperjevih parov ni relevanten nizkotemperaturen stabilizacijski mehanizem za HEA-je
(pridobimo bistveno premalo, reda ≈ 10−5 meV na elektron), zato so tudi superprevodni
HEA-ji pri nizkih temperaturah še vedno metastabilni.
V uvodu tega poglavja o Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 smo se vprašali, ali lahko lastnosti
P
HEA-jev predvidimo kot povprečje lastnosti po sestavnih elementih, Ymix = i ci Yi , kjer je
ci molski delež in Yi vrednost fizikalne lastnosti za i-ti element. Za mrežno konstanto (Vegardovo pravilo) je takšen pristop odlično deloval, a = 3.36(2) Å proti amix = 3.359 Å. Kot
∆Y /Ymix izvrednotimo podatke še za ostale merjene količine, glej tabelo 3.1 na strani 92.
mix
Za Debyevo temperaturo dobimo ∆θD /θD
= −14%, kar ponudi za fononske prostostne stopnje v HEA-jih presenetljivo preprosto sliko mešanja, kljub velikim deformacijam
mreže ter močno različnim atomskim masam (181 Ta, 93 Nb, 180 Hf, 90 Zr, and 48 Ti). Za elektronske prostostne stopnje, ∆γ/γmix = 51% in ∆Tc /TCmix = 54%, je ujemanje zelo slabo,
kar pomeni, da je problem elektronskih lastnosti HEA-jev verjetno kompliciran teoretičen
problem, katerega težavnost izvira iz naključnega mešanja neekvivalentnih elementov na
mreži ter velikih posledičnih deformacij.

S.3.6

Dodatek: Izračun z Wien2k

Komentar: Rezultati v tem dodatku so vzeti iz nedokončanega projekta z dr. E. S. Zijlstro
(University of Kassel).
Ideja tega izračuna je, da se uporabi programski paket, ki dobro deluje za kovine
(Wien2k) ter se preizkusi najpreprostejši izračun, ki še realistično predstavlja zlitino
Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 . Da lahko modeliramo nered, je potrebno uporabiti dovolj veliko
supercelico, da verno predstavlja sestavo zlitine, vzeli smo 4×4×4 supercelico z mrežno
konstanto 13.44 Å (večkratnik tiste iz XRD) ter 43 × 2 = 128 atomi (44 Ta, 42 Nb, 10 Hf,
18 Zr in 14 Ti). Ker iz opravljenih meritev rengenske difrakcije (XRD) ne vemo nič o
lokalni razporeditvi atomov, smo privzeli popolnoma naključno razporeditev, ki ustreza
neskončno hitremu hlajenju. Smeri in velikosti odmikov posameznih atomov od povprečne mreže ni možno enostavno ugotoviti ali uganiti, zato najpreprostejši izračun ni en
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samousklajen izračun elektronske gostote temveč zahtevnejša relaksacija atomskih pozicij
(mnogo samousklajenih elektronskih izračunov). Že uvodni izračuni so pokazali, da je posledica velikega števila neekvivalentnih pozicij izjemno počasno računanje. Čeprav je bilo
veliko truda vloženega v optimizacijo, ta ni bila pretirano uspešna, saj veliko optimizacij
parametrov spremeni tudi sile na atome in bi posledično vplivalo na strukturo.
Slika 3.9 prikazuje nerelaksirano začetno strukturo v primerjavi z relaksirano strukturo po izračunu. Na sliki 3.10, kjer so razdalje najbližjih sosedov iz 4×4×4 supercelice
primerjane z razdaljo za idealno bcc mrežo, opazimo, da je povprečne odmike možno pojasniti s preprosto sliko – atomi se v povprečju premaknejo tako, da večja atoma (Hf in
Zr) pridobita prostor na račun razdalj, npr. Ta-Ti, ki vsebujejo le manjše atome. Zaradi
nereda je ta slika le povprečna in ne velja za vsako posamično medatomsko razdaljo, npr.
kljub predvidenemu zmanjšanju Ta-Ta razdalj je še vedno možno najti par pri povečani
razdalji 3 Å.
V principu je torej HEA-je možno simulirati z DFT programskimi paketi, ki implementirajo poln potencial ter npr. LAPW bazo. Počasnost izračuna – npr. 15 dni za 4×4×4
supercelico na spodobnem štirijedrnem PC-ju, ocena za 5×5×5 je cca 3 mesece – verjetno
ni največji problem tega tipa izračuna. Večji problem je, da takšni izračuni morda niso
reprezentativni, saj ne poznamo realistične lokalne razporeditve (to bi morda lahko vnesli
npr. s pomočjo uvodnega izračuna po referenci [163]), ena sama razporeditev morda ne
ustreza termodinamskemu povprečju, pa tudi naše supercelice so majhne proti velikosti
dendritov. Zaradi teh težav ni imelo smisla nadaljevati DFT izračunov dalj od prikaza
deformacije HEA mreže v okviru eksperimentalno orientiranega doktorskega dela. Morda
pa bodo raziskave toplotne obdelave, v smislu reference [12] ali poglavja 4, zagotovile
HEA sisteme, kjer bo skozi pravo (dovolj hitro) toplotno obdelavo zagotovljena popolna
naključnost in bo izračune, kot so prikazani v tem podpoglavju, vredno nadaljevati.
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S.4

Nadaljnji eksperimenti s superprevodnimi
visokoentropijskimi zlitinami iz sistema
Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti: Vpliv termičnega popuščanja

Komentar: Ta del povzetka in poglavje 4 sta osnovana na referenci [80].
Po odkritju prve superprevodne visokoentropijske zlitine, Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 , smo raziskovanje nadaljevali v najočitnejši smeri. Od kolegov smo pridobili dodatne Ta-Nb-Hf-ZrTi vzorce z namenom, da bi ugotovili, koliko variacije v sestavi dopušča superprevodnost
HEA-jev ter ali je s spreminjanjem sestave možno zvišati TC . Eden izmed treh dodatnih vzorcev je dal podobne rezultate kot Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 , ostala dva pa sta imela
bistveno drugačno specifično toploto C(T ), čeprav sta bila očitno še vedno superprevodnika. Ključ do razumevanja razlik se skriva v spremembi strukture ob termični obdelavi – v pravo smer nas usmerja npr. nedavna študija štirikomponentnega ekvimolarnega
vzorca Ta25 Nb25 Hf25 Zr25 bcc HEA, ki je poročala o spreminjanju strukture, neurejenosti
in mehanskih lastnosti s termično obdelavo pri Tan = 1800 °C, ki je trajala maksimalno
osem dni [12]. Po znatni količini analize rezultatov za naše vzorce, v kateri smo upoštevali strukturo materiala, kot jo vidita rentgenska difrakcija in transmisijska elektronska
mikroskopija (TEM), smo lahko dopolnili znanje o superprevodnosti HEA-jev tako, da
smo pojasnili evolucijo superprevodnih lastnosti ob termičnem popuščanju. Štirje vzorci
v naši študiji zajamejo pester nabor možnosti – imajo različne sestave (ekvimolarne in
neekvimolarne), različna števila elementov (4 ali 5) ter so bili različno termično obdelani.

S.4.1

Vzorci ter njihova karakterizacija

Vsi štirje vzorci so bili pripravljeni s taljenjem z obločnim plamenom v inertni argonovi
atomosferi. Petkomponentni vzorec iz poglavja 3 (oz. poglavja povzetka S.3) je bil nato
obdelan s conskim taljenjem pri 2300 °C v argonovi atmosferi ter s hitrostjo premikanja
vzorca 5 mm/h. Ker je pri conskem taljenju naenkrat staljen le majhen del vzorca, vzorec
ni nikoli v globalnem termičnem ravnovesju in je nekje vmes med vzorci direktno v stanju
po sintezi (angl. as-cast) ter vzorci, ki so bili termično popuščeni (angl. annealed). V
Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEA-jih je ta razlika lahko velika, ”as-cast” vzorci imajo močno izražene
dendrite [12], naš vzorec obdelan s conskim taljenjem pa ne. Sinteza 4-komponentnega
termično popuščenega vzorca (taljenje z obločnim plamenom plus večkratno obračanje
vzorca) je podrobno opisana v referenci [12], ostala dva vzorca pa sta bila sintetizirana na
podoben način. Namesto označevanja s sestavo in termično zgodovino, smo vpeljali priročen okrajšan zapis, sestavljen iz števila komponent (4 ali 5) ter termične zgodovine vzorca
(”ZM” za consko taljenega, ”zone-melted” in ”ANN” za termično popuščane vzorce plus
čas popuščanja), tako da npr. ”Ta20 Nb21 Hf20 Zr20 Ti19 termično popuščan 7 h pri 2000 °C”
postane ”5ANN7h”. Okrajšana imena vzorcev, njihove sestave, termično obdelavo, po sestavi povprečene mrežne konstante, atomske radije ter temperature taljenja T m najdemo
v tabeli 4.2 na strani 101.
Vzorec ”5ZM” je petkomponenten neekvimolaren vzorec sintetiziran s conskim taljenjem in ima sestavo Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 . Rentgenski difrakcijski spekter s Kα1 črto Cu
anode na sliki 4.1a nakazuje eno samo bcc fazo, zaradi prisotnosti vseh vrhov pa sklepamo na ureditev zrn brez izrazite preferenčne orientacije. Izmerjena mrežna konstanta
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a = 3.36(1) Å se ujema z napovedjo (a = i ci ai ) po Vegardovem pravilu a = 3.358 Å ob
popolnoma naključnem mešanju atomov.
Ekvimolarni ”5ANN7h” s sestavo Ta20 Nb21 Hf20 Zr20 Ti19 je bil termično popuščan 7 h
pri 2000 °C, kar ustreza 0.90 T m . Difrakcijski vzorec (slika 4.1b) nakazuje eno samo bcc
fazo brez preferenčne orientacije domen v polikristaliničnem vzorcu. Ker je a = 3.42(1) Å
blizu Vegardovi napovedi a = 3.406 Å, sklepamo na popolnoma naključno mešanje.
Vzorec ”4ANN1d” je ekvimolaren, Ta25 Nb25 Hf26 Zr24 , ter je bil termično popuščan
1 dan pri 1800 °C, kar ustreza 0.78 T m . Difrakcijski vzorec (slika 4.1c) interpretiramo kot
dve bcc fazi: manjšo z aS = 3.37(1) Å in naključno orientacijo ter večjo aL = 3.48(2) Å z
orientacijo domen s telesno diagonalo pravokotno na površino vzorca osvetljeno z žarkom
(viden je le vrh (110) označen s trikotnikom).
Neekvimolarni vzorec ”5ANN1d” s sestavo Ta22 Nb24 Hf21 Zr23 Ti10 je bil termično popuščan 1 dan pri 1800 °C, kar ustreza 0.80 T m . Difrakcijski spekter interpretiramo kot dve
preferenčno orientirani bcc fazi: manjšo aS = 3.36(2) Å z orientacijo domen z normalo
ploskev osnovne celice pravokotno na osvetljeno površino vzorca (zvezdica označuje edini
viden vrh (200) pri 2θ = 54.5°) ter večjo aL = 3.40(1) Å s ploskovno diagonalo pravokotno
na površino (vidna sta le vrhova (110) in (220)).
Naši rezultati za mikrostrukturo (skala 1 µm do 100 µm) so skladni z dosedanjimi študijami za Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti vzorce pred in po termičnem popuščanju [12,16,49], zato jih
preskočimo ter se posvetimo nanostrukturi, ki bo pomembna za interpretacijo superprevodnih lastnosti. Opazovanje spreminjanja nanostrukture med termičnim popuščanjem
za 4-komponenten ekvimolaren Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr s pomočjo visokoločljivostne transmisijske
elektronske mikroskopije in tomografije na atomsko sondo (angl. atom probe tomography)
[12], katere del je bil tudi naš 4ANN1d vzorec, je podalo sledeča opažanja. V materialu
takoj po sintezi so elementi homogeno razporejeni na nanoskali, z vse daljšim termičnim
popuščanjem pa nastajajo vse večje gruče kratkega dosega, angl. short-range clusters,
SRCs. SRC-ji so bogati v Zr in Hf, ploščati ter nastajajo pravokotno na h100i kristalografske smeri v razmakih približno 7–15 nm. Po enem dnevu popuščanja se med seboj
začnejo lepiti v 3D mrežasto strukturo, po 4 dnevih pa na pravokotnih presečiščih začne
nastajati manjšinska hcp faza bogata v Zr in Hf. Tomografija na atomsko sondo preko
SRC-jev je pokazala profil v obliki Gaussove krivulje za Zr z deležem 60–75% Zr v sredini SRC-jev. Na sliki 4.2a je visokoločljivostna TEM slika vzdolž [100] našega 4ANN1d
vzorca, na sliki 4.2b pa 5ANN1d vzorca. V obeh slikah so vidni svetlejši ploščati SRC-ji
bogati v Zr in Hf ter temnejša matrica bogata v Ta in Nb. Kontrast za 5ANN1d je
verjetno manjši, ker je dodaten element (Ti) raztopljen tako v SRC-jih kot matrici.
P

S.4.2

Meritve električne upornosti

Meritve električne upornosti brez magnetnega polja so prikazane na slikah 4.3a in 4.3b.
Čeprav vsi vzorci postanejo superprevodni pod 8 K, je temperatura prehoda različna od
vzorca do vzorca. Nad temperaturo prehoda so upornosti linearne s temperaturo. V tabeli
4.3 na strani 106 so zbrani podatki povezani z upornostjo: temperatura superprevodnega
prehoda TCρ določena iz upornosti (kjer upornost pade na polovico vrednosti v normalnem
stanju), upornost ρ300 K pri sobni temperaturi, upornost ρ+ tik nad superprevodnim prehodom in pozitivni temperaturni koeficient P T C = (ρ300 K − ρ+ )/ρ+ . To, da so vrednosti
ρ+ in ρ300 K razmetane med 36 in 104 µWcm in da so P T C-ji relativno majhni (med 10%
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in 27%), sta znaka prisotnosti znatne strukturne neurejenosti v vzorcih. Vzorec 5ZM ima
najmanjša ρ+ in ρ300 K ter največji P T C. Slike 4.3a–d prikazujejo za superprevodnike
pričakovano znižanje temperature prehoda TCρ z višanjem magnetnega polja od 0 do 9 T.

S.4.3

Meritve specifične toplote

Slike 4.5a–d prikazujejo nizkotemperaturni del meritev specifične toplote za nekaj izbranih magnetnih polj (B = 0, 3, 6, in 9 T) za vse vzorce. Čeprav je za superprevodnike tipa
II prehod normalno-mešano stanje prehod drugega reda (brez latentne toplote) zaradi
nižje energije Cooperjevih parov napram običajnim elektronom, dobimo presežek energije
in eksotermen vrh. Za en sam superprevodnik tipa II je pričakovati en sam vrh. Analiza
rezultatov v tem poglavju bo imela napram tisti iz poglavja S.3 (oziroma poglavja 3) pomembno izboljšavo. Višina in strmina nezveznega skoka ∆C(T → TC ) = (Cs − Cn )T →TC
je direktno merilo za strukturno in kemijsko (substitucijsko) homogenost vzorca. Neskončna strmina na desni strani bi pomenila, da ima ves material prehod pri natanko isti
temperaturi in je tako popolnoma homogen. Položen skok pomeni širši spekter TC -jev ter
tako nehomogenost vzorca. Strmino priročno vizualno predstavimo s senčenjem ploskve
pod krivuljo.
Vzorca 5ZM in 5ANN7h, glej sliki 4.5a–b, imata v B = 0 T ostra vrhova, kar nakazuje visoko homogenost materiala, oziroma v primeru skoraj neskončno strmega vrha za
5ANN7h skoraj idealno homogenost materiala. Temperaturi prehoda določeni iz specifične toplote TC = 7.3 K (5ZM) in TC = 6.0 K (5ANN7h) sta nižji kot tisti iz upornosti
TCρ = 7.8 K in TCρ = 6.9 K, saj tam ni nujno, da je res celoten material superprevoden.
Za vzorec 4ANN1d ima C(T ) v B=0 T, glej sliko 4.5c, nenavadno strukturo iz dveh
širokih vrhov, izrazitejšega nizkotemperaturnega pri TC1 = 6.1 K ter manj izrazitega in
širšega vrha pri TC2 ≈ 7.6 K. Osenčena ploskev ter oblika dveh vrhov nakazujeta visoko nehomogenost. Interpretacija, kompatibilna z dvema fazama v rentgenskem spektru
(slika 4.1c), je, da lahko definiramo dve različni ”povprečni” fazi, ki pa sta že vsaka zase
močno nehomogeni.
Vzorec 5ANN1d ima v B=0 T, glej sliko 4.5d, sicer en izrazit vrh pri TC = 5.0 K,
vendar položnost skoka (velikost osenčenega dela) nakazuje široko distribucijo vrednosti
TC . Difrakcijski spekter (slika 4.1d) nakazuje dve različni fazi, kar interpretiramo, da sta
se široka vrhova teh dveh faz v specifični toploti združila v en sam širok vrh.
Na podlagi vseh (po 0.5 T) podatkov o skokih v specifični toploti so na slikah 4.6a–d
predstavljeni fazni diagrami µ0 Hc2 proti T za vse vzorce.
Podatkei za 5ZM in 5ANN7h
h
lahko fitamo z empirično formulo µ0 Hc2 (T ) = µ0 Hc2 (0) 1−(T /TC )β ter dobimo za 5ZM
vrednosti µ0 Hc2 (0)=8.15 T in β=1.51 ter za 5ANN7h vrednosti µ0 Hc2 =10.45 T in β=1.50.
Podatki za 4ANN1d (odčitujemo lahko le ostrejši spodnji vrh) ter 5ANN1d so kvalitativno
drugačni – linearni pod kritičnim poljem, kar je obnašanje znano iz amorfnih superprevodnikov [171,172,173]. Za 4ANN1d odčitamo (dµ0 Hc2 /dT )TC1 = − 2.2 T/K, za 5ANN1d
pa (dµ0 Hc2 /dT )TC = − 2.7 T/K.
Na slikah 4.7a–d so C/T proti T 2 grafi brez polja in za 9 T, ki jih analiziramo s poT →0
močjo C/T = γ + αT 2 podobno kot v poglavju S.3. Zaradi C/T −−−→ 0 v B = 0 T lahko
sklepamo, da vzorci postanejo superprevodni po celotnem volumnu in je torej superprevodnost robusten pojav. Na podlagi B = 9 T določimo povprečna γ in θD , glej tabelo 4.3
(stran 106).
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S.4.4

Diskusija

Predstavljeni rezultati (TEM, rentgenska difrakcija, C(T )) kažejo, da so vzorci različno
strukturno in substitucijsko/kemijsko homogeni, kar bomo razložili na podlagi sestave, lastnosti sestavnih elementov in termične obdelave. Najbolj homogen je vzorec 5ANN7h, nekoliko manj homogen 5ZM, pri čemer sta oba ena sama trdna raztopina. Vzorec 5ANN1d
je veliko bolj nehomogen in ima dve povprečni bcc fazi podobnih lastnosti, vzorec 4ANN1d
pa je najmanj homogen spet z dvema različnima bcc fazama. V podpoglavju S.1.1 smo že
zapisali, da je struktura neidealnega HEA-ja posledica tekmovanja med entalpijo mešanja,
ki v obliki parskih interakcij med sosednjimi atomi in elastične energije mreže usmerja k
lokalni ureditvi, ter entropije, ki usmerja proti naključni trdni raztopini.
Nastanek SRC-jev, to je lokalno ureditev, kvalitativno razumemo na podlagi tabele 4.4
parskih entalpij (oziroma interakcij) med elementi ter velikosti elementov, glej stran 115.
Parske entalpije si želijo grupiranje v (Zr, Hf, Ti) in (Ta, Nb, Ti(∗) ), tako da so elementi,
ki se med seboj močno odbijajo narazen in elementi, ki se dobro mešajo skupaj. Energijo
deformacije mreže znižuje grupiranje atomov podobnih velikosti, večjih {Zr, Hf} in manjših {Ta, Nb, Ti}. Obe grupiranji sta si podobni ter sodelujeta pri tem, da HEA potisneta
iz stanja ene same trdne raztopine v dvofazno ravnovesje z dvema trdnima raztopinama.
Faza z večjo mrežno konstanto aL je bogata v Zr in Hf, faza z manjšo aS pa v Ta in Nb,
pri čemer Ti približno enako dobro spada v obe grupi in torej tudi fazi.
Sedaj, ko razumemo zakaj nastanejo SRC-ji, skušajmo razumeti še količine nastale v
različnih vzorcih. V limiti neskončno dolgega termičnega popuščanja bo neidealen HEA
končal v stanju, ki minimizira Gibbsovo prosto energijo ∆Gmix = ∆Hmix − Tan ∆Smix .
Mešalna entalpija vleče v smeri urejanja in s tem nastanka SRC-jev, entropijski člen
Tan ∆Smix pa v smeri homogenega nereda. V tabeli 4.5 so predstavljeni vsi akterji v
določanju ravnovesja: parski del mešalne entalpije ∆Hmix izračunan po enačbi (1.12) s
podatki iz tabele 4.4, parameter za razlike atomskih velikosti δ po enačbi (1.13) kot merilo za deformacijski del mešalne entalpije, entropijski mešalni člen Tan ∆Smix z ∆Smix po
enačbi (1.2) ter razmerje Tan ∆Smix /∆Hmix kot variacija empiričnega parametra Ω Yanga
in sodelavcev. V razmerje sil nereda in urejanja kot so ga predlagali Yang et al. [35], glej
enačbo (1.14), smo vstavili temperaturo popuščanja, saj tam potekajo za nas zanimive
fazne spremembe. Izmed vseh vzorcev ima 4ANN1d najmočnejše sile urejanja (najvišja
∆Hmix in δ) ter najšibkejše sile nereda (najnižja Tan ∆Smix in Tan ∆Smix /∆Hmix ), kar je
skladno z opaženo največjo nehomogenostjo (največ SRC-jev). Od treh termično popuščenih vzorcev ima 5ANN7h najšibkejše sile urejanja (najnižja ∆Hmix in δ) ter najmočnejše
sile nereda (najvišja Tan ∆Smix in Tan ∆Smix /∆Hmix ), dodatno pa nastanku SRC-jev nasprotuje še krajši čas termičnega popuščanja zato je najbolj homogen. Visoko homogenost
vzorca 5ZM pripišemo podobnim parametrom kot za 5ANN7h, nekoliko manjša homogenost napram le-temu pa je posledica lokalne narave conskega taljenja.
V okviru McMillanovega modela [174],
1.04(1 + λ)
θD
exp −
TC =
1.45
λ − µ∗ (1 + 0.62λ)
"

#

(4.3)

je možno ob privzetku µ∗ ≈ 0.13 [174] za Coulombski pseudopotencial Morela in Andersona [175], natančeje razumeti superprevodnost homogenih vzorcev 5ZM in 5ANN7h
preko izračuna elektronsko-fononske sklopitve λ iz TC . Zaradi višje TC (7.3 K proti 6.0 K)
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ima 5ZM višji λ (0.792±0.002 proti 0.768±0.002) kot 5ANN7h. Višji λ v okviru McMillanovega modela pomeni mehkejšo mrežo za 5ZM glede na 5ANN7h, kar je skladno z
manjšo deformacijo mreže 5ZM glede na δ (4.6% proti 5.0%).

S.4.5

Zaključek

Superprevodnost v Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti visokoentropijskih zlitinah je robusten pojav, superprevodni so celotni vzorci ne glede na število komponent (4 ali 5), sestavo (ekvi- ali
neekvimolarno) ali termično obdelavo (temperatura in čas). Čeprav strukturna in kemijska neurejenost materialov ne vplivata na samo prisotnost superprevodnosti, pa ju je
nujno potrebno upoštevati v vseh detajlnih opisih superprevodnih in ostalih elektronskih
lastnosti. V naših meritvah specifične toplote Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti superprevodnikov je bilo na
primer moč jasno videti razliko med homogeno trdno raztopino ob malo ali nič termičnega
popuščanja, ki ima eno samo kritično temperaturo, ter delno urejeno nanostrukturo ob
daljšem termičnem popuščanju pri nižji temperaturi, pri kateri imajo SRC-ji in matrica
različne TC -je. Pokazali smo, da je v neidealnih HEA-jih možno nastanek nanostrukture
in posledičen vpliv na elektronske lastnosti razumeti preko velikosti obeh prispevkov k
Gibbsovi prosti energiji, to je mešalne entalpije ∆Hmix in entropijskega mešalnega člena
Tan ∆Smix .
Raziskava, ki se je začela kot ugotavljanje vpliva sestave na superprevodne lastnosti, npr. kritično temperaturo, se je tako končala z ugotovitvijo, da je v diskusijah vseh
elektronskih lastnosti HEA-jev nujno potrebno upoštevati tudi (nano)strukturo in ne le
globalno sestavo. Vsi parametri, ki vplivajo na strukturo (število elementov, sestava, radiji
elementov, termična zgodovina), lahko vplivajo tudi na elektronske lastnosti.
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S.5

Kvazikristalni aproksimant Gd3Au13Sn4:
Geometrijsko frustrirani magnetizem spinov
razporejenih na ikozaedričnih gručah

Komentar: Ta del povzetka in poglavje 5 sta osnovana na referenci [176].
Med raziskavami ternarnega sistema Ce-Au-Sn je bil odkrit nov kvazikristalni aproksimant
[177,178] z nominalno sestavo Ce3 Au13 Sn4 , katerega strukturo opišemo kot razporeditev
atomskih gruč z ikozaedrično simetrijo na mrežna mesta telesno centrirane (bcc) celice.
Zanimivost tega aproksimanta za raziskave magnetnih lastnosti izhaja iz: a) zelo preproste
magnetne podmreže, saj so vsi magnetni atomi (atomi Ce) locirani na skoraj perfektnih
ikozaedričnih lupinah atomskih gruč, b) na magnetni podmreži ni nereda, c) magnetizem
cerijevih atomov izhaja iz f elektronov, ki so bolje lokalizirani kot d elektroni večine
kompleksnih medkovinskih spojin (glej tudi podpoglavje S.1.2).
Nedavno smo s taljenjem z obločnim plamenom uspeli sintetizirati kvazikristalni aproksimant Gd3 Au13 Sn4 , ki ima ekvivalentno strukturo kot Ce3 Au13 Sn4 , z izjemo tega, da
so cerijevi atomi zamenjani z gadolinijevimi. Le-ti imajo v ionizacijskem stanju Gd3+ ,
enega najmočnejših magnetnih momentov (8µB ) med elementi, kar pomeni še robustnejši
in bolj izrazit magnetizem. Zaradi frustrirane razporeditve atomov, dobre lokalizacije f
elektronov ter antiferomagnetne interakcije med spini, lahko na Gd3 Au13 Sn4 gledamo kot
na prototip čisto geometrijsko frustriranega sistema (oziroma frustriranega sistema brez
nereda na magnetni mreži) – pri čemer je mreža spinov v Gd3 Au13 Sn4 periodična razporeditev pravilnih spinskih ikozaedrov. Predstavili bomo meritve statičnih in dinamičnih
magnetnih lastnosti, specifične toplote in entropije za Gd3 Au13 Sn4 ter jih primerjali z
lastnostmi za spinska stekla. Slednja primerjava je zlasti relevantna zaradi nedavnih meritev na ikozaedričnem kvazikristalu Ag50 In36 Gd14 in njegovem 1/1 aproksimantu [179],
ki ravno tako vsebujeta Gd spine in imata prehod v fazo spinskega stekla.

S.6

Struktura in vzorec Gd3Au13Sn4

Pri 750 °C se sestave novega ternarnega aproksimanta iz uvoda z nominalno sestavo
Ce3 Au13 Sn4 raztezajo od CeAu5 Sn (oziroma Ce14.3 Au71.4 Sn14.3 v at.%) do Ce3 Au13 Sn4
(oziroma Ce15 Au65 Sn20 v at.%) [177]. Struktura je bila določena za sestavi Ce3 Au14.2 Sn2.7
[177] in Ce3 Au13.8 Sn3.4 [178] z malenkostnimi razlikami v prostorski grupi (I23 oziroma
Im3 z eno simetrijsko operacijo več) ter mrežni konstanti (15.118(1) Å oziroma 15.190(1) Å).
V naši fizikalni interpretaciji bosta nastopali le robustni lastnosti, ki sta skupni obema
modeloma: opis gruč je enak ter Ce pozicija je polno zasedena.
Strukturo Ce3 Au13 Sn4 [178] oziroma strukturo ekvivalentnega Gd3 Au13 Sn4 opišemo
kot bcc razporeditev velikih atomskih gruč z ikozaedrično simetrijo plus nekaj dodatnih
atomov (angl. glue atoms), glej sliko 5.1a. Vsaka atomska gruča je sestavljena iz treh
koncentričnih lupin, ki imajo vse ikozaedrično simetrijo: a) najbolj notranja je (Sn, Au)20
dodekaeder iz 12 Au in 8 Sn atomov, b) srednja ter za našo diskusijo najpomembnejša je
perfekten ikozaeder sestavljen iz 12 Ce atomov pri 0.54 nm od središča gruče, c) zunanjega
ikozidodekaedra iz 30 Au atomov. Dodatni atomi (angl. glue atoms) so Au ali Sn.
Ker so edini magnetni atomi atomi Ce (oziroma Gd za Gd3 Au13 Sn4 ), je cerijeva pod215
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mreža na sliki 5.1b natančno tudi magnetna podmreža. Magnetna podmreža torej sestoji
iz neprekrivajočih se Ce12 ikozaedrov, vsa njena mesta pa so popolnoma zasedena. Vsi
Ce atomi v strukturi pripadajo eni sami kristalografski poziciji [177,178], zato so interakcije in okolice vseh spinov enake. Najpomembnejše interakcije vsakega spina bodo z
najbližjimi sosedi, glej sliko 5.1c: a) vzdolž robu Ce12 ikozaedra na razdalji ∼ 5.7 Å, b) do
najbližjega spina na sosednjem ikozaedru pri ∼ 5.6 Å. Utemeljiti se da, da so najmočnejše
interakcije tiste znotraj enega ikozaedra (vzdolž robov), glej Diskusijo in zaključke. Ko na
vogale ploskve Ce12 ikozaedra – enakostraničnega trikotnika, glej sliko 5.1d – postavimo
tri enake skalarne spine ter jih sklopimo antiferomagnetno, je konfiguracija frustrirana,
saj ne more biti hkrati izpolnjena antiparalelna ureditev za vse tri vezi. Ker na magnetni
podmreži ni nobenega nereda, je frustracija popolnoma geometrijske narave.
Naš vzorec nominalne kompozicije Gd3 Au13 Sn4 je bil polikristalinična palica, dobljena
s taljenjem stehiometričnih količin elementov z obločnim plamenom v argonovi atmosferi po metodi iz reference [178]. Na podlagi več slik z detektorjem za povratno sipane
elektrone na vrstičnem elektronskem mikroskopu, glej sliko 5.2a, lahko zaključimo, da
vzorec ne vsebuje sekundarnih faz. Majhen preostali kontrast pripišemo zrnati strukturi
polikristaliničnega materiala z zrni velikosti reda 5 µm. Z vrstičnim mikroskopom (SEMEDS) smo tudi določili dejansko sestavo materiala Gd14.2 Au63.1 Sn22.7 (v at.%) oziroma
Gd3 Au13.3 Sn4.8 . V nadaljevanju bomo vseeno uporabljali generično sestavo Gd3 Au13 Sn4 .
Struktura oziroma njena ekvivalentnost Ce3 Au13 Sn4 je bila preverjena s pomočjo primerjave difrakcijskega vzorca naše strukture (črna črta) z objavljenim difrakcijskim spektrom
Ce3 Au14.2 Sn2.7 (rdeče črte) iz ”JCPDS Card No. 04-009-8641” [177]. Ostre črte so indikacija dobre urejenosti, določena mrežna konstanta pa je a = 14.942 Å.

S.6.1

Statične magnetne meritve

Komentar: Enote pri Gd3 Au13 Sn4 , so ”cgs emu” in ne SI. Glej tabelo v Dodatku A.1.
Na podlagi razlike magnetnih susceptibilnosti hlajenih brez in z poljem (χzf c in χf c )
sklepamo, da pod ≈ 3 K sistem ni več ergodičen na eksperimentalni skali, glej sliko 5.3.
Temperaturo zamrzovanja spinov, Tf ≈ 2.8 K, smo določili kot vrh χzf c pri H = 8 Oe.
V majhnih poljih pod temperaturo zamrzovanja tako χf c kot χzf c padata, vendar je
manjšanje hitrejše za χzf c . Magnetna struktura je ”mehka”, že pri nekaj 10 Oe pride do
širjenja vrhov ter premika χzf c − χf c razcepa proti nižjim temperaturam, dokler razcep
pri 1 kOe ne izgine popolnoma.
V magnetni histerezni krivulji pri T = 2.0 K < Tf za magnetno polje ±50 kOe, glej
sliko 5.4, ni videti nobene histereze neergodičnega sistema, delno zaradi mehke magnetne
strukture in deloma zaradi histereze superprevodnega magneta. Sama oblika krivulje –
majhen zakrivljen del (npr. za |H| < 10 kOe) in linearno nad tem – je tipična za frustrirane
antiferomagnetne sisteme, kjer zeemanska sklopitev postopoma obrača frustrirane spine.
Slika 5.5 prikazuje izmerjene magnetne susceptibilnosti χ čez celotno temperaturno
območje (1.9–300 K) za različna polja. V ergodičnem režimu, nad Tf , se vse krivulje
. Tu je
prekrivajo, možno pa jih je fitati s Curie-Weissovim zakonom, χ = χ0 + CTCW
−θ
χ0 od temperature neodvisni prispevek zaradi susceptibilnosti atomskih sredic ter prevodnih elektronov. Na podlagi Curie-Weissove konstante CCW = 8.3 emuK/mol-Gd lahko
preračunamo efektiven magnetni moment gadolinijevega atoma µ̄ef f ter od tod efektivno
Bohrovo magnetonsko število na Gd atom, p̄ef f = µ̄ef f /µB . Gd magnetni momenti v
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Gd3 Au13 Sn4 zavzamejo celotno velikost magnetnega momenta prostega iona, kar je vidno iz primerjave p̄ef f = 8.1 ± 0.1, z vrednostjo za prost Gd3+ ion, p = 8.0. Negativen
predznak Curie-Weissove temperature θ = −20 K pove, da je sklopitev med spini antiferomagnetnega (AFM) tipa.

S.6.2

Magnetna susceptibilnost v izmeničnem polju

Slika 5.6 prikazuje realni del susceptibilnosti χ0 v izmeničnem (”ac”) magnetnem polju
amplitude 6.5 Oe za frekvence ν = 1, 10, 100 in 1000 Hz. Pozicija vrha predstavlja temperaturo zamrzovanja in se z naraščanjem frekvence premika proti višjim temperaturam.
Relativni premik Tf je sorazmeren z logaritmom frekvence. Opišemo ga s parametrom
Γ = ∆Tf (ν)/Tfref ∆[log10 ν], ki ima za Gd3 Au13 Sn4 vrednost Γ = 0.011 ter spada v velikostni razred kanoničnih spinskih stekel, npr. 0.010 za AuFe in 0.013 za P dMn [183].

S.6.3

Termoremanentna magnetizacija

Lastnosti neergodičnih sistemov so poleg trenutnih vrednosti termodinamskih parametrov
(temperatura, polje, ...) odvisne tudi od njihove zgodovine, zaradi česar so možni dodatni
komplicirani pojavi, npr. ultrapočasni razpad termoremanentne magnetizacije, angl. thermoremanent magnetization, TRM [184,185]. Eksperiment opazovanja TRM razpada, glej
sliko 5.7, se začne s sistemom v visokotemperaturni ergodični fazi. Po vklopu magnetnega
polja Hf c se vzorec ohladi do temperature T1 ter počaka čas tw , tipično minute ali ure.
Ko je staranje končano, se magnetno polje hitro izklopi (Hf c → 0) ter meri razpad magnetizacije. Za ergodične sisteme je magnetizacija sestavljena le iz reverzibilnega dela ter
razpade skoraj takoj po izklopu polja. Za neergodične faze pa je poleg hitro razpadajočega
reverzibilnega dela prisoten tudi ireverzibilen del (TRM), ki razpada počasi na vseh eksperimentalnih skalah. Glavni trije parametri, ki nastopajo v eksperimentu TRM razpada,
so temperatura merjenja oziroma staranja T1 , čas čakanja oziroma staranja tw in velikost
magnetnega polja Hf c , podatke pa zbiramo vzdolž opazovalnega časa t. TRM običajno izrazimo kot delež magnetizacije pred izklopom polja, MT RM (t | T1 , tw , Hf c )/Mf c (T1 , Hf c ).
Eksperimenti potekajo tako, da držimo dva od treh glavnih parametrov (T1 , tw , Hf c )
fiksna ter analiziramo vpliv tretjega.
Eksperimenti o vplivu temperature čakanja/staranja T1 (pri Hf c = 100 Oe in tw =
60 min), glej log-lin graf na sliki 5.8a, pokažejo, da je razpad TRM-ja v Gd3 Au13 Sn4
logaritmično počasen v t. Kot pričakovano je največji TRM pri najnižji temperaturi
T1 = 1.9 K, kjer je zamrznjenih največ spinov in velik pri 2.0 K. Malenkost nad temperaturo zamrzovanja je pri 3.0 K še vedno prisoten majhen TRM, višje (v popolnoma
ergodičnem področju) pa ga ni. Eksperimenti o vplivu čakalnega časa, glej sliko 5.8b
kažejo, da normalizirani TRM MT RM /Mf c narašča s časom čakanja tw . Eksperimenti o
vplivu magnetnega polja Hf c (pri T1 = 1.9 K in tw = 60 min), glej sliko 5.9, pa kažejo,
da se TRM močno zmanjša z magnetnim poljem, npr. od 2 Oe do 1000 Oe upade približno 7-krat. Takšen tip obnašanja je bil opažen tudi v kanoničnem spinskem steklu CuMn
(s 5 at.% Mn) [185] ter dveh kompleksnih aproksimantih T-Al3 Mn [134] in µ-Al4 Mn [135].

S.6.4

Spominski efekt

Spominski efekt je še ena manifestacija neravnovesne dinamike frustriranih sistemov, glej
shemo na sliki 5.10. Eksperiment se začne v vzorcem v ergodični fazi (nad Tf torej).
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Vzorec ohladimo brez magnetnega polja do temperature zapisovanja T1 v neergodični fazi,
kjer s čakanjem oziroma staranjem za čas tw zapišemo informacijo. Opozorimo, da je zapis
v ničelnem polju ter torej zgolj posledica termičnih efektov. Po pisanju vzorec ohladimo
do najnižje temperature ter morebiti pustimo nekaj časa, kar je ekvivalentno hranjenju
informacije. Na začetku bralnega dela vklopimo majhno magnetno polje (tipično nekaj
oerstedov) ter merimo magnetizacijo Mzf c ob segrevanju vzorca skozi neergodično fazo.
Staranje pri T1 ob zapisovalnem delu eksperimenta se v bralnem delu pozna kot vdolbina
v Mzf c pri temperaturi T1 . S tem, da pri T1 čakamo ali ne, tako v vzorec vpišemo en bit
informacije.
Slika 5.11 prikazuje meritve spominskega efekta v Gd3 Au13 Sn4 . Z daljšanjem časa vpisovanja tw se globina povečuje, kar je najlepše vidno na sliki 5.11c, kjer je spominski efekt
predstavljen kot relativna sprememba, ∆M = [Mzf c (tw = 0) − Mzf c (tw )] /Mzf c (tw = 0).

S.6.5

Specifična toplota in entropija

Nizkotemperaturni del meritev specifične toplote Gd3 Au13 Sn4 je prikazan na sliki 5.12a.
Višina vrha pri ∼3.8 K se z višanjem magnetnega polja znatno spreminja, vendar se
pozicija vrha ne premika. Situacija, da je pozicija vrha (∼3.8 K) višje kot temperatura
zamrzovanja spinov (Tf ≈ 2.8 K), je znana iz spinskih stekel, kjer je lahko reda 20% [123].
Za magnetno kovino je specifična toplota v limiti nizkih temperatur sestavljena iz
treh delov, C = Cel + Clatt + Cm , tu je Cel = γT elektronski prispevek, Clatt = αT 3
mrežni prispevek ter Cm od magnetne ureditve ter magnetnega polja odvisen magnetni del.
Splošno obnašanje Cm za frustrirane sisteme je znano iz spinskih stekel – pri temperaturah
okoli Tf poteka postopno zamrzovanja spinov, najprej pri najvišjih temperaturah (celo
nad Tf ) zamrznejo spini v najvišjem lokalnem magnetnem polju ter nato z nižanjem
temperature tisti z vse nižjimi polji. Sposodimo si model [192] za razredčena spinska
stekla pod Tf z RKKY interakcijo, Cm = A T . Za Gd3 Au13 Sn4 ne obstaja noben enostaven
način, da bi C razdelili v prispevke Cel , Clatt in Cm . Na podlagi slike 5.12a ter velike razlike
med C(T ) za B = 0 T in 8 T lahko samo rečemo, da magnetni del očitno dominira v bližini
Tf ter pri nižjih temperaturah.
Da bi izboljšali robustnost analize, se iz specifičnih toplot preselimoR v entropije. En0)
dT 0 , glej
tropijo iz meritev C(T ) izračunamo kot ∆S(T ) = S(T )−S(2 K) = 2TK C(T
T0
sliko 5.12b. Z višanjem B se entropija premika proti višjim temperaturam, saj se zaradi
zeemanskega prispevka bariere zvišujejo in je potrebne več termične energije za odklepanje reorientacije spinov. Za teoretični model si dovolimo model za spinska stekla razširiti
v obliko Cm = A(H) T , tako da konstanta postaneodvisna od polja. Ob tej predpostavki
je naš model za nizkotemperaturni del ∆S(T ) = γ + A(H) · (T − 2 K). Na sliki 5.12b
vidimo, da ta model dobro deluje za vsa polja celo do ≈3.4 K.

S.6.6

Diskusija in zaključki

Gd3 Au13 Sn4 je prototip čisto geometrijsko frustriranega sistema. Tega ne moremo trditi
za vsak magneten ikozaedričen aproksimant, za Gd3 Au13 Sn4 pa to trdimo na podlagi: a)
urejene magnetne podmreže, ki je sestavljena zgolj iz periodične razporeditve perfektnih
ikozaedrov, b) dobro lokaliziranih magnetnih momentov, c) AFM interakcije. Z meritvami magnetne susceptibilnosti v statičnem in izmeničnem polju smo prikazali prehod v
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neergodično fazo pri temperaturi zamrzovanja spinov Tf ≈ 2.8 K.
Susceptibilnost hlajena v polju χf c , ki pada pod Tf , se bistveno razlikuje od susceptibilnosti v spinskih steklih (konstantna) ter superparamagnetih (narašča), kar nam ponudi
sledečo interpretacijo. Stanje Gd3 Au13 Sn4 je superpozicija:
1. neurejenih metastabilnih stanj s postopno dinamiko zamrzovanja in
2. urejenega antiferomagnetnega stanja z ostrim (v temperaturi) faznim prehodom.
O magnetno urejeni komponenti lahko povemo zelo malo, saj je sistem vedno superpozicija
obeh tipov stanj. Dinamične meritve – magnetna susceptibilnost v izmeničnem polju,
razpad termoremanentne magnetizacije ter spominski efekt – so podobne tistim v spinskih
steklih. To ni presenetljivo, saj prisotnost dolgoživih neurejenih metastabilnih stanj sistem
naredi zelo podoben neurejenim spinskim steklom. Magnetna polja reda 10 Oe, ki sodeč
po razcepu χzf c − χf c uničujejo magnetno strukturo, v resnici uničujejo metastabilno
komponento superpozicije.
Del meritev C(T ) je podoben kot v spinskih steklih: a) magnetni del specifične toplote
je velik, b) prispevek je razporejen čez široko temperaturno območje, kar je skladno z
dinamiko upočasnjevanja v spinskih steklih, c) višanje magnetnega polja viša bariere in
premika entropijo k višjim temperaturam. Vse lastnosti C(T ) pa niso enake kot v spinskih
steklih – v Gd3 Au13 Sn4 model Cm = A T , velja do ≈ 3.4 K, kar je nad Tf , to pa se razlikuje
od spinskih stekel, kjer je linearen teoretičen model veljaven le za T << Tf pa še za to
območje [192] je pogosto potreben alternativen empiričen model Cm = AT + BT 2 .
Ker je osnovno stanje Gd3 Au13 Sn4 zaradi prisotnosti metastabilnih stanj zelo težko
eksperimentalno preučevati, predlagamo, da se raziskave nadaljuje s teoretičnim modelom
spinov na izkozaedru ali mreži ikozaedrov. Verjetno bodo v primerjavi rezultatov naših
eksperimentov s tem modelom nastopala sledeča vprašanja:
1. Naj se spine obravnava kot Isingove (1D) ali vektorske (3D)?
2. Je interakcija med najbližjimi sosedi direktna izmenjalna ali RKKY?
3. Med dvema sosednjima Gd atomoma na istem Gd12 ikozaedru je prosta pot, med
dvema sosednjima atomoma na različnih ikozaedrih pa sta vmes dve lupini z 30 Au
atomi. Očitno je, da je interakcija znotraj Gd12 ikozaedra pomembnejša, toda ali je
interakcijo med atomoma na različnih ikozaedrih ravno tako potrebno vzeti v zakup
za pravilen opis?
4. V Gd3 Au13 Sn4 je prisotnega nekaj nereda: substitucijska neurejenost na najbolj notranji (Sn, Au)20 lupini atomskih gruč, delna zasedenost te lupine in ”glue” atomov.
Kakšen je vpliv tega nereda – ali vnaša kaj naključnosti v magnetne interakcije?
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S.7

Zaključna diskusija

Poglavje S.3 (oziroma poglavje 3) je poročalo o odkritju prve superprevodne visokoentropijske zlitine, Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 . V meritvah električne upornosti nastopa za superprevodnike tipičen padec upornosti na ničelno vrednost. V magnetni susceptibilnosti
in magnetni histerezni krivulji M (H) je poln Meissnerjev efekt prisoten skozi vrednost
oziroma strmino −1. Oblika M (H) krivulje klasificira Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 kot superprevodnik tipa II. Vrhovi v meritvah specifične toplote C(T ) ustrezajo prehodom iz normalnega v mešano stanje. Vzorec je bil superprevoden po celem volumnu. Z vrednostmi za
zgornje kritično polje iz specifične toplote ter za spodnje iz magnetizma smo določili fazni
diagram. Za Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 smo določili kritično temperaturo TC = 7.27 K, zgornje kritično polje µ0 Hc2 = 8.15 T in spodnje kritično polje µ0 Hc1 ≈ 35 mT. Na podlagi
nadaljnje analize smo HEA klasificirali kot BCS tipa v limiti šibke elektronsko-fononske
sklopitve ter kot ”umazan” superprevodnik. Povprečje po sestavi (Vegardovo pravilo)
dobro drži za mrežne prostostne stopnje, tj. mrežno konstanto in Debyevo temperaturo,
ne deluje pa za elektronske lastnosti. Relevantnost tega dela izvira predvsem iz samega
odkritja prvega HEA superprevodnika. Kot prvo, predstavlja nepričakovan dodatek k
fizikalnim lastnostim HEA-jev. Kot drugo je bila naša publikacija [79] v Physical Review
Letters izbrana kot urednikovo priporočilo (Editor’s Suggestion), zaradi česar bi lahko
trdili, da je Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 zanimiv za fiziko nasploh, predvsem kot nenavaden superprevodnik. Omenimo, da je bila ta publikacija od objave v septembru 2014 citirana
20-krat glede na Web of Science in 23-krat glede na SCOPUS ter da je pritegnila še dve
drugi raziskovalni skupini v raziskave superprevodnosti v HEA-jih [50,81]. Kot zadnje,
odkritje Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 odpira bazična fizikalna vprašanj, npr. kakšen je mehanizem
superprevodnosti v HEA-jih ter kako izgledajo fononi v HEA-jih.
Kot dodatek k temu poglavju (glej S.3.6) sem predstavil izračun 4×4×4 supercelice
zlitine Ta34 Nb33 Hf8 Zr14 Ti11 s popolnoma naključno razporeditvijo atomov. Potrebna je
bila relaksacija vseh atomskih pozicij. Čeprav je s tem prikazano, da načeloma HEA-je
lahko obravnavamo z DFT paketi z LAPW bazo (in polnim potencialom), se je ta pristop
izkazal kot izjemno zahteven glede računskega časa ter nesmiseln, v kolikor podatki o
lokalni razporeditvi atomov niso znani iz drugih virov ali metod.
Za poglavje S.4 (oziroma poglavje 4) so bili zbrani dodatni vzorci iz sistema Ta-Nb-HfZr-Ti, tako da smo imeli skupaj štiri vzorce, ki so predstavljali različne sestave (ekvi- in
neekvimolarno), števila komponent (4 in 5) ter različne termične obdelave (termično popuščanje ali consko taljenje). Da smo razumeli vse podrobnosti meritev, npr. rentgenske
spektre ter oblike krivulj za specifično toploto, je bilo potrebno upoštevati nanostrukturo;
Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEA-ji so lahko popolnoma neurejene trdne raztopine ali delno urejeni
(SRC-ji v matrici). Najprej smo s kvalitativno analizo parskih mešalnih entalpij pojasnili
nastanek SRC-jev bogatih v Zr&Hf v matrici bogati v Ta&Nb ter nato preko razmerja
Tan ∆Smix /∆Hmix še nehomogenost vzorcev (oziroma količino urejanja). Za najbolj homogena vzorca smo še preverili napoved McMillanovega modela. Rezultati v tem delu
so pomembni, ker pokažejo: a) da je superprevodnost v HEA-jih robusten pojav, ki je
prisoten ne glede na metode priprave ter termične obdelave, b) da nanostruktura vpliva
na superprevodnost in ostale elektronske lastnosti HEA-jev, zato je potrebno v razlage
le-teh vključiti vse parametre (število elementov, sestavo, ...), ki vplivajo na strukturo
materialov.
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V poglavju S.5 (oziroma poglavju 5) poročam o magnetizmu kvazikristalnega aproksimanta Gd3 Au13 Sn4 , ki ima zelo specifično magnetno strukturo – sestavljeno iz dobro
lokaliziranih magnetnih momentov f elektronov gadolinijevih atomov, pri čemer so ti
spini locirani na popolnoma urejeni mreži iz neprekrivajočih ikozaedrov ter sklopljeni antiferomagnetno. Zaradi pomankanja nereda ter zaradi dobro lokaliziranih momentov je
Gd3 Au13 Sn4 čisto geometrijsko frustriran magneten sistem in ne spinsko steklo kot drugi
kvazikristali in kvazikristalni aproksimanti. Sistem pod temperaturo zamrzovanja spinov
≈ 2.8 K preide v neergodično fazo, za katero na podlagi susceptibilnosti hlajene v polju
χf c sklepamo, da je najverjetneje sestavljena iz superpozicije: a) neurejenih metastabilnih stanj s postopno dinamiko zamrzovanja ter b) urejenega antiferomagnetnega stanja
z ostrim (v temperaturi) faznim prehodom. Superpočasna dinamika, ki jo opazujemo
skozi AC susceptibilnost, termoremanentno magnetizacijo in spominski efekt, je posledica
neurejenih metastabilnih stanj ter zato podobna kot v spinskih steklih. Rezultati tega
dela so relevantni, ker: a) se na podlagi Gd3 Au13 Sn4 , kot prototipa frustriranega sistema
sestavljenega iz ikozaedrov, morda lahko naučimo kaj o geometrijsko frustriranih sistemih
nasploh ter b) je magnetizem Gd3 Au13 Sn4 kvalitativno drugačen od magnetizma ostalih
kvazikristalov in aproksimantov in nam morda lahko pove, za katere lastnosti opažane
v kompleksnih medkovinskih spojinah (npr. spinsko zamrzovanje) prisotnost nereda ni
ključna.

S.7.1

Primerjava – kolikor daleč je sploh možna

Zaradi majhne količine znanja o fizikalnih lastnostih visokoentropijskih zlitin sem ob začetku doktorskega raziskovanja želel tematiko nekoliko razširiti, da bi imel na voljo nekaj
več možnosti za primerjavo. Smiselne izbire so med tremi skupinami kovinskih sistemov,
ki imajo lahko več glavnih elementov: med enostavnimi medkovinskimi spojinami, kompleksnimi medkovinskimi spojinami ter amorfnimi kovinskimi stekli. Ker je bil na voljo
za fizikalne meritve nov in kvaliteten vzorec Gd3 Au13 Sn4 , sem se odločil za kompleksne
medkovinske spojine. Kompleksne medkovinske spojine so primerne za primerjavo s HEAji, ker: a) lahko vsebujejo več elementov, ki zadostijo kriteriju (ali vsaj spodnji meji) za
glavne elemente po definiciji HEA-jev, npr. naš Gd14.2 Au63.1 Sn22.7 , b) je v njih prav tako
prisoten kemijski oziroma substitucijski nered, c) podrazred kompleksnih kovinskih spojin
ima napram amorfnim steklom še prednost, da ohrani diskretno translacijsko simetrijo.
Superprevodnost v kvazikristalih [197,198,199,200] in kompleksnih medkovinskih spojinah [201,202] je na žalost ne pretirano razvito področje z izjemno majhnim številom
objav. Ob primerjavi hitro postane jasno, da so Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti visokoentropijske zlitine iz poglavja S.4 (oziroma poglavja 4) boljši superprevodniki, po kriterijih kritične
temperature in polja, od vseh odkritih med kompleksnimi medkovinskimi spojinami. V
kolikor modeli uporabljeni v analizi superprevodnih kompleksnih medkovinskih spojin presegajo našo analizo, so sposojeni iz standardnih superprevodnikov. Vzorca Ti53 Zr27 Ni20 in
Ti45 Zr38 Ni17 [199] bi sicer morda bila zanimiva za podrobnejšo primerjavo z našimi HEA-ji
zaradi skupnih elementov, a ta raziskava ni prišla dalj od dokazovanja superprevodnosti
preko padca upornosti.
Ker ni možna nobena primerjava superprevodnih lastnosti, so skoraj takoj eliminirane
vse naše meritve. Če ignoriramo dolgočasno standardno specifično toploto nad 10 K ter
pričakovano visoke vrednosti residualne upornosti (zaradi nereda), ostane le še vprašanje,
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zakaj linearnost upornosti ρ(T ) nad ≈ 40 K velja za tako veliko temperaturno območje.
Na to pa ne bodo odgovorile primerjave z medkovinskimi spojinami temveč kvečjemu
raziskave fononov v HEA-jih.
Dodaten razlog, zakaj je morda smiselno skupaj obravnavati HEA-je in kompleksne
kovinske spojine (CMA-je) je, da so DFT paketi, ki so sposobni opisati gigantske osnovne
celice CMA-jev, načeloma hkrati sposobni opisati tudi dobre periodične aproksimacije
HEA-jev. Na podlagi podpoglavja S.3.6 (oziroma podpoglavja 3.9), lahko komentiram,
da to ni tako preprosto. Iz rentgenske difrakcije (XRD) je struktura kompleksnih kovinskih spojin, vsaj v principu, popolnoma določena in je zato minimalen izračun en
samousklajen elektronski izračun. Pri HEA-jih ne poznamo lokalne razporeditve in tudi
če predpostavimo npr. popolnoma naključno mešanje, iz rengtenske difrakcije poznamo
le povprečno strukturo in ne odmikov posameznih atomov. Za HEA-je je tako minimalen izračun relaksacija strukture (mnogo elektronskih izračunov). Čeprav torej lahko isti
DFT paketi obravnavajo CMA-je in HEA-je, je za HEA-je več ovir, zaradi česar se tipično uporabljajo alternativni pristopi, ki ne računajo dejanskih lokalnih razporeditev,
npr. KKR-CPA [50,64].
Zaključujem torej s sklepom, da se ta hip ni možno naučiti ničesar preveč uporabnega iz
primerjave visokoentropijskih zlitin s kompleksnimi medkovinskimi spojinami. Delno je to
tudi posledica nekaj nesrečnih naključij: a) ko so eksperimenti na Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEA-jih
zavili v superprevodnost in so postajali vse bolj fizikalno zanimivi, je hkrati upadala tudi
možnost primerjave, b) za Gd3 Au13 Sn4 se je izkazalo, da je ravno urejenost tako ključen del
magnetizma, da ga ne morem kredibilno primerjati z (neurejenimi) magnetnimi HEA-ji,
npr. HoDyYGdTb. Čeprav še vedno verjamem, da lahko s primerjavami različnih tipov
kovinskih sistemov pridobimo dodatne informacije, to za fizikalne lastnosti HEA-jev v
prihodnosti z mojega stališča ni smiselno, dokler ne bodo dobro poznani vplivi strukture
na te lastnosti.
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